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PROCEED"
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAY was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble
multi channel systems which could play music and
movies equally well. Building on this legacy of
successful multi- purpose components, Madrigal is
pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video
control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

As standard the AVP will decode any format you want. Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS and Stereo Surround modes all
come as standard. Any future surround modes and new features
are easily added to the AVP's software platform via the internet.
The AVP's hardware is designed to handle future digital recordings
including 24bit/961cHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable you to configure your system however you want,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eight video
inputs (including four S-Video) are handled with broadcast quality
Video Switching, so you wont lose picture quality, even with the
future of Digital Television.
The AMPS wields an arsenal of competitive advantages designed
to make it the worlds best multi channel amplifier. Independent
power supplies for each channel ensure the AMPS delivers
effortless, dynamic sound quality from all channels. The AMPS
packs five powerful channels into asingle chassis to offer more
amplifier in less space than ever before.
Designed to last, built to perform. Proceed by Madrigal.

For further information on Proceed products please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier@path.co.uk
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dealer's listening rooms. This time, the
roof aerial was properly sorted out and

Steve Harris
Editor
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an FM tuner (Linn Kudos) allowed
direct (but not blind or level-matched)
comparison.
Of course, when you switch from
Digital to FM and back, you are not just
comparing two pieces of hardware. You

Digita Audio
Broadcasting
is now callied
Digital Radio
for short, and
Arcarr's
groundbreaking
DRT-10 tuner
is, well, nearly
ready to go on
sale. Now
even the
Editor has had
charmll to
listen to it..

'Rope art missing'
Readers with
experience of printing
may not have
puzzled too long over
the unwanted
subhead to last
month's Chord review
[foot of page 26J, but
for everyone else,
here's the
explanation. The
three alien words were
a reminder which the
typesetters sent to our
art editor by inserting
it in the page as proof
stage — and which
they afterwards forgot
to remove when they
sent the page to press.
We're sure John
Franks of Chord had
the musical meaning
in mini when he
chose the brand
name, but we hope
he'll forgive the
production error as
well as our ropey
visual pun.

E-MAIL
Bou can

contact us via
e-maii on
HI-FINEWS(a'
Ihm.co.uk

ISSN 0142-6230.
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Jan], Arcam kindly set up another `hands
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our

up [see this month's 'Brief Encounters']
with areview of the Cymbol DAB tuner.

It may have only been aprototype, but

he did at least get to take it home.

RECORDING BAN?
The issue of copy prevention on digital
TV has focused attention on home
recording in general. We now accept
that Brussels will eventually ban
everything that once made life in the
UK worth living, but the fact is that
home duplication of copyright music is

are comparing two completely different

already illegal, even if you buy so-called
consumer discs for your CD-R. It's just

broadcast/reception chains, because once
the signal leaves the studio, every part
of the process is different, right up to

that neither government nor copyright
owners have enforced the law — so far.
In the 1970s, the record industry was

the point where the Digital Radio

taken unawares by the cassette boom:
now, on a vastly bigger scale, the

receiver converts the signal back to
analogue. With this in mind, it is
surprising that they sound even similar.
We listened to Radio 3 first, a
programme of piano pieces. Via DAB,
the presenter certainly sounded more
spiny, breathy and over-sibilant; he was
abit of amicrophone-eater, but on FM
this had been far less noticeable. The
different piano recordings (from warm,
tape-hissy analogue to bright-and-brittle

technology available makes amockery
of all copyright law. However, unlike
analogue audio, digital data of any kind
can be protected against copying or
unlicensed use by technical means
(flagging, encryption, watermarking and
so on). This will happen to digital audio
in the next generation: copy protection
schemes for DVD-Audio are being
discussed right now.

digital) showed DAB's better stereo
focus and stability, and its lower noise
floor with 'blacker' silence and wealth

hardware in the '24/96' Advanced Audio

of low-level detail. But the FM sound
was fuller, more cuddly, and certainly
more comfortable on some items.

thanks to the enthusiasm of Chesky,
Classic Records and other small

Listening to apop station (Virgin), you

companies, users have direct, uninhibited

could again detect the 'hi-fi' virtues of

access to 96kHz-sampled audio data —

the digital system, in imaging, transient
attack and detail. In astudio chat item,

in other words, to studio master quality.
But the major corporations which own

the DAB output laid the production
bare. While the close-miked programme

most of the western world's recorded
music will not want to see this continue.

hosts sucked and boomed horribly, a
studio guest (presumably just plonked

It is to be hoped that, having seen the
way that DVD-V has been nearly
strangled at birth by Regional Coding,
they will adopt a more moderate

down somewhere not too near the spare
microphone) sounded tremendously
natural, firmly placed in space, and quite
pleasant. These aspects were simply not
revealed on FM, which had a quite
woolly sound and vague image.
After this, Istill didn't feel Iwas likely

In asense, it is the copy protection
issue which defines the need for special
Disc format [see page 57]. At present,

approach. But whatever happens, illicit
home tape/disc dubbers can take comfort
from one simple fact. Once you convert
the signal to analogue, no-one can stop
you copying it!

to go out and spend money on aDAB
tuner, but Iwas readier to accept the
argument that, despite data reduction,
most of the `failings' of DAB are really

NORTHERN HI-FI SHOW POSTPONED

due to the production process, not the
transmission system. Yet, by the same
token, if you're in agood reception area,

Fi Show, which was to have been held

and you aren't driving about, there's not

which attracted around 3000 visitors last
February, concerns over market
conditions and the timing of the show

that much wrong with FM, except the
programmes.
Listening later, at home, on avery

Link House Exhibitions has announced
the postponement of the Northern Hiin Manchester on 20-21 March 1999.
Despite the success of the 1998 event,

prompted the decision to postpone. The
organisers firmly believes that the

old pre-phase-lock-loop tuner to 'Private
Passions', something made me think of

Northern Show can provide avaluable

Digital Radio again. At the end of each

platform for the hi-fi industry, and are

piece of music, instead of ashort silence,
Iheard the presenter's long, loud, hissing

confidently looking to re-launch for the

This, Ithought, would be even worse

year 2000. In the meantime, plans are
well advanced for the 17th annual
London HiFi Show, at the Novotel,

on DAB... Meanwhile, Eric B follows

West London, 23-26 September.

intake of breath as he prepared to speak
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Alanis Morrisette, Ray
Charles, Joni Michell,
Anne-Sophie Matter
and half of
Friend n' Fellow
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'Even
rEcorengs
from tie
"analcgue
only" era
will have
been
transferred
to adigital
medium,
and any rereleases will
wore I
han
likely have
been
produced
from these
dgital
transfers'

FORGET ABOUT ANALOGUE
Dear Sir, Graeme Nattress went to
some lengths ['Views', December
'98] to say that 'he enjoys the
performance more from an
analogue source', but what analogue
source? For some time now,
virtually every recording made will
have been recorded using adigital
system. Even recordings from the
'analogue only' era will have been
transferred to adigital medium, and
any re-releases will more than likely
have been produced from these
digital transfers. The original
analogue tapes will be treated with
great respect and handled sparingly.
So, at best, most vinyl will be an
'analogue' copy of adigital
recording, and for me, all those
tracking distortions, groove noises,
plus the other horrors of vinyl, spoil
my enjoyment of the music. Even
the so-called 'high end' vinyl
reproduction systems suffer from
those same distortions and
extraneous noises.
If anything, the release of many of
the great recordings from the past
on CD allows us to hear for the first
time how great they were. They also
point up the fact that many of the
present-day recording engineers
would do well to listen to those
excellent sound balances and
perhaps learn afew things.
Graeme Nattress may be happier
listening to his analogue system; I
for one am happier listening to
quality recordings on CDs.
Philip Tyler, Beds
BRING BACK RECORD REVIEW
Dear Sir, At Last! Ithought Iwas
the only listener to find Radio 3's
revised CD Review programme to be
amish-mash of classical music
reviews [
HFN1RR December
'Music', page 81]. In fact when I
wrote to BBC producer Clive
Portbury after the first programme,
he seemed to imply that Iwas the
only complainant.
Ithen wrote to Sue MacGregor
of the Today programme, who I
know is akeen fan, to see if she

HI41 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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could bring some pressure to bear. I
received areply from Roger Wright,
BBC Head of Classical Music,
which does not give me much cause
for optimism.
Why, after 40 years (justifiably
celebrated in December 1997), has
the old format to be jettisoned in
favour of — as Christopher Bretmig
suggested — 'arudderless boat'?
Are we to have relatively lightweight
reviewers instead of erudite
stalwarts like Richard Osborne,
Michael Oliver, Edward Greenfield,
et al? And what about reissue
features — these seem so far to have
been largely dropped? The whole
new series is amuddle, with this
obsession the BBC now seemingly
has with ' clumbing-down'.
Inotice that none of the
broadsheets' critics have taken up
this issue; but maybe it is not abig
enough concern. Perhaps there can
be acampaign to save Record Review
and return it to its former glory. I
would be glad of other readers'
views.
Peter Pyle, London

BMW (including all the available
options).
And what if Idislike A/V
receivers and A/V integrateds
because of their lousy sound and
Schwarzeneggerisch' front and
inner design, or QED kind of

Roger Wright's reply w Mr Pyle (before
he became Controller) says he would be
listening w the revised format 'with
interest' and acomprehensive review
would be a 'high priority' in his new role.
Clive Ponbury's letter suggested that CD
Review was 'very popular with most
people'. Answering an ancillary criticism,
he confirmed that CD numbers (no longer
given out on the programme) were
obtainable from Radio 3's Information
Line, on 08700 100 300. Or one can,
as the programme presenter reminds us ad
nauseam, 'visit' the relevant website! Mus Ed.

switch-boxes with provision for only
three additional tape loops, and
would only like to have ahighquality straight and simple twochannel integrated amplifier or preamplifier? Nothing, Nada, Rien, and
Niente are the answers!
Imust ask all the gentlemen like
Mr D'Agostino, Mr Levinson, Mr
de Paravicini and other highly
respected designers and
manufacturers, whether they really
think that Ienjoy making ablockdiagram every time before I
reconnect my two VCRs, DAT,
MD and cassette deck using Ycables (as these are indeed the only
solution in the case of an
'audiophile' amplifier)?
Having already five recording
machines with only two tape loops
available, would somebody please
tell me how the industry expects me
to buy CD-R or CD-RW, not to
mention some kind of future DVDR or DVD-RW?
Go on! Persuade us with six tape
loops or — why not — ahigh
quality tape switch-box to match
the design and sonic purity of your
components. A few pounds or
dollars more won't distract us from
buying otherwise well-designed and
good-sounding equipment. Au
contraire: Iam not willing to pay
even apenny for an integrated or
pre-amp with only one tape loop.
Andrei Balaban, Ljubljana

LOOPING THE LOOPS
Dear Sir, As along-time audiophile,
ex-contributing editor and ex-writer
to two Slovenian hi-fi magazines, I
would like to address avery specific
problem rarely mentioned in audio
press. It goes like this: we want
more tape loops, thank you!
Today we witness an explosion of
home recording equipment like
DAT, MD, CD-R or CD-RW,
VCR and analogue cassette, not to
mention some ` recording maniacs'
who still want to own agood old
open-reel tape deck. Iam not going
to talk about some rare (Audiolab,
Sony or McIntosh) integrated
amplifiers or pre-amplifiers with —
you wouldn't believe it — three
genuine tape loops, and not just a
high-level input named `video' or
something similar. Yes, Iknow, the
Accuphase DC-300 is agreat preamplifier with agreat flexibility,
offering six empty slots for six
different cards of your choice, but it
will cost you as much as asmall

SAVING MY MONEY, TOO...
Dear Sir, Iwould like to
congratulate the hi-fi industry for its
continuing efforts to save me money
and to rescue me from occasional
bouts of hi-fi junkiness. Iwas all set
to go out and buy aPioneer DV717, to satisfy an almost
uncontrollable urge to own aDVD
player that Icould use for both
video and audio (including the new
range of audio DVD). Ihad heard a
prototype at the HiFi Show and
was sufficiently impressed by its
audio capabilities to consider
purchase.
Ialready own adCS Elgar DAC,
so Iam in aposition to exploit fully
the 96kHz/24-bit digital output
capability — or so Ithought. Then
Iread December's ' Comment',
'News' and 'Technology', to
discover that any current DVD
player is unlikely to cope with future
DVD-audio, with or without
DSD/DTS/MLP/SACD: whatever
is the final agreed audio standard.
7

views
This new war is, Ipresume, a
new area of conflict now that the
video battle between AC3 and
MPEG is all but over, and the farce
of Regional Coding is exposed as
virtually unworkable. Isuppose a
single machine capable of playing
both audio and video was just too
much to hope for!
So, if Iam not going to buy a
DVD player, Iwon't need to
replace my DSP with aDolby
Digital amp and Iwon't need to
buy awide screen TV to replace my
current 4:3 set. Ihave saved alot of
money and the likes of Philips,
Sony, Panasonic, Yamaha and
Toshiba have lost possible sales.
Haven't these companies realised
that as long as these battles over
standards continue, the public are
going to avoid risking spending
money on possible technological
white elephants ? Or are they so
intent on grabbing the whole loaf
that they can't agree on the size of
the slices?
Andrew Slater, Tetbury
Future 'universal' DVD machines will
play both DVD-Audio and DVD-Video
—Ed.
VALVE CONFUSION
Dear Sir, In his review of the
Conrad Johnson ART pre-amplifier
[June 1997] Martin Colloms
described its valves as 6922
(ECC88 equivalent) while in
November '98 he says of the new
C-JPremier 16LS ` the triodes are
E88CC (special 6922) labelled
Slovakia'. The equating of these
two valve types has spread until it is
now almost universal, but they are
in fact totally different in design and
are not necessarily interchangeable.
May Itry to set the record straight,
based on the article by Denzil
Danner in Glass Audio Vol 5, No 1
(1993)?
The ECC88 (and variants) is the
European equivalent of the
American 6DJ8, which is avariableji double triode intended for gain
controlled RF stages; it became
popular in audio amplifiers because
of its high transconductance,
though it is not free from
microphony. The Russian 6922
only became available in the West
in the early 1990s and seems to be
intended for linear amplification;
according to Mr Danner it is
capable of higher gain and lower
distortion, and is now widely used
by manufacturers like Copland and
Sonic Frontiers, who claim its
superiority.
In most circumstances
interchanging them will do no
harm, but one fundamental
difference is that the heater current
8

of the 6922 is only 300mA whereas
the 6DJB draws 365mA; in my
Counterpoint SAL 2that would
raise the heater voltage dangerously,
as Stereophile warned at the time of
its arrival. So perhaps it is time to
remind readers that the 6922,
whatever its virtues, is not adirect
replacement for Western doubletriodes, and above all try to
persuade suppliers not to advertise
and sell them as identical.
David Foxon, Oxford
THE MARCH OF TECHNOLOGY
Dear Sir, Ken Kessler [' Headroom',
October '98] says the decline in
DIY and kit-building can be traced
'to increasing laziness and the
demand for instant gratification'.
Not quite. It has agreat deal more
to do with the march of technology.
When tubes and point-to-point
wiring were the norm, kits were
simple to build but labourintensive, and the labour you put in
was reflected in afar lower price for
the kit version. With printed
circuits, less wiring was required
and the price differential lowered,
but was still considerable.
Maybe it was because Icut my
soldering teeth on tubes, but
discrete-transistor components
never seemed as much fun to build.
Nor, after the middle 1970s, did
they offer much of acost saving.
ICs cut the cost differential and the
fun factor still more. And when HH
Scott discontinued its kit line, an
engineer told me that modern
production methods had dropped
the cost of factory-wired equipment
below the cost of kits, when you
considered the extra charges for
manuals, packaging, repairs, and
the like.
And one of today's top designers
tells me that building something
with today's SMDs and other ultraminiature components is likely to
result in tweezer cramp and asemipermanent squint.
Ivan Berger, Technical Editor,
Audio Magazine, New York
IT'S EASY!
Dear Sir, Re previous letters
concerning PC CD ROM
Recorders for Audio Use.
Personally Ihave only had pleasant
experiences in this field. As with
anything PC-based, Ithink it's a
matter of doing everything right first
time. Irecently purchased a
Hewlett Packard CD Ft/W device,
the HP7200e. The package came
with abig selection of software for
both data and audio use and
included Norton anti-virus as well.
Within an hour of plugging the
thing in, it was happily recording
audio, fully in digital domain (
je,

bit-for-bit copies) with no problems
at all using the supplied Easy-CDAudio software. This allows you to
compile on audio CD from a
selection of other audio CDs and/or
way files. It happily records tracks
of multiple CDs and tells you when
to insert the next disc when you
have finished on the last one. It
even has awizard for making CD
inserts with track listings and
pictures.
The CD writer also came with
software for checking out your PC
to see if you can do audio copies,
and the best way of doing it. It
seems to be easier if you have
another ordinary CD ROM drive
which will support digital audio
extraction. A modern PC will even
do the copying at double speed,
which means you can record 74
minutes of music in about 40m! So
there you go: it can be easy to do
after all.
Bill Jones, New Zealand
TALKING HI-FI NEWS
Dear Sir, The last thing your
readers wish to do is to give up their
paper through failing sight. If
reading becomes difficult, it may
help to know that aTalking Hi Fi
News is available from the Talking
Newspaper Association of the UK
(TNAUK), aregistered charity.
A recording of the HFNIRR has
been aregular part of the National
Talking Newspaper and Magazine
service for many years, to be heard
at home on acompact cassette
player. That service has kept pace
with modern requirements, and
now includes an e-text version of
HFNIRR (
by e-mail, Bulletin
Board, Website or CD-ROM) for
the reader who has the necessary
computer facilities to hand.
For information about keeping in
touch with HFNIRR, please ring
01435 866102. The Talking
Newspaper Association is at the
National Recording Centre,
Heathfield, East Sussex TN21
8DB; e-mail:
info@mauk.globalnet.co.uk;
website: http://www.tnauk.org.uk.
We exist to keep our readers in
touch. Do not despair: re-connect
with the Talking Newspaper.
Ted Davis, TNAUK

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

FAREWELL OPTI MOD!
Dear Sir, Good news, everyone: a
nice New Year present. Ihave just
heard from BBC Engineering
Resources that the R3 on Astra now
has adigital programme feed and no
Optimod. Sometimes, vox populi
gets heard... Now, if we could only
persuade them to take the thing off
the terrestrial feed altogether.
Reg Williamson, Kidsgrove
FEBRUARY 1999
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CARDAS
FOR
of

the LOVE

MUSIC
An ancient mathematical principle called
"Golden Section" is applied in all CARDAS cables
as -Golden Section Stranding." This has suddenly
allowed interconnect, loudspeaket; digitctl and
power cables to improve the sound of any audio

lor

system in a natural and harmonically correct
manner
CARDAS cables fbr all applications and
systems will bring the music back to you.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors offine Audio & Honte Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701 Tel: 0181 948 4153
Fax: 0181 948 4250 email info@aucliafreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

CARDAS
and other fine
products
AUDIOPREAKS

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 2Reindeer Cola!, The Shambles.
Worcester WI?! 2DS Tel: 01905 612 929 fax: 01905 613 353

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 12114 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich,
Suffolk IP4 ¡Al) Tel: 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211 911

AcousTech • Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Benz Micro • cabosse • Cardas Audio • comadlohnson • Esopourr • Leressire Technologies • finite &mettle
Golden Tube Audio • liarmonix • Kuzma • Magnum hita/ab • Muse Electronics • Potier Wedge • Resolution Audio • Alin Mook Audio • Sonograpbe • Sound Lab
DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY AUDIOPRIE AKS

news

KARLSRUHE PUSH FOR SUPER AUDIO CD
SONY and Philips demonstrated the backwards/forwards compatibility
of Super Audio Compact Disc, and the two-channellmulti-channel
versatility of its core technology, DSD, to audio professionals at the
Tonmeistertagung, Karlsruhe, Germany, in late November.
By playing atwo-layer ' hybrid' disc on an
progress'
leading
to
an
SACD player and CD portable, Sony and
accommodation
of
both
Philips
demonstrated
the
format's
proposals. Assuming ascenario
backwards/forwards compatibility, casting
in which both DVD-A and
doubt on published rumours that not all CD
SACD discs reach the market,
players are capable of playing the Red Book
Carel Dijkman, the Philips
layer of such ahybrid SACD. According to
designer present at Karlsruhe,
Sony's David Walstra, it is now possible to
agreed
that
hardware
guarantee 100% compatibility of 'full spec'
manufacturers would need to
SACD discs with the 500 million-plus extant
produce atrue Universal player,
CD players. He claimed that where any
namely one that would be
concerns over incompatibility have been
expressed they have turned out to refer to
'non-spec discs'. He added, `we've dealt with

capable of playing DVD-V,
DVD-A, SACD and CD.
SACD is certainly gaining

each case professionally'.
Sony and Philips responded to a
suggestion, previously reported, that they
might be in aposition to withhold rights to
Red Book compatibility from adual-layer
DVD-A/CD disc. ' It would be foolish...it's
news to us', said David Walstra. The two
companies explained that all amanufacturer
has to do is to buy the Scarlet Book to
receive an SACD license. That this issue
should have gained credence reflects just
how polarised the rivals have become in the
bitter battle between DVD-A and SACD.
And there was no sign of an imminent thaw
at Karlsruhe.
Walstra appreciates that the odds are

Fi Show in September '98
here at the London Hisupport. At the recent Tokyo
Audio Expo, held in October 1998, the appropriately. Sonic Solutions announced
following companies exhibited and/or SonicStudio HD, the industry's first twodemonstrated SACD prototypes: Accuphase, track DSD editing and premastering system,
Aiwa,
Denon,
Kenwood,
Marantz, adding functionality to the familiar
Nakamichi, Onkyo, Sharp and TEAC. SonicStudio audio mastering environment.
Among independent record labels, DMP, An experimental four channel Sonic Solutions
Hyperion, Lyrinx, Mobile Fidelity, and Telarc DSD editor is scheduled for next year.
Sony and Philips believe that SACD meets
have expressed their support. Telarc has been
making DSD recordings since March 1998, all record industry requirements as stipulated
and its first SACD release is expected to be by the LSC. A physical watermarking system
Oscar Peterson's A Summer Night in gives visual proof that adisc has not been
Munich. When Hyperion recorded Marc pirated, and adigital watermarking system
André Hamelin playing the Godowsky amounts to adigital decryption key to unlock
Chopin Variations, recording engineer Tony player drives, thus providing conditional

stacked against retailers, record industry and
consumers accepting both Super Audio
Compact Disc and DVD-Audio. He admits
'it's not good to leave the consumer
confused', but pointed out that despite many
discussions, there remain ' fundamental
differences', and so ' it is difficult to see

Demonstrating SACD: members of Sony lapon 'sengineering team, seen

Faulkner used DSD prior to a 24-bit,
44.1kHz PCM stage.
At Karlsruhe, it was announced that dCS
has enhanced its DSD converters to enable
DSD to be recorded on to any 8-track 16-bit
44.1kHz digital recorder. New software
detects whether the incoming signal is PCM
or
DSD,
configuring
the
recorder

LAVARDIN BEATS 'MEMORY DISTORTION'
CAN any product billed as the 'finest amplifier ever made' live up to expectations?
Lavardin Technologies certainly thinks so. Lavardin Technologies says it has spent 12
years identifying, researching and, ultimately, measuring the ' memory effect of electronic
components used in audio circuits', and is confident its new amplifiers, 'break new
ground in music reproduction'. Described as combining 'valve smoothness' with 'solid
state muscle', the integrated, pre-, stereo and monoblock power amplifiers span the S
Series and Reference Series, ranging in
price From £ 1245 to £3495 or more.
Some prices were still to be agreed as we
went to press. Further details From
Absolute Analogue, 01425 654488.

7-10 JANUARY, 1999 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, USA. Trade only. Contact Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association. Tel: + 1 ( 703) 907 7600
19-21 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision Bristol ( 10.00am-5.00pm) at
The Marriott Hotel, Lower Castle Street, Bristol. Entry: £5.00 for
adults, £3.00 for students, or free for accompanied children under
16. Tel: 0117 929 4281
12-13 FEBRUARY Don Giovanni High- End Show, Hotel Don
Giovanni, Pregue, Czech Republic. Tel: ( 402) 2 2051 6383
28-30 MARCH Electrical Retailing Show 99, Halls 11 & 12,
Birmingham NEC. Trade only. www.dmg.co.uk/ers99
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access, further safeguards against piracy, and
the option to include bar code data.
Jonathan Kettle
Next month: afull report on the twochannel/multi-channel DSD demonstrations,
including the new Sony SS-M9ED
loudspeakers used at Karlsruhe.

GOOD RECEPTION?
BBC Reception Advice, formerly known as
Engineering Information, will operate with an
extended team of staff, using a newly- developed
interacive database to help members of the
public optimise reception. Operating From
8.00am to 7.00pm, weekdays, the service
provides help for terrestrial, satellite, and cable
reception and will support the launch of the BBC's
digital services. Details are available in Rodio
Times, on Ceefax p 698, or from the Internet
website address at www.bbc.co.uk/reception.

24-25 APRIL Northern Ireland Show, Upper Newtownards,
Belfast. Contact David, Tel, 01868 753606
11-16 MAY Hi Fi 99, Stereophile show, The Palmer House Hilton,
Chicago, Illinois. Tel: 001 505 982 2366
13-16 MAY High- End 99, Hotel Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany.
Tel: 0049 202 702022
19-22 MAY CEDIA Expo, Novotel, West London.
Contact Simon Spears, 01462 627377
23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99, Novotel, West London,
sponsored by HFN/RR.
Contact Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847
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If you don't want to know the price...

LOOK AWAY NOW!

Opera Aida
Integrated Amplifier
The first model in anew range of electronics from Opera. Impeccable musical manners with
60 watts of spacious, clear, natural sound. Advanced circuit design by Audio Analogue
guarantees an unbeatable musical pedigree. Italian styling at its very best, and the choice of a
variety of classy finishes. How about burgundy leather top and solid cherrywood sides?
This kind of luxury could cost afortune, so if you don't want to know the price, you'd better look
away now

Opera
Prima
A new compact two-way design using Opera's one-inch thick solid hardwood cabinet
construction. High mass and great rigidity give the Prima complete freedom from resonanct
Try the knock test and you'll see what we mean. Top quality drive units, crossover and 24-carat
plated brass terminals complete the specification. Of course to make atruly outstanding loudspt ,
you need not only the best ingredients, but something extra besides. A little touch of genius
maybe. Sometimes adesign is blessed with this extra something. This is one such occasion.
The result is asuperb-sounding loudspeaker, refined, spacious and totally enjoyable to listen to.You'll
find it hard to believe that a £495 loudspeaker can sound — or look — this good.

Thoroughbred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver SLO 9DA'Bucks England

Tel: 07000 UKD Hi-Fi (853443) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk
* Opera Nicla costs just £795

news

M ORDAUNT SHORT TO CLOSE
AFTER 31 YEARS
TGI plc has announced the closure of Mordaunt-Short,
the 31- year old loudspeaker company, which within

value or prestige.

'Trading conditions have been tough

many enquiries have been made. It is

cut-backs in the international demand

continue until stock is depleted.
Mordaunt-Short will honour all its
obligations to staff, suppliers and

for our products' commented Tim

customers, phasing the closure over a

closure, TGI plans to concentrate its

Roberts, who took over as MordauntShort's managing director following the
departure of Steve Harris (the HFN/RR
Editor's namesake) last surnmer.TGI's

period of months. Spare parts and
servicing arrangements are bound to

efforts and resources on the recently

continue for the foreseeable future.
Manufacturing of all models will
continue until current demand is met
and raw materials used. No buyer has

it describes as 'much more substantial,
with a truly world-wide brand

intention is to ensure an ordered
closure so that neither the MordauntShort nor Epos brands suffer aloss of

been found for the business, though

possible that Epos may be sold separately.
Following

the

Mordaunt-Short

restructured Tannoy, whose business

reputation.' For enquiries concerning
Mordaunt-Short and Epos, call 01705
498866.

CYRUS
FOR VINYL
LOVERS

EDMUND AMP
UNDER the Edmund Audio name
comes REL's newly created integrated
amplifier, also known as the Edmund.

OWNERS of

Described to be ' quintessentially
British', this five input integrated is
in fact an 85W/8 ohm power amplifier with a passive pre-amplifier stage. Two

moving coil and

transistors per output channel form a high- gain Darlington pair. A direct
input into the power amp is offered. One auxiliary input can also be ordered
with an mm or mc phono input at no more than the typical £400 price.

catered for by a

dIklillla'11111111•1111111111111111,

While lacking tone controls the Edmund does offer a headphone socket,
muting, and a mono switch. Edmund Audio, 01656 7687'7.

moving magnet
cartridges are
new Cyrus phono
stage which uses
the ' quietest Cyrus

GOLDMUND ADDS EPILOGUE
SUBS TO EXPAND RANGE

transformer yet'.
The aEQ7 aims to
resolve the finest of
musical details by

COMPLETING the three-element Epilogue loudspeaker

setting a new low
noise threshold for

system, the Swiss company Goldmund has launched its

hum breakthrough,
to prevent signal

Epilogue 3 subwoofer. The Full system is designed to
reproduce in excess of 120dB dynamic range from 20Hz -

from being lost

28kHz. Altogether 32 drive units are housed in three metal

beneath

cabinets,weighing 360kg and stacked 2m high. The
subwooFer houses eight 21cm Velvet Kevlar drivers in push

background noise.
Separate and
distinct circuit

pull mode, and contains a 500W power amp and
adjustable electronic crossover. Further details from Digital

topologies for MM

Audio Trading SA, + 41 ( 22) 823 0565.
BRIEFING

Place the flexible Deflex
panel thru the speaker cutout and stick to the inside of
the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Distribution
through existing outlets is expected to

for some time, with acrowded market,
the onset of ahigh street recession and

BRIEFING

You need at la
Deflex panels
of small book
speakers, 4 p
a pair of Tann
and at least
for larger cab

co you have gained
ceso to the inside of
cabinet, remove
am and/or wool
damping from the inside
of the speaker ( if fitted)

the TGI group was also parent to Epos Acoustics for
the past decade. The decision was taken because the
company has continued to trade poorly, losing £499,000
in the first half of 1998, making
prospects for profit recovery
highly uncertain.
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BRIEFING

CEBIT HOME '98 attracted 180,000
visitors to Hannover, 35,587 fewer than for
CeBIT HOME ' 96, seeking the latest
information on subjects such as the Internet
and telecomms, PCs, electronic banking and
commerce, digital entertainment and digital
TV. Call +41 ( 0511) 890
DESIGN AUDIO CLASSICS, the
Glasgow dealer, is now stocking the Path
Premier range of brands, including Mark

BRIEFING

BRIEFING

JAMO is celebrating its 30th anniversary
with a 1000- pair special limited edition of
the well- received Concert 8 speaker, the
Jamo Concert 8 Jubilee, in piano lacquer
finish. Price is £1500 per parr.
PIONEER continues to push MiniDisc for
in-car use. Its new MEH-P5OWR 4x4OW
MD head unit follows the launch of the MD P100 six- disc changer.

Levinson, Stax, Revel, Sumiko, Proceed, Bow

ROSS is marketing, through randy, a new
£39.99 headphone line under the dB tag,

Tech., Lyra, Furukawa and others, in

featuring monstrous 41mm power drive

addition to the complementary high- end

units in a compact, lightweight, foldaway,

brands From Absolute Sounds. Call 0141
353 7474.

closed- back earpiece design. Call 0161
702 5000.

and MC cartridges,
low case resonance,
suppression of RF

:.Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
ound, and far less
lstortion when played
Ud

at the experts have to say
FLEX ACOUSTIC PANE
w
a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Ilio
. 7. Aufomatic for the people album..." ter

give
Deílex panels seemed to
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
"...But one things for sure- the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Mann
Value for money MURK]
NOTE! ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY
Standard Panel £ 5.00 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel £ 4.00 ( 28cm x 18cm)
Small Panel £ 3.00 ( 24cm x 13cm)
Sub- woofer Panel £ 10.00 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £4.00
Delivery £2.50
Spectra Dynamics make a range of product,
to suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
ducts include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPIN,.
SHEET, SEALING STRIP. GASKETS. etc

For a FREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS
Tel. ( 01745) 360070
Fax ( 01745) 360086
.spectradynamice.co.uk
SPECIAL OFFERS - POSTAGE FREE
PACKAGE 98/1
2 x Standard Panels ( 8cm x 18cm)
2 x Magnapad 3 ( 7 mm dia)
1 x Adhesive
ALL FOR £ 14.00

noise and star
earthing are
additional
attractions of aEQ7
which retails
typically for £498.
A high capacity,

PACKAGE 98/2
1 x Pack 4 Foculpod Isolation Feet
1 x Deflex Turntable Platter Mat
ALL FOR £ 25.00

CE S -VISA - MASTER CARD
10 mm x 3 mm sea°
3metres long

battery- like power
supply upgrade can
be made by retrofitting the Cyrus
PSX-R. Typical

£5.00 each
Sealing Strip
(Can be used to make large gaskets)

POL1PODS

price is £328. Call
01480 451777.

Peek 0f8 .
1
40mm dla
14mm thick

Only £ 14.

Original FOCULPODS - PACK 4
£14.95 - POSTAGE FREE
Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ECTRA DYNAMICS LTD, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERWIN,
INDUST. ESTATE, RHYL. DENBIGHSHIRE, WU 2Y

from a company best known for high performance, hi- fidelity.

Adlii1116111118111111111161101i
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TAG McLaren are soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room.
TAG McLaren Audio, the result of a merger with Audiolob, one of Britain's most respected audio companies, has been
created with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment money can buy. The first
fruit of this collaboration is the AL'M series. A range of components which represents
unparalleled levels of technology and engineering, recreating with absolute fidelity

www.tagmclarenaudio.coen

the artist's performance in your own home. We expect them to go as fast as our cars

TeGÁVIcLaren
___eiogle

I;

audio

products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i
email: helpdesketagmclarenaudio.com

freephone: 0800 7838007

hi- performance

hi-fidelitii

news

ROKE AIMS AT DAB FOR ALL
UK-based Siemens subsidiary Roke Manor
Research is promoting its ' Gold Card' DAB

venture for manufacturers. Speaking in
September at the International Broadcasting

receiver module strongly, following its
commercial debut in Arcam's DAB tuner.

Convention, Amsterdam, he pointed out that

high-tech

nature

of

Digital

should call Roke on 01794 833000.

NEW POWER AMP AND
TUNER FROM MYRYAD
SWELLING the
Myryad T- Series
are the new
î

414110111111

wouldn't change a
capacitor in the amp on a

distribute adigital radio to do so at avery low
market entry cost'. For further details, vendors

Audio

Broadcasting makes it aprohibitively expensive

T-60 power
amplifier and a
new FM stereo

cables and the loudspeakers
as ONE circuit. You

Roke Manor's ' Gold Card product enables any
company that wants to manufacture and

Dr Walter Tuttlebee, the company's Business
Development Manager, refutes the notion that
the

Think of the amplifier, the

66'

tuner, the T-30.
Developed from
the T-40
integrated, the
T-60 power amp
(£299.95) offers
50W/ch from a high-current output stage. The input
sockets are wired to apair of line-level outputs to allow
further T- 60s to be added, dasiy-chain fashion. Owing a
debt to the costlier M-Series counterpart, in this case
the MT100, the T-30 (£ 399.95) uses adiscrete front
end, with a three-stage linear IF strip and double-tuned
FM discriminator.
Tuning is manual or automatic by press button
controls, with a 29 station memory for preset storage.

TDS ' PUTS BACK
MISSING MAGIC'

TRUE Dimensional Sound (TD5), a
new passive electronics technology
aims to restore audio to its pristine
state by means of interstage
transformer coupling. Tom Dowd, a
professional sound engineer since
the 1960s, has developed ahardwired passive induction circuit using
no capacitors, resistors or active
elements, to 'add back what Iwould
originally hear in the studio, but
could never capture on the finished
product'. The idea is to restore
harmonics often lost in the replay
chain. The claimed effect is 'far
from subtle'. Call The Audiophile
Club, tel: 0181 882 2822.

SOUTH COAST
ON THE MOVE

0J-••
These three major components work
as acomplete system. EACH ONE
affects the performance of the OTHER
TWO . Change the speakers and the
amp will change its sound because it
"sees" adifferent load — in effect just
like changing acapacitor in the amp.
Selecting good combinations goes a
long way beyond matching speaker
SENSITIVITY tO amplifier POWER,and
some people don't even do that! Why
else is there so much gear secondhand?
We do understand budgets and know
that often you cannot buy everything
at once. But we believe it's crucial
that you LISTEN tO a combination
before buying one of the items. Of
course, that's exactly where we can
help...

All functions can be controlled by a system remote
control. The T-30 has been designed with simplicity of

Customers say we make some of the best

operation and performance in mind, or as Myryad puts
it, ' performance before gadgetry'. Myryad Systems Ltd,

takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages

01705 265508

you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE

sounds they have ever heard. Our advice

MISTAKES,enjoy

music along the way and
save money in the long run.

RE VOX
EXCEPTION

CD :ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,

Exception is Revox's new

ORELLE, PASS, W ADIA, XTC.VINYL:BASIS, CROWN

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, MERACUS,
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL,

system, comprising E426
CD player, E460 FM
tuner
and
E450
amplifier.

STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS :ACCUPHASE,
BUILT-TO- ORDER specialist South

Priced

separately,

Coast Speakers Ltd has announced its

this

new Classic three-way speaker,

£6349.97 system was
conceived
by
Revox
engineers as an integrated high-end

combining a 200mm glassfibre cone
bass driver, 115mm coated-paper
midrange and 25mm treated fabric
dome tweeter. Price is E1195/pair in a

unit, with legendary build quality.
Musical Design Co, 01992 573030.

choice of nine standard finishes, with
luxury veneer finishes also available.

HDCD FOR
DVD ERA

Also new is the Odette , an entry-level
two-way bass-reflex model using a
130mm coated-paper bass/mid and
25mm aluminium-dome tweeter. The

Pacific Microsonics, with semiconductor
manufacturer Burr-Brown, has taken

Odette retails at £325/pair, again

HDCD technology into the DVD era. Burr-

available in nine wood veneer finishes.

Brown has licensed HDCD decoding and

Finally, South Cosast Speakers Ltd

precision filtering for its new ¡'CM 1732

also has a new address: 58 Wilton Rd,

DAC chip which processes 96kHz sampled

Shirley, Southampton S015 5SZ.

24-bit audio. Meanwhile Harman Kardon

Tel: 01703 703221

ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,
DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SIEMEL, SIRIUS, SONNETEER,
XTC .LOUDSPEAKERS :AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS ,ETHOS,
HALES, HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,
TOTEM.
TUNERS :ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST,

The
Right
Note
•

and Denon have also licensed HDCD.
Denon 'snew DCM-5000 100-disc CD
changer and Harman-Kardon's new FL
8550 five-disc CD changer are both fitted
with HDCD-capable electronics. Further
details from Pacific Microsonics, USA, call
+1 (510) 475 8000.
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The Revel Salon, as
seen at the HiFi Show
in September, now
available front UK
distributor Path
Premier, 01494 441736
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to

create

loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen-free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.

teiè)
KEF Reference Series authorised dealers
Aberdeen Holburn Fa Fi
Alderley Edge Astor Audio
Aylesbury Northwood Audio
Bath Redfords
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Beckenham Musical Images
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
Bishop Stortford The Audiofile
Bloxwich Sound Academy
Bolton Sound 8 Vision
Bournemouth Suttons
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Ractfords
Bristol Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chester Audio Excellence
Colchester Grayston Sound 8 Vision
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
Crewe Sound of Muse
Croydon Spaldings Electrical Ltd.
Dublin Hi Fi Corner Ltd.

01224 585713
01625 5E2704
0129t 28790
01225 446245
01225 316197
0141 663 3777
01234 272779
01232 361296
01279 508576
01922 473499
01204 861861
01202 555512
01273 609431
0117 9429247
0117 9743727
01222 228565
01242 241171
01244 345576
01206 577682
01203 525200
01270 214143
0181 E54 1231
03 531 671 4343

East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edgbaston Musc Matters
Edgware Musical In-ages
Exeter Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Glasgow Loud & Clear
Gloucester Aud o Excellence
Grimsby Meanders Hi Fi
Guernsey Melodonia
Guildford PJ Hi Fi
Halifax Huddereeld Hi Fi
Hounslow Musical Images
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Kings Lynn Martins Hi Fi
Leamington The Leamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London Hi Fi Experience
London The Listening rooms
London KJ Leisuresound
London Musical Images
Maidstone Unilee Sound 8 Vision
Nelson Wilkinsons Fa Fi
New Malden Untel Sound 8 Vision
Newcastle Lintone

01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 221 0221
01452 300046
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
01422 366832
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
0171 497 1346
01622 676703
01282 612901
0181 942 9567
0191 477 4167

tence tiétties)
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radfords
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
Plymouth Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
Preston Audio Excellence
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
Slough Frasers
Solihull Music Matters
Southampton Hampshire Audio
St Albans W. Darby 8 Co.
St Leonard, Adams 8 Jarrett
Swansea Audio Excellence
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watford Acoustic Arts
Witham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
Worcester Sound 8 Vision
Worthing Phase 3

RI
01603 627010
01159 786919
01865 511241
01733 341755
01752 226011
01705 663604
01772 253057
0118 9597768
01492 548932
0114 2737893
01743 241924
01753 520244
0121 742 0254
01703 252827
01727 850961
01424 437165
01792 474608
01892 547003
01923 233011
01376 501733
01902 380083
01905 619054
01903 245577

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE REFERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL One, MODEL Two, MODEL Three AND MODEL Rex KEF AND UNI.0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNLO IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PAT NO S348.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
FOR DETAILS 05 KEF REFERENCE SERIES PLEASE :30ATACT KEF AUCIO KAI LIMITED. DEFT HEWS FREEPOST 1161125. EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME IS 6BR FREEPHONE 0800 7315620 WEBSITE nttp ,
Nwnx Let corn

COMPETITION

WIN!

Win Monitor Audio speakers worth £2500!
'As close as it gets'
FOUNDED 25 years ago, Monitor Audio Ltd has aspecial place in the
world of hi-fi. From the outset, Monitor Audio speakers were built to
ahigh standard, but major step forward came when Monitor Audio
acquired its own cabinet-making plant and — unlike most speaker
brands, which ' buy in' cabinets from outside contractors — the
company could offer the very best in wood veneer finishes, with all
the processes under its own control. And so, today, the Monitor
Audio brand is almost synonymous with superb real wood finishes.
On the engineering side, Monitor Audio has been closely associated with
the application of metal dome tweeters, which led to the development of the
well known gold metal dome tweeters. Further breakthroughs came with the
successful introduction of metal-cone bass/midrange drive units. Latest
development in this area is the 'profiled metal cone' technology, utilising a
ceramic coated aluminium/magnesium alloy.
Meanwhile, the economical ' Monitor' series offers ' entry level' value for
money. But to hear Monitor Audio speakers at their best, you should listen to
the no-compromise Studio Series — which brings us to this month's superb
competition prize, aspecial model which celebrates the company's 25th
anniversary.

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE CELEBRATION
Enthusiastically reviewed all over the world, the Studio 20SE is well on its
way to becoming aclassic speaker. Finished in asuperb black lacquer, the
Studio 20SE exemplifies the unmatched craftsmanship that Monitor Audio
speakers embody. Standing 915mm high, this is avery high quality domestic
monitor speaker which makes full use of the company's metal drive unit
technology. The cone for the 160mm bass unit is made by drawing the metal
(unlike other makers' units, which are spun) to produce an extremely
accurate component. The surface is then hardened by anodising to adepth of
501.1m, giving an exceptionally light and stiff cone for fast, low coloration
performance. This unit is seamlessly matched to the metal-dome tweeter,
demonstrating the sonic benefits of using similar material for both units — at
least one reviewer has commented that the units were so well matched as to
be indistinguishable, as if listening to asingle drive unit. The ' minimalist'
crossover contains alarge, high-power ferrite-cored inductor for bass roll-off
and feeds the treble unit via aaircored inductor and high-grade
THE QUESTIONS
polypropylene capacitor. Rated
1. Which material is used for the bass cone of the Studio 20SE?
sensitivity is 87dBAX/ and nominal
impedance is 6ohms. A reflex port
a) pure aluminium
b) ceramic c) aluminium/magnesium alloy
design, the Studio 20SE is capable of
producing bass down to 30Hz. The
2. What is the impedance of the Studio 205E?
base section of the cabinet may be
partly sand-filled, providing afinal
a) 8ohms
b) 4ohms
c) 6ohms
d) 15 ohms
element of cabinet damping and
stability. The superb Monitor Audio
3. What is the special process used to create the 20SE bass cone?
Studio 20SE Celebration speakers
a) drawing
b) spinning
c) casting
d) stamping
retail at £2495/pair....enter now and
you could own them!

d) gold

HOW TO ENTER: To win this great prize simply complete the entry form, cut out and send to Quad Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Editorial, PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than the closing date, Friday 19 February 1999.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct entries opened.
3) Employe. of Link House Magazines, Monitor Audio or their
agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received
by first post on Friday, 19 February 1999. The Echoes decision
will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) Pfizewinners will be notified by
post; the results will be published in
May 1999. 6)
Entry forms received become the property of Link House
Magazines Ltd.
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Monitor Audio Competition

Name
Address

THE ANSWERS

E

2
1
•If you would prefer NOT to receive further

3

E

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

direct mail, please tick this box L.1
............

I7

something special happens. It's called the SB-M01 from Technics. Less is
more. To get closer to the sound in their heads call 01344 853153 for your
nearest SB-M01 Stockist. RSP '£499.95. Ask for details of our matching
audiophile stand offer. ( Limited period only).

Technics

tec hnology

Reco -dable
DVD media
are already
going on
sale, but we
now have
more
conflicting
formats
than ever

TDK embraces the
optical revolution
with blank media for
the various
competing formats

W

eare in danger, of drowning
in DVD alphabet soup. So
here is a quick crib. The
DVD Forum has several working
groups, each setting standards for
different varieties of the Digital Versatile
Disc; WG-1 is for Video, WG-2 for
ROM, 3 for File formats; WG-4 for
Audio; 5, DVD-RAM (rewritable); 6,
Write-Once DVD-R; 9, Copy Protection; 10, Professional Applications.
Although Philips and Sony sit on the
DVD-RAM group, they have developed
their own incompatible re-writable
format called DVD+RW. This is
backed by Hewlett Packard.
In September, the 43 companies
which make up WG-6 agreed to
expand their DVD-R (write once) remit
to cover erasable DVD-RW, aformat
proposed by Pioneer and nicknamed
`DVD minus RW' or DVD-RW, to
distinguish it from DVD+RW. Ver 0.9
of the -RW standard is expected by the
year end, with final Ver 1.0 due tri the
first quarter of 1999. Pioneer daims
commercial support from JVC,
Thomson, LG and Sony. But why even
consider another format that is
incompatible with DVD-RAM?
DVD-RW capacity is 4.7GB per
side, equal to pressed DVDs. This
makes it ideal for authoring, for
example, producing DVD musters
ahead of pressing. DVD+RW capacity
is currently only 3.0GB, with 4.7GB
the target; DVD-R is 3.9GB; DVDRAM is 2.6GB now, with 4.7GB
promised. NEC stands alone with yet
another proposal, Multimedia Video
File, an erasable 5.2GB disc. Is there
any chance of cross
compatiblity between all
these formats?
The issue is confused
because the ( mainly
Japanese protagonists)
make achildish show of
pretending to know
nothing of their rivals'
systems. Both DVDRAM and + RW blank
discs are pre-embossed
with a groove which
guides the laser during
recording. The RAM
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disc records user data both in the
groove and on the land areas to either
side; the laser must continually switch
focus between high land and low
groove. The + RW disc records data
only in the groove, so it must be packed
more tightly. Pioneer's -RW also
records only in the disc groove.
The blank RAM disc is preembossed with bursts of digital code
which the recorder and player use as
headers to label the user's data. The
+RW disc is pre-embossed with a
wobble groove; the + RW recorder
records the headers at the same time
as the user's data. The blank -RW disc
is pre-embossed with awobble groove
and pits in the lands between grooves.
DVD-RAM discs spin at constant linear
velocity (like CDs); DVD-RW is CLV,
too; but DVD+RW discs spin at
constant angular velocity, like a
computer hard, disk.
Akiyoshi Inoue, General Manager of
Pioneer's
AV
and
Recording
Development Centre in Japan, and
Chairman of WG-6, says there is little
hope of achieving compatibility between
-RW and +RW. `They are completely
different philosophies' he explains. 'But
-RW is compatible with DVD-ROM,
DVD-R and DVD-Video. There is no
compatibility between -RW and RAM,
but DVD-ROM and RAM drives could
be made to read DVD-R and -RW
discs. It needs only asmall firmware
modification to let the drive recognise
the -RW disc'.
Why should Sony support - RW,
when it is backing +RW against DVDRAM? 'There are many different
companies inside Sony' says Inoue. He
adds that although -RW has so fin-been
adopted only for authoring, Pioneer
wants to extend its use to archiving data
and 'consumer applications'.
But Hitachi, Toshiba and Panasonic
are already selling DVD-RAM.
Panasonic claims to have put two layers
of erasable recording material on a
single side of aDVD. The new disc
sandwiches two layers of phase change
material, made from an alloy of
Germanium, Antimony and Tellurium.
The top layer works like atwo way
mirror. Only 7nm thick, it passes half
the light to alower layer, separated by
40 micrometres of transparent resin.
The laser quickly switches focus
between layers to create a seamless
recording. Old recordings are erased as
new ones are made, just like tape.
Panasonic says recordings made this
way are compatible with DVD because
today's players are already designed to
play dual-layer pressed discs.

DVD-RAM AND THE AUDIO WAR
Once DVD-RAM capacity reaches
4.7GB, the format becomes a real
challenge to audio tape, Mini Disc and
recordable CD. An 8cm DVD-RAM
will be ideal for cars and portables. This

explains why Sony is pushing MD so
hard, while Philips promotes CD-R,
and why these two companies have
joined forces to develop DVD+RW. It
also helps explain why Sony and Philips
are promoting Super Audio CD, a
DVD disc which uses Direct Stream
Digital coding instead of the PCM
systems adopted by the DVD Forum
for DVD-Audio.
Warner looks likely to support DVDA and Sony Music is of course backing
SA-CD. Philips no longer has control
over Polygram. And most important of
all, there is no driving force or figure
to compare with Jan Timmer of
Polygram and Philips, who made CD
apersonal crusade, and Warner Home
Video's Warren Lieberfarb, who did the
same for DVD-Video.
This leaves the audio world facing a
choice between two rival, incompatible
new music systems, with only mixed
and half-hearted support from record
companies. It would be hard to imagine
amore certain recipe for failure.
Before DVD-Video was launched the
manufacturers agreed on acompromise
blend of MMCD (the Philips/Sony high
density video disc) and the Super
Density disc developed by Toshiba,
Time Warner and Panasonic. So what
are the chances of audio unification?
Says Koji Hase, General Manager of
Toshiba's DVD Division, and Chairman of the DVD Forum: 'Ithink this
time we shall be fighting the war
through. The gap between DVD-A and
SA- CD is much wider than it was
between MMCD and SD. Ipersonally
don't now how to make one format
from the two audio systems.
`It would not be technically difficult
to make aplayer that played both types
of disc. But it would add to the cost
and Idoubt it would be commercially
sound. Also we doubt that dual layer
discs (that play on CD players or SACD players) are do-able. They work in
the laboratory but so much light is lost
by the dual layer that reflectivity is low
and they do not play on many existing
CD players.'
Panasonic has run similar tests, giving
staff dual-layer discs to try on their
home CD players. These tests showed
that around three quarters of the players
could not play the dual layer discs.
Perhaps the 3M system used by Sony
and Philips is more reliable. Sony claims
'forward and backward compatibility
with the Red Book'. But it is now more
than six months since the SACD
demonstrations at Abbey Road, when
Iasked for, and was promised adual
layer disc (Red Book Audio on one
layer, DVD test signals on the other)
so Icould see for myself how reliably
the CD layer plays on aselection of
existing CD players. Ihave still not
received such adisc; until Ido, Icannot
take SACD's claims to Red Book
compatibility seriously.
Barry Fox
19
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A SERIES COMPACT - SOMETIMES SMALL IS BETTER.

When it comes to speaker design, bigger isn't necessarily

better.

In fact, the reverse can be true.

Model featured obo,., • t. .•

joc,•

Two minutes of a favourite track through Celestion's remarkable A Series Compact will convince you once
and for all.
The Compact delivers the same pure, natural sound quality for which the A Series is renowned. The same
unerring accuracy, even with the most demanding material.
It's hardly surprising. The Compact uses essentially the same advanced componentry as the acclaimed Al,
partnering Celestion's famously sweet-sounding 25mm titanium dome tweeter with a potent 100mm long
throw bass driver.
The use of neodymium for the HF magnet allows their acoustic centres to be aligned closer together on the
distinctive die-cast a!uminium chassis - a configuration which markedly improves definition and stereo
imaging. And as well as looking good, the neat, curved edge baffle virtually eliminates diffraction effects.

Rot.ewctod

Black Ash

You hear the difference straight away. The sound is noticeably sweeter, fresher, more open. The clarity, simply
astonishing - and the looks speak for themselves.
As the saying goes, size isn't everything. It's how you use it that counts.
FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION A SERIES PLEASE CONTACT CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEPT HFN25, FREEPOI,T MA 1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 01622) 687442 WEBSITE http://veww.celestIon.corn
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brief encounters

Denon DCD-435 CD Player
IN a cost- sensitive world, the prospect

best sense of the word. Sure, it won't

lightweight without suggesting flimsiness.

of a separate CD player available
under £ 130 is highly attractive. At this

startle you into reaching for your wallet in
aquick demonstration — its brief is

Because its frequency extremes are not
exaggerated, it sounds relatively

price many players walk off shop
shelves, bought by anyone from the ' I

certainly not thunder and sizzle. No, what

unfatiguing. Take ` Scooby Snacks' from

Ifound startling about the DCD-435 was
its welcome easy-going nature. Its sin, for

the Fun Lovin' Criminals' Come Find
Yourself [
Chrysalis 8 37566] — all the

students with capable hearing but
shallow pockets. Squeezing good

nit-pickers, is mainly that of omission.
That is, it won't add much of the hard
brightness that budget players are wont to

important strands of the song were
evident, from throbbing bassline to movie-

sound from a player at this point is

do. Instead it merely leaves out afew

soundtrack samples and tremolo guitar.
Vocals did overlap more than they should

rarely even the issue — it's challenge
enough finding a sound that won't set
off fillings and have you reaching for

layers of detailing in abalance towards
`music' and away from ' hi-fi'. And this was
the verdict even when heard through

and the soundstage is somewhat flat and
narrowed, but again in any melodic
judgment the sound hangs together.

the TV remote after an hour's play.
It does seem an unfortunate side effect
of the medium that creating an initially

pricier, revealing ancillaries.
Even the package of features was a
pleasant surprise. Remote control at this

impressive-sounding player is rarely a
problem. For less than £ 100 you can buy a

price is not such ashock now, but any
player with digital volume control

Similarly classical pieces held interest, like
the Promenade from Mussorgsky's Pictures
at an Exhibition [
Philadephia/Muti, EMI
747099], where strident brass competes
harmonically with itself and then massed

player covering anominal 20kHz
bandwidth, has practically complete stereo
channel separation to impress the spec-

(audiophiles look away) and display
dimming/off options (you can look back
now) will find friends. And the remote

strings. Dazzle and razzamatazz are absent
in favour of arounded midrange that
draws in interest. The DCD-435 merrily

sheet readers; and will drive you nuts with
an amusical din that has little to do with

includes numerical access, programming,
edit facilities and drawer open/close.

gets on with music without leaving time to

can't hear the difference but Iheard
Denon was a good make' crowd, to

making pleasing sounds. So where does
this new little Denon fit into the batscaring shriek-stakes? Answer is, it doesn't.
For £ 129.99, Denon is offering an
entry-level CD player that is hi-fi in the

The styling is conservative with no
superfluous graphics or legends on the

consider lost detailing. Quite balanced, all
in all making for one of the the best
bargain buys for astarter or second system

front. An optical digital output is provided
on the rear for digital recorders and

you could hope to find.

external DACs. The case work is

•Havden Laboratories, 01753 888447

Andrew Harrison

Cymbol C-DAB1 Digital Radio tuner
IT didn't result in fisticuffs, but at the Hi Fi
Show both Arcam and Cymbal claimed to be
the first with a Digital Audio Broadcast tuner.
Being even-handed about it, HFN/RR was
allowed a necessarily brief encounter with the

brighter, with something of apotentially
fatiguing shine, while in complex passages, the
lower strings and percussion had asense of
congestion. To be fair, the FM broadcast was
no better ( excepting asofter string tone) which

were, if less emotional, atad purer. A Vierne
organ voluntary had amuch stronger and
beefier presence than on FM.
Middle-of-the-road music benefited more
from improved separation and alower noise

Cymbal C- DAB 1, at this reviewer's home. The
spell also allowed atest of the BBC's ' DIY'

begs questions about broadcasting sound
balance as much as effects of data

floor, digital tuner vis-a-vis FM, with abrighter

digital aerial ( a length of co- ax, with acoil of
cable and a stripped length at the end: not

compression. Certainly, this broadcast was

clearer vocal range. Some comments in the

disturbed by acouple of nasty digital 'cracks'
followed by amomentary loss of signal, but it

press have given the impression that DAB
should represent asonic advance over FM,

elegant, but as far as the Cymbol's sensitivity
was concerned, effective enough in Notting

top end, better-defined bottom and agenerally

has to be borne in mind that the aerial was the

equivalent to advantages claimed for CD over

Hill). The C-DAB1 is based on adigital

digital equivalent of a300 ohm FM T ribbon.

module from Grundig, with Cymbal's own

Curiously, aphenomenon noticed before in the
Arcam tuner re-occurred on orchestral

vinyl, including stereo staging expected from
high-end FM tuners. In truth, it isn't that simple.

DAC and output stage.
Listening proved an experience akin to the
session on which Ireported in the November
issue. It was possible to identify at least a

broadcasts; horns and brass had a 'crackling',
fizzy overlay, not just on R3, but also on R2
when it broadcasted amovement from Handel's

have to wait until finalised models become

Music for the Royal Fireworks; whether due to
reception, data compression or bit- rate will
require more extensive listening. On

available. Club music on Radio) suggested a

the plus side, other broadcasts

cleaner and harder-driving bass from the
digital tuner than from either Quad FM4 or

confirmed earlier
experiences, with

Myryad analogue tuners, keeping Ministry of

adistinctly

Sound habituées happy; general levels of detail
were certainly cleaner.
There were niggling reservations about a live

cleaner cello and
bass tone, while

broacast of Nielsen. Violins were notably

in Scheherezade

couple of advantages over analogue, although
it has to be stressed that afull evaluation will
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The potential exists for aquality technically
in advance of the average FM tuner, but
practically no more 'CD-quality' than
analogue. The Cymbal C-DABI, although in
early days, does show that the digital tuner is
about to become reality.
Eric Braithwaite
• Cymbal, 01273 517358

the soloists' voices
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brief encounters

Tsunami TS21 0Subwoofer
WHO is Tsunami? What is she? A
REL by any other name would sound
as sweet! Made in Bridgend, the
Tsunami range is the entry level
product for those who want adecent
subwoofer but cannot stretch to the
cost of a 'real' REL.
Does this mean that the Tsunami is
crippled in some way, produced with less
attention to detail than we have come to
expect from the designer, Richard Lord?
Not at all, this Tsunami is way ahead of
its competitors, both in performance and
sound quality.
The TS210 is at present top of this new
budget range, which is designed to appeal
to multimedia applications as much as
bottom end hi-fi. Housed in the relatively
tall (just over half ametre), floorstanding,
black finished box is apowerful, long
throw, 250mm bass unit whose exit to the
world is via two airflow sculpted 70mm
diameter reflex ports on the rear panel.
Above this, at the top of the enclosure,
lies a 150W amplifier pack. This is no
shoddy, quickly scrambled together, weak
kneed, IC packaged power block but a
highly specified and neatly built,
MOSFET driven LF amplifier with active
filtering utilising alarge toroidal
transformer and 20,000uF of reservoir
capacitance for apower supply.
As is usual for Richard Lord designs,
input is handled by both low and high level
sockets. The recommendation for hi-fi is
that you use the high-level inputs in
parallel with your main speakers. This way
the Tsunami is bound to be driven
correctly, no changes in level, phase or
response character are likely to upset it.
For AV use you can connect the low level
inputs to adedicated subwoofer output, or
even just hook it up to your computer
soundcard line out socket. A second pair of
phono plugs will pass the signal through to
powered speakers, or to asecond Tsunami
if you need even more bass punch.
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With the connections adoddle, how
easy is it to set up? The amp contains full
remote control, not just of volume but
everything! A series of lights on the front «
panel show your selections and settings,
fading out after five seconds once you
have finished pressing buttons. You can
adjust the turnover frequency, absolute
phase, and switch the unit to standby if
you want to mute it. Realising that you
might want different settings for music
and films, the handset features four
buttons for memory settings. You set the
Tsunami up the way you want it for
music, store it in amemory setting, then
do the same for movies, parties and disco
or whatever. Then it is just amatter of
pressing one of the memory buttons to
recall that setting.
There is no list of turnover frequencies
to adhere to. The ability to set the
Tsunami up from your amchair means
that you do it all by ear. Start with music
and crank the bass and volume right up.
Don't worry about the Tsunami; it can
handle this sort of abuse easily and will
cut its volume if overstressed. Now
reduce the bass turnover frequency —
with each button press that dreadful
pounding should decrease until only the
low bass is obvious. If this is still too loud,
reduce the volume until it blends in with
the main speakers.
As with all subs, your initial settings are
likely to be on the high side of natural. I
mean, if you've got bass you want to
flaunt it. But knowing that you can make
small adjustments with abutton press
means that you will soon achieve the right
balance. This is what makes the Tsunami
such ajoy to use. There's no fiddling
round the back or underneath the cabinet
with knobs you can't see, only to find
you've turned aswitch the wrong way.
So how does it sound? Surprisingly,
given the price, remarkably like you
would expect aRichard Lord design to

sound. Full, deep bass extending down
below 30Hz with little hint of coloration
or frequency doubling. Get the bass level
and turnover right and the sub
practically disappears audibly, that is
until you switch it off and then you
wonder where all that low frequency
power has gone.
In strict, anorak, high fidelity terms the
TS210 can be abit overblown with
speakers that already have powerful bass
output. I'm not thinking here of
floorstanding units with extended bass,
but those compact designs that flaunt a
bass hump and pass it off as extension
below 100Hz. The output of the TS210 is
strong in this region too: the two tend to
clash with your eats coming out the loser.
Put the Tsunami with speakers that
need abit of upholstery in the bass
department, however, and it succeeds
better than you would ever believe. The
emphasis is on bass power and real
extension, the alignment down to 25Hz is
bolstered and decided by the amplifier,
not the bass unit, and has been nicely
managed so as to pound the floorboards.
Admittedly the TS210 can't shake the
floor like the big RELs, but then there has
to be some sacrifice to price.
Iput the TS210 with the AVI
Neutrons. These are monitor class
compacts with aremarkably clean
performance throughout the frequency
range down to 60Hz. Iexpected the
Tsunami to interfere with bass and
midrange clarity, after all most subs at
this price would. It is testament to the
TS210 that it didn't. In fact it blended
brilliantly, only making its contribution
felt where there was real bass extension in
the source material. This showed the class
of the Tsunami — it isn't aboom box
with sub written on its front, it is areal
subwoofer even if it's not aREL one.
PeterJ Comeau
• Tsunami, 01656 768777
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Kimber's
Select
interconnect
range offers
a choice
between
silver,
copper and
hybrid
conductors

Because of the
strength of the
pound, the prices of
Kimber Kable have
been reduced since
the December
'Headroom'
feature. The new
costs are: KSI020
and KS1030
phono-tenninated
interconnects lm
pairs are ,C.500 and
,CI000 respectively
(*formerly C600
and ‘I200);
KS1I20 and
KS1130 XLRterminated
déternatives are
‘300 and ‘1200
(*,,C560 and
,C1400); 0.75m
length of KS2020
phonoterminated
(heal coaxial
interconnect is
‘500 (*.C580).
KS3035 and
KS3038 speaker
wires, 6ft lengths,
are now L2370
and £4630 per
pair (*‘2650 and
,,C5350).
SUPPLIER
P:zonber tiablea
,• available
pint, Russ
Si9 823247

differing
conductor
materials,
provided us with the means — at
last! — to compare silver vs. copper
with absolute validity. Because the
various materials are available in the
same design, it means that listening
comparisons
deal
only
with
differences resulting from the choice
of silver, silver/copper hybrid or
copper.
But who's to say that the actual
cable topology does or doesn't favour
silver over copper or vice versa?
This, of course, could be mere
paranoia on my part, or just a case
of me playing Devil's Advocate, but
Ido want to pre-empt a flood of
letters from those who will use any
point possible to discredit Kimber's
hierarchy. And the literature and the
pricing both make it clear that
Kimber favours silver over a
silver/copper hybrid, and the
silver/copper hybrid over pure
copper.
But it doesn't stop there. Regular
readers will know that I loathe
reviewing cables, because I'm firmly
of the school that says cables are
totally system-dependent, and what
works well in one set-up might not
sound too good in another. Indeed,

Musical Fidelity; digital sources from
Theta, Musical Fidelity, Marantz
and Roksan; speakers from Quad
/41111.11 10"" .. " ....,7,;:..
Al' .."
(77-10L and both ESLs), Apogee
1
t
ip in Il II o1
II n
i
'tog op otio o
Ineen,1,.
•"' r.,...z. '
wan 1
(Ribbon Monitor), Diapason, New
Audio Frontiers, Aliante.
'••:•••11 1,11,111•1111111111l1191:11 •
Combinations? Iswapped gear so
many times that the main beneficiary
proved to be WBT, because the
constant changing showed just how
robust are their terminators. Some
of the pairings were deliberately
perverse and unlikely to occur in the
nroL
woo ;um ,
real world — a £ 3200 Krell CD
player with NVA's sub-£200
integrated amp, Marantz's old sixchannel A/V amplifier with Sonus
Faber Amatis — but the findings
his
is
a follow-up
to
December's ` Headroom'
were so consistent that it not only
feature on Kimber Select
reinforced the Kimber Klaims, they
speaker cables. The interconnects
reinforced my adamant, unchangeand digital wire extend the Select
able
belief regarding
system
philosophy into line- level signal
dependency.
carriers, just as complex and just as
What they did not do is turn the
lavish. All analogue cables, for
silver vs. copper arguments upside
example, employ specially considered
down, and at no time did Iprefer
relationships between the conductors
the hybrid over the pure silver, with
and ` electrostatic yarns' to create
one exception: silver, as we've known
shielding from EMI, neat touches
all
along,
can
exaggerate
a
like wooden blocks to keep the pairs
component's tendency towards
together yet spaced, high flexibility,
brightness, and those with an abject
over-the- top packaging and other
hatred of silver wire will find no
indicators of luxury acquisition.
solace here.
KS1020 and KS1030 phonoQuite
clearly,
and
in
terminated interconnects are the
discernible degrees, each Kimber
direct equivalents of the KS3035
`bettered' its lesser sibling by
and KS3038 speaker cables,
raising the calibre of two key
again asilver/copper hybrid and
sonic traits. ' In my experience',
one using the pure Black Pearl
Ihasten to add. The first and
conductor. In these single-ended
most readily-discerned was in
designs, the conductors are
the area of transparency —
applied to the surface of
above all other gains. And I
Kimber's proprietary core, fixed
came up with an analogy which
in what the company calls ' an
Ihope will succinctly describe
asymmetric constrained matrix',
them: the gains were precisely
to alevel of precision described
what one typically hears when
as ' 1% tolerance'. Both cables
replacing old pre-amplifier valves
Kinzber's KS- 1020 interconnect at L500 per metre
came fitted with the superb
with new ones of the same make
WBT-0108 phono connectors. What
Iwas recently told by one importer
and grade.
differentiates the KS1020 from the
not to use one of his own brands of
By the time Ihad settled on a
KS1030 is that the signal is carried
speaker cable with aspeaker he was
system which best complemented the
via the silver core while the return
importing, because it made the bass
Kimber wires, Ihad also noted a
and earth are 'AF line level
fat and flabby.
second repeatable gain: bass control.
optimised Hyper-pure copper';
So how could Ipossibly audition
Not quantity, not extension, but
KS1030 uses silver for both.
'Umber Select against itself, when
absolute control. And it made itself
KS! 120 and KS1130, the XLRthe system Ichose might work better
most obvious through the Sonus
terminated alternatives, are —
with, say, the hybrid between pre
Faber
Amatis.
The
Kimbers
respectively — pure copper and pure
and power, with the pure silver
somehow managed to eliminate flab
silver. Being balanced cables, they
between amp and speakers? Simple:
and overhang with suggesting any
benefit from earthing through adual
I played with them for months,
unnatural grip.
concentric core, and the Switchcraft
setting
up
more
disparate
But it was in the midst of this
XLR plugs are deliriously robust and
combinations than would normally
ordeal that something occurred
confidence-inspiring. KS2020, the
be
required
to
uncover
a which renders all of the above moot:
digital cable which completes the
component's inherent characteristics.
I'm having my listening room built
range, is all-silver and phono- To this end, Iused valve and solidat present and Ihave decided to wire
terminated with plugs bearing
state, together and alone. Iused CD,
it entirely with audiophile mains
wooden bodies — very Rolls-Royce
DVD and LaserDisc; electrostatics
cabling... including Kimber's multidashboard. (The
AES1EBU
and dynamics. The catalogue
strand offering. So what was going
alternative is KS2120.)
included: Audio Research, Jadis,
to be atwo-parter is turning into a
It's immediately obvious that
GRAAF, EAR, Unison Research
saga.
Kimber
has,
by
offering
and Quad valve components; solidAs they used to say in the penny
interconnects and cables available
state amplification from Krell, NVA.
dreadfuls: 'Watch this space'.
with identical construction but
Lexicon,
Roksan, Marantz and
Ken Kessler
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Possibly the world's most expensive one- box
CD player, the £20,000 Krell KP25S is
also a complete digital control centre. But at the
price of a small house, it needs to be the best

by MARTIN COLLOMS

C

ompact Disc players are
changing. Just afew years ago
separates were the thing at the
high end of the market, but then
along came some very good but
single-box machines, such as the
Wadia 16 and Krell KPS20 series.
The sound quality and jitter benefits
of a direct connection between
transport and decoder sections were
just too good to miss.
Slowly it became apparent that the
top players had reached beyond the
performance of many reference
grade pre-amps; but in my view the
real trouble began when the Wadia
16 and Krell's KPS 20i/l, amongst
others, started to offer high quality
remote control of volume. Along
with some of my colleagues, I
reported that these players now
superseded the line pre- amplifier,
sounding at their best when directly
connected to apower amp.
Krell's late-lamented and highly
successful KPS20i/I was asingle-box
player with just this facility, coupled
with digital input and output options
to make a form of CD transport/
control centre/digital decoder, with a
top quality analogue ' pre- amp'
output. It has now been supplanted
by the new top-of-the-range model
KPS25S,
admittedly
much
augmented, but much more
expensive, costing as much as a

CD PLAYERS
number of noted transport/decoder
combinations. So, just under
£20,000 buys you all that the
outgoing ' 20 achieved and then
some: more inputs and outputs,
greater programmability, and
crucially, a complete analogue line
pre-amp with multiple inputs both
balanced and single-ended, not to
forget the remote input switching
and tape monitor loops.
It weighs a ton and deserves a
first-class audio platform and mains
supply outlet. It's amarvel that Krell
has managed to pack so much
engineering into such a compact
package: what looks like astandard
pre-amp box save for the lid on the
top deck, which is aglass-clear slab
of carved acrylic.
Power it up, and when taken out
of standby the ' 25S resembles the
control panel of a power station.
That overbright blue LED glows all
too strongly from the centre, while
red LEDs signify various modes and
selections. The pin-sharp display on
the left is in fluorescent green while
that on the right is adot-matrix red
LED type. All the controls are pushbutton save one, this being the preamp-style cylindrical rotary control
for volume, and secondarily for
programming.
A mixture of finishes is evident on
the casework: for example, satin
black and brushed grey anodising,
together with clear acrylic, polished
chrome, and the perforated matt
stainless steel which is used for the

ventilation covers.
Much of what this machine can do
is evident from the front panel and
also the full size, coffee-table remote
handset. The latter has triple
emitting windows to operate from
virtually any distance and any angle.
Described as a ' Direct Access
Controller' it does more than just
drive the player: it will also control
display modes and standby/poweron for the KAS and FPB power
amplifiers, for example. It is
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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intelligently laid out, with the main
areas visually delineated. For
example, aset of buttons is clustered
for CD track control, programming,
repeat modes including A to B
phrase repeat. Another
group accesses the usual
track skip, cue and
review, plus index
point access. The
transport
display may
be cycled
through
elapsed
time, track
time and also
remaining time, while
the display may be muted,
only brightening up during
command sequences. When not
using the CD transport, the entire
section may be powered down to
reduce interaction with the rest of
the unit by using the ` drive off'
button.
As a digital control centre, the
KPS25S can accept six signal
sources, including the internal CD
drive. The remaining five comprise
XLR AES/EBU balanced, two
coaxial (gold-plated phonos) and
two optical (Toslink, with optional
AT&T). Buffered digital audio
outputs are also present on the
player for every one of these inputs,
forming local feed through loops.
Digital inputs are also passed on to
the decoder via the digital selector.
On the analogue input control
section there is the internal CD
mode, automatically brought up
when the CD digital input is
selected. Analogue inputs include
one balanced pair of XLR terminals
plus three pairs of phono sockets.
The analogue tape loop is also
single-ended and the local monitor
input constitutes yet another
analogue input.
Selected amplified outputs include
signals in both SE and balanced
formats simultaneously, either in
fixed mode for driving a preamplifier or variable for feeding
power amps directly. There is a
further pair of auxiliary variable level
audio outputs designated CAST,
comprising a new current drive
format and which is output via
special Fischer connectors for
linking to future power amplifiers.
Both fixed and variable outputs
may be separately muted; absolute
phase and inverted phase for the
variable outputs may also be
selected. Left/right balance is only
available on the handset control.
Programmability extends from a
menu command with many named
selections, for example, ` Bright'
(local display brightness in seven
steps); ' Name' (where inputs may be

In my view the
real trouble
began when
the Wadia 16
and Krell's
KPS 20i/I
amongst
others stalled
to offer high
quality rem)te
control of
volume...

assigned custom labels such as
phono, tuner, tape, aux, VCR, TV,
DVD, V-disc, DSS, video, CD (the
internal drive plus two others),
DAC, CD-R, DAT. Minidisc, SAT,
Hi-8, S-video, souéce 8mm, theatre,
processor, surround, A+V std, disc,
eq, DCC, line, Laser disc, bypass,
test, mixer, 8- track, monitor, plus
the stated front panel legends! No
alphanumeric entry is necessary, just
make your choices.
A strong visual statement is given
by the electronic ` LCD shutter'
fitted in the hinged transport cover,
which automatically ' closes'(goes
opaque) in play mode. The shutter
action can be programmed to remain
either clear or opaque. When opaque
it goes 'white' under reflected light
with a modest percentage of
remaining transparency.
Programming options also extend
to the lid, such as automatic play
when it is closed, ar play when open.
Mechanical/electronic interlocks
associated with the disc clamp
prevent inadvertent operation when
no disc is present.
Given the variation in level seen
with various auxiliary sources, the
KP25S may be programmed to
remember such level differences and
assign connections to them. Thus
volume control settings may be
made consistent between different
inputs, balanced or unbalanced. In
addition, the speed or sensitivity of
the volume control may be pre-set to
'fast' or ` slow', the latter for more
critical level setting.
Inearly forgot to mention that the
player is also provided with asecond
'pocket' size remote handset, again
27
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For those of you who have already visited us, you will know that our service and advice is second

to none. We have now expanded into 7studios, set up as closely as possible to your own domestic
environment where you can audition an amazing selection of all the very best in hi-fi currently available.
We have systems on demonstration from £ 1
kto £ 100k covering all that's best across all formats.
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CD PLAYERS
milled from solid alloy bar, carrying
basic controls for volume and the
CD transport.
Regarding specifications, the
player is described as a multi-bit
design, with UltraAnalog 20- bit
DACs operating at 16- times oversampling, afirst for this technology.
Built on a modular concept, every
relevant component has the potential
for future upgrade; for some time
now, Krell has supported a strategy
which helps avoid obsolescence. A
digital side chain provides HDCD
decoding if required.
The KSP25S pre-amplifier section
claims an ultra wide 0.1Hz to 1MHz
bandwidth, a 6dB ( x2) gain via
single-ended and 12dB (x4) gain in
balanced mode, with a 97dB ` A'
weighted signal-to-noise ratio.
Distortion is rated at less than
0.008% at 11tHz and 201tHz, with a
very low output impedance of 17
ohms.
Input
impedance
is
beneficially high at 98k ohm, while
up to 13V rms is available from the
outputs; it will even drive reasonably
sensitive headphones via a suitable,
attenuated adapter cable. Weighing
20.5kg (451bs!), the ' 25S measures
483x133x391mm (whd).

SOUND QUALITY
There are five aspects to consider
with this comprehensive design,
namely: the CD player complete
(fixed and variable output); the
transport; the digital- to- analogue
decoder; and finally, the preamplifier. No mean task, this!
CD player, fixed output: here the
new model was compared with its
predecessors including the 20i. Level
control in the form of a ConradJohnson ART was useful in SE
mode; for balanced duty an Audio
Synthesis Pro Passion was used.
Under compatible conditions, the
new player showed off some obvious
strengths, in fact to such a degree
that on casual listening one might be
persuaded this was acomprehensive
win. For example, the new model
improved on the already excellent
bass of the ' 20, sounding still more
precisely defined, more dynamic yet
richer and deeper. The tonality was
sweeter, less ` digital' through the
midrange, while vocal clarity was
enhanced, this combined with more
focus and still larger perspectives in
the stereo image.
The trend for improved tonal
purity
and
sweeter
balance
continued through the treble.
Sibilance was better integrated, the
high range treble sounds showing the
'20 to have atrace of grain and edge,
something which was not easy to
establish when it was first reviewed.
The greatest gains were found to be
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in the stereo image and in
transparency. Once again we have the
evidence fur genuine improvements
in design, bringing advances for the
established CD format, wringing out
still more low-level detail, textures,
fine differentiation, a wider sound
stage, still greater depth and
substantially firmer fucus.
At this paint, the promise of the
'25S was clearly apparent but Iwas
still not wholly convinced. Through
all this achievement, Ifelt that the
emotional impact was less than
expected, asense that the ' 25S gave a
more measured approach to the
music than the ' 20 series. Iviewed
the latter as exceptional for their
ability to combine high end tradition
with a satisfying sense of drive and
pace, an upbeat, go-getting character.
In this review comparison, the
older ' 20 certainly had more of this
quality than the new model, and I
was concerned that, impressive as it
undoubtedly was, it seemed to be
missing that extra ingredient which
tips the balance from an intellectual
appreciation of achievement to a
musically and emotionally-involving
experience.
One difficulty concerned my
evaluation technique and the need at
some stage to make comparisons.
One mistake was to begin the
evaluation while another pair of
speakers was in residence, in this
case the B&W Nautilus 801s. Very
careful system matching and set up
proved essential if the '25S/Nautilus
801 combination was to display fully
satisfying rhythm and life. I
needed the more familiar
territory of my
Wilson

The new
model
improved on
the already
excellent bass
of the 20,
sounding still
more precisely
defined, more
dynamic yet
richer and
deeper

Krell's remote control
unit for the player

WITT II speakers to fully
concentrate on the issue. As with
many other leading-edge products, I
found the ' 25S to be rather highlystrung, which is often the case when
one pursues sound quality to the
limit. Very careful set-up is generally
needed to produce the best sounds,
and in the case of this player it was
attention to detail which finally did
the trick, lifting the performance in
critical areas until it crossed that line
into musical believability. Then all
the rest fell into place.
While that liquid- crystal light shutter is afeat of showmanship, and
it is true that the player will perform
well with the lid open, flooded with
light, my first discovery happened
one evening with th lights off. It
was surely not my i gination: the
rhythm now began to ' ck out more
than it had. Now, th top scoring
achieved by previous review
examples was matched — given
appropriate support, set-up detail,
and avoidance of redundant
connections to other equipment,
including the disconnection of power
cables to unused units.
Such
measures
had
been
significant with previous product but
in my view not to the same degree as
the ' 25S. Seriously worthwhile gains
in low-level detail, transparency,
focus, bass definition and treble
accuracy were all apparent, while the
major gain was in presentation. At
last it had developed sufficient
`attitude' to take control of pace and
dynamics and it now began to drive
forward musically.
In total performance the ' 25S now
stood clear of the pack, with, on my
usual listening-test scaling, a new
CD player reference score of 49
marks.
In the next section you'll see that
when internally `hot wired' the onboard pre- amplifier to this CD
player was good enough to lift the
standard still further by enabling a
short path connection direct to a
power amplifier.
CD player, variable output: while
it would be entertaining to embark
on adeep methodological discussion
about scoring precedence, how to
judge the absence of a pre-amplifier
and its attendant complications such
as interconnect cables, supply and
placement, Iwon't — instead, I'll
simply report what Ifound.
In the class of CD players, judging
how well this controlled output player
sounded, and while freely conceding
the system advantage of the direct
connection, the Krell KPS25s scored
an outright 55 points when in good
system tune. On 16-bit/44.1kHz it
actually matched the equivalent
connection for the DCS Elgar
29

converter when the latter had the
advantage of 24/96kHz material: until
now the absolute domestic digital
replay standard auditioned by me.
Sonically, the benefits of the
shorter path are compelling even
when the reference is astate-of-theART ( Conrad-Johnson!) single
triode line controller.
Wholly worthwhile gains in
immediacy, vitality and detail were
evident, while the soundstage kept on
growing with each improvement to the
working audio chain. In full song, this
new CD control centre was capable of
exercising amplifiers such as the
FPB650M to avery high proportion of
their full potential. Indeed, still better
amplifiers may be required to
accurately determine the limit.
DIA Converter: while the ' 25S was
clearly at its most refined and
persuasive using the internal drive, it
was nonetheless one hell of a
decoder in its own right, decoding
auxiliary signals up to 48kHz sample
rate to an excellent standard,
sounding broadly similar to the CD
performance and scoring 48 for the
variable, directly connected output
and, via a necessary pre- amp
interface, some 44 points on my
listening-test marking. To reach this
level, some prudent housekeeping
was necessary, such as a first-class
wired link to the digital source, a
good source, and use of the ' drive
off' mode to power down the
internal transport.
For my own peace of mind, I
specifically compared the rhythm
performance of the ' 25S when used
as aplayer and then as adecoder fed
from a ' 20 used as atransport. While
the overall performance was
ultimately clearly superior for the
new ensemble, the older transport
did nevertheless show a subtle
difference, having a small edge on
rhythm
and
musical
drive.
Interesting!
Transport mode: using an Audio
Synthesis DAX as the monitoring
decoder, the KPS25S transport
section was assessed. Laid bare this
way, the slightly constrained rhythm
and timing aspects were more
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THE
LISTENING
SYSTEM
MONITORING
was via Wilson
WITT II andlAW
Nautilus 801
speakers.
Comparison
digital units
included the
Audio Synthesis
DAX Decode
decoder, DCS
Elgar and Krell
KPS20i/l. Preamps included the
Conrad-Johnson
ART, XifC PRE- SE
and ConradJohnson Premier
16. Analogue
disc wos
equalised by a
Conrad-Johnson
Premier 15 and
XTC PRE - SE,
source° from a
Linn LP 12 Lingo/
Nairn Aro/Koetsu
Rosewood
Signature II, on a
Mano triple stack
pratforrn.
Transports
included a
Meridian 200, a
Theta Jade and
KPS20s. Cables
were by Siltech,
van den Hul and
Transparent XL,

pm- to power,
and Transparent
Reference for the
digital
connections.
Power
amplification
induded the Krell
FP8650M, Naim
NAP250. Cary
300SE XL 20 and
XTC POW- 2.

obvious by comparison with a ' 20
and still more so with an obsolete
but still entertaining Meridian 200T,
where the ' 25S had more weight, but
a slower more ordered approach to
replay.
Conversely
its
high
resolution, superior clarity and clean
tonality were easy to hear. The ' 25S
was clearly avery fine digital source,
more than good enough for any
conceivable use.
Line pre-amplifier: in this test the
pre- amp section was used in
isolation ( in both balanced and
single-ended modes), here providing
system compatibility with exciting
analogue sources. Some housekeeping in terms of the control panel
settings is essential if the resulting
sound is not to lose clarity and
purity, these aspects differentiating
the ` good plus' from the ` very good'
in sound quality terms. With the
drive disabled and the unit nicely
warmed up, this pre-amp proved to
be far and away the best from Krell
that I've heard as yet, given that my
recent experience is limited to the
earlier generation KRC units and the
like.
Very similar results were obtained
in Balanced and SE modes, total or
mixed at either the output or the
input. This is a testament to its
compatibility and also that of the
Krell power amplifier which
supported this analysis.
In the low end it was superbly
neutral, free from colour yet
naturally weighted, very controlled.
Via analogue disc sources the
midrange
showed
negligible
character, no significant hardness or
'solid state' effect while the treble
was significantly cleaner, sweeter,
more open and more lively than with
earlier designs. It sounded fast, and
highly resolved, with excellent stereo
imaging. As a unit in its own right,
the ' 25s constitutes avery fine preamplifier and scored 38 marks. (But
note that this pre-amp score is not
directly comparable with the CD
results; it can only be related to
scores achieved by other pre-amps.)

CONCLUSION
This unit had such agreat potential
that Iwas driven to try and
overcome
my
initial
reservations concerning its
rather
measured
if
apparently
flawless
production.
That
chance discovery of
the
effect
of
darkness, coupled
with the final stages
of good
set-up
technique,
ultimately made that
vital difference for me, moving from

the admirable to the truly involving.
Once this point had been reached all
the other acknowledged qualities
seemed to make sense, these
previously isolated regions of sonic
perfection were now coalesced into a
coherent whole.
Yes, Iam in aposition to criticise
this player. As visually spectacular as
the eye-catching electronic light
shutter undoubtedly is, Ireally can't
help feeling that good old black
acrylic, light- tight design for the
whole lid assembly would make
more sense.
Impending customers should take
their dealer's advice concerning
cabling, mains supply and the
support platform. Properly matched,
these details really made a
difference.
Under almost any conditions, the
'25S
will
impress with
its
transparency, huge stereo sound
stage and excellent bass. Add agood
set up and the total performance
then lifts to atrue reference level.
This unit performed well in the
lab. On the analogue side the input
was an easy load, the bandwidth
supremely wide, while distortion
was negligible, output impedance
very low and it will drive anything.
The CD replay, transport and
digital decoder functions were in
line with expectation. As aplayer, it
enjoyed avery low jitter (and sounds
it too!) while the dynamic range and
linearity were both top notch.
Build quality and finish were
excellent as you'd expect, though
the lid mechanism has failed on a
few early samples. It remains a
mystery to me how the Krell
engineers have managed to pack in
so many first-class operational
sections together in the one chassis.
Paul Simon's ' Rhythm of the
Saints' is not reputed to be one of
the clearest recordings, yet listening
to it as Iwrite, the KPS25s would
have you believe the converse, so
great is the retrieval of fine detail
and image depth.
Do as much you need to with this
fine CD player/ control unit, fit and
forget, or, Ias Iwould recommend,
go that extra distance with your
installation and then luxuriate in a
standard which entices you to reevaluate your entire disc collection.
Noting the odd caution, and
hoping Krell will issue an optional
black cover (yes they're easy to fit!
— and there are rumours of one in
the offing) and remembering that the
KPS25S has avery fine pre-amplifier
on board, this product represents the
present state of the art in 16- bit
44.1kHz digital replay and will
breathe new life into atreasured and
continuing CD collection at the
highest quality level.
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CD PLAYERS
Bandwidth was
exceptionally
wide, almost
from DC to
medium-wave
radio
frequencies,
and as flat as
you could wish
for from below
1Hz to greater
than 100kHz

Pre- amplifier:

11.6dB. From
scale numbers 32

to within
+I-0.07dB over the

as apre-amplifter,

down to 10 that

entire volume

-93.5dB referred to
full level. Down at

the measured
performance was

status quo held
until '10', that is,

range.
Noise levels were

-70dB, with the
benefit of dither,

more than sufficient
for good results on

below 30dB of
attenuation, from

-88.5dB CCIR
(1kHz reference)

grounds of
bandwidth,

which point the
resolution coarsened

distortion, noise
and interface
matching.
Bandwidth was
exceptionally wide,
almost from DC to

to ¡dB.
For aKrell
power amplifier in
balanced input
mode, typical
volume settings are

or 89dB
unweighted,
unexceptional but

medium-wave
radio frequencies,

in the 18 to 30
range, between 12

and as flat as you
could wish for from

and 20dB of
attenuation from

below ¡ Hz to
greater than

full gain. For unity
gain, the volume

100kHz.
Distortion was very

setting is at '80'
indicated (single-

low, -86dB or
better or 0.005%,
at any audible
frequency and was

ended in and out;
for balanced mode
set '31').
At lower volume

could deliver up to
6.5 volts from a

virtually
independent of

settings there was
some electronic
back huh, the

CD player: on
the CD player side,
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loading. Even a
severe 300 ohms

distortion occurred.
Channel balance
and volume
tracking was
predictably
excellent while the
output terminal

very low 16.5 ohms
source impedance.

Fig

10kHz), 1kHz tone, -70dB, dithered

I. Krell KP25S:

distortion spectrum (to

summation was an
average of -43dB,
-1131B, relative to
full modulation,
mainly composed of
third harmonic.
Full level high
frequency
intermodulation

Fig 2. Krell KP25S: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz/20kHz tones at OdB

averaged -91dB,.a
fine result, while at
a10dB lower
modulation level, it
measured -86dB or
0.005%: of little
significance.
Highly extended

Fg 3. Krell KP25S: distortion spectrum (to
10kHz), 'kHz tone, OdB

at low frequencies,
this player showed
just atrace of
amplitude roll off
by 20kHz,

the '25S produced
astandard 2V

loading had little

at again setting

output from alow

-0.4dB, and was
negligible at

effect on it This
robust output

depending on
whether you are

47 ohm source
impedance. Error

10kHz.
Signal to noise

section had some

going up or down

correction was

ratio was 101dB

low source

the scale. At -30dB

satisfactory, for

unweighted, 94dB

impedance of 16.5

scale 12 this

lmm of whole gap,

CCIR ARM

set-up. These

Elgar, which can

ohms while the

amounted to a

with mild clicks on

(1kHz) and, it

showed that the

input section had a
desirabbe high

small shift of
0.4dB. The slow

1.25mm of missing

must be said, is not

KPS25S had a

also deal with
96kHz signals,

outstanding.
Checked for de-

and even 192kHz

setting delivered

data.
Once adisc was

little more

impedance close on
100K ohm, thus
imposing alow

substantially correct

loaded, track access

emphasis error, the

resolution in hand
and will for

in some implementations. From 16-bit

levels when
required.

frequency response
was essentially the

example accept 24bit 48kHz audio

data, the linearity

Distortion was

was rapid; but
from first loading it
took aslow 6

very low right up to
high frequencies,

seconds to reach the
nominated track.

same as the unemphasised
reference result.

data and output
clean audio. Its
DAC was not,

to the scale factors

for example, at
¡HF 0.5V level,

Basic
parameters met

Quite well
filtered with respect

however, full 24-bit
like the DCS

applied to the
relevant section

the two-tone
intermodulation

high standards for

to ultrasonic

example channel
balance at typically

spuriae, these stray
signals were better

control was atrifle
idiosyncratic, due

and the logarithmic

(19kHz120kHz)

conversion on the

was an excellent

0.45dB, stereo

than 90dB down in

normal fast'

99dB down.

separation of

full level.

setting. Scaled to a

DC offsets were

104dB midbancl

Regarding

full level of '152',

1and 1.2mV

and near-zero

linearity, this Krell

the first range
actually operated in

respectively for SE
outputs improving

inter-channel phase
difference.

showed asmall

steps of 2down to
32, is, 60 indicated
steps. Working in
single steps for the

to better than
500pVfor the
balanced outputs.
Excellent

At full level, •
total harmonic
distortion was low,

remainder of the
range, the volume
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overload as this
unit tolerated up to
10V before

total harmonic
distortion based in
harmonic

actual attenuation

load factor upon
sources.
The volume

SUPPLIER
,•ibsoitiic Sounds,
.58 Durham
Road,
London,
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181-971
3909

satisfactory.
There was no
problem with input

was approaching

increments
increased from the
earlier 0.2 to

error by the -90dB
modulation level
for undithered

near to full code
recovery with full

tones, reading
0.6dB left and
-1.1dB for the right

dynamic range, at
-89dB (0.0035%)

channel
Higherbit

and holding to

midband. At
-10dB modulation,

signals than the
internal 16bit

channel separation
figures were
recorded, still
¡10dB mid band,

0.4dB to 0.6dB,

92dB by 20kHz.

the -83.5dB noise

drive could provide

down to a

Channel balance

and distortion

were generated by

maximum

was essentially

result showed that

the Audio Precision

attenuation of

perfect, maintained

the ultimate figure

System Two test
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Fig 4. Krell KP25.S. linearity,

plotted from

-60dB to - 120dB (error in dB), right channel

Test results

was close to the
standard at
typically 15.6 bits
with an effective
105dB dynamic
range.
Krell KPS25S

20Hz
lid*
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)+0.046 +0.041 -0.038
Stereo separation (dB)120
104
81
Channel phase
difference ( degrees) -0.02 0
-.02 -0.21
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB
-89.3 -89
-86
THD at -10dB
-83.5
THD at -70dB
-43
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB, L/R
-81.5/-101.3
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10d8, L/R -85.3/-87.3
Frequency response
Left (dB)
0
0 -0.528
0
0 -0.570
Ref (dB)
Signal-to-noise (dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
-101.3
CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref
-94
Deemphasis
1kHz
SkHz
16kHz
Error ndB)
+0.018, 0.006
-0.389
Output level OdB
2.001V(4.01V balanced)
Output Impedance
47 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz (
dB)
-90
Error at -90dB L/R
- 1.12/-0.32
Track access (to track 99)
1.8 secs
Mechanical noise
low
Error correction capability lmm gap (
see text)
Dimensions iwhd. mm)
483x133x391
Typical price , iric VAT)
f19,995
AlinvaimmamiT

Wet
At L15000, this combination represents
a substantial outlay, but it
won't disappoint lovers of vinyl
by
Here is a
combination
producing
clean, solidlyfocused
sound, having
the presence
and control of
CD yet all the
natural
warmth of LP

SUPPLIER
GT Audio,
Cherry Hollow,
5Upper Road,
Higher Denham,
Bucks UB9 5E1.
Tel: 01895
833099
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ize matters. So do stability and
solidity. They matter because
music isn't always comfortable
and predictable. Halfway through the
Andantino of Schubert's penultimate
piano sonata ( D959)
is an
extraordinarily agitated, nightmarish
passage, quite out of keeping with
the tranquil mood in which the
movement opens. Playing Claudio
Arrau's LP version [ Philips 6514
368] can be a nerve-wracking
experience: will the pickup cope with
the extreme transients or will the
sound break up? Only the finest
turntable/arm/cartridge combinations
will survive. Security definitely
matters...
Everyone knows LPs can sound
great. But they're also infuriating:
frustrating and disappointing when
things aren't right. Even the most
ardent enthusiast must wonder at
times if records are worth the bother:
vinyl can be temperamental and
unpredictable. When you run LP and
CD side by side, it's essential that
the negative aspects of vinyl —
surface noise, peak level distortion,
pitch instability — don't obtrude.
The lifelike ease and naturalness of
LP is very addictive; but it's afragile
pleasure and easily compromised.
Spending £ 5000 on arecord
player is undoubtedly a
sizeable investment. Those
indulging their passion for
vinyl to this degree will rightly
expect something special.
And the Platine Verdier
turntable, when fitted
with 12in SME
3012R arm and an
Ortofon
SPU
Classic, doesn't disappoint.
ere is a combination producing
clean, solidly-focused sound, with

M

HUGHES

tremendous width and depth, having
the presence and control of CD yet
all the natural warmth of LP.
The music has exceptional range
— both dynamically and tonally —
enhancing the feeling of space and
depth
around
voices
and
instruments. Bass is solid and firm,
while treble is focused and sharp;
stereo imaging is detailed and wide.
Underpinning this is a reassuring
sense of solidity listening, you know
that nothing short of an earthquake is
going to upset the music.

A STABLE FOUNDATION
That's important. Especially for
those who listen to CD as well as LP,
and are accustomed to its stability
and consistency. Of course, even a
turntable as good as this won't hide
faults, won't camouflage rough
surfaces. But neither will it
exaggerate them. Difficult LPs —
like Arrau's Schubert — reproduce
cleanly, allowing one the security
that everything is under control.
Instrumental, vocal, choral,
orchestral, rock, jazz — all types of
music, from simple to complicated,
reproduce well. When the music is
complex and busy, things don't
crowd up — the sound remains
clean, detailed and articulate.
Clearly, the Platine Verdier
provides agood solid foundation for
the arm and cartridge to do their job.
But the excellent tracking ability of
the Ortofon SPU Classic is also
important. ' Classic' is a worthy
designation: the sleek lines of this
beautiful cartridge/head remind one
of avintage 1950s sports car. It plays
at robust downforces of between 3to
5 grams, and some may worry that
this will accelerate record wear.
However, this isn't so, because the

elliptical stylus profile is quite broad,
spreading the load.
At this sort of playing weight the
stylus has adefinite cleaning effect,
removing ticks and plops as it traces
the groove. Background noise
(including bearing rumble) is
exceptionally low with the Platine
Verdier anyway — something one
expects with turntable and arm of
this calibre. But the SPU tracking at
4g+ definitely helps. See if some of
your noisy LPs aren't quieter after a
few plays with an SPU!
If size and weight are any guide,
you certainly get your money's worth
here. But there's more to the Platine
Verdier than mass: this is a very
carefully thought-out design that
introduces anumber of engineering
innovations. The heavy stainless-steel
platter, ultra-quiet main bearing and
rigid construction impart asolid feel
to the music akin to the stability you
get from master tapes.
Pitch stability is excellent — hardly
a surprise given the use of a hightorque Philips motor and massive
16kg platter, some 60mm thick. The
motor itself, a 12V DC design
intended for critical professional
applications, apparently costs around
£250, and sits in a separate box
completely detached from the main
turntable plinth. The platter is driven
with arubber belt or, alternatively, a
piece
of linen
thread.
An
exceptionally wide support platform
is required — or two supports, one
for the turntable, the other for the
motor. ( Incidentally, GT Audio
supplied ahandsome dedicated stand
for the review sample.)
Both types of drive belt were
included, but Ipreferred the linen
option finding it slightly clearer, and
superior in terms of separation.
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Because there's more slippage with
the linen belt, atwo-position switch
at the back of the power supply is
provided to increase the speed of the
motor
slightly.
Fine
speed
adjustment is possible at both 33 and
45rpm, and the tensioning of the
linen belt changes the speed of the
deck — and thus the sound. So
check running speeds with astrobe
when setting up.

"Ai

MAGNETIC CUSHION
But the main bearing is the star of
the show. With such aheavy platter,
this needs to be pretty massive, and
it is: an inverted 20mm diameter
shaft some 68mm long. But there's
no supporting ball or thrust plate;
instead, the spindle and underside of
the platter are surrounded by two
large ceramic ring magnets that repel
each other, thus allowing the platter
to float on amagnetic cushion.
Verdier claims that its main
bearing is the quietest ever, as the
platter is vertically isolated. Of
course, the sides of the bearing are in
contact with the shaft, but the use of
thick oil and ahigh standard of finish
ensure minimal noise and friction.
Which leads to one of the Verdier's
little foibles: the bottom of the main
bearing is designed to leak oil!
With an inverted bearing, gravity
causes lubricating oil to flow to the
bottom of the shaft, leaving the top
part dry. The Verdier has a small
grub screw near the LP centre
spindle that can be removed to allow
oil to be poured into areservoir at
the top of the bearing. Over time,
this oil will eventually make its way
to the bottom of the shaft where it
collects and exits via a small hole.
You simply put a piece of paper
under the deck to catch the drips...
If all this conjures up visions of
getting out dip-sticks to check oil
levels before going for aspin, don't
worry. The oil reservoir is generous,
and the rate of seepage low. Also, as
the oil is thick, it tends to cling to
the sides of the bearing. All the
same, this turntable needs rather
more maintainence than your
average deck. Incidentally, the
bearing can be fitted with aball and
thrust plate, by-passing the
magnetic support, but apparently it

Fine speed
adjustment
is possible at
both 33 and
45rpm, and
the tension'«
of the linen
bet changes
the speee
of the deck —
and thus the
so rnd. Se
check running
speeds with
astrobe when
seding ua

Left: one of the two
opposing magncu
which provide anacontact 'air cushion'
main bearing

Right: the Platine
comes with an
optional linen threed
drive belt
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doesn't then sound as good.
The heavy plinth is made from
Medite and finished in high gloss
piano-black. The arm support board
needs to be quite deep to raise ihe
arm sufficiently because of the deep
platter two are provided — one cut
for an SME, the other blank. Three
large finger bolts adjust the sprung
suspension so the plinth can be
levelled. As with many open-design
turntables, no lid is provided.
Cosmetic finish is good, but some
details disappoint. For example, the
large bolt arbd washer that secures the
arm block looks rather crude. True,
there is aplastic cover for the nut,
but the silver washer is still visible. I
also feel the surface colouring of the
magnetic enclosures looks cheap —
like the plated steel chassis of an
inexpensive Japanese amplifier. A
black finish would be better.
Although the Platine Verdier is a
universal turntable, compatible with
most arms, UK importer GT Audio
feel's the combination of the 12in

SME 3012R and Ortofon SPU
(either Classic or Gold) works
especially well. Ihad afew prejudices
about the SME arm, and wondered if
it was up to being used in such
august company. But it did work
very well: the new version of the
3012 is much improved over the
1960s original, and it's good to be
able to change cartridges so quickly
and easily.
Perhaps there might be further
improvements with different arms
when using more conventional
pickups than the SPU. I tried
Ortofon's MC- 30 Supreme, the
Transfiguration Spirit, and an old
but virtually unused MS Brier in the
SME, all with very good results.
Even so, I must agree with GT
Audio about the special quality of the
Verdier/SME/Ortofon combination;
the SME really SlliES the SPU. GT
Audio's SME 3012R has a number
of special modifications that include
improved cloth- covered internal
wiring and changes to the bearings.
A magnificent turntable then, no
shadow of a doubt — one that
maximises the positive aspects of
vinyl replay white minimising faults
and limitations. Here is a turntable
able to do full *tustire to all kinds of
material, whether it's just a few
voices and acoustic instruments, or a
complex layered electronic piece. It
lets you forget about the mechanics
of playing records, leaving you free to
concentrate on the music. And what
could be better than that?
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As close as you'll get to the original sound
For more than 60 years the Quad philosophy has been to create the closest approach to the original sound. Our engineering integrity; care in manufacture and
inspired design work has ensured that the new 99 Series hi-fi system and electrostatic loudspeakers bring that philosophy to a new level of reality in your home.
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hile
compact
disc
celebrates its 15th year,
the
Wadia
Digital
Corporation has marked its tenth
year of digital expertise with anew
player. The 830 is Wadia's most
affordable product to date, while still
promising to be atrue performanceoriented machine, with its inclusion
of technologies from far more
expensive siblings.
Since the former 3M engineers
who founded Wadia launched their
first product, the 2000 Decoding
Computer, this Wisconsin- based
company has striven to get the best
sound from compact disc, using
brick- outhouse construction and
sophisticated electronics inside. And
the product line-up has remained
resolutely focused on digital
playback, without recourse to

This
Wisconsinbased
company has
striven to get
the best sound
from compact
disc, using
brick- outhouse
construction
and
sophisticated
electronics
inside

From US digital specialist
Wadia comes the 830, a new lowercost player derived from its
£7000-plus flagship model

by ANDREW HARRISON

diversifying into other areas of highfidelity design. So with a range that
now includes three integrated
players as well as four costly
transports and converters, there is
something for everyone — provided
you have the necessary £2999.99 for
this, the cheapest machine!
If the current £7450 Wadia 860 is
taken as the flagship reference for
one-box players from the company,
we can see where corners have been
cut on the 830. Replacing the
dreadnought monolithic construction of its peers, the 830 uses abuiltup metal chassis that nonetheless
still exudes laboratory-grade solidity
and strength. The display has been
simplified, using an LED bar graph
for volume setting. A single
unenclosed toroid powers the unit
instead of the two on board the 860,
although the Schaffner AC filter has
been retained to limit RF noise
entering or leaving the player.
Finally, the usual TEAC VRDS
mechanism has been replaced with a
Pioneer Stable Platter type.
In the digital electronics domain,
the 830 still uses the trademarked
DigiMaster Filter, in this case the
DigiMaster 3.1, which performs 32times re- sampling of data before
conversion. Past the Burr- Brown
1702 converters lies Wadia's
NoiseBlock output stage, striving to
eliminate ultrasonic spuriae from

above CD's 22.05kHz upper limit.
Wadia is confident it can filter out
damaging hash without intruding
below the threshold. And with yet
another application of the ubiquitous
'TM' symbol, Wadia players feature
'Resolution- Matched Digital and
Analog Stages'. This is an iteration
of the old garbage- in-garbage-out
philosophy:
Wadia engineers
discovered that if the resolution of
the analogue stages was held too
high it merely showed shortcomings
in the preceding digital stages. Thus,
the best digital resolution was
sought, while ensuring that the
analogue stages didn't surpass this
and ` show' more than was available.

DIRECT TO THE AMPUFIER
Wadia also advocates using a
carefully- engineered
digital
attenuator, feeding the CD player's
output directly into power amplifier.
To avoid sound compromises at
lower volumes, Wadia engineers the
16-bit signal to 24-bit word length,
so that even while one-bit of data is
being lost with each 6dB drop in
level, 16-plus bits are available over
most of the volume range.
In order to pare down price, the
830's rear panel has only apair of
RCA audio outputs as standard; but
provision is made for an additional
module which will allow the onboard
D/A converter to be accessed by
other digital sources — including
24/96 data from aDVD player, with
the help of an additional chip to
reprogramme the FPGA digital
architecture. The input module will
sport BNC co-axial, optical Toslink,
as well as AT&T glass optic inputs,
taking advantage of the flexible
digital receiver chip that the 830
carries. The UK distributor expects
this to retail for £495.

PROS AND CONS
If you were looking for reasons to
not like the Wadia 830, it wouldn't
be too difficult. You could cite the
remote, so lightweight and flimsy it
seems unrelated to the player itself.
You may take umbrage at the
slowness of the volume adjustment
(50dB in 1
/dB steps), which takes
2
an eternity to move from one
end of the scale to the other,
and is only notionally legible
from the upright bar graph.
You may balk at the annoying
rubber buttons that deny
positive operation from the
front panel. But one thing
you won't instantly want to
criticise is sound quality.
The sound is unforced and
gregarious. It flows easily and with a
tidy snap that will endear this
machine to followers of the tight 'n'
pacy school of music. The bass is
Ma MEWS a .co
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the SPM 1200B.
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CD PLAYERS
lean and extended, particularly low,
it seemed, when the Direct-Connect
technology was in force.
This is, of course, simply Wadia's
trademark name for directly
connecting player to amp: a little
more than adding a volume control,
it also encompasses the high current
and voltage capability of the output
stage, and a low output impedance
to drive less-than-ideal loads.
The unforced nature of sound
could be appreciated on music like

The sound is
unforced and
gregarious.
It flows easily
and with atidy
snap that will
endear this
machine to
followers of
the tight ' n'
pacy school
of music

the
unhurried ` Roads'
from
Portishead's Dummy. Here the beat

WADIA 830
LAB REPORT

digital volume

This is an

control and beefy
analogue stage that

unusual and
intriguing player.

puts the subjective

For example, a

colour into the

Crystal CS8412

830's cheeks. A
full 4.3V is

input receiver is
employed,
presumably, to
handle data
transmitted in
SIPD1F form
from Pioneer's
Stable Platter
mechanism! At

gelled together with the introspective
vocal, allowing plenty of space for
bright and clear strings to outline the

the other end of

chord progression until bass guitar
finally cuts in near the close.
Beth Gibbons's voice sounded

the digital chain
are pairs of BurrBrown's superior

young and intense rather than
middle-aged and jaded as some CD
players have suggested. Best of all,
though, was the kind of dynamic
punch behind the backbeat that

available at OdBEs
from avanishingly
low (< 1ohm)

interconnects and
low input
impedance power
amplifiers will be
driven with ease.
Distortion is higher
than expected at

20-bit PCM1702
DACs (surface-

0.03%, falling to
0.013% if the

mount). When
operated in

OdJ3Fs output is
reduced to a
nominal 2V. A
strong 3rd

makes you think ' real' without
forcing an unconvincing flinch.
After initial trials using the 830

differential mode,
these should
theoretically yield
an extra 6dB of

through a conventional pre/power
amplifier set-up, the 830 was

noise cancellation,
leading to

connected directly to both a Linn

Wadia's

over the top
10-20dB of its

Klout and a Chord SPM1200C. In

suggestion of a

dynamic range,

both cases the sound opened further
with more detail, more sub- sonic
presence and more stage width. Less

21-bit resolution.

after which THD
drops closer to
0.01%.

In the event, the
practical SIN of

welcome, though, was aslight loss of
front-to-back perspective — vocals

the player as a

harmonic remains
the dominant force
in the spectrum

Wadia's

were more likely to move fore and

whole is closer to
102dB than

DSP-based
DigiMaster' filter

aft as hints of sibilance denied a
rock-like soundstage placement.
The player's output had been

126dB, while
errors in linearity
amount to

(which inspired
Pioneer's latter-day

trimmed from a bank of switches
inside that allow five preset
maximum levels of 4.4, 2.2, 1.1, 0.5
and 0.25 volts.
With 0.5V selected, and fed
directly to the Chord amplifier, the
sound always remained clear and
sharp with great bass agility — there
was never any sense of bloom or lag,
just a natural slick timing that
conveyed the pace of any piece.
Uptempo songs sped along, while
slower pieces like the piano jazz of
Hiroko Kokubu on Bridge held that
lazy slow- time feel that keeps you
waiting for each note. And textures
of instruments and space around
them often beguiled with a
naturalness that sometimes
seemed incongruous from the
CD format.
Minor ergonomic gripes
aside,
Wadia's
new
'budget' machine is a
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Legato Link)

+0.4dB1-0.8dB
over a 100dB

behaves like aloworder Spline

dynamic range.

interpolant and, as
such, promotes a

Yet this is still
more than
sufficient to cope
with CD's 16-bit
standard.

very gentle HF
roll-off This yields
adip of 4dB at
20kHz that

Nevertheless,
it's the

dovetails seamlessly

combination of

image (or

Wadia's
proprietary

reflection) rising up
[1] from 44.1kHz.

Digiltlaster'
digital filter,

stop band

with its digital

The limited
suppression of this
gentle filter also
exposes
higher-order
images [2].
The
overhead plot
shows acouple
of `glitches' (3),

fine-sounding player that

probably from

errs away from the clinically

overflow errors in

clean in favour of arevelatory

the digital filter.
Although the 3D

musical sound. Its potential to keep
apace of changes in technology could
make it a good choice for tomorrow
as well as today.
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Fig I. Wadia 830: total fitter spectrum

source impedance,
so long

image is clean of
conventional
distortions, like

Fig 2. Wilda 830: spurious output resulting
from a0-22kHz sweep at -30dB. Lower plot
is a `plan view' of the same data

Pioneer's players,

nature of the

the subjective

Wadia 830. Much

impact of these
ultrasonic images

of this is innocuous
low-rate stuff

will depend very

anyway (purple

heavily on the
partnering amps.

markers),
suggesting the

And jitter? Well
this is low at
183picoseconds,
and remarkably so

layout of its
substantial PCB is
very, very
thoughtfully

considering the
relatively complex

drawn.

Test results

Paul Miller
Wadia 830

20Hz
lkilz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
0
Stereo separation (
dB)133
133
80
Frequency response (
dB) -0
0 -4.3
DIstordon (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-69
-70 -69
At -30dB
-88
-82 - 78
At -60dB
-53 -50
-58
At -80dB
-29 -35
-43
At -90dB (dithered)
- 13 -25 -28
At - 100dB ( dithered)
-20
At - 110dB ( dithered)
- 10
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.2 -0.3
Error at -90dB
-0.8
-07
Error at - 100dB
-04 +0.4
Peak output level L/R
4.330/4.325V
Relative output level ref 2V ( dB)
+6.7
Output Impedance L/R
< 1ohm
IMermoduiation, CCIR, OdB ( dB)
88
Stopband image suppression ( dB)
6.8
lilz noise modulation (
dB)
+3.8
A-wtd, dB)
SIgnal-to-noise (
With emphasis, OLSEi
101.5
Without emphasis, OLSB
101.7
Without emphasis. 1LSB
101.7
Total coneiated jitter
183 picoseconds
Digital output(s)
coax and opt
Crystal clock accuracy
+14ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
2.5 secs
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£3000
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From Thomas Transducers
comes a new name and and a
not-so-new tweak: the Beauhorn Virtuoso
Reference
by STEVE HARRIS

T

homas Transducers started
around 1994 with the Bravura
Brio, a large speaker whose
complex cabinet was a carefullydesigned folded exponential horn,
loading the rear output from a
Lowther full-range paper-cone drive
unit. Cabinet internals were
unchanged for the Accelerando
model, but this had amore powerful
Lowther unit, whose bigger magnet
would not fit comfortably into the
small compression chamber behind
the drive unit at the start of the horn
flare proper, and so the cabinet
developed asort of anacelle to bring
the driver chassis forward in relation
to the baffle.
The cabinets were still too
expensive to make, and so for the
next model Thomas came up with a
way of creating the folded-horn wave
path using machined blocks of lowdensity plastic, rather than the
complex arrangement of wooden
baffles used before. The Virtuoso
was smaller, at 1045x336x672mm
(hwd), which meant some loss of
bass extension, but the other
important change was that the
cabinet now included front hornloading as well: the drive unit is set
back into the ccabinet, and the flared
sides of the recess provide a short
horn which works at midrange
frequencies. This makes the
loudspeaker look much more like a
traditional Lowther design.
The idea is that below a certain
frequency, the front output crosses
over naturally to the rear output. In
the case of the Virtuoso Reference,
the drive unit is the Lowther DX3, a
new and much- vaunted unit
outwardly resembling all the other
Lowther drivers, but with a very
powerful neodymium magnet
system. Light as it is, the main paper
cone cannot be expected to produce
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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very high frequencies, so
there is a secondary
parasitic Or ` whizzer'
cone, attached to the
main cone at the voice
coil. Although it shares
the same drive, this small
paper collar is able to
vibrate at frequencies
which leave the outer area
of
the
main
cone
unmoved, and so extend
the treble response. A
final essential ingredient,
if the traditional Lowther
recipe is to work properly,
is the central ' phase
corrector' which projects
from the front of the fixed
pole piece in the centre of
the drive unit, and applies
a degree of horn loading to the
parasitic cone. In the Virtuoso
models as originally announced, and
as made before September 1998, this
is aturned wooden bulb somewhat
smaller than atennis ball.
In that month, at around the time
of the HiFi Show and when (let's be
honest) Pd had a pair of Virtuoso
Reference speakers at home for
weeks and should have long since
completed the review, Eric Thomas
told me that he'd made a rather
important discovery. He'd tried
using the larger type of Lowther
phase- corrector — the shape of a
150W light-bulb, but a little larger
— as used on the old Lowther
Audiovector. This gave a more
effective horn loading for the upper
frequency range and, in Thomas's
view, the audio benefits were very
significant. More of this later.
The problem with horn- loaded
bass is of course that you need a
really huge horn to get real
extension: the trick with a corner
horn is that the corner of the room

Beauhorn Virtuoso
Reerence by Thomas
Transducers: the
original Bravura
name was dropped
eme time ago, as it
had turned out wbe
th: property of Bose
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itself is used to continue the flare of
the horn after its exit at the rear foot
of the cabinet. This is fine if you
have suitable corners. But in my
room, the only possible location is in
a kind of wide square bay with two
large sash windows only acouple of
et away from its corners, and
speakers hardly ever sound good
unless you pull them out of this bay.
Despite this, I've managed to get
pleasing results from the Thomas
speakers, probably because Ihaven't
been too bothered about extracting
bass extension from them; Idon't
think these are speakers for bass
freaks anyway. For me, the best
aspect of these speakers has always
been the midrange, which had great
immediacy and effortless detail,
while the paper- cone character
seems to be well suppressed. The
final step then, was to try the
Virtuoso Reference with its new,
large phase correctors.
There were improvements. There
was more stereo depth, and ( on a
string quartet recording) the cello
seemed punchier, as if the mid-to-bass
integration was better; but the bottom
end of the cello register now seemed a
little too warm. The overall effect was
'smoother', yet Ifelt there was slight
trade-off in that Inow felt that a
'tearing' coloration was becoming
detectable, a bit of the Lowther
`paperiness' coming through.
The large phase correctors will
now be supplied as standard on the
Virtuoso Reference ( which has
consequently gone up a few pounds
to £4130), and is an optional extra
on the Virtuoso Gold (£ 3395) and
Virtuoso Bronze (£2995).
The Thomas designs, using
today's Lowther drivers and with
low-resonance cabinets, are certainly
quite different from the colouredsounding Lowther speakers of old.
Unless you are already a horn
believer, this top model's value for
money may be problematic. But it
has been fascinating to see and hear
how they have evolved, in a sense,
back towards the original
Lowther concept.

This X-Series '100'
pre-lpower offers a lot of
bang for your buck. Has
Musical Fidelity hit the
target again?
by ALVIN GOLD

M

usical Fidelity's X series
has come a long way.
The
range
created
something of a stir when first
released, with a clutch of
inexpensive and often inventive
products ranging from the X- 10D
1:1 buffer stage to D/A converters
to a headphone amp. Inevitably,
the increasingly familiar alloy
extrusions became more ambitious
and started to include pre- and
power amplifiers. Common to all

The range
created
something of a
stir when first
released, with
aclutch of
inexpensive
and often
inventive
products

MARKS THE SPOT

.10

of these products was the same
black tubular extrusion in various
lengths, with bright alloy front
caps. The next step happened
when some giant errant metal
working engine took one of the
cases and pulled it out sideways,
creating the unique shape you see
on these pages but which first saw
service in the X-Al integrated amp.
The new, friendly looking case
allowed the designers to slot in CD
player mechanisms and more
ambitious circuits than could be
accommodated in the basic tubular
chassis.
As regular readers will know, the
company hit paydirt with the
NuVista pre- amplifier, created
around a miniature valve type
called the nuvistor, which was
previously obscure to the point of
being forgotten. The pre-amp had
to be a limited edition model
because the nuvistor has long been
out of production. So it was less
than asurprise to find that it would
be reincarnated as a non-limited
solid-state design, in fact the £800
X-P100 — which is the front-end
half of the pre- power amp
combination tested here. The XAS100 power amp ( also £ 800)
comes in aslightly longer version of
the same case extrusion, and is
rated at a 100 watts/channel, with a
claimed peak current of 34-40A,
sustainable for more
than the traditional
few milliseconds.
The design sits
somewhere
between the
familiar XA200 (which
is built in a
lengthened
version of the
original
circular-section
X series case)
and a future
nuvistordriver power
amp. But the
design is new,
and not based on
the X-A200.
The
two
components
on test have
various points
in common,
including the
use of external
power supplies.
Cost constraints
dictated the
use of plain
moulded
power supply
cases
rather
than the fullFEBRUARY 1999
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size alloy extrusions used in the
NuVista, but they're fitted with
leads long enough to allow them to
be buried out of sight, or perhaps
not completely out of sight, as
mains
on/off
switches
are
incorporated into the boxes.
As usual with this brand, design
information is a little thin on the
ground, but this time there is at
least something approaching a
story to tell. The pre- amplifier
circuit board is identical to the one
used in the celebrated NuVista preamp with the exception that all the
nuvistors have been ripped out,
and MOSFETs substituted in their
place, giving new meaning to that
fuzzy old canard about MOSFETs
being the solid-state equivalent of
valves. 'Technical performance and
all other technical matters' (it says
in the Musical Fidelity sheet of
words) ` are indistinguishable', and
the pre-amp is said to be ` sonically
very similar (but infuriatingly) not
identical' to the valve model. One
difference that might be expected is
less
microphony
from
the
MOSFET powered model, though
the NuVista didn't suffer unduly
from that problem.

STRIPPED DOWN
Again as usual for this marque, the
features set is stripped down to
essentials, with just a selector
switch, tape monitor button and
volume control on the front panel.
The input side is passive apart from
aphono input, and includes inputs
for four line-level items and a tape
circuit, the tape monitor switch
allowing off- tape monitoring or
selection of an outboard AV ( or
other) processor. The X-P100 does
have one rather useful attribute,
namely a remote control which
operates the motorised volume
control and selector switch, both
from Alps, and which also selects
full mute. The handset has well
spaced and clearly labelled controls.
The X-AS100 power amp is
equally simple to describe. It is a
dual mono power amplifier
consisting of two completely
independent amplifiers that share
only the case extrusion. In this case
the mains transformer in the
outboard power supply box is
equipped with two sets of
windings, one for each channel,
which supply power to the two
amplifier channels through separate
umbilical leads. There are even two
separate mains indicator LEDs,
which constitute the only front
panel furniture, but the back panel
includes a mono switch and loopthrough connectors, allowing
amplifiers to be stacked up for bi(or even tri-) amp purposes. The
HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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design is said to be low feedback,
yet has a damping factor in the
mid- 300s, which implies excellent
speaker control provided the cable
impedance is minimised. Input
impedance is 300k ohms, from an
output impedance at the pre-amp
of under 50 ohms, which should
negate the effect of cable
differences caused by L, C or R,
though the system has more than
sufficient resolving power to show
other differences in cables not
directly reflected in frequency
response variations. This amplifier
lends itself naturally to the use of
long interconnects and short
loudspeaker leads, though the
provision of remote control makes
the position of the pre-amp in the
room almost arbitrary.
The X- P100 pre- amplifier is
quite unusual in design. The use of
FET active devices gives the unit a
very high input impedance, of the
order of 500k ohms, so it is hard to
conceive of any likely situation that
will result in treble response rolloff
at the input. The input feeds an
active gain stage, and then the
volume control (not active, to help
avoid level imbalances at low
volume control settings) and a
further gain stage, all gain stages
run at very high rail voltages, of the
order of +/- 60 volts, which is a
legacy of the NuVista circuit, and
which effectively prevents input
overload under practical conditions.
If there is such a thing as a
Musical Fidelity house sound, it
could be described as smooth,
easy, articulate and tonally neutral,
though in its attempt to avoid
stepping over the edge, it could be
accused of being a little softened
around the edges, a little bland,
and in the worst cases, a tad
opaque. I exempt from these
remarks designs like the Al (now
defunct) and even the NuVista
itself, which have a distinct
personality of their own. The term
'personality' is not appropriate for
Musical Fidelity's mainstream
designs, where the qualities
outlined above are subtle and open
to interpretation, but acertain lack
of liveliness in extremis is common
ground for at least some models.
However, this new pre- and
power amp comprehensively
redefine the breed. Still smooth,
still easy and certainly articulate,
the sound has tightened up its act,
with greater presence around the
edges, and especially in the treble.
At the same time, the amp is
unmistakably lighter, more agile
and more subtle than previous
Musical Fidelity amps. Of these
qualities, lightness and agility take
precedence, which is very obvious

The preamplifier
circuit board
is identical
to the one
used in the
celebrated
NuVista
pre- amp with
the exception
that all the
nuvistors have
been ripped
out, and
MOSFETs
substituted in
their place

when compared to other amplifiers
that were available for comparison,
for example from TAG McLaren
and Copland. If the pre- amp
doesn't have quite the right- on
brilliance of the NuVista, it is close
run thing, and ultimately it is the
X-P100 that is probably the more
neutral of the two.
One of the most impressive
demonstrations of the system's
capabilities was in late night mode,
where it was used at very low
volume levels ( averaging around
the mid-60dBA so as not to
frighten the horses), yet where it
still managed to convey recorded
dynamics,
and
matters
of
expression and tonality, such as to
render such levels perfectly viable
with almost any type of music. The
more dynamic delivery holds up
well at high volumes too, to the
point where the sound just
perceptibly hardens up when
driven hard, but on this aspect it
was difficult to separate effects
caused by the amplifier from those
due to the speakers ( mostly
floorstanders
from
Infinity,
Celestion and B&W), or to the
expectation that the neighbours
were imminently about to crash
through the party wall.

STAR OF THE SHOW?

SUPPLIER
Musical
Fidelity Ltd,
15-16 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembler,
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Tel: 0181 900
2866

The pre- and power amp are
clearly happy in each other's
company, despite which Ithink it is
fair to say that the real star of the
show, the one that sets the
standard, is the X- P100, which
leaving the nuvistor design to one
side is without doubt the finest preamp that Musical Fidelity has
produced, and reminiscent in its
way of their original model, The
Pre-amp, in that it is arevelation at
the price, though it is altogether
quieter and better behaved than its
distant ancestor. The power amp's
principal virtues are that it is
completely transparent to the
qualities of the pre-amp, and that it
seems capable of driving just about
any loudspeaker, certainly of those
available during the test period,
including an electrostatic design
that did ( temporary, I hope)
damage to an altogether more
exotic design. As a combination,
the two sound lively and detailed,
and have a thoroughly musical
touch. Add on remote control,
plenty of real world power and a
build quality and aesthetics that
make a nonsense of some of the
crude looking boxes that are often
called on to act out a role of
domesticity in otherwise tasteful
surroundings, and the conclusion
that this is akiller combo is hard to
avoid.
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NOT AN ORDINARY HI-FI SHOP.
Leading specialists in valve
amplification. Our selected
components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The tonal
presentation is always natural
and unforced, with aliquidity
that can be listened to at length
without fatigue. We have been
told many times "
Idid not
expect it to sound that good."
Book ademonstration
and hear for yourself.
Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad-johnson •Golden Tube
Graaf • Heart • Holfi
Hynes Acoustic • Unison Research
Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture
Cardas cables & power cords
Esopower mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode equipment
stands • Harmonix • Nordost cables
V- Damp isolating system
Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad-johnson
DPA • Holfi • Marantz
Resolution Audio • Wadia
Loudspeakers
Analysis Ribbons • Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic DCI & DCI Plus • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso
Diapason • Opera • Zingali Omniray
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
turntables & The Foot 12" arm
Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Tracer cartridges
Trigon Vanguard phono amplifier
_ uhave not experienced the
ence agood, well designed, power
can make to your equipment then
you may well be as surprised as we
were. Audition those from the Candas

Entry to ahigher level of audio excel ence need not
be as expensiv
nk
amp!
Audio Analogu
e
£75 0
Audio Analogu
te ra
.
plifier £635
Opera Duetto
£395
TOTAL
f178ce
Audio Analogue Paganini CD player
Golden Tube SI 5o MK II
Opera Seconda loudspeakers

1. Audio Analogue Paganini
CD player £ 750
2. Barnatt & Oswald turntable
£80. Two shelf equipment
stand £ 500
3. Wadia 830 CD player f3000

750
fitoo

£595
TOTAL £2445
Free intereonnect and power cord from the remarkable new
Cardas Crosslink range with the above systems for alimited period.

4. Zingali Omniray Overturei
fujoo
MAIN PICTURE: Audiostatic DCI
Plus full range electrostatic
loudspeaker f3750

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free export.Ex-demonstration and used equipment alwayble, please call
for further details. Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saill
triys io:oo to 18:30
Camden Town, London NW1 FAX: 0171 383 5028 E.MAIL: to165o,2424@compuserve£orn

and Harmonix range for an improvement
way above competitive products.
Prices from £ 80 to f290
At last amains conditioner that really
works and does not compress.The
industrial grade Esopower distribotion
block filters and cleans, but leaves the
music alone,to give you better tonal
balance and imaging. Try it and judge
for yourself. Ljoo for 6outlets.
Ex- demonstration equipment available
during December and January at
attractive discounts. List available
on request.

TEL:

0171 380 o866

D/A CONVERTERS

N

ew technologies abound,
including
new
high
resolution digital audio
formats. While progress towards
agreement on work' standards
continues, some manufacturers
have been quick to exploit the latest
semiconductors for use with
current equipment and software.
The result? Hot new digital- toanalogue converters -offering high
performance at very affordable

Although these
models offer
24-bit/96kHz
compatibility,
all are
attractively
priced, at
£299, £300
and £349

prices. To see what they have to
offer CD players and DVD players
we took three of these latest DACs
— the Alchemist TS- D-1, the
Musical Fidelity X-24K and MSB
Technology Link DAC. Although
they offer 24-bit/96kHz compatibility, all are attractively priced, at
£299, £300 and £349 respectively.

ALCHEMIST TS-D-1

Alchemist TS-D- 1

Not one, not two, but three new
digital converters from Alchemist,
MSB and Musical Fidelity — and
all of them compatible with «24196'
by ANDREW HARRISON

indicate Signal Lock and De Emphasis ( for a minority of
'emphasised' discs).
Playing conventional CDs from
an Audiolab 8000CDM transport,
the first impression of the sound
through this DAC (and this largely
holds good for its two competitors
as well) was of clear, precise and
uncluttered music. Slightly sharp,
the TS- D-1 is incisive without

being offensive. There is a quality
The smallest of the trio, this cute
of space in the music that allows
little converter ( 152x44x152mm,
one to relax into whatever is playing
whd) was premiered at
and ignore considerations of CD
Hi -Fi ' 98
by
its
limitations for a while. Compared
distributor
Henley
to the other two, solo vocals arrive
Designs. Like the other
at the ear fractionally clearer and
two models here it
more articulate, but that detailing
uses acombination of
Crystal and Burr - doesn't detract from 'punch' when
rock ' n' roll drums start earning
Brown
semitheir living. Bass is even and
conductor chips,
controlled, if not the lowest in the
which enables it to
show. A fantastic DAC — don't be
process high bitdeceived by the diminutive size.
rate/sample-rate
data. The input
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-24K
receiver chip is
The latest X- tube from Wembley's
the CS8414, while
conversion is via the delta - most prolific factory measures a
little longer ( 110x108x303mm)
sigma PCM1728. An extruded
than its identically- priced ( and
alloy case sleeve holds the single
HDCD-equipped) forerunner, the
compact PCB, with these chips
X-DAC. The ' 24K has a most
surface-mounted on the top side,
informative fascia by virtue of its
while five regulators keep voltage
Blackpool- threatening array of
steady from the external 12-0-12V
LEDs. This shows, very usefully,
toroid transformer. The rear panel
has RCA phono socketry for digital
S/PDIF in and out, and one pair
of audio outs. An optical » '9, V (./
Toslink is another option for
digital input. Perched above a
CD or DVD transport, this if
alien saucer beams a central
blue LED beacon when
switched on. Two more LEDs

drc,
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Turntables at Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street • COVENT GARDEN • London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346 • Fax: 0171 497 9205

WILSON BENESCH CIRCLE £795 (Excluding arm)

LINN SONDEK LP 12 WITH VALNALLA POWER SUPPLY

Ithink Ihave just spotted one of next years
award winners. Ken Kessler

£1200 (Excluding arm). Has provided excellent test results

ROKSAN RADIUS 3

for rumble, wow and torque. Martin Colloms

ROKSAN XERXES 10
£1295 (Excluding arm and power supply)

£470 (Excluding arm and power supply)

Icannot recommend it too highly. Alvin Gold

MICHELL GYRO £960 (Excluding arm)
One of the biggest bargains in Hi -Fi. Ken Kessler

MICHELL ORBE£1995 ( Excluding arm)

A turntable to be proud of. Highly
recommended. P.J. Comeau

A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST CHOICE
BRANCHES ALSO AT:
45 High Street, HOUNDSLOW, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802 Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Tel: 0181 952 5535 Fax: 0181 951 5864
126 High Street, BECKENHAM, Kent BR3 1ED Tel: 0181 663 3777 Fax 0181 6§.
33555

Eli OE

D/A CONVERTERS
MSB's Link DAC

the exact sample-rate of incoming
data, measured by the unit rather
than following embedded ` flags' in
the datastream. Three sources are
catered for, Toslink and RCA
S/PDIF on Input 1, and RCA-only
on Input 2, with selection made by
a soft-touch switch at front. Audio
output is through two solid panelmount RCAs on the rear. Digital
output has its own socket.
Inside we see a CS8414 receiver
and PCM1716 converter, surface
mounted on the underside of the
topmost of two PCBs. Power
comes from a 12V AC wallplug,
although MF's XPSU is an easy
upgrade that works splendidly. For
these trials, though, the supplied
wallplug was used.
A little softer- focused than the
Alchemist, this MF is marginally
warmer-sounding, but capable of
better tonal shading, and draws
more attention to its textured
midrange. Top end is still enviably
clear and extended, and will
embarrass many converters costing
much more. A definite step-up
from the X-DAC, even while losing
an HDCD filter, the X- 24K will
perpetuate the Musical Fidelity
Midas touch.

MSB TECHNOLOGY LINK DAC
The surprise contender in this bout
is one Link DAC from California.
Maybe not as easy to source yet in
the UK (MSB's distributor for the
UK and Scandinavia is LaserPhile
in Denmark) this nonetheless is a
converter to look out for. The nowubiquitous Crystal CS8414 receiver
and Burr-Brown PCM1716 chips
reside on aspacious board in afullwidth case (432x44x356mm) that
needs only rackmount ears to pass
itself off as a professional studio
unit. Four voltage regulators
moderate the power from an offboard power unit that supplies 8V
and 15V DC through a multi-pin
DIN plug. A DC servo keeps the
LF output clean, forsaking
capacitors in the path. This DAC is
the only model here with easy
potential for upgrading. Aready an
SRS Surround module is available
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(which fits to a dedicated
daughterboard socket), and aDSD
board is mooted once the format
becomes available. Five LEDs
indicate which of the 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2 or 96kHz sample rates is being
received, and another two tell
whether the RCA S/PDIF or
Toslink input is in use. All RCA
socketry is of the chunky panelmount variety. And as with the
Alchemist, a purposeful blue LED
shows the DAC powered up.
The Link DAC is blessed with
easily the widest, most expansive
soundstage of the three, sometimes
conjuring ambient sounds into a
space well beyond the speakers'
boundaries. The stage itself is set a
foot or so further back than with
the Alchemist and MF, and it's a
soundfield you can lose yourself in,
with crisp, tight images of
believable proportion.
Not so scintillating in the
uppermost register or perhaps as
dynamic or articulate through the
midrange,
the
Link
DAC
nonetheless has impeccable timing
that makes music flow. Almost
effortless to listen through, and
highly informative despite the
comparatively subdued treble, it is
difficult to switch off, for all the
right reasons.

SUPPLIERS
Alchemist
Products
do Henley
Designs,
The Old Coach
House,
The Street,
Crounnorsh,
Gifford,
Oxon,
0X10 8EH.
Tel: 01491
834700
Musical
Fidelity
15116 Olvmpi,
TrodingEst,
Fulton Road,

Wembley,
HA9 071;
Tel: 0181 900
2866

IVISB
Technology
elo Lases-Phil,
1.0 Lembrechts
ii/le 14,
2650 Hvidon,
Denmark,
Tel: 0045 26
4/1707

...AND HIGH- RESOLUTION?
Moving up to high- resolution
encoded music from aDVD player,
we enter a whole new realm of
music reproduction. Despite the
paucity of recordings at present, all
three DACs were tested with 24/96

discs, played from a Pioneer
DV- 505, the only machine
known to output a 96kHz
signal. The relative
differences between
DACs, small though
they were, could be
heard again here.
The benefits of
24/96 PCM sound
were once again
eard in full flight. Just walk into a
room with 24/96 playing, and the
realism is enough to convince you
that this is not so much astep but a
leap in the right direction.
All of these DACs showed a
marked improvement on the results
achieved with the Pioneer DVD's
onboard 20-bit/96kHz converter,
adding even more space between
notes and between images, and
supplying more low- end gravitas.
Dynamics leapt from behind
speakers, which themselves tended
to be somehow lost in the
soundfield. Musical Fidelity's X24K gave an easy, natural ride that
seemed to milk the details of Ravi
Coltrane's sax playing on the Art
Davis disc; Alchemist's TS- D-1
held the edge on pace and agility,
stirring excitment on swinging jazz
pieces. And the MSB Link DAC
just seemed to put all the
components of a song into just the
right places, making considerations
of 'hi-fi' almost superfluous.
If you're looking for a costeffective CD upgrade and you
thought the add-on DAC was
passé, think again. Any of these
units could breathe sparkling, clear
life into a congested or brittle sounding player. And if you're an
early adopter of DVD and you
really want to hear what those
elusive 24/96 discs can sound like,
you must try one of these,
preferably with a 96kHz-venting
machine.
As to which one is the best —
audition if you can to decide if you
prefer the X-24K's richness, the
TS-D- l's lightness and incision or
the Link DAC's quiet authority.
Personally,
my money
and
listening-time goes on the last. +

THE SYSTEM AND THE SOFTWARE
All DACs were played- in, and left warmed- up
during trials. Playback level was matched
between units to offset preferences due to
differing output volumes.
Transports were an Audiolab 8000CDM and
Pioneer DV- 505, digitally linked to converter by
Ecosse Reference Digital cable — Toslink was
also tried and generally found to lend slightly
more detail and 'air', at the expense of some
'hardness' and sibilance. The rest of the system
comprised Linn amps and Jamo Concert 11 s

CDs included Stravinsky, The Firebird Suite/
Le Sacre du Printemps [
LSO/Abbado, DG 415
854]; Massive Attack, Blue Lines [
Circa WBRCD
1]; Chris Isaak, Wicked Game [
Reprise 759926513]; Hiroku Kokubu, Bridge [
JVCXR-0052]
DVDs included Art Davis, A Time
Remembered [
Classic DAD1001], Sam Philips,
The Indescribable Wow [
Classic DAD 1009],
RachmaninoFf, Symphonic Dances [
Classic DAD
1004]; and The Super Audio Collection [
Chesky
CHDVDI 71] •
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he flow of quality, floorstanding speaker models
continues: this month we
have three, graded in price and size.
The junior member ( on both
counts) is an exactingly- crafted
model from Musical Technology, a
company founded by ex- BBC
engineers and which has aacquired
a strong specialist following for its
distinctively-shaped speakers.
The other two both have Danish
connections. Dali is a Danish
company which first made its name
in this country with a curious and
now long forgotten panel speaker;
Infinity is an American company

with a Danish offshoot, and the
new Kappa series is a DanishAmerican co-operative project, the
Danish end being responsible for
producing
the
boxes
and
assembling the final speaker.
Musical Technology's Kestrel
Evolution is by far the smallest of
the three, indeed one of the

smallest floorstanders around, at
just 800mm tall in its stockinged
feet, and with an 8.7 litre internal
volume. The irregular hexagonal
enclosure cross-section helps
disperse internal resonances by
ensuring that the only parallel sides
are the top and base. The cavity is
further critically-damped by three
different filling materials and, with
a side facing port, the Kestrel is
built in mirror- image pairs for
symmetry.
A narrow baffle and chamfered
edges help the
diffraction
behaviour. Rounding-off the edges
would have helped still further, but
would perhaps have made what
must already be a fearsomelycomplex enclosure just about
impossible to build. The new
Evolution version is basically a
subtle retuning exercise: the treble
is reduced fractionally in level, and
a ' shelf' has been introduced above
the bass, with new high-Q damping
introduced to control the main pipe
resonance. The port has now
migrated from the front to the rear,
to render a high frequency port
resonance effectively inaudible.
The Kestrel enclosure is fitted
with a bass/mid driver featuring a
92mm diameter black- anodised
aluminium cone with a rubber
surround and a long throw bumpback yoke. This unit is mated to a
25mm black anodised aluminium
dome tweeter, with Ferrofluid and
a vented yoke to reduce its
resonant frequency, the reason for
which becomes obvious from its
low 2.1kHz fourth-order (acoustic)
crossover frequency. Wiring is
solid-core to bi-wire terminals with
removable links on the back,
appropriately positioned near the

Musical
Technology,
acompany
founded afew
years ago
by ex-BBC
engineers,
has acquired
astrong
specialist
following

floor. The relevant numbers are
summarised in the table, but note
the lowish 85dB/W sensitivity, only
marginally offset by the 6 ohm
impedance, and the limited 100W
power handling, which in practice
appears to be optimistic. In
combination, these factors point to
the need for a fairly powerful
amplifier to achieve a limited
maximum-volume ceiling. This in
other words is a loudspeaker for
smaller rooms given normal volume
requirements.

FLOORSPACE

Let: Musical
Technology's Kestrel
Evolution

SUPPLIER
Musical
Technology
Unit 1,
Penllnyngeoent
Industrial Estate,
Saville Road,
Ogntore Vale,
Bridgend,
Mid Glamorgan
CF32 7AX.
Tel: 01656
842000

Here is a speaker that consumes
little floor space, but its footprint
can be increased and stability
improved with a choice of steel or
Resin Rock triangular spiked
baseplates, £29.95 and £79.95/pair
extra respectively. The Kestrel
Evolution (intended to replace the
existing Kestrel SE) comes in vinyl
at £ 329.95 ( or in non-bi-wirable
form, £314.95) and in wood veneer
at £424.95, our pair supplied with
steel baseplates and finished in a
very attractive cherry. The
baseplates are all but obligatory for
sonic and stability purposes, but the
steel type's sharp edges and
unshrouded spike tops protruding
through the base are hazardous to
undressed feet, and thus can't be
recommended for homes with small
children. The thicker, lead-lined
Resin Rock base is heavier still and
has fully shrouded spikes, which
removes that objection.
There are no such problems with
the other two speaker models, both
of which are far larger, heavier, and,
with their broader footprints, more
stable. The Dali is not equipped to
accept spikes, a definite minus

Floorstanding speakers moving up from £450
to £800: Musical Technology's Kestrel Evolution,
the Dali 808 and the Infinity Kappa 70
by ALVIN GOLD
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point, while the Infinity has three
plastic feet which can be replaced
with spikes, which are supplied.
Both the Dali and Infinity are
true three way designs, though both
use doubled-up bass units, which
brings the driver count to four
apiece. Both are rear-vented, the
larger Dali with two large-diameter
air-flowed ports, the Infinity with
one, which ties in with the
impression of abetter damped and
more even bass response from the
latter. Nominal dimensions for the
Dali drivers are 125mm for the
midrange driver, and 200mm for
the bass, which is comparable to
the Infinity's 115mm midrange and
175mm bass. The Dali drivers
employ plasticised diaphragms,
while
the
Infinity
employs
something called APG matrix,
which is composed of a ' lattice of
thin membranes filled with a
combination of acrylic, polymer
and graphite, and sealed with a
lightweight
polypropylene
plastic
stronger, lighter and
more rigid than conventional cone
materials'. Sounds tasty too. Both
set the crossover between the bass
and midrange drivers at 600Hz.
One area of departure is their
treble transducers. The Dali
employs acoated woven textile soft
dome tweeter, said to have been
specially developed for the series of
which the 808 is amember, though
it is of essentially conventional
design, and is rolled into circuit
around 3kHz. The Infinity has the
company's EMIT- R tweeter: this
has avoice-coil printed on to athin
membrane, a variant of the
Isodynamic principle. Although a
high-class unit, it appears to have a
somewhat limited lower-frequency
capability, and is crossed over at
4kHz. The Dali has a single-pair
cable entry, but the more
sophisticated Infinity has a bi-wire
input, which commons the mid and
treble, and allows the bass unit to
be accessed separately.

ENCLOSURE SIZE
The really major obvious difference
between these two monoliths is
their enclosures. The Dali is far the
larger, with an internal volume
probably (by my back-of-envelope
calculation) double that of the
Infinity, but it is a straight
rectangular box, with a little
rounding of the front edges and
some internal bracing to help it
along. Large areas of the wall are
poorly damped, and the result is
clearly resonant. The Infinity by
contrast has a heavier, trapezoidal
cross-section box, with similar
benefits to the Musical Technology
(though in this case the front and
I
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rear walls are parallel), and the
enclosure is an altogether better
controlled, and much less resonant.
The Infinity's aesthetic values are
also much higher, and even better
than the Musical Technology. The
Dali, which has a real wood
finished enclosure like the others,
albeit black ash rather than a
natural veneer, ends up looking like
vinyl. All right, high-class vinyl.
These three speakers are of very
different temperament, and in the
case of the Musical Technology
model, a significantly reduced
reach, thanks of course to the much
smaller internal volume, reduced
low-frequency extension and lower
maximum volume ceiling. It is not
hard to impose a ranking order on
the three, and Icame to my own
conclusions about which ones I
would
or
would
not
give
houseroom to without any great
heartache, but strong ranking
orders are not the point here given
three designs that probably set out
to satisfy three quite different sets
of requirements. There
is always an element
of subjectivity in
matters of voicing,
just as there is in the
sound of performance

The Infinity
has the
company's
EMIT- R
tweeter: this
has avoice coil printed on
to athin
membrane, a
variant of the
Isodynamic
principle

sonorous tonal colours. The sound
is easy and fluid, with no hint of
aggression, though it sometimes
seems atad muted dynamically.
This at least is the story
according to Dali. The Infinity
painted this piece in a quite
different colours: much more
upfront, and balanced much closer
to the listening area, the much
stronger recorded dynamics were
handled superbly, if sometimes a
tad aggressively. The greater
immediacy was traded for sonority:
all the instruments sounded lighter,

SUPPLIER
Infinity
Gamepath Ltd,
25 Heathfields,
Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes,
Bucks
MK12 6HR.
Tel 01908
317707

Below: Kappa 70
from Infinity

less resonant, and the acoustic
receded to the point were you could
be fooled momentarily into
thinking the recording was made in
adry studio acoustic. In many ways
the Infinity gets closer to the truth,
but this comparison served to show
that it also had blind areas. The
Dali is more svelte and although it
is also less analytical, what it
manages is more evenly spread.
Much of this could be described
as amatter of taste, but some of the

venues.
The Dali, however,
is out there on its
own. This is a full,
lush loudspeaker, of
considerable warmth
and charm at times,
especially,
as
I
discovered, with a
broad tranche of
classical orchestral
and chamber music.
It is often less happy
with smaller- scale
vocal material, where
at times it is hard to
avoid hearing the
boxes singing along.
The
Infinity,
by
contrast, is a little
more contrived, but
also livelier, more vital
and more detailed,
and its timing is much
more propulsive and
on the beat.
But the differences
extend further, and
nowhere was this
more apparent than
with a chamber piece
called Kultrum from
one Saluzzi, scored for
string quintet and
bandoneon. This is an
excellent recording, in
arich spacious acoustic,
instruments set well back
and with remarkably
47
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"HORNS WITHOUT COLOURATION'
Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colourations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, "Horns
without colouration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June
issue of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-11Grand
SLAMM in the mid & treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in
the world, please call for details. Dealer enquiries welcome.

The
Platine
Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing itself as anew
analogue reference
turntable. It has
some
unique
design features,
which make this
60Kg deck one of
the best turntables in the world.
Dealer enquiries
welcome.
NEWS:TRON
have just launched the
Disc-Drive, which is the
world's first valve mains
power supply for Audio. The DiscDrive has been primarily designed to power turntables up to 25 watts.
which includes the Garrard 301/401 and Thorens TD124. It can also
be used to power CD players, preamplifiers, D- A converters and
tuners. The advantage of this device is that it produces perfect mains and therefore eliminates the need for expensive mains filters, mains conditioners and
cables which only treat the symptoms, and do not address the fundamental problems of today's mains electricity supply. G T Audio have long since recognised the advantages and sonic ability of valves to drive loudspeakers and have gone one step further developing valve technology to power turntables.
CD players, preamplifiers etc. The results of using this device are quite staggering. Background noise is significantly reduced. Dynamic range is increased.
Imaging is improved and more information and detail is heard. A more powerful 50 watt version has also been produced so that more than one piece of
equipment can be fed from one Disc-Drive. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
TRON have just launched two new power amplifiers to complement the Nucleus preamplifier. The " PX25" and "300B" amplifiers are available in either
stereo form or as monoblocks amplifiers using the new PX25 and KK 300B valves. The "PX25" version has been specifically designed to work with efficient horn loudspeakers. The "300B" version is more powerful and will therefore drive awider variety of loudspeakers. Both versions are no compromise
designs. Export and Dealer enquiries welcome.
New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple
(list £3,400)
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,
(list £650)

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
£3000
£495

Unison Research Simply 845 (
list £3150)
Posselt Albatross loudspeakers, rewired with MSI cable,
wonderful sound ( list £3000)
Prototype 30011 Monoblock amplifiers as featured in
Sound Practices, Beautiful sound
GM Audio table ( list £ 1250)

£2750
£ 1800
£500
£600

Townshend Scismic Table, the big one with 3inch diameter legs,
3tier, (list £2300)
£ 1000

Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1600
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference (
white finish) + Mentor arm,
excellent condition
£2000
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference, (
black finish) + Paragon
linear tracking arm, excellent condition
£2000
Radford STA12, very rare, excellent condition
£750
Castle Chester loudspeakers, boxed as new ( list £700)
£375
Linn Ku-stone stands, as new (list £ 140)
£80
Siemans Klangfilm Studio power amplifiers. BL34 valves, very
collectable
£ 00
Thorens TD124 +SME Series 34 Shure VIS mounted in Bastin
Maxplank plinth
£300

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF, Immedia
Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Ortofon, Platine Verdier Turntables, Posselt,
SME, Solidsteel Tables, Townshend Audio, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research and Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
e-mail: gt.audioetesco.net http://www.gtaudio.com
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 (M25/14440) or 20 minutes by train from Mary lebone Railway Station
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I , OUDSPEAKERS
other observations come more
clearly into the realm of good
versus not so good. The Infinity's
midband has a pinched quality,
apparently below the upper
crossover point, a peakiness which
tended to make vocals sound nasal,
and which emphasises woodwind
and upper strings, which acquired a
rather raw quality at times, even
after the speaker had been subject
to a thorough running in. The
Dali's Achilles heel was a little
higher up the frequency band,
where it sometimes lent strings a
rather screechy edge, especially at
higher volumes, though the tonal
balance was duller overall. The
midband was smoother and better
integrated, but blander, with less
dynamic and tonal contrast, though
its bass was clearly in a different

league, and quite thrilling at times,
especially with the usual organenriched
orchestral
culprits
(Respighi Pines of Rome, SaintSaëns Organ symphony, etc). On
the other hand, rock material (such
as James Taylor's latest opus),
recorded in rather more fullblooded and fruity way, showed
that what can bark can also bite,
and the Deli started to sound
lumpy and leaden in the bass. Its
softness was not an advantage here.
The Musical Technology came
as areal surprise in some ways, but
not in others. Its bass is clearly less
extended, and it couldn't hope to
match the dynamic range of the
bigger speakers. Match the volume
level of the Musical Technology to
the Infinity during a quiet passage
(the voicing is much closer to the
American than the Scandinavian
model, at least above, say, 200Hz)
and the Musical Technology
sounds muted when it reaches the
louder parts. It is also rather more
self-contained than either of the
others at low volumes. The Musical
Technology's treble-tilted balance
makes this a more aggressive
speaker, and the overall effect is
woody and enclosed, though it is
voiced more carefully than the
others through the upper midrange
and treble, which it avoids the side
effects noted with the others. It is
the lower frequencies of the
Musical Technology that set the
tone here, by robbing the speaker of
the sweet, open and colourful
quality of the other two, and by
compressing the dynamic range.
Much of this could have been
predicted from the construction.
After all the Kestrel's bass unit is
scarcely larger than the midband
driver of the other two, and the
enclosure is much smaller, and it is
unfair to compare small speaker to
larger ones and expect than to do
the same job. Of course they can't,
and remember that the basic, entrylevel basic Kestrel ( not the one
tested here, which has a wood
veneered enclosure and probably
sounds alittle better for that) costs
significantly less.
In the end my money would go
on the Infinity, but then so it

The Dali
employs a
coated woven
textile soft
dome tweeter,
said to have
been specially
developed for
the series of
which the 808
is amember,
though it is of
essentially
conventional
design

should: this is a£800 model, but it
is a highly capable design of real
merit which ( in the words of the
song) nearly has it all: the clarity
and definition of the Musical
Technology plus an open and
colourful tonal quality and a solid
well extended bass that sounds like
part of the act, and not something
tacked on top ( or rather, on the
bottom). The Deli sounds even
bigger and more colourful, and in
some ways has amore even spread
of virtues, as well as a much lower
price, but despite what might be
described
as
its
internal
consistency, it lacks the ability to
treat music consistently, and unlike
the Infinity Kappa 70, it can trip up
badly with ill-chosen material.

CONCLUSION

Left: the Doh 808
floorstander

SUPPLIER
Doll
AudioClub,
Unit 15,
Faraday Road,
Aylesbury,
Bucks
HP19 3RY.
Tel: 01296
482017

So where does this leave Musical
Technology's Kestrel Evolution?
Perhaps not as far behind as you
might think. Its limitations come
with the territory — small boxes
don't give good, big bass, and most
of the Musical Technology's
shortcomings are due to just this.
Either of the other two models
can deliver a more complete
standard of performance than the
Kestrel, which in perceived
bandwidth is comparable to many
medium size stand-mount speakers,
but it is cheaper and more compact,
an important factor for many, and
it could be extended in due course
with asubwoofer. Certainly adding
a smallish Definitive Technology
sub added aweight to the bass and
colour to the midband to replace
the rather lean pallor of the
unassisted model. It still sounds
rather limited and woody in the
midband — perhaps there is
something to be said for dedicated
midrange drivers which don't need
to try and jump through hoops by
reproducing high level, low
frequency waveforms — but within
its area of competence the MT is
easily the most transparent,
informative and even tempered of
the three.
As it stands, however, the Infinity
Kappa 70 towers above the other
two, and is a significant new entry
at this end of the market.

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS
Musical Technology Kestrel E

4ohms

6ohms

4ohms

Sensitivity

91dB/W

85dB/W

86dB/W

Power handling

150W

100W

200W

Crossover, LF/MF

600Hz

-

600Hz

Crossover, MF/HF

3.0kHz

2.1kHz

4kHz

23kg

7.5kg

19.5kg

1000 x250 x350

800 x200 x 170

930 x260 x270

£550

£455 (
see text)

£795

Weight
Dimensions (hwd, mm)
Price
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Infinity Kappa 70

Dali 808
Impedance

The most comprehensive range

Why buy something that looks

of loudspeakers available.

(and sounds) like oDolek
when superb hi-fi systems con be

Stote-of-the-ort technologies include

yours for less than £600 including
FREE Mission 732 speakers

Electrostatic, Planar, Active, Digital,
Miniature Bookshelf Monitors,

at Ki West One

and several budget models
which offer outstanding
value for money.
Call in to see and hear our outstanding
Many current loudspeaker designs

collection of the world's most powerful
and highly specified solid-state and

are produced with exquisitely crafted
cabinets in achoice of superb veneers,

valve hi-fi and AV equipment

and styled to integrate discreetly
into any domestic environment.
Products on demonstration include long

For ahi-fi system that will

established marques as well as the very
latest technological advances including

treat you and your visitors to

the best value in DVD players
(sound and pictures on CD)

we can also offer full survey

"performance quality" sound,
and expert installation services.

There's more to lg.West One
YOU'LL ALSO FIND US IN NORTHAMPTON AND PETERBOROUGH

than an expensive address

Before we acquired the prominent

marques. formerly the preserve of the hi-fi

And that's an important distinction. We all

London based hi-fi specialists iq West One,

cognoscenti are now not only available in all

drive an Aston Martin or Ferrari (in our

three branches - we've also made them

dreams!) but actually owning ahi-fi system of

affordable!

comparable status can be areality - when you

there had to be alimit to the range of
products we could stock in either of our
Peterborough or Northampton stores.

choosefrom thefabulous range at ig West One.
Precision engineered, hand-creed and
technologically advanced hi-fi systems are now

As hi-fi enthusiasts ourselves, we always

one ofthe most desirable home installations - an

understood why those especie) , discerning

investment that repays with years of listening

musk lovers and hi-fi enthusiasts would travel

pleasure, providing both thrilling perIbrmance

to London to experience the worlds finest sound

quality' music as well as a refined and

systems. Indeed, we knew that some of our own

sophisticated accompaniment to other leisure

customers had graduated to ig West One - so

activities.

systems! Add to

A system of this quality also makes a

exceed

statement about you - that you re aware of the

your wildest expectations. Beautiful sound

vast difference between state-of-the-art hi-fi and

new range of hi-fi equipment that

systems capable of recreating your fal'ourite

mere branded audio systems which simply don 't

music

aspire

uncanny

realism.

Exclusive

ki WestOne
t

PETERBOROUGH
HI-FI

42 COWGATE

COMPANY

PETERBOROUGH

TEL: (01733) 341755

PE 1 1LZ

FAX: (01733) 358141

that generous trade-in

allowances, deferredpayment or extended credit

Now theres' no need to travel to London
anymore. In all of our stores we've afabulous

THE

And we'll make it worth your while. For a
offers on our most popular hi-fi equOment and

WHEN HI FI IS NOT HI FI

IN

We welcome customers, old and new, to come
and see our newly appointed stores.

short period we're making some unbeatable

welcome back!

with

AWORTHWHILE INVITATION

to

the same performance

kj
IN

levels.

terms and your new system couldn't come any
easier.
But don't delay, these offers will have to be
strictly limited

WestOne

kir WestOne

LONDON

IN

a

NORTHAMPTON

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI FI

THE

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
WI M 7LH
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3
FAX: 0171 487 3452

32 GOLD STREET NORTHAMPTON NN1 IRS
TEL: (01604) 637871
FAX: (01604) 601430

HI-FI
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TURNTABLES

H

orrifyingly, we're only one
month shy of it being 10

years since Ireviewed the
Basis Debut turntable. Good Gawd,
does time fly! In the past decade, the
LP has continued to decline in sales,
popularity and importance, but
enough vinyl freaks survive to
support afew stalwart manufacturers.
So what happens to those who —
unlike Linn, Pink Triangle and Rega
— do not manufacturer amplifiers,
speakers or CD players? While Basis
hasn't abandoned the costly Debut

Judicious
shopping
means that
you can enter
the Basis
family for
under £ 1150

An established American
high-end turntable maker
offers its 'entry level' model:
the new Basis 1400
by KEN KESSLER

(which now has amoniker along the
lines of 'Debut Gold Mk V' or some
such), the company has responded to
the havoc wreaked by CD with
turntables way, way down the price
ladder. Oh, and making world-class
espresso machines... but that's
another story.
Like Clearaudio in Germany, Basis
developed a series of turntables
which can be upgraded periodically,
eventually evolving from the entrylevel 2000 into the one-below-theDebut 2800, with asticker of £7900.
Indeed, for the better part of ayear
I've been using abog-standard 2000,
which sells here for £ 1995 with
Basis's version of the OEM edition of
the Rega tonearm. But, given the
brilliance of the sub-£ 1000 WilsonBenesch Circle, it was clear that even
the top value-for-money offered by
the 2000 wasn't alow enough tariff
for those who have to satisfy an
analogue craving with a less-costly
fix. So it was without hesitation that I
put my name down for a review

sample of the Basis 1400, to see just
how inexpensive could be the entry
into Basis ownership.
To the review sample's £995 must
be added £ 169 for the Basis 300
arm (although there's aBasis 250 for
£95). It was also suggested that Iuse
one of the company's record pucks,
costing £ 65 and confirming what I
learned with the 2000, which Inever
use, uh, puckless. Judicious shopping,
then, means that you can enter the
Basis family for under £ 1150 if
you're happy with abudget cartridge
and the most basic version of the
OEM Rega arm.
Given so many similarities, the
1400 struck me initially as a2000 in
clear, rather than black Perspex. But
closer examination reveals other
detail changes, the most obvious
being that the 1400 is a locked
system, with no upgrades available
and no path up to the 2000 short of
selling or trading in your 1400. Like
the 2000, the 1400 is minimalist,
compact and absolutely uncluttered.
Its primary parts consist of a clear
acrylic main chassis, sturdy brushed
aluminium legs, amatt-finish acrylic
platter
reminiscent
of Pink
Triangle's and an outboard motor
assembly. The latter, it should be
stated, is identical to those used in
every Basis model up to and
including the Debut, so the 1400
isn't simply some cheap; badgeengineered Basis wannabee. But the
main bearing of the 1400 is of a
lower grade than that of the 2000 —
which is the same as the Debut's.
Using the Rega-sourced Basis 300,
surely the best-value tonearm on the
market, means aslight saving for UK
customers because the British
importer was allowed to take delivery
of the Basis-branded arms directly
from Rega instead of watching them
fly round-trip to New Hampshire. To
UK music lovers, it's embarrassingly
but deservedly familiar, with its black
arm tube and natural metal cueing
lever, counterweight and lower arm
pillar. But there's one difference
which will bring smiles to all
those who know how much
Rega disputes the need for
concerning yourself with
such a minor, insignificant
detail as VTA: Basis
provides a custom armmounting arrangement for its
versions of the assorted Rega
OEM models to allow for VTA
adjustments. Additionally, the badge
says ' Basis' on the arm rest, below
the pivot, to complete its aesthetic
appeal.
With main measurements of
430x302mm, the Basis 1400 ignores
the trend toward
enormous
turntables unsuitable for most
equipment stands, or in need of
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giimmed 9(udie
Wilson Grand-SLAMM
WILSON MAXX

Series II

Pinewood Music is the only dealer in the UK able to

When you consider making what could be one of

demonstrate Wilson Audio's finest designs for you.

the major investments in your life, you need to be

We are the first to take on the classic WATT- Puppy

sure of anumber of important factors:

ten years ago, who are the first to acquire the

• That every kind of music can be reproduced with

superb new MAXX, and now we have the dream
loudspeaker that defines excellence — the X-1
Grand-SLAMM Series II.

utter conviction at any sound level you choose.
• That an orchestra in full-flight is going to excite
every emotion from joy to fear.

No other UK dealer has the X-1 and almost

• That, in ahome theatre application, you will be

certainly never will. It has had awards and praise

shocked when that dinosaur slomps by or that

lavished upon it since its inception and has out-

aircraft explodes.

sold competing designs by afactor of five. It is

• That your dealer has the knowledge and dedica-

without doubt the finest real-world loudspeaker

tion to carry out aperfect installation for you

available.

and to advise you on the rest of your system.

Why are Wilson Audio loudspeakers so special?

Rest assured that every Wilson loudspeaker can

The answer has to be zero tolerance. Each model

satisfy the first three factors — but only when prop-

is ano-compromise design in which drivers and

erly set-up, and this is where Pinewood comes in.

highly specialised materials are chosen for their

Brian Rivas has lived with Wilson speakers almost

particular application and crafted to give aperfect

from the proverbial get-go, and no dealer under-

blend of passion, intellect and performance.

stands them better.

David A. Wilson's designs are necessarily expen-

If you believe that buying the best is something

sive: the finish matches that of the world's finest

you will never regret, then you are invited to tele-

automobiles — and that obsession with perfection

phone Pinewood to arrange a demonstration of

goes right through to every detail in every speaker.

these superb loudspeakers that are without equal.

6wermy

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

TURNTABLES
dedicated tables. If you must go
smaller, Wilson Benesch's Circle or
any of the Regas are viable
alternatives, but the Basis is no
sufferer of elephantiasis. It still
adheres to the 430mm ' rule' which
has pretty much determined the way
hi-fi is housed (not unlike cookers,
washing machines, etc, enjoying a
standard under-the-counter height of
900mm to make life easier).
However, you still have to allow
enough shelf space beyond the main
dimensions for the motor assembly,
with a footprint of a 75x75mm and
standing 100mm tall to make the
pulley level with the platter.

DETAIL CHANGE
Here's where you detect another
detail change from the 2000: the
2000 features a cut-out along the
back edge of the plinth in which to
position the motor assembly. It's
purely there for convenience, but a
nice touch which shows why you pay
more for a 2000. As you can tell,
only the drive belt connects the
motor assembly to the turntable,
thus ensuring total isolation from
motor- borne vibration for the
bearing-platter-LP-cartridgetonearm loop. As aresult, the Basis
2000 system is deliciously quiet
during operation. (Nit-pickers will
point out that the motor assembly
can interfere with the turntable
through the shelf material on which
they're both resting. In the interest
of total paranoia, Iwould point out
that one could, if one wished, rest
the motor assembly on another
stand... )
Enough freedom is built in to allow
you to position the motor assembly
behind the turntable or to the left, the
latter advisable because the motor
assembly also contains the on/off
button on its top surface; positioning
to the side makes it easier to reach in
most situations. On the other hand,
positioning it to the rear looks alot
nicer and means that you need ashelf
only 430mm wide, if 75mm deeper
than the plinth's 302mm. At the top
of the motor assembly is atwo-step
pulley for manually raising or
lowering the belt to choose 45 or
33.3rpm. The belt is flat and it never
drifts at all, once the motor housing is
in place and spaced away from the
chassis by exactly 4.5mm — the
width of the belt.
Set-up
is
foolproof
and
straightforward,
the detailed
instructions outlining the procedure
for the user to fit the bearing
housing, inserting the platter/bearing
assembly and mounting the arm.
Because it lacks a suspension,
levelling the 1400 involves nothing
more than screwing the feet up or
down as required. It's also worth
HI-FI NEWS 2. RECORD REVIEW
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noting here that the 2000 rests of
four supports, where the 1400 uses
only three. And we all know which is
easier to level, so score « 1' for the
1400 over the 2000.
If the lack of suspension upsets
those who swear by the isolating
properties of a suspended subchassis design, note that the pillars
feature spongy feet which provide
some de- coupling. On the other
hand, the 1400 — like the 2000 —
responds instantly to after- market
tweaking. Iused the 1400 on aHiFi
News Newsstand equipment rack,
weighed down with McIntosh 275
and Dynaco Stereo 70 tube
amplifiers on its lower shelves. The
Basis puck certainly enhanced the
performance enough to suggest that
it should be amandatory purchase,
but experimenting with mats proved
to be awaste of time.
It was the same with the 2000:
after Itried thin foam, felt and
sorbothane mats, Ireverted to the
bare platter, which seemed to cause
less deadening of the sound.
However, Idid say that the Basis
1400 responds to
s.
tweaks, and the
effects of the
add-on mats are
clearly audible.
Who knows? You
might prefer the sound
with an extra layer
between
LP
and
platter. Ididn't have a
Ringmat handy, so
please don't rule it out
on my say-so. Oh, and
don't forget that the world is
full of turntable platforms to
try out during those odd hours
when you're not actually listening
to music.
Because Ihad such good fortune
with the Grado's wooden-bodied
Platinum cartridge ( the least
expensive in their Reference range) in
the 2000 with Basis 300 arm, Istuck
with it for the 1400. This was fed into
NAD's dirt-cheap phono stage, so
we're talking about acomplete frontend for around £ 1500 depending on
your haggling skills. In keeping with
cost levels consistent with the Basis, I
opted for playback through Roksan's
Caspian integrated amplifier, driving
Quad 77-10Ls, but Ialso went for a
spin with the Unison Research
Mystery One pre-amp, GRAAF 5050
power amp and Quad ESL63s.
Unfortunately for Basis, the 1400's
performance is nearly identical to that
of the 2000, somethingl was able to
ascertain
with
side- by- side
auditioning. Sharing the most
compelling virtue of the 2000, the
1400 is the sort of turntable which so
oozes analogue warmth that it
reinforces anti- digital sentiments.

If the lack of
suspension
upsets those
who swear by
the isolating
properties of a
suspended
sub- chassis
design, note
that the pillars
feature spongy
feet which
provide some
de- coupling

•

Where Ihad the opportunity to play
LP vs CD, the latter sounded
discernibly cold and harsh, even
when using CD players noted for
their aural benevolence. Transparency
was marginally better with the 2000,
as was its lower noise floor; these
must surely be by-products of the
superior bearing assembly.
Absolute transparency and noisefloor aside, it was hard to tell the two
apart, the 1400 aping the dearer
deck's rich midband and clear treble.
It makes the Basis 1400 something of
a treasure, then, for those who
recognise the total superiority of
1950s Capitol LPs over all other
vocal recordings since the dawn of
musical
storage.
Particularly
rewarding is the way the 1400 deals
with fine detail, especially vocal
textures, the myriad types of sibilance
and assorted, chest-related artefacts.
Also like the 2000, the Basis 1400
is a bit shy when it comes to
jackhammer transients in the lower
registers, but then neither could the
W- B Circle nor any of their beltdriven, suspended sub-chassis rivals.
Yes, it's odd noting a softening
down
below
in
a product
manufactured by the creator of the
Debut, which is undeniably a
champ in this area. But you'll
\
only notice it if you still
have playable copies of
Eddy Grant 12inchers or Diana
Ross' Muscles'
in the one-footacross edition.
Note, though, that
removal of the puck
worsens this condition, so don't even
think of using the 1400 sans centre
weight.

UPGRADE-ITIS?

SUPPLIER
RT Services,
118 Mendip
Heights,
Didcot,
Oxfordshire.
Tel 01235
810455

Burning in the back of your mind is
the question, ` Can Ilive with the
1400's lack of upgrade potential, or
should Ibite the bullet and buy a
2000?' Let's put it this way: beyond
what's between you and your bank
manager, the only reason for buying
a 2000 is a lack of immunity to
upgrade-itis. The 1400 is so good, so
coherent, so confident that, like the
slightly softer-sounding but livelier
Wilson-Benesch Circle, it may be all
you'll ever need from a turntable.
What's so reassuring is that, with the
Basis 300 arm, it'll do justice to
Lyras and Transfigurations and
cartridges costing as much as the
deck and arm combined. It will
never embarrass your LPs. It has no
rough edges, physically or sonically.
It's a open invitation to a tweaker's
limitless GBH. And it looks so
handsome that you're gonna be
looking for the Michell badge.
Or amuch higher price tag.
53

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TVV1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

Aleph 3

30W Single Ended Stereo

X 1,000
1,000 W Class A Mono Block
UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS;

DAC DI
Fully BalancedNolume Control Output

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

'IN A CLASS OF
THEIR OWN'

CUSTOMER INSTALLATION

Call for more details to our specially selected
dealers below
017
ASH

01530

LINTON( AUDIO

GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR

0191 477 4167

THE RIGHT NOTE

BATH, AVON

THE AUDIO NOTE SALON

GLASGOW

0141 357 5700

SOUNDS OF MUSIC

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

01892 547 003

MIDLANDS AUDIO EXCHANGE
HAZERMERE AUDIO
AUDIO EDGE

KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS
HIGH WYCOMBE
WOKING, SURREY

01562 822 236
01494 437892
0800 052 1966

01225 874728

ZEtilf.K MUSIC LID
Distributors rit tine music products
PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES • COPULARE
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • REFERENCE 3A
T. 01892 539595

F. 01892 547004

MAIL ORDER FACILITY

AGENCIES INCLUDE:
A/D/S,Angstrom, Arcam, Audio Research,
Audioquest, Bang & Olufsen, Bose, Boston,
Copland, Castle, Denon, Dwin, lxox, Krell,
KEF, Meridian, Marantz, Monitor Audio,
Musical Fidelity, Michell, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, QED, RCF, REL, Siltech, Sony,
Sonus Faber, Straightwire,
Tag McLaren Audio, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm
Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

JEW ITEMS
TO CLEAR
PLEASE
PHONF

E • UIPMENT SUPPORTS
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uspending hi-fi components
on a cushion of air is
arguably the best way of
isolating them from vibration. The
insiduous vibration that affects the
performance of mechanical and
electronic audio machinery takes
several forms. It can be airborne
pressure waves from the music
playing; it can be floorborne from
the same source. But it also
originates from human movement
in the room — 'footfalls' — or from
other low-frequency sources such as
passing traffic. The Townshend
Audio Seismic Stand is designed to
address the latter two problems
particularly, by floating equipment
above the resonating environment.
Townshend Audio's Seismic Sink
Stand is a logical progression from
the Seismic Sink, launched six years
ago. Designed to support a
turntable, CD player or amplifier,
the Seismic Sink consisted of two
rigid plates separated by an inflated
bladder, acting as a cushion to
isolate top plate from bottom. This
had obvious practical limitations if
you were squeezing asystem into a
proprietary rack — hence the
Seismic Sink Stand, where the air
bladders ( there are two) are
integrated into acomplete stand. It
also claims a lower resonant
frequency than asingle Sink.
Outside the audio world, studies
have revealed the detrimental
influences of vibration especially
low- frequency vibration,
on
electron microscopes and other
sensitive laboratory measuring
equipment. And a hi-fi source
component (such as a turntable) is

111

The Seismic Sink
Stand (left) and
(below) Max
Townshend's new
Moonplate stand
for Di turntables

at

la

:de elevation schematic. 15, rod tripod,
B, top load cell; G, intermediate tripod;
D, bottom load cell; E, equipment she/
F, equipment; G, floor; H, counterweight
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at £ 528 for asingle-shelf model.
The lift in performance is readily
demonstrable. With air bags
deflated, the unaided ' sound' of the
stand can be ascertained; then the
neoprene bladders
may be gently inflated
with the bicycle pump
supplied.
Perhaps the first
perceptible change in
sound is in the
'opening up' of the
soundstage. This is
applicable to both
CD and turntablebased front ends, but
owners of suspended
sub- chassis decks be
warned: the swaying
that starts when, say,
opening the lid on an
LP12 can be a little
disconcerting. To
reduce the amount of
tilt, the top cushion's
pressure
can
be
reduced slightly. After more
listening, the total change may be
quantified: digital playback loses
some of its synthetic edge and
makes abetter job of imaging in an
appreciably-widened stereo picture.
Frequency extremes seem more
boundless. In fact, it is not enough
to talk of detail changes since the
entire ' feel' of the sound changes,
with more life and presence
available to raise the sense of ` being
there'. LP playback took a further
step beyond CD's comparatively
'closed in' aspect, providing some
of the most tangible sounds heard
from not-so-high-end kit.
There are other air- support
systems made, some exclusively for
hi-fi equipment, but Seismic Sink
Stand is to my knowledge the
cheapest commercially available
solution. The uplift in performance
more than justifies the cost,
especially compared with other
stands and upgrade accessories.

quake

The Townshend Seismic
Sink Stand offers afinal solution
for splendid isolation

ANDREW HARRISON
after all a measuring device. There
are plenty of spikes, pods, platforms

A
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shelves are made from 18mm
MDF, in atough black finish, while
the stainless steel tubes have an
attractive brushed finish.
Different widths of stand and a
numbers of shelves are available to
suit different systems. Iused the
five- shelf model, standard width,
which retails for £ 1100: prices start

and other gizmos on the market,
designed to support hi-fi equipment
and all claiming to lift performance
stratospherically. Most of the ones I
have come across do indeed
improve the sound of asystem, but
none have such an obvious,
repeatable improvement as Ihave
heard with the Seismic Stand.
The stand is constructed from
tubular steel uprights which carry
an inner frame, decoupled from the
outside world by its two air
cushions. The first, near the top of
the stand, only serves to support a
secondary sub- frame. This is aircoupled again to the actual frame
that holds equipment by a second
air cushion, mounted below the
middle shelf. A counterweight is
placed below the bottom shelf to
lower the centre of gravity, to be
moved around to balance the substands within the main structure,
levelling the entire unit. The

SUPPLIER
li)wnshencl
Audio,
7 Bridge Road,
Hampton Court,
Sumer
KT8 -9EU
Tel: 0181 979

2155

THE SYSTEM
LP12/Ittok LVII/Ortofon Rohmann and MC Jubilee
Kinshaw Perception Phono Centre
Wadia 830 CD player
TAG and Audiolab CD transports
TAG DAC20 and Modified DACmagic
Linn Kairn and Chord CPA3200 pre- amps
Linn Klout and Chord SPM1200C power amps
Jamo Concert 11 speakers
11111111111M.

o
Film and Music Systems
Sales— Installation— Support

The Musical Desiqn Co Ltd,
Tel; 01g92 573030, Fax; 01CC2 574030
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MARK LEVINSON
NOW ON DEMONSTRATION AND
EXCLUSIVE TO HEATHERDALE AUDIO

AUDIONOTE

COPLAND

THE REFERENC
MARK LEVINSON
33 MONORLOCKS
TOFT AUDIO

"For music lovers not prepared to settle for
second best",
" the most refined and graceful
music ( re)produced one could hope to hear".
I. \ i<1;) \\ K \

trIM \/ 1\111.1<rr '') 71

"The CS6's balance was warm, smooth, and grain free, coupled
with excellent low bass response, pinpoint imaging, good
ETHOS ACOUSTICS

soundstage depth, and superb retrieval of recorded detail".
I \ \ Ikl
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.
11,
202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex
BNI4 OEJ England.
Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234
After hours: 0860 660(X)1
e.mail:heatherdale(ehifi-stereo.com
web page: hup://www.hifi-stereo.corn
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Prime mover:
Kevin Halverson of
Muse Electronics
with the 24196 disc
authoring set-up

L

ong before the arrival of DVD,
the more visionary elements of
the hi-fi community had seen
that this new disc format could
provide the sound- carrier the
industry needed to get beyond the
Compact Disc. To this end, in 1994,
the pressure group known as the
Acoustic Renaissance For Audio
(ARA) began directly and indirectly
lobbying the decision-makers of the
DVD Consortium— the major
companies already committed to
developing and marketing DVD.
The ARA's view was that a future
sound carrier must provide higher
resolution than CD and must also
offer discrete multi-channel sound at
the highest possible quality level.
Video is only one of the
applications for the Digital Versatile
Disc. Viewed as a storage medium,
DVD offers ahuge advance on the
already-impressive 650 megabyte
capacity of the CD. A standard
single-layer DVD can accommodate
about 4.5 gigabytes of data, while a
dual-layer, double-sided disc could
hold more than 16 gigabytes. If all
its storage capacity were utilised for
audio, a single-layer, single-sided
DVD could easily provide home

Kevin Halverson explains the
Advanced Audio Disc, which brings us
high- quality audio from DVD-V
by STEVE HARRIS
users with a level of digital audio
quality previously only possible with
advanced studio equipment.
In CD audio an original analogue
signal is converted to digital code by
sampling the amplitude at arate of
44.1kHz, and expressing the value of
each sample as a 16 bit digital eir
4tii‘
word. At this rate, the data
capacity of the disc is enough 'r 'ç
(
for 74 minutes (in practice, a g'i cn
few more) of music in stereo. P
By contrast, the DVD disc,
with gigabytes of capacity
available, opened up the
possibility of higher sampling rates
(88.2kHz, 96kHz or even 192kHz),
higher bit rates (up to 24 bit) and
multi-channel use.
Exciting as these possibilities
Agroup of
might be for the audio community,
audiophile
the market for future high-quality
manufacturers
pure-audio products was clearly very

COMPARISON OF CD AND AAD
Storage capacity

Audio CD

Advanced Audio Disc

650 Mbytes

4485 to 16.218 Mbytes
(DVD-5 to DVD-18)

Playing time

74 minutes

up to 8hours ( 24/96)

Frequency response

0-22 05kHz

0-48kHz

Dynamic range

96dB

114dB ( 24/96 LPCM)

no

yes

Audio plus video
_
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decided that
they could not

wait...
Since the
DVD-Video
sr ec allowed
24- bit, 96kHz
linear PCM
scund already,
why not just go
ahead
and do it?

small compared with the mass market potential of DVD-Video and
DVD data storage applications.
Therefore, a DVD-based audio
format could only really be brought
to market as asecondary application,
on the back of the volume sales
achieved by DVD-Video. While the
majors were preparing to launch
DVD-Video, then, the ARA's
primary concern was to make sure
that the DVD-Video standard was
written in such a way as not to
exclude high- quality audio- only
applications. Fortunately, the ARA's
hopes were fulfilled, at least so far as
two-channel audio was concerned.
Written into the DVD-Video
standard was the option for 24bit,
96kHz-samped stereo sound.
However, DVD-V could not
provide the ultra- high -quality
discrete multi- channel capability
envisaged by the ARA. For that, we
will have to wait for the separate
DVD-Audio standard, which is
expected to provide for 24-bit
coding at 192kHz sampling in
stereo, or up to six channels of 24bit coded, 96kHz-sampled audio.
The latter is achieved by the use of
the lossless packing scheme put
forward by Meridian.
So where does the Advanced
Audio Disc come in? Back in 1997,
the year when DVD-Video was
properly launched in the USA, we
knew that aworking group (WG-4)
was working on proposals for DVDAudio, but movement towards an
actual standard seemed slow. At this
stage, only Pioneer ( a long-term
advocate of higher sampling rates)
had actually produced 96kHz audio
57

discs, in Japan. But as DVD video
began to establish itself in the
American home theatre market, a
group of audiophile manufacturers
decided that they could not wait for
the majors to conclude their
deliberations. They weren't much
interested in multi-channel, but just
wanted abetter stereo music format.
Since the DVD-Video specification
allowed 24-bit, 96kHz linear PCM
sound already, why not just go ahead
and do it? In time (just) for alaunch
at the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show,Las Vegas, in early January,
1998, they did.

THE 24/96 LAUNCH
At first they called it Digital Audio
Disc, ironically enough the same
description used by manufacturers
other than Philips and Sony for their
new CD players in the very early
days of that format (and which still
survives acronymically in Mission's
dAD range) of CD players).
Meanwhile, Chesky Records called it
Super Audio, a title which could
now lead to confusion with the
Philips/Sony Super Audio Compact
Disc — set to do battle with DVDAudio if and when both are
launched. Now, the US group has
settled on Advanced Audio Disc,
and also trademarked the catchier
name, ' 24/96'.
In the years to come we'll see
DVD-A discs that simply won't play
on the first generation DVD-V
players. But the 24/96 software will
(though not to
full
24- bit
resolution), and it won't become
obsolete: future ' universal' DVD-A/
DVD-V players will still play 24/96
discs. As to the hardware, high-end
manufacturers have increasingly
striven to make their equipment
upgradable or ` futureproor; but noone can tell how well they'll succeed
in the new ` DVD-Audio era'.
At this point you might be
wondering, what is the real
difference between a current DVDVideo player and the solution offered
by AAD? Well, first-generation DVD
players won't give you 24- bit
resolution in decoding, and in many
cases will downsample to 48kHz
rather than decoding at 96kHz
sampling rate. Only Pioneer's DVD
players actually have a 96kHz
sampled digital output suitable for
connection to an external decoder
and it is unlikely (in view of concerns
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DVD DATA RATES AND USAGE
A DVD
DVD

Video player has adynamically allocated data rate. The maximum limits
for the data stream are shown below:

data rates ( 1xspeed)

Source

Rate ( 1,000,000 bits/second)

channel (raw)

26.16

after demodulation (8/16)

13.00

error correction
user date bit
information file and DSI pocket
multiplex rate
video, audio and subpicture

2.00
11.08
1.00
10.08
9.80 (
maximum)

The 9,800,000 byte rate is for the combination of audio, video and subpicture. The audio
portion can have amaximum data rate of 6144 kbps. The typical and maximum allowed
data rate for each audio type is shown below:
typical
kbps

maximum
kbps

MPEG-1 audio

64

384

MPEG-2 audio

64

912

Dolby Digital (AC3)

384

448

DES

1536

1536

SDDS

1280

1280

Data

rate for various audio uses

LPCM 48k/16 bit ( 2channel)

1536

6144

LPCM 48k/16 bit (6channel)

4608

6144

LPCM 48k/16 bit ( 8channel)

6144

6144

LPCM 96k/24 bit ( 2channel)

4608

6144

over copy protection) that any future
machines will offer this feature. The
interface
specified
by
the
forthcoming DVD-Audio standard
will embody new copy protecton
measures; and the interface specified
by the AAD group (and described
below) likewise addresses this issue.

WHY ADVANCED AUDIO DISC?
Although he is keen to stress the cooperative nature of the 24/96
initiative, it is clear that Kevin
Halverson, the founder of Muse
Electronics, is a driving force. The
rest of this article (including tables)
is abstracted from Kevin's 24/96
newsletters, giving afull explanation
of the system — first, answering the
question: why Advanced Audio Disc?
'The concept of an Advanced
Audio Disc was born in the specialty
audio community. Within this
community, it has long been abelief
that the inherent limitations of CD
did not adequately address the
desires of the audiophile community.

'The inherent
limitations of
CD did not
adequately
address the
desires of the
audiophile
community.
When DVD was
introduced, it
became
apparent
that it could
become the
vehicle to
provide an
improved
playback
experience'

When DVD was introduced, it
became apparent that it could
become the vehicle to provide an
improved playback experience.
'Investment in a typical specialty
audio playback system can easily
exceed $ 10,000. These systems
typically consist of a signal source
(CD player, phonograph player) a
separate pre-amplifier, one or more
amplifiers and a pair of high
performance loudspeakers. These
systems are chosen by the purchaser
to reflect their personal preference
and budget. Much care is taken in
the selection of the equipment and
how it is integrated into the listening
environment. Performance, not
features, is the driving force behind
the typical specialty audio system.'

DIFFERENT FROM CD?
How is Advanced Audio disc different
from CD audio?
`CD audio is based upon two
channel (stereo), Linear Pulse Code
Modulation. Audio CDs use a 16-bit
system, which is sampled 44,100
times each second. A 16-bit system
assigns a numeric value to the
instantaneous ' amplitude; this
amplitude is represented by any one
of 65,536 possible values. Audio
CDs have a typical capacity of 650
Mbytes,
which
allows
for
approximately 74 minutes of
FERRARI' OW
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stereophonic playback. Based upon
audio CD's sample rate, frequencies
up to 22.05kHz can be stored. Data
is stored on asingle layer located on
asingle side of the disc.
'Advanced Audio Discs, based
upon the DVD-Video specification
have a number of possible audio
formats. Utilising the LPCM portion
of the specification, several options
exist. As the goals of the Working
Group are intended to address the
needs of the specialty Audio
community, higher fidelity is the
primary goal. The existing DVD
Video specification has provision for
two channel (stereo), LPCM with a
24-bit sample size, which is sampled
at 96,000 times each second. A 24bit system assigns anumeric value to
the instantaneous amplitude; this
amplitude is represented by any one
of 16,777,216 values. Using the
lowest capacity DVD disc (DVD-5),
over two hours of stereophonic
playback is possible. Based upon the
maximum allowed sample rate for
LPCM, an Advanced Audio Disc
can store information up to 48kHz.
'Contained within the DVD Video
specification is support for many
audio formats including MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, Dolby Digital ( AC3),
DTS, SDDS and LPCM ( linear
pulse code modulation)
'It is LPCM which can most easily
be exploited to realise the goal of
higher
performance
audio
playback... LPCM offers the greatest
versatility and highest performance
audio options.
'Advanced Audio Disc plgyers can
take the form of either atraditional
single box player, or a two box
approach. In the two-box approach,
the first chassis (the one that accepts
the disc) is called the transport. The

Above: Muse Model Eight Advanced Audio Disc Transport. Opposite page: Resolution Audio VT960 transport

second chassis, usually containing
the digital-to-analogue converters, is
called the converter or DAC.

THE 13W3 INTERFACE
`Two-box approaches have also been
used in the speciality audio
community for CD based playback.
Typically these two chassis were
interconnected via either an optical
or electrical interface taking the form
of a bi-phase encoded signal: this
would usually conform to either the
S/PDIF or AES-EBU interface.
'Since an Advanced Audio Disc
playback two box system must pass
higher data rates between each
chassis, a higher performance
interface was required. This
interface, known as the 13W3 12S,
transmits its audio data over amulticonductor interface. The 13W3
connector has separate lines for its
data, bit clock, word clock, emphasis
flag, master clock and inter-chassis
communications. Support for
traditional interfaces, such as
S/PDIF for CD audio and Dolby
Digital are also provided on all DVD
Video players and Advanced Audio
Disc players.

COPY PROTECTION
Intellectual Property Protection schemes:
`DVD Videos typically utilise a
scheme known as CSS or Content

The following are
currently committed
to the support of the
24196 Advanced
Audio Disc (all
USA telephone
numbers)
Ayre Acoustics
(303) 442-7301

Bel Canto

Design, Ltd
(612) 317-4550
California
Audio Labs
(707) 668-1736
Cardas Audio
(541) 347-2484
Chesky
Records
(800) 331-1437
Classic
Records
(800) 457-2577
ConradJohnson
(703) 698- 8581
Madrigal
Audio
Laboratories
(860) 346-0896
Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab
(707) 829-0134
MSB
Technology
(650) 747-0405
Muse
Electronics
(714) 554-8200
Resolution
Audio (650)
493-5090
Theta Digital
(818) 597-9195

Scramble System. The use of CSS
requires that protected data not be
retransmitted in a manner which
leaves it vulnerable to later copying.
In the case of audio data, interfaces
like S/PDIF are limited to data rates
of 48 kHz and sample sizes of 16-bit.
As this limitation would preclude the
goals of the Advanced Audio Disc —
namely higher performance — a
solution was required.
At data rates above 48 kHz, the
13W3 interface provides an
encrypt/decrypt scheme which
assures that the high-performance
audio data is free from illegal
copying. This encryption scheme
utilises arobust 64-bit system which
precludes interception of the
protected audio data. Details of this
interface can be obtained by
contacting Muse Electronics.
`The Advanced Audio Disc
concept is based upon existing DVD
Video specifications. An Advanced
Audio Disc playback system has the
ability to play CD audio, DVD
Video
and
high-performance
Advanced Audio Discs. Software
produced to the Advanced Audio
Disc specification will play back on
all DVD-Video hardware (up to the
capabilities of the hardware) and will
offer improved performance when
played back on hardware designed to
take advantage of the format.'

THE SOFTWARE
Here is alist of current 24/96 discs: new titles are being announced regularly. Most of the titles listed here were released during 1998,
although the Pioneer discs were released in Japan in early 1997, and so actually pre-date the American Advanced Audio Disc initiative

label

titles

label

Chesky Records

various artists: Sampler& Test Disc

Classic Music

titles
Zoot Sims/AI Cohn: Either Way

Sara K: Hobo (
PAL)

John Lee Hooker: Mr Lucky

Sara K: Hobo (
NTSC)

Glory (
soundtrack)

Livingston Taylor: Ink

Sam Phillips: Indescribable Wow

Jon Faddis: Remembrances

Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man/Rodeo

Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Marys

Loma Hunt: title to be announced

Babatunde Olatunji: Love Drum Talk

Cardas Audio

Trish Turner Band: title to be announced

Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies

Mobile Fidelity

Harry Edison/Eddie Davis: Sweets/Lockjaw

John Basile Quartet: The Desmond Project

Pioneer Electronics

Straus/Kreisler/Ziehrer/Kalman: The Danube

David Chesky: Three Psalms for String Orchestra

Story

Red Rodney: 1957

Mozart/Schumann: On Wings of Song

Rachmanindf: Symphonic Dances

Smetana/Dvorak: Songs My Mother

Schubert/Brahms/Liszt/Mendelssohn/
Classic Music
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New World Consort: Pulse

Taught Me

Art Davis: A Time Remembered

Mozart: Mozart in Salzburg
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

;we.beeimex*xoxeeffl
.....

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off special built, up to
32 elements.

eyokelee

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB L 74

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200-mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

component and
speaker interfaces

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilising patented
terminator networks 4111
a

-a'

Ihne
systems

www.hne.co.uk
Sales, technical advice and
custom designs

+44(0) 1777 708673
Precision gemstone granite and solid
hardwood products.
• Amplifier plinths
• ' Nonpariel' 16.02
loudspeakers
• Cableway'
loudspeaker stands
• Modular racks
• Isolation Plinths.

É

• Custom designs

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

4ÇL

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO. Box 50. Nottirgham NG9 IDi.
Tel: 0115 922 4138. +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The Ritiht Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio,

For full details please

Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio.

contact Path Premier

Kent. Tel: 01634 389004

• Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio. Manchester.

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,

Tel: 01257 473

High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

•Unique Audio. London. Tel. 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems. London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.

Tel: 01494 441236

NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio, Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.

Fax: 01494

440360

175 • Sounds of Music. Tunhridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003

FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

radio

Enough of
moaning
about Mt
and the
Beeb:
here's an
unashamed
plug for an
old friend

John x,r,on
may be contaczed
via e-mail 'ohn_nelson@
compuserve.com

weapon in the annoury of the serious
radio listener for over 50 years. As a
source of accurate and valuable
frequency and station information,
together with well-written and
informative technical material, it was
at its best quite unique and
unparalleled. One has to say,
however, that its lustre dimmed
somewhat in recent years; its accuracy
and currency declined badly and
much of its technical feature material
became obscurantist and dilettante.
Quite apart from that, the WRTH
was thoroughly badly edited and laid
out, and using it latterly was achore
rather than a delight. Happily,
however, it has now come under the
he BBC has recently been
proverbial new management. The
experiencing times which the
Chinese
curse
would
editor is David Bobbett, with whom
characterize as interesting, but I Iworked on Radio Communication
magazine some years ago before he
wouldn't want you to acquire the
notion that attacking the Corporation
and most of his staff were driven out
by acombination of remarkably crass
is the Prime Directive for the
management and thoroughly doltish
HFNIRR radio columnist. So Ishall
not be dwelling on the fact that ' Sir'
and obnoxious politics. What was
John Bin's recent salary increase was
once afine magazine is nowadays in
sadly reduced circumstances, which
more than twice that of any other
can only be seen as poetic justice.
member of staff, or that his salary has
now increased by amere bagatelle of
Ihaven't yet seen WRTH 1999,
£280,000 since he took on the job.
which is due out at about the same
Neither shall Iexpress any opinion
time as this issue of the magazine,
whatsoever about the propriety of but knowing David's skills and his
passion for accuracy and literacy, it
paying the said knight £354,000 per
annum to preside over plummeting
should be afine job. There are now
apparently 640 pages, much more
staff morale and programming
colour and ahuge reference section.
standards.
There are also some receiver reviews,
The neo-Dilbertian management
about which Ishall say no more per
culture of the upper levels of the BBC
will attract no opprobrium from me
se because Iwas responsible for them.
What I will say is that it was a
either. And as for observing that the
loss of 500,000 Radio 4 listeners in
fascinating exercise to take agroup
of 14 HF receivers and subject each
the last three months ought to be
one to abattery of tests using stateenough to persuade Master Boyle to
make good his threat or
of-the-art test equipment. It was even
more fascinating to experience the
promise of May 1998
that 'if Iget it wrong, I'll
enormous ergonomic differences
be out. Perish the
between them. A receiver whose
thought.
intermodulation and reciprocal-mixing
One of the more
characteristics are exemplary but
which is nigh-on impossible to use is
enduring
myths
in
not likely to meet with the same level
Western society is that of
the Prodigal Son, and
of user tolerance as one which is a
delight to use but which has afew
one day perhaps it will be
performance shortfalls. One's level of
possible to celebrate the
return cif the BBC to us.
intrinsic goodwill towards the latter
is much higher, as is one's willingness
But the king is sick, and
no-one has yet asked who
to put up with its idiosyncrasies. In
the tested group there were some
the Grail serves. Alas,
recent
events
seem
receivers Ishould have loved to have
kept and others which Icould not
strongly to suggest that
wait to see the back of, but there was
the probability of the
much more to this than simple issues
ever again being amajor creative
of performance.
force in British life is approximately
Anyway, should you want to
the same as the probability that the
sample the new improved WRTH for
wonderful ruin of St George-in-the
East at Wapping Stepney will ever
yourself, your local bookshop can
probably oblige for the sum of
again be as Nicholas Hawksmoor left
£19.95. Failing that, the editorial
it. Sum lacrimae rerum.
So let us instead herald the return
address is PO Box 7373, Milton
Keynes MK12 5ZL. One gathers that
of an old friend, suitably renovated
the team have all sorts of other things
and refreshed. The World Radio and
TV Handbook has been a major
up
their sleeves
including a

T
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forthcoming Web site, so let's hope
for asuccessful renaissance.
One point which emerged from the
tests (or rather re-emerged, since it
has been made many times in this
column and elsewhere) was that a
radio receiving system consists of
much more than aradio receiver. For
one thing, providing the best possible
antenna is vital. There is no point
whatsoever in spending large sums of
money on high-grade receivers if you
do not at the same time invest time
and possibly money — although the
latter need not be apre-requisite —
in the antenna which is to be attached
to it. Spending the thick end of
£2000 on ahigh-grade receiver with
full digital signal processing, DC-tolight coverage and all the trimmings
is rather pointless if your proposed
antenna is arandom length of wire
draped round the curtain-rail.
An equally important accessory is
adecent set of headphones, preferably
not of the high-grade audiophile
variety. Being a moderately strong
dissenter from almost every review
I've ever read on the subject of
headphones (absolutely the only way
to buy them is to try several over a
period of aweek or so and establish
to your satisfaction and no-one else's
whether your proposed choice suits
your ear-brain system and the shape
of your skull), I'm firmly of the
opinion that most available modern
'cans' are nowhere near as suitable
for radio-monitoring purposes as they
might be. For the WRTH tests Iused
aHeil headset originally marketed for
amateur radio purposes, and also an
ancient Airlite headset recently retired
from aviation in favour of amodern
noise-cancelling type. In terms of
intelligibility when listening to weak
HF stations, both were streets ahead
of assorted specimens intended for
rather higher-grade programme
sources. The Airlite set in particular
is also much more comfortable over
long periods of listening than any
audiophile headphones I've ever tried,
although Isuppose you could argue
that it's had 20 years in which to
mould itself exactly to the shape of
my cranium so it jolly well should be!

BILL GILES: PRESSURE'S ON
Which reminds me that I'm now
convinced that Mr Bill Giles reads
this column and has decided on a
policy of total defiance. He's now
stating that low pressure can
'dominate the scene' as well as high,
and said so on three consecutive days
last month. Aarrgghh! Can't someone
at the Meteorological Office make
him Controller of Tropical Revolving
Storms, and write into his contract a
requirement to keep him at least 100
metres from any live microphone at
all times? Please?
John Nelson
61
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The RINGMAT

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our favourite
Italian company - afull-scale floor-standing GUARNERI that we've prayed for for ages
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - WE ARE VERY PROUD TO BE A PREMIER
RETAILER OF THIS MOULD-BREAKING RANGE FROM £ 1400 TO £ 500
NAIM AUDIO CDX - on dem with this excellent range of British audio equipment
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT & 'HOT'
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled sound;
on dem at last after along wait
THETA DAVID DVD PLAYER - superb results
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 TUNER K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how
good it is
KRELL 250P PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money
-just ask for adem
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 845 INTEGRATED AMP - you've read the reviews; just wait
till you hear it
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
NAKAMICHI CR1 CASSETTE DECK
£295
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 SIGNATURE
£995
ARCAM BLACK BOX 3
£ 100
AUDIO RESEARCH 0200 POWER AMPLIFIER £ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
£950
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 BAL INPUT
£ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE
£3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION PRIVATE SALE
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£ 1295
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM
£795
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP
£295
DPA LITTLE BIT
£ 100
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
£295
HEYBROOK SEXTETS
£495
HEYBROOK HB2 SPEAKERS
£ 100
KRELL KPS20
£5995
MERIDIAN 541 SURROUND CONTROLLER
£495
MICHELL ISO HR PHONO STAGE
£495
MICHELL ARGO PREAMP
£ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PREAMP
£495
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10-0 NEW
£85
NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER
£95
NAIM 903 POWER AMP
£375
ORELLE XTC PREAMPLIFIER
£595
PIONEER PDS505 PRECISION CD PLAYER
£295
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 LIGHT OAK
£2500
QUAD 606 POWER AMP
£395
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIER £795
STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE/SRMT1S HEADPHONE COMBO £P0A
TANNOY LITTLE GOLD MONITOR
£395
TEAC VRDS 10SE EX DEM
£595
£595
THORENS PRE/POWER
YAMAHA DSPA590
£ 195
.7C - FIR IE
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Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle,
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldhng, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Maranta, Martin Logan,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,
OUAD, REL Subwooters, Rote!, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target. Teac, Theta,
Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hui, Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

SUPPORT SYSTEM

acomplete, modular system to help you
achieve the perfect sound from your LPs

NOW DEMONSTRATING

fie A SL -

NEW PRODUCTS

The RINGMAT S
UPPORT SYSTEM comprises four
components, including the long awaited RINGMAT Spacers,
the LP version of STATMAT, RINGCAP and aRINGMAT for
those who do not already have one

A small selection from the many
RINGMAT REVIEWS
"A carefully researched and innovative product which
genuinely transforms analogue replay ..."
Christopher Breunig (Hi Fi News & Record Review, Sept. 1993)

o
"... easily comparable to an expensive tonearm,
cartridge or power supply upgrade ... one of those
improvements that just sounds absolutely right ..."
Jimmy Hughes (Audiophile, Oct. 1993)

"Essentially, Ringmat helps give LPs the kind of
firmness and stability normally only available from
master tapes."
Jimmy Hughes ( Hi Fi Choice, Feb. 1995)
A Mk11 version of

TA TMAT

for an even better sound from your CDs

There is aspecial upgrade price to the Mk11 version for
original STATMATs

A small selection from the many

STATMAT

REVIEWS

"... Inow instinctively use the device all the time."
Christopher Breunig (Hi Fi News & Record Review, Nov. 1997)

"... Statmat improved the sound of every CD Iplayed
in every player Ihad ..."
Sam Tellig (Stereophile, Vol. 20 No. 12, Dec. 1997)

Our products can be obtained though good hi-fi retailers.
Also available on mail order with moneyback guarantee.

WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

For further information, or to place an order, contact:

OXfOra

AUal0

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 9FB GB
TEL: +44 (0) 1277 200 210 FAX: +44 (0) 1277 201 225

POLISH SHOW REPORT

II

magine a land that never knew highfidelity sound until a few years ago. A
land of people passionate about music
but with little means to hear music
faithfully, excepting the live performance
itself. In an absence of equipment to play
records, vinyl as a format never became
widespread, leaving a void for the new
compact disc to fill when it hit the market.
This goes some way to explaining the
ubiquity of the beermat d'argent in Poland.
At the Audio ' 98 Show in Warsaw, more
than fifty exhibitors showed off hundreds
of brands — but many of those brands
were native Polish, unfamiliar to English
eyes and ears. The exhibition, from the 6-8
November, was held in two hotels in the
centre of the city. At the Jan III Sobieskie
Hotel, the ground floor and two and ahalf
floors above were given over to hi-fi; a
courtesy bus ride away, the Sheraton Hotel
offered larger rooms and higher-end kit.
Many British hi-fi companies had
products exhibited by their Polish
distributors — brands like Arcam, B&W,
Creek Audio, DPA, Harbeth, Heybrook,
Mission and Musical Fidelity. Decibel
Distribution, for instance, had an Arcam
system Alpha 9 CD and Alpha 10 amp
driving System Audio speakers to good
effect. Meanwhile Audio System, Polish
distributor of various UK marques, used
Creek electronics to drive Heybrook
Duets. Sonneteer represented itself, with
director and designer appearing in person,
demonstrating the new Prior and Alabaster
pre/power amplifiers, alongside the Byron
CD player and export-only Dryden DAC.
In the same room were some wellengineered stands and spike accessories
from Polish company JTL. Tannoy R1
speakers were heard in the Marantz room
courtesy of distributor Aiclio Arts. The
top-of-the-range CD7 was on source detail.
Overcoming the shock of finding
Warsaw a vinyl-free zone, Iexplored the
domestic digital players. This proved
interesting, with one company, Ancient
Audio of Krakow, catching the eye with
stylish slimline components. Designer
Jaromir Waszczyszyn (say `
Vash-chi-shin')
showed off a CD player
and acollection of valve
amps. The notable
exception to the LPdrought was
from
Wojciech
Szemis
('lloychyek Shem-is'). His
playing of Melodiyarecorded
Russian
guitarist
Vladimir
Viysotsky on a Voyd/
Audio Note system was
areal highlight.
One room saw three
Polish firms working
together to promote
speakers and amps.
MKG had solid hardwood .floorstanding
Conga by MKG, straining
hotel floors at 52kg apiece
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Poland 1998, scene of one of
the largest hi-fi events in
Eastern Europe. But where
are all the records?
by ANDREW HARRISON

Radmor and Tonsil. Like Tonsil [whose
factory was described in last month's
feature], Radmor was set up after World
War II, specialising in telecommunications.
The company now makes a range of hi-fi
products including mid-price separates,
and speakers sporting quality drivers from
Audax, SEAS and Peerless. Tonsil,
meanwhile was showing off the Classic 1, a
speaker tuned for the UK market by its
London- based TLC division. The
Tonsil/TLC room also featured the smaller
Classic 2 in real-wood veneer, along with
prototypes from the Maestro range.
American high- end equipment was
sprinkled liberally around the show —
including Martin Logan, Proceed and
Mark Levinson in the Sobieskie, and
Audio Research, California Audio Labs,
Theta, Krell et al in the Sheraton. One
distributor there, HiFi Sound Studio, was
playing contemporary Polish composers'
latest recordings on CD- R through a
stunning Wadia/Gryphon/Acapella system.
Warsaw's Audio Show ' 98 was a
refreshing event which, despite overlapping
with hi-fi shows in Prague and Budapest
on the same weekend, drew large crowds
and made a big impression for the
expanding East European audio market.
And not just the audio community took

speakers with Focal drivers. At
11,000z1 (or around £200D) the
Conga is a heavy- weight yet
sensitive animal; in contrast, the
Joss Tom is avery slim two-way
at 4,999z1 (£900), using aform
of transmission line to augment
bass from a pair of 5in drivers.
Amplifon
was
Joss's
amplification partner, showing
WM72 monoblocks ( EL345610, 60wattich integrated from Gdynia, northern Poland.
fueled, 72W/ch, 30 of those watts Radmor Abiased to class A). A pair of these
would set back Polish buyers 4200 zl (or
notice: the national newspaper Gazera
about £760).
Wyborcza and Kolor radio sponsored and
In another example of symbiotic
provided reportage to all the rest! The
teamwork, the craftsmen of Esa basked in
show's organiser Adam Mokrzycki was
the glow reflected from their luxuriouslyvery pleased with the turn-out, and looked
finished speakers, filled with superb drivers
forward to making the Warsaw show the
from Scan Speak and Vifa, while amplifier
region's definitive event for next year.
designers Struss had burnished- fronted
solid-state amplifiers featuring ' Power
Supply Distortion Free' technology.
Whatever they used inside, these proved a
good match for the low-efficiency Esas.
Talking of Scan Speak, Warsaw-based
Akustyk offered a selection of kit
loudspeakers using these drivers, and
providing visitors with some of the best
sounds around. Akustyk's kits, mainly twoway standmounters, seemed modestlypriced at 1280 to 3680z1 (£230 to 670),
belying their impressive performance.
Albedo, maker of fine cables in pure
silver from Bydgoszcz (` Bi-zjosh-ch'),
showed woven-geometry speaker cables
and interconnects. Demonstrated around
the
show,
the
attractive
finish
Clockwise from top left: jaromir Waszczyszyn of
complemented asterling performance.
Ancient Audio, attending with Lektor CD and 21ISE
Aside from the enthusiast- led scene
monoblocks; one of Marantz Polska 'sfriendly faces
there was more mainstream hardware, such
drawing the crowds to aCD7I RI dem; importer of
as that from Polish manufacturers
Audio Note and vinyl enthusiast Wojciech Szemis
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SALE
STARTS TUESDAY
29th DECEMBER 1998
10am
Dozens of new & ex, demo bargains
PHONE FOR DETAILS.
0% finance available (Subject to status)

• PROAC • LINN • QUAD • M ERIDIAN • ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • SME •
•AUDIO RESEARCH • KRELL • HARMAN KARDON • THETA • COPLAND • MARTIN LOGAN • SONUS FABER •
•PIONEER • TANNOY • STAR • W ILSON AUDIO • M ICHELL • CYRUS • M ONITOR AUDIO • YAMAHA • MARAN'TZ •
• KEF • BOSE • EPOS • M ISSION • DENON • NEAT
PETITE • M ICROMEGA • B&W
SPEAKERS •
•M USICAL FIDELITY XSERIES

listening

161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OLJ. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59. Fax: 0171-370 0192
Monday - Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest Tube; South Kensington or Gloucester Road.

Thinking different...
eauty

Audio Systems Ltd

PO. Om 3E13
Brentwood CM/4 SGB
IS 01211,21155

Audio Scene

Hazlemere Audio

Chesterfield

High Wycombe

Bristol

01246 204005

01494 437892

01225 874728

LMD Audio

The Music Mill

Walrus Systems

Margate

Edinburgh

London

01843 220092

0131 555 3963

0171 724 7224

1

The Right Note

high-tech for music
British emphfuors h•ndmod•

n Switzerlond

blacicbox
EXCEPTIONS AND
EXPURGATIVES

Ben Duncan
continues his
high level
overview of
some
audiograde
components'
shared
characteristics

Footnotes:
1See Black Box,
HFNIRR, Dec
1994 & Jan 95.
2 Stereophile is
available in UK
from Wollaton
Audio, Tel 01159
284147
For information en
reprints of some of
Ben Duncan 'spast
investigative
articles — 'Audio
Quality
Investigations' —
vols I & 2;
'Audio/Studio
mains supplies',
vols I & 2; and
the first 50 issues of
'Black Box', please
send A4 size SAE
or 2 International
Reply Coupons w
the author, do HiFi News.
Ben Duncan's
HYEAD-02, the
world's first pure.
audiograde op-amp
(published in Oct
'97 HEN), and the
DIY HYAP-02
application kit, to
build an ultra
high-end gaincontrol/buffer and
minimal preamp,
are available from
Lynden Audio,
TeL 0121 445
5057, 6.309.00pm.

L

ast month we saw how
audiograde parts, selected or
specialised
electronic
components from resistors to cables,
fell into three natural categories —
two fortuitous and one intentional.
Audio DlYers and the better hi-fi
makers have discovered these over
the past twenty-one or so years, and
used them to refine the sonic
qualities of their equipment.
The applicability of audiograde
parts is a different matter, if not
unrelated. The issue of applicability
arises at first because by and large,
sound quality enhancements occur
through onion- like layers — alias
hierarchies. If you ignore this, you
may waste money and get the wrong
results. The issue is one of balance,
in bath the sonic and engineering
realms. As a possibly exaggerated
example, if your equipment employs
multiply-nested bad technology (cf
having just one place where an
otherwise overall good design went
wrong) or is built on a lightweight
foundation, or sounds dreadfully bad
(or any combination thereof), there
is usually little (or less) point in
fitting expensive or any new parts
that would in more promising
circumstances act to refine sonic
nuances, until the far more basic
defects and problems are dealt with.
Equally, it is essential to understand
that some qualities of audio are not
reachable or curable — by any
amount
of enhancement
to
component quality — except perhaps
accidentally or tangentially.
For example, if your mains supply
is l5"it, too high, no amount of signal
path refinement will fix the primary
effects of that condition! Past this,
the ideal, expected situation is that
low-cost and individually unselected
Category C audiograde parts can
give fine service up to acertain fairly
basic level, after which the sonic
quality becomes refined enough to
then seem restricted or in astate of
imbalance — until the selection of
better quality parts (cg Categories A
and B), and/or improved signal path
met'iods is tried.
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'direction' or lay. The following is
abstracted
from a letter
in
On other occasions though, possibly
Stereophile2, from the reader of an
owing to good or fortuitous design,
article Ipublished there:
or when parts are used in the
'I am along time admirer of your
absolutely optimum way (such that
work. This letter is not to take issue
particular sound-degrading factors
with your article on component
have been greatly minimised), it is
tolerances but to suggest that more
possible for Category C parts to give
than individual tolerances may be at
results to a higher level. This is
work in causing piece-piece audible
especially true if used in concert
variance. In the past ten years Ihave
with higher grade parts. Other
had
three
high-end
audio
disturbances to common-sense
equipments (sic) that exhibited L-R
applicability of audiograde-part
channel differences in sound quality
improvements is
the general
that could not be explained by
background of individual aural
factory analysis. In desperation Itook
sensitivities: not every individual
these equipments apart, literally, and
hears, or is sensitised to, the widely
experimented with different elements
varied sonic qualities or changes that
of their design ad nauseum. Of all
substitution
to
audiograde
the elements, that have (cause)
negative
components can offer.
sonic
consequences
Another central feature is akind
(ferromagnetic fields, poor FET/tube
of higher dimensional ' nodal
matching,
poor
grounding
cancellation'.
This
can
arise
topologies, etc) nothing Ifound had
infrequently when acombination of as much significance in sonic terms,
qualities in the system, at the time
as having the wire in the individual
when you are trying audiograde
component run in the incorrect
parts X, Y &
direction.
Z, is causing
The
correct
them
to
direction
is
counterascertained
by
intuitively
switching each part's
degrade — or
L to R orientation
leave
in circuit and by
unchanged —
comparison
what you hear.
listening. When I
Aspects of such
rewire Iuse a long
behaviour were
piece with known
covered in an
correct direction and
earlier box'. If
scrupulously mark
you believe or
each piece as Icut
it off the main
are assured that
piece.'
the part you
are trying is
And the following
about right or a
excerpt indicates the
The Parts Connection Catalog', from one
little ahead for of several suppliers of audiophile-grade
sensitivity of the ears
the resolution components
we are dealing with
or refinement
here: ` In only one
level that the system as awhole is
component was incorrect wire
likely capable of, then it is worth
directionality not the cause of the
persisting, as it may well come right
channel imbalance. In that piece the
with acombination of (i) 'beddingmanufacturer had inexplicably
in'
and ( ii)
other
system
shunted the left input tube anode
adjustments, as improvements in
with a28pF cap to reduce RF; but
not the right channel side.'
one area frequently 'show up the
paintwork' elsewhere.
If
accepted,
this 'micro
directionality' thus adds to the list
of explanations for the chaotic
DIRECTIONALITY TEASER
nature
of
audio
equipment
A common feature of all the
component-part upgrading. It might
constituent parts used in audio signal
paths is that whereas many of the
explain (for example) why parts
sonic attributes may be explained
which
otherwise
exhibit
no
(by
measurable
or
inferable
particularly special attributes (such
performance characteristics), other
as a particular bog-standard, twoattributes that are just as audible to
pence metal film resistors) can
sound just so much better than
some listeners have yet to possess
any cogent or logical explanation.
other, perhaps competing parts —
One of these is a seemingly
even some that are visually identical
inexplicable quality that most
and are in fact made by virtually the
same machine — yet made in some
audiophiles thought only cables were
infected with — directionality. This
other
plant,
where
is where acable or conductor is said
the
lead
lay
is
random.
to have an optimum sounding
Ben Duncan
65

Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,

combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.
Classic 1: asubstantially built and

beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2

avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

TLC, Unit 5A, Lantens Court, 22 Millharbour, London E14 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430 Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil loudspeaker Company, 62-300 Wrzesnia,
Daszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel: +48 61 4369220 Fax: +48 61 4361488
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Specialist
write rs
must be on
guard to
avoid
anbiguity:
`sileance'
and
'diffraction'
in particular
have
become
misused

A later edition of
Harry F Olson's
hardback book,
Acoustical
Engineering,
available from the
Accessories Club
at L'40.00,
inclusive of UK pp

A

nyone who writes about a
specialist subject should be
on constant guard against
conveying false impressions through
the ambiguous use of what should
be precise terms. Iknow this from
bitter experience, as it is all too easy
to assume that one's audience will
realise what is intended by a
particular phrase despite its reliance
on aword which, if taken literally,
would shift the meaning. There's
also the casual throwaway remark
which can create puzzlement because
the writer assumes a context not
apparent to the reader. Indeed, over
the years a number of these
'Sidelines' pieces have emerged from
a need to apologise for just such
oversights, while on occasion the
pedant in me has even felt
sufficiently stirred up to criticise such
failings in others — which is my cue
for what follows.
In recent times acouple of longestablished terms have slipped into
widespread ambiguity: sibilance
(mildly) and diffraction (
quite
seriously). This has even happened
in HFNIRR, so Ihope the Editor
will forgive me for setting out what
Ithink has gone wrong.
Sibilance is the name given to
hissing sounds, in particular those
involved in the fricative components
of speech. The latter are carried over
into singing and are joined by the
hiss-like noises generated by some
musical instruments. This is perhaps
astatement of the obvious, but my
point is that sibilants are simply a
natural part of audio programmaterial. However, because their
exaggeration can be so objectionable,
the habit has arisen of writing as if
the very existence of sibilance
constituted afault. 'The loudspeaker
suffered from sibilance' is the sort
of comment one sees, whereas in
fact sibilance has suffered at the
hands of the speaker. One wouldn't
complain that a device suffers from
sopranos or string-tone because it
colours their sound!
Diffraction poses more knotty
problems. For acoustic purposes it
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is defined as the bending of waves
around solid objects, where the
greater the wavelength (X) in
comparison with the object's
dimensions, the easier and more
complete the bending process. Thus
if a700Hz wave (X = 500mm) met
a suspended cricket ball it would
flow round it and carry on in the
same direction with minimal
perturbation. Conversely, if that
same wave met an extended 3m-high
brick wall it would be reflected back
on itself, with negligible leakage
(diffraction) over the top. In the
intermediate
region
where
wavelength and object size are
comparable, there would be a
mixture of diffraction and reflection,
with the precise amalgam varying
with both frequency and the
obstruction's shape. Finally, if the
sound source is situated on the
object's own surface, the matter
becomes even more complex, which
brings us to loudspeakers.

PIONEER MEASUREMENTS
Many years ago, Harry F Olson of
RCA Labs made some pioneer
measurements
on
variously
contoured enclosures fitted with a
tiny LS drive-unit, in order to
discover the effect of cabinet shape
on frequency response while avoiding
the complications arising from cones
with dimensions likely to introduce
their own size-related effects. The
illustrations reproduced here derive
from his findings [HF Olson,
Acoustical Engineering 1957], where
the responses are plotted for cabinets
whose major dimensions are all an
arbitrary 610mm (24in). A sphere
clearly gives the best results, while a
cylinder of the same diameter gives
the worst. This is because while the
former provides asmooth surface of
constant curvature around which the

1000
FREQUENCY

2000

waves may diffract, the latter's
initially flat ' baffle' produces a
hemispherical wavefront which
subsequently meets a sudden
expansion of space on arrival at the
circular edge. The corresponding
sharp fall in acoustical impedance
and the associated drop in soundpressure level results in reflections,
such that some of the energy is reradiated frontally, creating an
interference pattern with the primary
wave
and
consequent
severe
irregularities in the net frequency
response. (But note that in all four
examples the patterns would shift up
in frequency with a smaller
enclosure, and vice versa.)
The cube behaved similarly, but
in a rather less extreme manner
because the distance from centre to
edge of a square isn't constant,
thereby spreading the step-effect with
time and blunting the resultant
quasi-reverberant behaviour. Lastly,
chamfering the edges of the cube to
give two successive 45° steps in place
of each 90° edge produces a
response not far removed from that
obtained with the sphere, a
procedure at the root of all latterday
attempts to aid diffraction by
rounding the corners of rectangular
loudspeaker cabinets.
But note that I refer to aiding
diffraction, not opposing it, and
therein lies the essence of my
complaint. Time and again in
speaker reports this corner-bevelling
practice is referred to as preventing
or reducing diffraction, whereas in
fact it does exactly the opposite by
helping it on its way, thereby
minimising unwanted reflections. It
is the latter which are being reduced,
and if diffraction is to be mentioned
it would be more accurate to talk of
it being encouraged to serve that
very purpose.
John Crabbe
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Cyril Smith Remembered: Phyllis Sellick talks to
Bill Newman
The lee and music of George Butterworth

81

80

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
A Cotswold Romance, Death of
Tintagiles
so/outs/LP ChILSOIHiclear

81

review by Andrew Achenbach
RECORD OF THE MONTH
72

Tavener's The Protecting Veil, with

Yo—Yo

Ma

CLASSICAL, NEW & REISSUES
72

Beethoven's Violin Sonatas - Mutter and Orkis;
Boris Godunov with Gergiev;

VARIOUS
BBC Legends
various artists
If Ever IWould Leave You
(Alan Jay Lerner lyrics)
TetfellOpera North ChlEng Northern
Philh1Daniel
Early Italian Violin Sonatas
Corivivium
Sonata Pro Tabula
Flanders Recorder QtMAKIGoebel

81

80
80

VERDI
Opera Duets
GheorghiulAlagnalle0Abbado
Rigoletto
soloists/Met Opera Orch & Ch/Levine

Don Pasquale in English;
BBC Legends; vinyl reissues

classical vinyl

JAZZ/ROCK/POP
86

Alanis Morissette;

83

BRUCKNER
Symphony 4
PhilharmoniallGemperer

84

DVORAK
Scherzo Capriccioso, Overtures
LSOIKertesz

84

HOLST
The Planets
LA PO Mehra

83

STRAVINSKY
Firebird ballet
LSOIDorati

84

100 YEARS OF DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON
Argerich!KarajanIKleiber

Atlantic jazz roundup
ROCK REISSUES
93

reviews by Ken Kessler

INDEX classical

72

ARNOLD:
Philharmonic Concerto, Anniversary
Overture, Peterloo, A Flourish for
Orchestra, Beckus the Dandipratt.
Water Music. Symphony for Strings
BBC Concert ()reh Handley

72

JS BACH
Cello Suites
Irispelwey

73
73

74

BERIJOZ
6 Overtures
11,s,le,i Staatskapelle.Davis

74

DITTERSDORF
Symphonies F7, gl, dl
Fallon, ( 1,1, Grodd

78

74

DONNANYI
Variations on a Nursery Rhyme
Smith Liverpool PO/Sargent
DONIZETTI
Don Pasquale
soloists/Geoffrey Mitchell ChILPOI
Parry

75

MUCH
Symphonies 1--3
Detroit SOljárvi

75

HANN
'La Belle Epoque' — Songs
GraharnIVignoles

75

75

75

68

BEETHOVEN
Fidelio
soloistvEdierburgle Fat ChISCOI
Mackerras
Violin Sonatas
AfraterlOrkis

HAYDN
Scherzandi
PahudHavdr: Ens Berlin!
Sehellenberger
M HAYDN
Flute Concedo
PahudlHaydn Ens Berlin,
Schellenberger
HOFMANN
lute Culls orto
Iloydri Ens Berlin!
Ndrellertbers,rer

76

HOLLOWAY
Serenade in C, FantasyPieces on the
Heine Liederkreis of Schumann
Brown Nash EnsiBrabbins

76

MAHLER
Symphony 5
Chicago SOIBarenboim

John TaYeners his new wot k
Tears of the angels is
reviewed on page 79
MIDTNER
Complete Piano Sonatas, etc
76

HaniClill

76

Piano works Vol.5
'
Eoser

77

MUSSORGSKY
Boris Godunov ( 2 versions)
soloists/Rine OperalGergiev

79

NOVAK
Trio quasi una Donate
,
70,1Chilll Trit ,

77

78

78

78

79

POULENC
Les mamelles de Tirésias, Le bal
masque
soloists Salii , Kiriell Orch Ozawa
RACHMANINOV
Piano Concerto 2, Paganini
Rhapsody/Suite 2
SmithlSellickILiverpool
POIPhilharmonialSargent
Piano Concerto 3, 2 Preludes
SmithICBSOIWeldon1Liverpool
P0/Sargent

SCHMIDT
Das Buck mit sieben Seigeln
Andersen/Pape/Bavarian RSO
& ChlWelser-Most
SCHUMANN
Liederkreis
Spence Brown

79

SMETANA
Piano Trio
,
Joachim Trio

79

SUK
Piano Trio
Joachim Trio

79
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89

BARINAKED LADIES
Stunt

89

JOAN BAEZ
Baez Sings ! Man

89

THE BAND
The Very Best Of

90

BEACH BOYS
Greatest Hits

90

GARY US BONDS
Quarter To Three/Twist Up Coleus

89

THE ALAN SOWN
Outward flown... Plus

89

MARTIN CAM'S
Signs Of Life

90

GENE CLARK
Flying High

89

ROGER
Flatlands

90

FRIEND'N FELLOW
Purple Rose

91

MARVIN GAYE
Midnight Love

so

HONEY CONE
Cone To The Bone

93
93
93
93

THE KINKS
Muswell
Everybody's in Showbiz
Preservation Act I
Preservation Act 2

93

DEAN MARTIN
The Very Best Of

90

JONI MITCHELL
Taming The Tiger

99

ALANIS MORISSETTE
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie

33
93
93

GENE PITNEY
Just For YoulWorld-Wide Winner;
Golden Greats/This is Gene Pitney
Ten Years Later/Now Sounds Of...

ENO

ELVIS PRESLEY
93
33

Tiger Man
Memories

86

ANTHONY BRAXTON/
STEWART GIUAOR DUO
14 Compositions ( Traditional) 1996

93

SCAFFOLD
Ar Abbey Road /966 1971

86

EUGENE CHADBOURNE
The Hellingtunes

10

BRIAN UTZ»
The Dirty Boogie

86

FREDDY COLE
Love Makes The Changes
DEREK 11: THE RUINS
Tohjinbo

13

NINA SIMONE
Sugar In My Bowl

86

90

BOB SINCLAIR
Paradise

86

THE AULHAV1SHNU
ORCHESTRA FEATURING
JOHN MeLAUGNUN
The Inner Mounting Flame

90

THE SUNSHINE CLUB
Visir To A Small Planet

87

SABIR MATEEN
Divine Mad Love

86

NOT UPS PAGE
After Hours In Harlem

91
91

VARIOUS
Box Sets
Live Stuff

87

SWAMI
Din Of Inequity

90

DON WIUJAMS
I Turn The Page

87

CHARLES WHARF/
SIMON N FILL
Frankenstein

91

ROBBIE WILIAMS
I've Been Expecting You

87

VARIOUS
Atlantic Reissues

THI TORNADOS
Telstar
The Complete Tornados

ROSSINI
Cantatas Will
soloists/La Scala POIChailly
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rock/pop

The Protecting Veil, The Last Sleep of
the Virgin
Springuel 1Fiamnunghr IFerthen

TA1/33311
The Protecting Veil, Wake Up...
And Die
Ma/Baltimore SOIZinman
Depart in peace, My gaze is ever upon
You, Tears of the angels .
RozariolBT Scottish Ens/Gould

THE NIFN/Rit RATINGS
Sound quality and performance are separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical content.
Afew releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated). An additional
'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show catalogue number
full price;
and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price coding:
midprice; .. budget price; C> special price - see ' Compact Disc Service'.
Reissues are shown ®, with First UK publication date.
Sound quality :

Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

A:1
B:2
C:3
D:4
H: H
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Performance

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Cyril Smith was born in
Middlesborough in 1909; he
studied at the RCM, making
his debut at Birmingham in
1929. He was renowned as a
Rachmaninov interpreter —
this month we review CD
transfers of Concertos 2 & 3
and the Paganini Rhapsody,
together with the Suite 2 —
and he continued to work as
a duettist with his wife,
Phyllis Sellick, well after an
incapacitating stroke which
occurred during a 1956 tour
of the USSR. He was awarded
the OBE in 1971

p

hyllis Sellick's big study
overlooking Barnes Common
is full of books and music, and
has two concert grands, one of
which used to belong to Sir Henry
Wood.
'Sir Henry was very keen that we
played two pianos, Ithink so that
we didn't go off separately but often
performed together. Although a
different art, it didn't interfere with
our solo careers. Playing duets cm
one piano is much more difficult,
because of the pedalling, but we
only did this after Cyril's left hand
was out of action.
`There is always that disputed
area in the middle range where the
hands collide all the time, and this
meant that Cyril — who was at the
top — had to sit back, so that I
could get at the keys properly. Being
in that position all the time, it
wasn't good for my back. There is
much more room to play on two
pianos, and perhaps this is why
some duet-playing sounds
mechanical.'
Three hands on two pianos
brought other kinds of
responsibilities... ' Only because I
had to take on different musical
notes. We took the four-handed
works in our repertoire to various
excellent arrangers who redistributed
the notes, and although it sounded
the same, Cyril played all he could
of his part with his right hand, and I
had to play all that was left over!
'Mentally, it was extremely
difficult. We had been playing
normally together for twelve rears,
and it was ingrained into our
system. When you practised, it
eventually carne from your
subconscious mind, but because it
was now different, everything had to
be conscious.
'His bravery and commitment
were fantastic; and he even said in
Moscow " If we can't play with four
hands, we'll do it with three".
Following the tragedy, he wouldn't
HI-F1 NEWS IS RECORD REVIEW
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toil Smith

Remem bere
Phyllis Sellick recalls the ruling
principles of her husband,
as concert pianist and teacher
Interviews by Bill Newman
just have been content to teach —
which he loved — but had to
perform as well.
`After Cyril had his stroke he had
to be very careful with his rhythm,
with no use in his left hand, and
without those sympathetic bass
vibrations to set up the tone in the
right he found it difficult to reestablish his true cantabile, singing,
style. Iwill always remember the
vitality of his playing and the way he
communicated the music to his
audiences.'
In the old days of the BBC Home
Service, Cyril Smith gave what I
thought (as ateenager) was one of

—

the most musical performances of
Tchaikovsky's B-flat-minor Concerto
Ihad ever heard. Iasked Phyllis
Sellick about the problems of
sustaining musical spontaneity when
making a commercial recording.
'A wpong note in live performance
is gone forever. You have to remove
it when making a record, and that
probably accounts for less musical
recordings than you would like to
hear.'
The most successful two-piano
recording made by Cyril Smith and
Phyllis Sellick during the 1950s was
their Rachmaninov Second Suite for
two pianos [
see reviews]; but while
Cyril was performing Rachmaninov,
Beethoven, Dohnanyi and much
else, Phyllis was noted for her
British and French music.
'Particularly French, which Ilove.
Like all piano playing, you have to
have the sound in your head, first.
How to put the note down. You
don't play Debussy like Beethoven,
but require a sense of style: Ihad to
69
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interview

Whom the Gods love: the Life and
Music of George Butterworth,
by Michael Barlow. 204 pages Hardback,
£25.00. Published by Toccata Press
ISBN 0907689 42 6
Butterworth (b.1885) was perhaps the
most gifted of those young composers
who lost their lives in The Great War.
Though his output was small — he
was notoriously self-critical, destroying
many early manuscripts before
enlistment — it is of exceedingly high
quality, and works such as the
poignant rhapsody, A Shropshire Lad,
and ` On the idle hill of summer' from
the Housman-cycle, Bredon Hill, are
mini-masterpieces by any criteria.
Michael Barlow proves alucid and
perceptive commentator — up until
now, for example, I'd never registered
just how strongly the spirit of Finzi is
foreshadowed in ' Life in her creaking
shoes' from the 1911-12 cycle, Love
blows as the Wind blows. Particularly
fascinating are the chapters dealing
with Butterworth's contribution to the
English folksong revival (amember of
the Folk Song Society and foundermember of Cecil Sharp's English Folk
Dance Society, he was not only an
avid and meticulous transcriber but
also ahighly skilled Morris dancer!)
and his close friendship with Vaughan
Williams; the genesis of the latter's A
London Symphony owes much to
Butterworth's enthusiastic promptings.
Well-balanced appraisals of The
Banks of Green Willow, Two English
Idylls and the two Housman songcycles (
Six Songs from `A Shropshire
Lad' and Bredon Hill) drive home
afresh what agrievous loss to British
music was Butterworth's death on the
Somme in August 1916.
Contemporaries at Radley College,
where he taught from 1909-10, spoke
admiringly of his ' extraordinary
strength of character' and ' rugged
directness of manner'; but perhaps the
most eloquent tribute came from VW
in aletter to Butterworth's father: ' I
think Iknow of no composer whose
music expressed his character more
exactly... [He had] the determination
to be and say exactly what he meant
and no other'.
With athoughtful preface by
Vernon Handley, the book also
contains no fewer than six appendices,
including acomplete catalogue of the
music (the five-movement Suite for
string quartet from around 1910 would
surely be worth the attention of some
enterprising group), alist of some 300
folksongs and Morris dances he
collected over aperiod of some six
and ahalf years, as well as areprint
of the RCM Magazine article he wrote
in 1914 on Vaughan Williams's
London Symphony. We also get an
extensive discography, though it is
neither as comprehensive nor as
current as one might have expected.
No matter: this remains avery useful
and creditable volume.
Andrew Achenbach
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discover that sound, it was not what
Idid with my fingers.
'With Cyril, it was the
Rachmaninov sound and style — the
harmonies and the sadness. A lot of
Rachmaninov players don't find it.
[Along] with good rubato, one has
to have very accurate rhythmic
pulse.
'Harmonic sensitivity in playing is
also important. With so many good
pianists, there are those who play
too fast and too loud, and you are
unable to hear those marvellous
inner harmonies. This is the
American influence, and pianos with
hard hammers.
'Steinways in New York are now
making instruments with softer
hammers, so perhaps artists no
longer like the percussive pianos.
Here, in London, you can listen to
six Steinways and they can all sound
different. My husband had a
Beisendorfer, then learnt that
Steinways, with their different
action, were being used by concert
halls, so we bought one, shifting the
Büsendorfer into my studio.
`We started off with two
Blüthners, then Lady Jessie Wood
gave us Sir Henry's Steinway, and
we were very well off. With their
carrying power we had to deaden
the ceiling to stop the sound going
all over the house!
'I am getting increasingly
convinced that atremendous
amount of score-reading should take
place before sitting down to play the
music. Play it tog soon and you get
into bad habits. Gina Bachauer
studied Brahms's Piano Concerto 2
for about amonth before she played
it. By that time she could play it
from memory.'
Cyril Smith and Phyllis Sellick
used to discuss their repertoire at
great length. They had mutual
admiration for each other's opinions
and it alleviated the amount of time
required for practice. A shared liking
for teaching and adjudicating at
competitions also had its rewards.
`When Alexeev won the Leeds,
with Uchida coming second and
Schiff third, it was avintage year. I
came away feeling more in love with
music than ever before. There is a
lot of good to be said for
competitions, and alot of minuses,
because in the end only the winner
is happy. Even the second and third
are disappointed, and some can't
even play well at these events: they
haven't got the mentality. Others
can easily try too hard.
'A purely technical performance
can also be very depressing. The
music is just missing, and it is
impossible to hide your true
character when you play. When you
listen to Horowitz or Moiseiwitsch,
there are certain inspired moments
that come out in interpretation that
cannot be taught, but become part
of that emotional link between
performer and public.'

On teaching
'I remember my husband saying that
George Gage, his first teacher, went
white with anger if he used awrong
finger, never worrying about wrong
notes. And that's vitally important,
because the performance will be
thrown by incorrect fingering.'
Sellick tells her own students not
to worry about mistakes or memory
lapses. ' Itell them to go on, to
never, never stop! You have to know
the part physically, aurally and .
mentally. Practice it with your eyes
closed.., then there's always
something there, and if you lose one,
the other takes over.'

Margaret Fingerhut
Almost up to the time of his death,
teaching became Smith's prime
concern, and Margaret Fingerhut,
his pupil for just one year,
remembers him as ` akind of
surrogate Yorkshire uncle, warm and
encouraging — although there were
less fortunate pupils who left in
tears'.
She instances lessons that tested
ear, brain and physical stamina:
playing 'blind', which involved a
wooden board placed over the
keyboard to obscure sight of the
keys; practising on atable, or the
surrounding wood of the instrument
with one hand, and on the keyboard
with the other; performing five-part
Bach fugues and memorising each
part separately; and continuous
rhythmic exercises of running groups
of semiquavers in sequences up to
four.
'He wanted students to know and
memorise every note, to finger
everything correctly, which involved
changes of key and hand positions.
He would distribute three pages of
shorthand typed notes as his method.
Everyone had to work through and
master these. Once he was satisfied,
pupils were allowed to keep them as
a kind of passport of reference.'

David Nettle
David Nettle (duettist with Richard
Markham), talks about Smith's
enormous right-hand stretch of a
tenth: the second finger on C, third
on E, fourth on G, fifth on C
(octave above), the thumb curved
underneath to play the E above that.
He remembers having to practise
right-hand melodies with the left
hand, accompaniments with the
right, and playing all contrapuntal
music from Bach onwards with
hands crossed.
'He had awill of iron, although
he was kind, and no one ever
crossed him.'
Some time after, Phyllis Sellick
told Nettle of the hell she and her
husband went through trying to
adapt Brahms's four-hand version of
his Piano Quintet to three hands.
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masterwork. Arnold soon made a
version for full orchestra and avery
appealing triptych it comprises too,
the lovely central Andantino and
Vivace finale recalling the charms of
the English Dances.
A Flourish for Orchestra (1973)
emerges as an enjoyably quirky,
extended fanfare. Only the brief
Anniversary Overture (
written in
1968 for the Hong Kong
Philharmonic Society) perhaps fails
to improve with repetition. Terrific
Walthamstow sound!

of the Month
TAVINER:
The Protecting Veil J Wake Up...
And Die
Yo-Yo Ma (v1c)1Baltimore SOI
Zinman
Sony Classical SK 62821

Andrew Achenbach

(
67m 04ç)

the Virgin that appeared to the holy fool Andrew during the Saracen invasion of
Constantinople in the 10th- century. Since its premiere by Steven lsserlis in 1989 it has

Channel Classics CCS 12298
(2CDs, 140m 03s)

become one of the composer's best-known works, marking his move away from purely
vocal textures into more wide-ranging instrumental forms.
In The Protecting Veil the cellist
particularly memorable. His tempi
presents arichly lyrical monologue
are slower than in other versions
portraying the song of the Virgin
[
see also page 80], the better to
whilst the orchestra is choric in its
savour the improvisatory flow of
response. The events of the
Tavener's vocally-inspired line, and
Annunciation, the Incarnation and
his acute response to the dynamic
the Resurrection form the focus of
requirements of the score gives the
individual movts, whilst at the heart
reading a natural authority and
of the work is along unaccompanied
emotional depth.
lament at the foot of the Cross.
Sony's coupling is the first
Yo-Yo Ma has been much
recording of Wake Up... And Die
concerned with the exploration of ( 1995) in which asolo cello is
new artistic realms of late, both in
accompanied by an orchestral cello
seeking to collaborate with artists in
section. Here Tavener's music
fields outside music and in a more
operates in palindromes, sounding
general search for a greater
surprisingly Hebraic at times, whilst
communicative bond with his
Yo-Yo Ma's cello makes the most of
audience. In his version of The
the skyrocketing central figuration.
Protecting Veil his spiritual and
Ma's Protecting Veil is certainly a
musical identification with the work
first recommendation in this work,
is outstanding, but it is the sense of
and Sony's responsive recording
burning ecstasy that suffuses his
gives the music the space it needs.
performance that makes it
John Kersey
A-A*: 1* 0

Conifer Classics 75605 51298 2

(70m

09s)

Pure enjoyment from start to finish.
Vernon Handley's impeccable
credentials in this repertoire need no
further confirmation from me, and
he obtains acommendably stylish
and enthusiastic response from the
BBC Concert Orchestra. The 21year-old Arnold's 1943 concert
overture Beckus the Dandipratt makes
a swaggering curtain-raiser, its wily
exuberance and astonishingly mature
sense of orchestral colour splendidly
conveyed.
First heard four years later, the
impressive Symphony for Strings
proves a tougher nut to crack,
displaying abitter-sweet nerviness
and tightly-knit, almost Sibelian
concentration which audibly point
the way forward to Arnold's
72

similarly moody, driven Symphony I
of 1949.
All five remaining offerings are
occasional in nature, each composed
for a particular festival or
anniversary, though two of them, the
Peterloo Overture and Philharmonic
Concerto, are substantial
achievements by any standard. The
former was written in 1968 to mark
the centenary of the TUC and
describes the infamous 1819
massacre on Manchester's St Peter's
Fields when apolitical meeting was
violently curtailed by soldiers. Even
more rewarding is the Philharmonic
Concerto, conceived as a showpiece
for the LPO (Arnold's old orchestra)
to perform on their 1976 US tour. It
is asuperbly confident piece of
writing, brimful of invention and
charisma.
Commissioned by the National
Trust to celebrate its acquisition of
the Stratford-upon-Avon Canal,
Water Music originally began life as a
wind-band serenade, and was first
performed in the open air on a
barge just like Handel's eponymous

0

JS BACH:
Six Cello Suites
Pieter Wispelwey (baroque v/c &
v/c piccolo)

Tavener wrote The Protecting Veil as a'
lyrical icon in sound', arecord of the vision of

ARNOLD:
Philharmonic Concerto I
Anniversary Overture -IPeterloo J
A Flourish for Orchestra _IBackus
the Dandipratt J Water Music J
Symphony for Strings
BBC Concert Orchillandley

A-A': 1-1

'Arnold's
concert
overture
Beckus the
Dandipratt
makes a
swaggering
curtainraiser'

Beware, you'll have to listen to these
suites through variable amounts of
huffing and puffing, and what
sounds like a pair of bongo drums
playing alongside. The respiratory
flak comes from Wispelwey, and the
percussion karaoke happens to be
his fingers vigorously (and
apparently desperately) stopping the
strings of his period instruments,
neither of which has an end-pin.
Doubtless such absurd close-miking
was necessary to counteract the
acoustics of a thoroughly unsuitable
venue, achurch. Cut the volume to
make the unseemly background a
less offensive irritant.
Bach pithily expressed ahigh
degree of pathos in the mere 20 bars
of single notes that make up the
Sarabande of 5. Casals [EMI] stands
back, withdrawing into an ethereal
purity of line that has its own
impact. Not so Wispelwey. He uses
small hesitancies to differentiate
groupings, then contrasts them
through various shades of tone and
rubato — all without slighting
intimacy. And in the corresponding
movement of 4, his apparent tying
across the bar of certain top notes
written to be played as part of
chords (allowing the tone to taper
rapidly rather than remain constant),
lends a different sort of weight to
the realisation. He also alters the
second half of bar 20 ( 1m 37s) in
5(i). Such latitude in interpretation
might seem meretricious, but here it
suggests that Wispelwey's feel for
the emotional subtleties beneath the
notes is strong. Yet the disciplines of
the forms are not sacrificed to
subjectivity.
The key to many of the
performances is Wispelwey's sense of
rhythm, one that welds articulation
and accentuation to present a
lapping pulse. This is heard most
obviously in the vital lift given the
overtly dance-like Bourrées, Menuets,
Gavottes and Gigues. But it is in the
Preludes, each one of which is
differently organised, that
Wispelwey's sense of phraseology is
FEBRUARY 1559
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put to the test. His solutions may
not be to all tastes, but it is clear
that a lot of thought has been
expended. Note, as examples, how
he varies the sequences in the
Prelude of 2; how he sweeps through
that of 3 while stressing the pedalnote G — it runs through 16 bars
— without smudging the fabric; and
how he maintains momentum
through the magnificently
exploratory 6(i).
Not all Bach scholars will agree
with the use of a five-stringed
violoncello piccolo in this work
(they'd prefer a five-stringed cello),

but there is no denying that the
timbre of the instrument gives the
music an unusual range and tension.
In sum, Wispelwey nudges and
confronts. The snag is that his
challenge often has the semblance of
a struggle — which returns us to the
problem of the recording, where a
claustrophobic balance has turned
musical effort into apicture of
physical effortfulness. It introduces
an unwelcome dimension into a
listener's consciousness and detracts
from the star quality that is present
most of the time.
Nalen Anthoni

BEETHOVEN:
The Violin Sonatas
Anne-Sophie Mutter (vin) /Lambert
Orkis (pno)

plums: Tom SpechrIDG

DG 457 619-2
(4CDs, 260m 07s) recorded live
Hard to resist. Working with her
musical partner of ten years'
standing, Anne-Sophie Mutter has
devoted ayear to performing the
Beethoven sonatas in Europe, the
Americas and Asia, in set
chronological programmes (as on the
CDs: Op.12, Opp.23 and 24,
Spring'; Op.30; and the ` Kreutzer'
with Op.96). She says, firmly, that
the ' Spring' must be heard in
relation to the ' darkness of a
German November' that is the
preceeding A-minor. The recordings
were made at Wiesbaden, halfway
through the cycles; the set, lavishly
packaged in a fold-out container
with separate portraits under each
disc has four sonatas accessible to
PC owners, with information
sections and scores which may be
followed by cursor, accompanied live
(either the violin or piano part), and
even edited on screen. DG's 'hard
copy' comprises alengthy interview
with Mutter and notes on the works
by Tully Potter. Delightful
Beethoven miniatures round off the
three ' programmes', but in the last
of these, the Minuet Wo0.10
Mutter's slurred delivery sounds like
self-parody.
It was foolish of me to assure
colleagues that this was no
`HEIFETZ • Brooks Smith' partnership,
based on preliminary sampling.
True, the balance has the piano
consistently prominent, and where
Orkis leads, Mutter will follow,
matching the phrasing as if of one
mind. But try the Adagio espressivo
from Op.96 and ask yourself `what
composer is this?'. Orkis is fatally
bland here. As it happens, DG
reissued in the same month an old
Schneiderhan/Kempff recording, and
you only have to hear abar or so of
Kempff to recognise the lateBeethoven voice. Orkis (who
reminds me of Souzay's accompanist
Dalton Baldwin) is technically very
deft; but frankly it is always Mutter's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BEETHOVIN:
Piano Concerto 3 1_1 Symphony 5 LI
Egmont Overture
Emil G11,1s (pno)IVPOISzell
&fee C484 981 [
dist. Chandos]
(77m 26s) recorded live
This is tremendous! Gilds plays like
an angel, with poetry in every bar.
His trills, all essential to Beethoven's
complete sense of tragedy, add
particular beauty to the whole. The
symphony in the same key is given a
masterly reading, of far greater
importance than the commercial
Emil Gaels recordings SzeII made at Cleveland
[Sony] and with the Concertgebouw
[Philips] — a fresh-sounding and
stimulating achievement marking
Sze11's welcome return to Vienna,
some 35 years after his recording
with Casals of the Dvorak Concerto.
The familiar Egmont Overture (so
different from the brutal Berlin
Philharmonic performance heard at
the 1998 Proms) adds that final
touch to the brilliance of the
occasion, in excellent sound from
the Grosses Festpielhause in 1969.
Bill Newman

playing that you focus on. And she's
very wilful, especially in the sonata
she first learned, the ' Spring'.
Occasionally she drags out aphrase
making nonsense of the keyboard
part, or slurs up to the correct pitch
of anote. Her extreme use of tonecolour takes us well beyond 19thcentury context. Mutter can do
virtually anything on her preferred
1710 Stradivari, the 'Lord Dunn
Raven' CI need this harshness for
the eruptive moments' — and harsh
she is, in some exaggerated
dynamics early in the ` Kreutzer').
Much of her playing is magnificent;
the trouble is, Ican rarely sense that
the freedom she exercises helps one
understand the music. The
Kremer/Argerich cycle [DG 447
058-2, 3CDs] suffers not at all from
completion stretching over awhole
decade (in three different recording
locations); at almost any moment of
comparison Ifelt an instant
'homecoming' — yes, this is how
Beethoven sounds! Take the very
start of Op.12:1 and contrast the
way Mutter seizes the attention (yet
she speaks eloquently of the gradual
shift from the early sonatas to the
'equal partnership' of Op.47), then
contrast Kremer's proper
subservience to the keyboard role.
(Surprisingly, Grumiaux, in his
Philips set with Haskil was also
dominating.)
In spite of all this: hard to resist.
But so was the Titanic voyage...
make sure you have alifeboat
marked ' other version'.
Christopher Breunig

A:1-3 0

As:1* 0

BEETHO'VIN:
Fidelio
BenackoválRaimondilRolfe Johnson/
Mark AinsleylKapellmannl
Wilson-Johnson/ Vogel/Edinburgh Fest
ChISCOIMackerras
Telarc CD-80439

o
>

o
o
o

(
2CDs, 123m 45s)

Sir Charles Mackerras turns from
some wonderful Mozart recordings
with the SCO to the grandest of all
Singspiels. This is a splendid Fidelio,
full of delicacy and power, warmth
and brilliance. For those who
absolutely must have the overture
Leonore 3 it is available on an extra
track at the end of CD2. Very
properly, the Fidelio overture opens
the work, bold and vivid (with
frenetic timpani), and leads us
straight into the scene of domestic
turmoil out of which the drama
gradually emerges. Neither of the
women is exactly fluent in German,
but in almost every other respect
they are both outstandingly
successful: Ildikó Raimondi
youthfully impetuous, fluent in her
runs and ornaments, Gabriela
Benacková bold, passionate,
eloquent. It is afinely balanced cast,
with John Mark Ainsley a sturdy
Jacquino (and First Prisoner), David
Wilson-Johnson incisive as Don
Fernando (and a timidly breathless
Second Prisoner), and Franz-Josef
Kapellmann afiery, vengeful Don
Pizarro, whose snarl is never less
than musical. Siegfried Vogel just
manages to offset the easy
conscience of Rocco with the man's
basic decency, thanks to some
outstanding singing.
Anthony Rolfe Johnson is a
credible, moving Florestan, ecstatic
in the vision, lean of line, yet with
heroic reserves for the great duet,
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BERLIOZ:
Overtures - Les Francs Juges J
Waverley J King Lear J Roman
Carnival J Beatrice & Benedict J
Benvenuto Cellini
StaatskapellelDavis

compared with the competition from
Dutoit's Montreal version [Decca
452 480-2, HFNIRR April ' 98].
Dutoit can also seem more
attractive by virtue of greater overall
briskness, and while his brash
Roman Carnival is nevertheless no
match for Davis's, whose ear for fine
points still makes him the more
acute Berliozian despite that broody
Lear, Ihave to say that I'd be hard
pushed to decide apreference if
forced to make a choice between the
two. Sample both if you can.

RCA 09026 68790 2

John Crabbe

Peter Branscombe

A:1'4 0

(
75m 15s)

This is the third CD to encompass
seven of the eight Berlioz overtures,
following Dutoit's Decca disc
offering the same selection as here
and Talmi's Naxos package which
replaces Les Francs juges with Rob
Roy. Rob Roy was omitted from the
LSO/Davis Berlioz cycle, and only
five of the other seven were ever
brought together on asingle disc
because the overtures to Beatrice &
Benedict and Benvenuto Cellini
remained exclusive to their
respective operas, while even now
the acquisition of all seven involves
purchase of the 6CD ` Complete
Orchestral Music' set.
But those Philips recordings have
ages spanning 22-33 years, and in
view of the above it's not surprising
that Sir Colin has felt the urge to
tackle the works again — employing,
as it happens, an orchestra for which
Berlioz himself was once proposed
as Kappellmeister. In general, Davis
is now more ruminative, a change
echoed by a tendency to hum along
lovingly with the music, especially
noticeable in the slow sections of
Roman Carnival and Cellini.
However, Ifear that he lingers to
excess in King Lear, in one of the
longest-ever performances which at
times evokes some rather densely
textured sounds more akin to
Brahms than Berlioz. But these
passages are soon over, and the
Dresden players are otherwise fine,
with splendid ensemble in the
allegros and strikingly clear-cut
articulation from brass and timpani.
One caution, though: the pleasingly
spacious recording suffers from a
slightly dulled tonal balance
74
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DITTERSDORF:
Symphonies - Grave F7 J g
Failoni OrchlGrodd
Naxos 8553974

Sir Charles
Mackerras
with Gabriela
Bencrcková:
Fidelio with the
Scottish Chamber
Orchestra

J dl

(63m I3s)

Unlike the frankly popular pictorial/
descriptive symphonies (not
`Sinfonias', Naxos, please!) on Uwe
Grodd's previous issue, reviewed in
November, this disc with three
recording premieres shows a more
earnest side of the composer's art.
All are apparently ` absolute' works,
which means that no programme is
known for any of them. The earliest,
in F-major, composed about 1763,
begins in somewhat earthbound
fashion but bucks up in time for the
hunting finale. Much more
rewarding is the G-minor symphony
of about 1768: it was once
attributed to Haydn and one can see
why. It's fully Sturm und Drang. Like

Robert Dearling

A-B:1 A

DONIZETTI:
Don Pasquale
Dawson/Banks/Howard/Shore/
Geoffrey Mitchell ChILPOIParry
Chandos CHAN 3011(2)

'In the case
of Andrew
Shore's
Pascuale
one would
be hard put
to it to find

441>

F7, it is scored for pairs of oboes
and horns plus strings, and the
horns were pitched originally in G
and B-flat (
alto, as in Haydn's
No.39 of similar date?) but later the
second horn was changed to G by
the composer, and that seems to be
the case here. There is a superb
Andante, a fine and serious minuet,
and a strangely elongated finale with
thematic interconnection with (i). It
is marked Presto con garbo ('with
grace'), but its angry driving energy
and mischievous second subject
leave no room for grace until the
strange coda's expansive opening
gesture.
The D-minor symphony ( 1770s)
opens with adark Adagio but most
of the rest abandons this key to
become a finely constructed Dmajor work of grandeur and
impetus. Oddly, Dittersdorf
interferes with our sense of
proportion by truncating the
minuet's repeat after the trio. It's
not an editing fault: the composer
meant it!
Grodd observes all repeats but
omits harpsichord continuo, which is
certainly needed in works of the
1760s-70s. He pays careful attention
to dynamic changes, is stylish over
grace-notes, and draws accurate and
sensitive playing from this orchestra,
an offshoot of the Hungarian State
Opera. A rather dry and enclosed
recording is still clear enough for
detail and the good wind/string
balance to be enjoyed.

a better
buffo in Italy
or anywhere
else'

4

Sir Colin Davis:
Berlioz overtures
with the Dresden
Staatskapelle

(
2CDs, 127m 02s)

There are anumber of sets of
Donizetti's brilliantly inventive
comedy Iwouldn't readily part with,
but this newcomer, the first account
in English, deserves to be judged by
the highest standards. Such pieces
go well in the vernacular, and the
capable translation here is the work
of the conductor, David Parry.
Though it has some slightly artificial
usages (who still employs the word
'blockhead' in speech?) it sings well,
and the spirit of the work comes
across with unfailing vigour.
This is partly to do with the
strength of the cast; and indeed, in
the case of Andrew Shore's Pasquale
one would be hard put to it to find
abetter buffo in Italy or anywhere
else. He supplies flawless diction,
expertly aligned to the notes, and
quite simply knows how to deliver
this sort of part as well as anyone.
Jason Howard's Malatesta is
shrewdly sung and beautifully
phrased, while Barry Banks discovers
apleasingly light-tenor way with
Emesto's music that never fails to
appeal (though stronger voices
arguably flesh out the melodies more
FEBRUARY Ine
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and with exemplary projection of the
text. The SCO provide excellent
playing, and the Edinburgh Festival
Chorus fulfil their various functions
very well. The dialogue is sensibly
reduced, reasonably authentic. And
the recording is forward, well
balanced, with an unusually wide
dynamic range. The insert contains
long, valuable essays by Robbins
Landon and by Mackerras himself.
The true heroes are Beethoven,
of course, and Mackerras — his
direction is vivid yet relaxed,
stylistically impeccable (down to
appoggiaturas and the tiniest
orchestral detail, as well as in the
use of period brass instruments and
the restoration of the interesting,
quite unknown recitative
immediately before 'Wet em n holdes
Weib errungen'). This performance
is absolutely compelling: alasting
treasure.

REVIEWS
satisfyingly). As Norina — perhaps
the hardest role, in that it's so easy
to dislike her, and one shouldn't —
Lynne Dawson establishes her
character positively in aperformance
that is technically impressive despite
some of the high notes sounding
oddly unstable; apassing phase, one
hopes.
An experienced Donizetti
conductor, David Parry conveys the
music's essential buoyancy with
conviction and stylistic security. The
sound is bright and shiny, with a
good dynamic range.
George Hall
A:1-2 0

(
2às, 105m 23s)

Those who love Rachmaninov's
Second Symphony would probably
appreciate the luxuriant, expansive
romanticism of the symphonies by
Fibich. They come from the last two
decades of the composer's life but
they do not seem to display any
great development in style, and I
have no idea how the music of 2 &
3reflects the composer's affair with
his mistress, although the notes
suggest this. They are perceptive,
however, in pointing out that the
slow movts never become mawkish:
all three have astately beauty.
Ifeel less comfortable when
Fibich represents changes of mood
by changes of tempo. Járvi does his
best to override this non-symphonic
trait, even contriving to conduct the
scherzo of 1so that the duple-time
trio is at the same pulse as the
three-in-a-bar scherzo section. There
is little he can do, though, to tauten
the finales of 2 & 3, which abound
with ideas at slower than the basic
tempo. If only the sound had
allowed the conductor to make his
emphases more telling, the music
might have seemed more symphonic
and less like aseries of tone-poems.
The real strength of these works
lies in their gorgeous orchestration.
à Because of this, and their full,
.k comfortable harmonies, the
recording needs to reveal agreat
deal of detail, and Iam concerned
-e
that the sound is so diffuse here.
Neeme Járvi has given 'many
searching, forceful performances,
and this lack of orchestral detail
does not do his talent justice. Ikeep
recalling those wonderful
Detroit/Paray Mercury discs (Berlioz
Fantastique, Franck D-minor, etc)
with their staggeringly immediate
sound. Ialso remember examples of
outstanding engineering which
Chandos have sometimes marketed
(James Bumett's superb production
of the Oslo recording of
Tchaikovsky's Manfred Symphony is
one of my all-time favourites).
Unfortunately, although this set
provides gorgeous strings, the
remaining instruments often seem
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

the music in tone that is sufficiently
varied both in quality and dynamic
range to encompass all its emotional
needs. Roger Vignoles's
accompaniments are sensitive and
supportive throughout, though I
found the recording's blend of vocal
and pianistic sounds less than
perfectly balanced.
George Hall
8:1 0

HANN:
La Belle Epoque - The Songs of
Reynaldo Hahn
Susan Graham (mez-sop)IRoger
Vignoles (pno)

HAYDN:
Scherzandi 1-6, Hob.11:33-38/
HOFMANN: Flute Concerto in D/
MICHAEL HAYDN: Flute Concerto
in D
Emmanuel Pahud CIO/HaydnEnsemble Berlin/Schellenberger

Sony Classical Sit 60168

FIBICN:
Symphonies 1-3
Detroit S011iirvi
Chandos CHAN 9682

distant. In particular, horns and
bassoons make little impact, timpani
are underbalanced, and more
disturbingly, the pitch of these
instruments is indefinite.
Irecommend this new set mainly
for the adventurousness of the
repertoire, but such bland sound
does not enhance this music.
Antony Hodgson
B-C:1 0
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(62m 15s)

Listen to the first song on this disc
— 'A Chloris' — and you'll hear
some of the most perfect pasticheBach ever produced. Its composer
was amusician whose talent and
breadth of culture seem to have had
no end. Mozart was his god, and he
conducted Don Giovanni at Salzburg
in 1906, as well as writing an
operetta — one of his many
successful stage works — about the
teenage genius in 1925. A noted
pianist and capable administrator, he
was also an expert on singing, whose
own ability in the art is attested by
several recordings. While their
composer is ultimately alesser songwriter than Debussy, Fauré or
Poulenc, Hahn's created mélodies
never fell beneath an impeccable
level of craftsmanship and exuded
that indefinable yet distinctive scent
that comprises pure Parisian charm.
Hahn's best-known songs — such
as ' Si mes vers avaient des ailes'
(composed at the age of 13), and
`L'heure exquise' — are here, along
with 22 others. Susan Graham
proves afine exponent of them, not
invariably idiomatic with the text as
anative Francophone might be, but
no more than atouch away from
that level of authenticity.
Above all she conveys the spirit of

EMI CDC 556 5772

Emanuel Pahud:
Haydn's six
Scherzandi
and concertos
by Leopold
Hoffmann and
Michael Haydn

LI

(
79m 32s)

About 230 years ago, Breitkopf
published acatalogue in which they
misattributed aHofinann (or
Hoffman) flute concerto to Haydn.
This error was corrected acouple of
years later when the catalogue was
reprinted, but this did not prevent
the misattribution from being
continued ever since. It is apleasant
enough work of no particular merit,
which Pahud plays eloquently,
adding some stylish cadenzas of his
own. The tuneful finale is the highpoint, but one of my machines failed
to track it properly and switched
itself off 30s before the end. Any
CD longer than about 78 minutes
can give trouble to some players.
Michael Haydn's concerto has
much greater quality: the elegant
Andante is areal gem. Pahud has
the required fluency and, again, his
cadenzas are amodel of style and
brevity.
The recording of the six
Scherzandi comes into direct
competition with the superb
Manfred Huss version on Koch [ 31443-2]. Iprefer Huss at almost
every turn: his andantes flow better
and his minuets are far more dancelike. Some of Schellenberger's
minuets actually slacken at the trio
sections: an outworn mannerism all
the more disturbing in such smallscale music. Huss obeys repeat
marks everywhere, but
Schellenberger sometimes omits
second repeats in first and slow
movts. In Scherzando 6the exciting
horn parts with their lovely
flourishes near the end of (i) are
thrilling with Huss but inaudible
with Schellenberger. Isuspect the
horns have chosen the coward's way
out and put the parts down an
octave.
Rumbly background apart, EMI
give adecent sound with good
harpsichord balance, although the
flute is alittle forward for comfort in
the Scherzandi.
The Huss disc (
Scherzandi only) is
28 minutes shorter but is infinitely
more recommendable — Iwould
like to see Pahud's excellent concerti
recoupled.
Antony Hodgson
A-8:1/3 0
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MEDYNIIRs
Complete Piano Sonatas _1
Unforgotten Melodies _I2 Marches
MarcAndré Hamelin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67221/4

(
4CDs, 278m 54s)

Piano works Vol.5 — Sonata Op.5
Sonata romantica, Op.53:1
Sonata minacciosa, Op.53:2
Geoffrey Tozer (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9691

(73m 21s)

`Medtner's music is chaste: it does
not provoke, does not incite the
senses, does not seek after effect, it
does not connive at anything, it is
utterly undemagogic. On the
contrary, it is aristocratic in the best
and spiritual sense of the term. It is
constrained by strict inner
necessity...' [Jarosy]. The composer,
who shut himself away in Golders
Green for the best part of his life,
was re-visited by his close friend and
colleague Rachmaninov, who told
him he was ' the greatest composer
of our time'.
In the light of today's piano
virtuosi, like Hamelin and Tozer, we
tend to laugh off Medmer's
publisher's request for a ' less
demanding' SonateIdylle, in 1937,
but the composer's music has
suffered, and will still suffer, by
comparison with Rachmaninav's
more open-hearted and richly
emotional output. To compare the
two is impossible, but there's no
doubt that Medtner was the greater
musical craftsman. Rachmaninov
laboured hard trying to master
sonata form, where Medtner was

HOLLOWAY:
Serenade in C _1Fantasy- Pieces on
the Heine ' Liederkreis' of
Schumann/SCHUMANN: Liederkreis
Toby Spence (ten)llan Brown (pno)I
Nash EnsIBrabbins
Hyperion CM 66930

(
74m 31s)

Completed in 1971 and scored for
an ensemble of piano and 12
instruments, Robin Holloway's
Fantasy-Pieces on the HeMe
'Liederkreis' of Schumann begins with
abrief, chordal ` Praeludium',
prefacing a performance of the songcycle itself (astylish and perceptive
interpretation from young Toby
Spence, sensitively partnered by Ian
76

brimming over with musical ideas
couched in a close-knit, progressive
and evolving manner that offers a
challenge to all pianists. Yet
strangely, only a few have had the
courage to take the plunge.
Tozer is well under way — five
discs to Hamelin's present four —
yet he has chosen to divide the
opening Sonata-Reminiscenza (
a
Gilels favourite) from the Forgotten
Melodies [
CHAN 9050/9153] where
Hamelin, mindful of the main
thematic link, plays Op.38 as one
entity. A number of Skazki, or Fairy
Tales, are missing from Hamelin's
survey, but he records each piece in
strict order of opus, although I
wonder just how much preparation
went into the respective pianists'
recordings! Tozer performs with a
greater feeling for rubato, sometimes
harming the metre; but his emphasis
on accents sometimes turns Medtner
into Rachmaninov. Comparing his
Sonata minacciosa ('with menace')
with the 1976 Pearl recording by
Malcolm Binns shows asimilarity of
approach, although Binns simplifies
the second half of the work to
provide a feeling of contrast.
Hamelin eschews rubati — the
finer pianists do, nowadays — and
throughout his marathon Iwas
breathless with admiration for the
way he superbly balances left-hand
rhythms with right-hand melodies,
harmonisation and fleeting passagework. Working at St George's,
Bristol, Andrew Keener and Tony
Faulkner ensure that every
expressive note and phrase tells; by
contrast Brian Couzens and
Jonathan Cooper have to cope with
the slightly more reveberant acoustic
at Snape Maltings, which sometimes
smudges Tozer's left-hand legato.
But, if Iwish to proclaim
Medtner's as ' an individual voice'
(largely but not wholly apart from
Rachmaninov, far more elaborate
and complex in his writings yet still,
to my mind, emotionally
stimulating) then Hamelin gets my
recommendation. His performances
are in a class apart.
Bill Newman

A•: 1

In the work's haunting finale (as
elsewhere) Holloway's thoroughly
contemporary inspiration recalls the
defiantly nostalgic, post-modern
sound-world of David Del Tredici's
series of Alice in Wonderland settings,
but his thematic treatment is more
rigorous, his harmonic sense less
arch than the American's. In sum:
an intriguing, often enchanting
creation, well realised here by the
Nash Ensemble under Martyn
Brabbins.
Laid out for the same forces as
Schubert's Octet, the five-movement
Serenade in C ( 1979) was written
almost as a diversion while Holloway
was engaged in the arduous task of
putting together the full score of his
remarkable Second Concerto for
Orchestra. It is a fastidiously scored
effort, full of mischievous cribbing
and other copious stylistic allusions
— encompassing everything from
`Biedermeier Vienna to Southend
Pier', as the composer himself puts
it — and engaging in its
inconsequential way. The piece was
commissioned by the Nash
Ensemble, whose poised advocacy is
complemented by impeccable sound
and balance.
Andrew Achenbach
MAHLER:
Symphony 5
Chicago SOIHarenboim
Teldec 3984 23328 2
(69m /.5.$) recorded live

8:2 0

Brown). There follow four
movements, the first of which, a
dream-landscape, ` Half asleep', wafts
in magically after Schumann's final
song, Wit Myrten und Rosen'. The
composer likens this movement,
with its snatches of half-remembered
quotes from the cycle, to ' abrief
phantasmagorical collage'. Next, a
ravishing B-major Adagio closely
based on the third song (' Ich
wandelte under den Bâumen')
introduces some original material as
well as fragments from Frauenliebe
und -leben and Dichterliebe, only for
its exultant coda to be promptly
undermined by aslyly ironic Scherzo
ostinato.

A*:1 • 0

Teldec continues the
theme of architecture
for the cover of this
Barenboim CD,
showing the
Marshall Field store
opened in 1907: the
year Mahler 5 was
first performed in
Chicago under
Frederick Stock

It would be hard to imagine abetter
played Mahler 5 than that given by
the Concertgebouw under Chailly at
the Festival Hall last November, I
suggested to critic and friend Rob
Cowan: a performance especially
notable for the vehement power of
(ii) — ` nihilistic music' Furtwângler
said — even if the finale lacked the
ideal rollicking gait. (I'm told the
Decca CD is similar to what we
heard.) It says much for
Barenboim's new version — entering
acrowded field of recommendations
— that Icould enjoy it so much the
very next evening.
The cover artwork continues
Teldec's theme of related Chicago
architecture, but this recording was
made at the Köln Philharmonie:
there's some helpful woodwind
balancing by the WDR engineers,
although the upper-string-tone is
rather fuzzy in the Adagietto and
submerged in other places where the
scoring is dense. Audience noise has
been purged between moots,
involving an abrupt fadedown after
(iii). Unless Barenboim used two
harps antiphonally in (iv) the
engineers have panned it from left
(eg, beginning or at 6m 40s) to right
(2m 30s and from 7m) at will.
Barenboim is particularly good at
tying together the elements of the
giocoso finale, given a strong
underlying pulse. Where Chailly's
textures point more towards
FECRUARY 1995
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Schoenberg, Barenboim is warmer,
his Mahler sound more akin to
Barbirolli's. Although he's generally
criticised for too much tempo
variation to highlight detail, here he
keeps the work moving forward. I
liked his Adagietto immensely and in
(ii) Iwas conscious of the
transitional nature of the writing,
from the drowsy, summery Third to
the bitterness of the scherzo in 9.
The real snag is the amount of
unconscious noise he makes.
Hermann Scherchen, too, was
masterly in this symphony: his 1953
mono recording with the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra is an
important Millennium Classics
reinstatement — textures are
astonishingly clear, which speaks
volumes for Scherchen's ability to
balance large forces.
Christopher Breunig

too much

POULENC:
Les mamelles de Tirésias -1Le bal
masqué
Bonney (sop)IFouchécourt (ten)!
Holzmair (bar)ISaito Kinen Orchl
Ozazva

tempo

Philips 456 504-2

'Although
Barenboim is
generally
criticised for

variation to
highlight
detail, here
he keeps the
work moving
forward'

A-C:1 0

Valery Gergiev

MUSSORGSKY:
Boris Godunov ( 1869 & 1872
versions)
PutilinlVaneevILutsuk1Galusinl
OhotnikovlBorodinalPluzhnikovl
NikitinlKuznetsovlAkimovIKirov
Opera & OrchlGergiev
Philips 462 230-2

(
5CDs, 306m 100

Buy one version of Boris Godunov,
get the other one free [in fact, the
five discs are priced as three - Mus
Ed]: the offer will be irresistible to
lovers of the opera who have never
heard the markedly different 1869
version of the 'Tsar's Apartments'
scene (this is the first time it has
appeared on disc in its entirety —
until now Ihave made do with an
Estonian Opera performance on a
Melodiya LP). Yet anyone who
simply wants a strong, theatrical
Boris had better be warned: vocally
Gergiev's team is no match for
Abbado's in his 3CD recording of
the so-called ' supersaturated
version', welding together as much
music as possible from both
Mussorgslcy's scores. Gergiev's sense
of the dramaturgy is in some ways
less finely nuanced than Abbado's:
he spurts vividly through inn-scene
comedy and crowd chaos, lingers
broodingly on passages of dark
FO-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'The one
singer to
make a big
impact is
Evgeny
Akimov's
Holy Fool:
definitely the
best now on
any complete
recording
and
plangently
supported
by Kirov
woodwind'

(72m ¡ Ss)

The term ' surrealism' made its first
appearance in the preface to the
1917 revision of Guillaume
Apollinaire's 1903 play Les mamelles
de Tirésias (`The breasts of
Tiresias'), an engagingly daft, often
biting satire upon France's then
long-standing exhortations to the
population to produce more homegrown babies. Having secured the
permission of Apollinaire's widow to
incorporate a few changes from the
original, Poulenc embarked on his
two-act opéra-bouffe in 1939,
completing it five years later; it was

significance for suffering Russia,
without having Abbado's bar-by-bar
flexibility — such aperfect match
for the supple setting of the text.
And this is the main problem for
the singers, too. So many of them
have been used to stand-and-deliver
revelling in the glory of their
distinctive Russian voices that the
'realism' of so much of Mussorgsky's
declamatory writing never stands a
chance. The original-version cast is
especially unfortunate: here you have
Putilin's true-bass Boris, making no
distinction between private anguish
and public bravado, followed by
Ohotnikov's much too grandiose
Pimen and Kuznetsov's bald,
unfunny Varlaam. Vaneev, who has
the more operatic glories of the
1872 Boris, is afar more
distinguished singer-actor —
especially affecting in the tenderness
he shows to his children — but he
and Gergiev don't always have the
right timing. Compare Abbado and
his rough-voiced but hair-raisingly
vivid Boris, Kotcherga, in the final
hallucination of the Palace scene,
and you realise instantly that
Vaneev's insistence on shouting,
rather than singing, the passage just
before the vision appears in the
corner of the room defuses the
terror of that moment (nor does
Gergiev's conducting at this point
support it especially well). Just
before it, Pluzhnikov's Shuisky has
nothing like the wily, courtly finesse
of Abbado's Langridge, a superb
Russian speaker into the bargain.
Ah well, Ithought, at least we
have the glory of Olga Borodina in
the Polish act which is so authentic
to Pushkin's drama but which noone seems to want to stage these
days. Yet she conveys so little of
Marina's strutting ambition, or of
her careful manipulation of
Grigori/Dmitri, that the result is
entirely the one-dimensional diva
that Mussorgsky is supposed to have

first staged at Paris's OpéraComique in 1947.
Incredibly, this is the only
commercial recording we've had
since Cluytens's classic 1953
account (happily reissued at midprice on EMI ` L'Esprit Français') —
and avery good one it is, too. In the
triple role of Thérèse/Tirésias/
Fortune-teller, Barbara Bonney is on
delectable form, and she is sterlingly
complemented by Jean-Paul
Fouchécourt as the Husband — who
proudly announces at the start of
Act 2 that he has managed to give
birth to 40,049 children in asingle
day!
A strong supporting cast includes
Wolfgang Holzmair as the
Gendarme, Jean-Philippe Lafont as
the Director, and Mark Oswald and
Graham Clark as the two drunken
gamblers, Presto and Lacouf. Seiji

provided. The final trio of the
fountain scene is marked pianissimo,
yet all three singers belt it (turn to
Abbado again for the right tone of
velvet insidiousness).
The unvaried loudness of so much
of the singing is compounded by
Philips's selling-out to the demands
of vocal glamour: they started out
with natural stage-pictures, were
roundly criticised (notably by John
Steane in Gramophone) and have
obliged with up-front voice-miking
which is sometimes painful to the
ears. The orchestra still makes a
clean, handsome impression overall,
but the strings lack the focus they
need in such moments as their
brutal characterisation of police
authority.
The chorus is strong and lively, as
you might expect, but not as vicious
as anticipated in the Kromy Forest
scene of 1872. As at the Drury Lane
fiasco, when Gergiev brought his
company to perform the original
version in concert, with the chorus
at the back of the stage and no
supertides for the bewildered rich in
the audience, the one singer to make
abig impact is Evgeny Akimov's
Holy Fool: definitely the best now
on any complete recording and
plangently supported by Kirov
woodwind. And why is baritone
Vassily Gerello only heard in smaller
roles? Schchelkalov is hardly a part
to create agreat impact, but Gerello
sings it beautifully, with all the
scruples missing in the bigger
performances. Still, the
presentation's the thing — apity the
documentation isn't sufficiently
thorough to keep it company — and
since Idoubt if other companies will
be doing the same, it deserves a
place on the shelves alongside
Abbado [Sony Classical] and the
Cluytens/Christoff performance of
the Rimsky-Korsakov reworking
[EMI].
David Nice
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Riccardo Choi

a new

Rossini series on Decca

Andrew Achenbach
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RACHMAN INOV:
Piano Concerto 2 J Rhapsody on a
Theme by Paganini' J Suite 2 for
two pianos 2
Cyril Smith, 'Phyllis Sellick(pnos)I
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchl
'PhilharmonialSargent
Dutton CDCLP 4004
(76m 5.5s) mono rec.1947/48
When the Concerto was recorded,
the Liverpool Philharmonic had not
been granted the accolade of
'Royal', but was one of our busiest
of orchestras outside London —
enjoying considerable success under
Sargent's expert direction, but minus
the benefits afforded by their later
permanent home, Philharmonic
Hall.
Smith loved Sargent as musician
and human being: he was, he wrote,
'virtually Malcolm Sargent's resident
pianist during those wartime
concerts, playing almost every
weekend with the Liverpool
Philharmonic'. Their collaboration
in Rachmaninov's most-loved
Concerto is of the highest order, a
real object-lesson in subtle rhythmic
display and songlike clarity, with the
emphasis on spontaneity, and these

ROSSINI:
The Cantatas, V&A.
DevialAustin KellylPertusilPiccolil
Orch & Ch Filarmonica della
ScalalChailly
Decca 458 843-2

(
67m 37s)

This first issue in anew Rossini
series contains La morte di Didone
(1818) and the Cantata in honour of
Pius IX ( 1846; first performed on
New Year's Day 1847), the Pope
who in the light of his later
reactionism hardly deserved this fine
musical present — later he declined
to let Rossini use female singers for
the Petite messe solennelle.
Rossini's cantatas are quite
numerous, and largely unknown; on
this evidence Decca are backing a
winner. Right from the atmospheric
opening bars of the secular work we
realize we are hearing a small
masterpiece: beautifully scored,

elements perfectly integrated.
This enormously vital approach to
Rachmaninov is even more strongly
displayed in the Paganini Variations
with Legge's Philharmonia
Orchestra. Here, the fleet-fingered
pianism and sheer virtuosity of a
superb orchestra at its best turns the
performance into a real tour de force
(complementary to, but quite
different from, the recordings by
Rachmaninov himself and, later,
Moiseiwitsch).
Ihave a special fondness for this
old recording of Suite 2. In my
opinion, no other performance
comes remotely near it for rhythmic
verve or for phrasing that expresses
the real heart of the Russian soul.
Play the final movt, and listen to the
off-beat accents that give such
resplendent character to the dance
motifs — the sheer ' togetherness' of
Cyril Smith and Phyllis Sellick was
always a thing to marvel at. Mike
Dutton's transfers do full justice to
the glorious playing, and this reissue
deserves commercial success.
Bill Newman

H: l•

RACHMANI NOV:
Piano Concerto 3 J Preludes in G
and g/DOFINANYI: Variations on a
Nursery Theme'/DELIBES: Naila —
Waltz
Cyril Smith (pno)ICBSO1Weldonl
'Liverpool Philharmonic Orchl
Sargent
APR APR5507
(73m 21s) mono rec.1944/46
Cyril Smith was one of the finest of
that generation of British pianists to
emerge at around the time of the
Second World War. The vitality and
lyrical beauty of his playing are a
sharp reminder that it is not
important to project oneself by
playing unnecessarily loud, to attract
audience attention. He combined

dramatic yet leisurely, and poignant.
Both here and in the larger work
(where she takes the role of Hope)
Mariella Devia reveals apowerful,
incisive but rather unlovely voice. In
the later work she is joined by three
other fine singers: Paul Austin Kelly
as Love for the People is ahigh
Rossini tenor of real eminence, and
Michele Pertusi and Francesco
Piccoli as the Christian Spirit (tenor)
and Chorus Leader (bass) make the
most of their opportunities. Chorus
and orchestra do splendidly, though
in the first work the orchestra
sounds rather far back. Riccardo
Chailly, sensitive and enthusiastic
Rossinian that he is, directs both
works with authority and passion.
Good notes and texts in the usual
languages. Warmly recommended; I
look forward to further issues in the
series.
Peter Branscombe

A—B: 1 0

natural gifts and enormous hard
work to achieve success, his
repertoire carefully chosen to
illustrate his wonderful clarity of
fingerwork and the ability to
communicate exactly what
composers required.
Talk to other musicians and they
all express their admiration in
glowing terms for the pianist's
Rachmaninov Third. Unfortunately
the only available recording, made in
Dudley Town Hall, Birmingham, is
so murky that agreat deal of the
orchestral clarity is lost as aresult of
the cavernous acoustic, and, I
suspect, the inability to counteract
the problems by better microphone
placings during early 1946. What
still shine through are the
tremendous panache of the solo
playing, in the then customary cut
version, and the conductor's expert
control of his Birmingham players.
Despite the fast speeds, the music
sings throughout, and ayounger
generation of interpreters like Colin
Horsley and Peter Katin must have
gained considerable insight listening
to Smith's admirable reading on 78s.
The Dohnanyi, more often accepted
as acharming display piece
nowadays, was very popular during
the 1940s. A later recording ( 1953)
with the Philharmonia, and Sargent
again, is more suave and polished,
but this earlier account has that
fresh taste of adventure and
discovery.
The piano solos are all beauties.
The two Rachmaninov Preludes
reveal their exponent's gorgeous,
limpid playing and rhythmic
mastery, but Dohnanyi's
arrangement of Delibes's Naila
Waltz takes the prize for supreme
musical achievement. High-level
transfers enhanced my listening
pleasure.
Bill Newman
FEBRUARY 1999
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Ozawa conducts with energy and
obvious affection, drawing some
stylish and idiomatic sounds from
his Japanese forces.
Holzmair then goes on to shine in
the entertainingly outrageous 1932
'cantata' Le Bal masqué, which
Ozawa again directs in sprightly
fashion. His excellent accompanying
instrumental group, largely drawn
from the ranks of the Saito Kinen
Orchestra, also boasts pianist Michel
Béroff and clarinettist Karl Leister.
As in the main work, the recording
is truthful and atmospheric.
There's just one fly in the
ointment, however: Philips's
irritatingly wacky booklet looks as if
it was put together by agleeful
adolescent who has just discovered
the copious font facility on his new
Apple Macintosh. That apart, an
admirable coupling.

SCHMIDT:
Das Buch mit sieben SiegeIn
Stig Andersen (ten)IRené Pape
(bass)IBavarian RSO & Chi
Welser-Mlist

SMETANA:
Piano Trio Op.15/SUK Piano Trio
Op.2 J Elegie/NOVAK: Trio quasi
una ballata
_joachim Trio

EMI CDS 556 6602
(2CDs, 106m 48s) recorded live

Naxos 8.553415

Franz Schmidt penned his oratoriosetting of The Revelation of St John
the Divine between 1935-7, and it
received its
triumphant Vienna
world premiere in
June of the following
year (by which time
the composer was
already mortally ill —
he died in February
1939). It is awork of
great spiritual
conviction and
consummate craft: the
daunting challenge of
depicting the awesome
events of the
Apocalypse met with fertile
imagination and plentiful sense of
drama, yet always balanced with
restraint and dignity. It is, therefore,
characteristic of the composer that
the resplendent ' Hallelujah' [CD2,
track 8] which seems to herald the
oratorio's summation is itself
followed by ahushed male chorus of
the utmost simplicity and St John's
final address (which recalls the
piece's nobly striding opening bars).
Whether Das Buch mit sieben
Siegeln really is Schmidt's
masterpiece is open to debate (I'd
say the Fourth Symphony is more
deserving of that accolade), but it
remains hugely impressive, and well
worth getting to know. It makes an
enterprising follow-up to Franz
Welser-Miist's eloquent 1994 EMI
account of the Fourth Symphony
with the London Philharmonic.
Drawing some beautifully alert
playing and singing from his massed
Bavarian Radio forces, Welser-Most
directs with unerring sensitivity and
dedication, though Dimitri
Mitropoulos's 1959 Salzburg
Festival performance on Sony
generates even greater dramatic
fervour and electricity. That set
features the lyric tenor Anton
Dermota (who sang in the first
performance) as St John, but
Schmidt portrays the central
character as ayoung man and
apparently wanted aringing
Heldentenor in this role. Stig
Andersen fits the bill admirably
here. Welser-Mast's other soloists
are similarly impressive, especially
the bass René Pape as agoldentoned Voice of the Lord.
Taken from two performances
during October 1997 within the
helpful acoustic of Munich's
Herkulessaal, this expertly-balanced
co-production with Bavarian Radio
sounds very well indeed. Cordially
recommended.
Andrew Achenbach
HI-F1 NEWS á RECORD REVIEW
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Franz
Welser-Mtist:
a follow-up
to his EMI CD
of Schmidt's
Fourth
Symphony,
Das &At mit
sieben Siegel°,
recorded live

(
67m I9s)

The Smetana trio was written in
1855 when the composer was 31. It
has many Brahmsian turns of
phrase, yet Brahms was then only 15
so he could not have been an
influence. Smetana provides alargescale, and surprisingly Germanic,
romantic creation in (i). The
unusual direction Allegro non agitato
is given to (ii), but it starts at
something like Maestoso and
becomes an Andante. The sense of
varying mood continues in (iii),
which begins and ends in afurious
Presto but includes along, soulful
Grave section. Maybe these switches
of mood reflect the composer
coming to grips with personal
tragedy (the music was written in
memory of his four-year-old
daughter who died that year).
The other pieces are hardly less
dramatic. Suk's Trio ( 1889) is full
of yearning melody and its
Barcarolle-like (
ii) is particularly
delightful. The work gives the
impression of large-scale
construction despite its relative
brevity ( 16m). Suk's Elegie (1902),
inspired by the legend of Vysehrad,
is deeply felt.
Novák's Trio of 1902 is in four
linked movements and its D-minor
mood (except perhaps in the Allegro
burlesco quasi scherzo section) implies
unspoken inner tragedy.
All these sensitive, expressive
performances imply an appropriate
underlying air of darkness. The full
recording is not strong on presence,
and occasionally it is difficult to
distinguish between the cello and
the comforting warmth of the

pianist's left-hand harmonies;
nevertheless, this burnished sound is
practically ideal for the music.
This is an adventurous,
imaginatively-programmed disc.
Despite the difference in personality
of the composers and the halfcentury time span between the
earliest and the latest work, it
consistently achieves amood of
seriousness within aromantic
context.
Antony Hodgson
A:1
TAVENER:
Depart in peace J My gaze is ever
upon You _JTears of the angels
Patricia Rozarlo (sop)/BT Scottish
Ens lelio Gould (v1nIdir)
Linn Records CKD 085

(
58m 46s)

Always acomposer preoccupied by
the nature of existence and
mortality, Tavener here turns his
attention to the contemplation of
death's mysteries. For him, the
significance of death is as ameans
of confronting the divine through a
realm at the outermost limits of
human experience, one in which
visceral emotion is put aside in
favour of the elemental contrast
between the world's darkness and
divine light. The effect of this
outlook is not so much awithdrawal
from humanity as adistillation and
intensification of the emotional
states that Tavener evokes, where
the repetition characteristic of his
musical language is an essential tool
in the cumulative power of his
vision.
All three of the recent works on
this disc were written with Clio
Gould and the BT Scottish
Ensemble in mind, and derive from
specific experiences of death. My
gaze is ever upon You (1997) was
written in memory of the composer's
friend Matthew Sullivan and is
scored for solo violin with taped
violin and double-bass drone.
Consisting of 16 gazes which
Tavener describes as ' spontaneous
reactions to people, to landscapes, to
animals, to creeping things', the
intimacy of his perception gives his
insights the vividness of sudden
apparitions. What impresses in Clio
Gould's performance is the quality
of rapt, sustained concentration,
despite the demands of the
sometimes stratospheric violin
writing. In the last bar of the work
she is also required to sing the
words of the title whilst playing, in a
gesture of purity and essential
reconciliation; thus the gaze of the
title becomes both universal and
unifying.
Depart in Peace (1997) was written
in ' eternal memory' of Tavener's
father, and is an extended setting of
the Nunc Dimites. The lines of the
Greek text are interspersed with
alleluias that evoke Middle-Eastern
chanting. Here Tavener's inspiration
produces some striking moments,
79

Patricia Rozario is excellent
throughout.
In Tears of the Angels (1995)
Tavener offers aresponse to the
suffering of the people of the
Balkans in an ecstatic evocation of
the hereafter. For Tavener, angels
are not mere abstractions but
tangible beings whose
essence, to judge by
this work, lies in their
powers of soaring flight.
Clio Gould's chief
angel hovers above the
others, who are asked
to play ' like tear drops'.
This work represents
Tavener at his best; it is
not merely adescription
of ascene, but a ritual
action designed to bring about a
spiritual change in the listener.
Performances and recording are
both first-class, and anyone wishing
to explore Tavener's recent work
need not hesitate.
John Kersey
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TAVENER:
The Protecting Veil U The Last
Sleep of the Virgin ( orch. Werthen)
France Spnizguel (v1c)ICarlo Willems
(handbells)II FiamminghilWerthen
Telarc CD-80487

(
60m 07s)

France Springuel's performance has
much to commend it, and Ienjoyed
especially her alert phrasing and
clear, unfussy approach to the music
whilst recognising that her
instrumental tone may be rather too
nasal for some tastes. She is not so
well recorded as Yo-Yo Ma, and
Telarc's rather close balance reveals
some harshness and slightly

imperfect ensemble in the upper
orchestral strings — try track 1,
from 5m 58s. Nevertheless, this is a
performance that takes afresh and
individual view of the work,
emphasising its concerto-like aspects
and responding well to the moments
of intimacy.
As acoupling, Telarc offers the
'veneration' The Last Sleep of the
Virgin, for handbells and strings, in
Rudolf Werthen's own orchestration.
This meditative work, written in
memory of Margot Fonteyn, is
designed to be performed with the
sound ' at the threshold of
audibility', and provides one of the
most delicately attractive and
absorbing of Tavener's sonic worlds.
John Kersey
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John Tavener

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
A Cotswold Romance J Death of
Tintagiles
Rosa Mannion (sop)IThomas Randle
(ten) /Matthew Brooks (bar)/LP Chi
LSOIHickox

has written

Chandos CHAN 9646

new pieces

Premiere recordings, but VW
aficionados are sure to recognise
most of the music in A Cotswold
Romance. The material hails from
the opera Hugh the Drover. And ten
numbers, adapted and rescored by
Maurice Jacobson in collaboration
with the composer, form this
dramatic cantata. The arrangement
gives the chorus abigger role which
is accepted with relish by these
singers. Chandos have been
successful in capturing their impact,
though the balance between choir
and orchestra is subject to small but
noticeable variations. Commendably,
all concerned have good diction; but
of the two protagonists, Mannion is
sensitive to her role whereas Randle
tends to be tiresomely bluff. Perhaps
drovers were arumbustious lot.
The coupling is another matter, a
significant find, in fact. This
incidental music to a Maeterlinck
play shows VW fully attuned to its
funereal subject-matter, one that
reflected the playwright's almost
constant preoccupation with the
mysteries of life and death. Hickox
gives the seven pieces time to
unfold, and extracts avariety of
expression from his very responsive
orchestra. The sound has fine
analysis but is a touch flat and short
of bloom.

Cho Gould:

for her, and
they have
been
recorded
by Linn

%ten Anthoni

(
54m 29s)
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VERDI PER DUE
Duets from Verdi operas
Angela Gheorghiu (sop)/Roberto
Alagna (ten)IBPOIAbbado
Angela
Gheorghiu and
Roberto Alagna:
Verdi duets
on EMI

EMI CDC 556 6562

(
70m 26s)

With impeccable playing from the
Berlin Phil delivered with notable
subtlety under Abbado's sure and
steady guidance, this is a superior,
wide-ranging collection of
tenor/soprano duets from opera's

golden couple — and golden indeed
they sound here.
Roberto Alagna's robust lyric
timbre registers as gloriously rich: he
manages a fine mezza voce in the
extract from Imasnadieri, is both
careful and confident as the Duke
seducing Gilda in Rigoletto; and if he
presents ayouthful and not
especially heroic Otello then of all
possible sections of the score in
which to do so, the love duet is the
most appropriate.
Pleasing to hear, too, that he has
relaxed his ban on portamento in
the ' Miserere' from 11 trovatore,
though he could profitably go still
further in the same direction.
Yet, while dynamic and resolute
he may be throughout (the final
duet from Don Carlos is particularly
praiseworthy in this respect), his
straight-down-the-line interpretative
approach can seem atrifle limited —
especially when contrasted with his
wife's imagination and finesse in, for
instance, the Amelia/Adorno duo
from Boccanegra. A singer of superb
technical accomplishment,
Gheorghiu exhibits absolute
command of line here, her shaping
of it individual and highly
expressive. In terms of character
depiction, too, while Alagna's Carlos
is creditable (it's one of the few
roles in his still limited stage
repertoire), with her veiled, not-ofthis-earth tone Gheorghiu creates a
vocal image of the self-sacrificing
Elisabeth at the point when she has
moved beyond worldly concerns that
proves unforgettable.
The sound is rounded and
possesses asatisfying perspective
depth, with the off-stage effects
nicely produced.
George Hall

a
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VERDI:
Rigoletto
ChernovIStuderlPavarottil
Metropolitan Opera Orch & Chi
Levine
De 447 064-2

(
2CDs, 115m 04s)

Five years have passed since this
recording was made, and there's
usually avery good reason why such
ventures hang fire for so long. In
this case, the answer has to lie in
Studer's intermittently stricken
Gilda, and more specifically in a
'Caro nome' of compelling
awfulness: compounding the
sensation of what sounds like a trill
on every note — so fast is the
vibrato — with threadbare upper
reaches. She does improve: once
deflowered by the Duke, this Gilda
suggests real anguish, and 'Tune le
feste' in Act 3 tells us why Studer
was once so feted. Nevertheless, the
aria and the cabaletta of the loveduet must have provided DG with
cause to think again, though there's
plenty of first-class material.
Foremost is the Met Orchestra's
compelling articulation under
FURUARY UN
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particularly the scalic figure at the
opening, but his setting of the
alleluias is less than wholly
convincing and appears formulaic by
comparison with his other ideas.

Little Closer; but most memorably of
all with Frederick Loewe on
Camelot, Paint Your Wagon, The
Little Prince, My Fair Lady and
Bngadoon. All these shows are
excerpted here, on atribute sequel
to the Terfel/Daniel Rodgers &
Hammerstein collection, Something
Wonderful.
It's every bit as good as its
predecessor. Terfel is virtually
unique amongst opera singers in
being able to cross over the road to
the side labelled 'musicals' without
getting knocked down by afour-ton
truck with the word style written on
it. He's simply a natural for the
repertoire. It's partly a question of
being able to utilise his tone
positively, and without any
suggestion of compromise, and
partly an ability to achieve that
tricky balance between speech and
song that so many numbers here
require. He's tender and mellifluous
in the album's title-song (from
Camelot), winsomely charming in the
relatively obscure Little Prince,
healthily (even fiercely) outdoor in
the Paint Your Wagon numbers, and
endearingly Cockney, believe it or
not, in ' Get me to the church on
time' from My Fair Lady.
Once again the arrangements
(mostly uncredited) are a delight,
and Paul Daniel a flexible and
affectionate conductor. The sound
combines excellent definition with
keen balance.

Levine, starting with finely-honed
brass in the prelude and bouncing
into a party sequence which gives
the lie to Levine the heavy-handed
maestro.
Pavarotti is happy to keep him
fleet company to begin with, though
his third recorded Duke has perhaps
too many licences — not least a
pointless high D at the end of the
Act 3 aria — and 'La donna e
mobile' is too thrusting for this
elegantly-sprung creed of easy living.
Chernov parades his strong,
sometimes honeyed baritone, with
its full and secure upper register,
without ever pulling out all the
emotional stops Verdi hands him on
a plate: `veglia, o donne' is nowhere
near as misty-eyed as it can be, the
limping return to the ducal palace
needs dramatic fleshing-out; and in
the final scene there's neither the
grandiloquent crowing over the body
in the sack nor the extreme grief
which the finest Ftigolettos (among
them Gobbi and Milnes) push to the
limits. The Sparafucile, Scandiuzzi,
sings flat in his first encounter with
Rigoletto, and old Count Monterone
as sung by Ildebrando d'Arcangelo
sounds less weighty of tone than the
jester who mocks him. Met
audiences may want this souvenir,
and lovers of state-of-the-art operatic
recording should certainly listen to
the model balances, but for everyone
else there are enough Rigolettos
strongly cast in all three principal
roles for this to figure.
David Nice

George Hall
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EARLY ITALIAN VIOLIN
SONATAS
Works by Castello, Cima, Marini,
Uccellini and Stradella
Coripizvrm

collections

Hyperion CDA 66985

(
72m I3s)
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The youngest composer here,
Alessandro Stradella ( 1644-82),

'Terfel's
simply a
natural
for the
repertoire'
IF EVER IWOULD LEAVE
YOU
Songs on lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
Bryn Terfel (bass-bar)ICh of Opera
North/English Northern Phil/ Daniel
DG 457 628-2

(
69m 53s)

The lyricist Alan Jay Lerner
(1918-86) collaborated over a long
period with many of Broadway's
most distinguished songwriters: Kurt
Weill on Love Life; Burton Lane on
On A Clear Day You Can See
Forever; Charles Strouse on Dance A
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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opens this recital with abrilliant
`Sinfonia', which, despite its name,
is scored for solo violin and
continuo. The rest of the figures
here were born between c.1570 and
c.1603, and represent some of the
earliest composers of violin sonatas.
It was agenre still finding its way
from short pieces and more
extended movts in several sections,
through to still-evolving tonal idioms
more firmly set by Corelli and
others. Biagio Marini (c.1587-1665)
supplies eight items: most have
titles, ' La Orlandina', 'La Ponte',
etc, and one imitates the sound of
the lyre. Dario Castello ( 1590-1644)
and Mario Uccellini (c.1603-80)
contribute three works each, and
Gian Paolo Cima (c.1570-c.1622)
two. In all it is a most interesting
collection, through which we are
guided by Peter Allsop's helpful
notes.
Elizabeth Wallfisch, violin,
Richard Tunnicliffe, cello, and Paul
Nicholson, keyboards, are now
known collectively as Convivium

(having been called Locatelli Trio
until recently). Wallfisch's
performances on Baroque violin are,
as always, impeccable, stylish and
full of life. Her attack and fire in
more rapid passages illuminate
music which might otherwise seem
dusty and archivy. Castello's Sonata
2 is particularly virtuosic and one
feels that an occasional sour note is
adeliberate effect — possibly a
result of the evolving tuning of the
period. Paula Chateauneuf joins the
continuo line with theorbo or guitar
as appropriate. The recording is up
to Hyperion's usual standard: need
more be said?
/0:1 • 0
Robert Deeding
SONATA PRO TABULA
Works by Bertali, Biber, Pezel,
Schmelzer & Valentini
Flanders Recorder QtIMAKIGoebel
Archiv 435442-2

(
67m 33s)

Rare is the restaurant in which one
may eat these days amid peace and
quiet. If it's not characterless Muzak
or rock rubbish, it's some oik or
bimbo yelling enough to prevent
both conversation and digestion.
You invariably receive aural ordure
with your order. That, or the 'Four
Seasons'. In the 17th-century also
they scoffed to music, but table
music then was of far higher quality.
Diners could consume roast swan
without some intrusive noise souring
the sauce; they could even
appreciate the gorgeous sounds of a
viol consort, agroup of recorder
players, or a couple of clarino
experts without cursing to forever
damnation the inventor of the tape
recorder.
We can enjoy all these sounds on
this programme, made up as it is of
a carefully sequenced selection of
strings, woodwind and brass, by
composers who really knew how to
entertain rather than deafen.
Opening, closing and interspersed
amongst the other items are ten of
the eleven interludes for two clarini
by Biber (what became of No.9?)
played with outstanding control and
accuracy by Hannes Kothe and Ute
Hartwich, while an endlessly varied
succession of sonatas for strings
usually with recorders by Giovanni
Valentini, Schmelzer, Pezel and
Biber himself comprise the rest.
There is also a tiny Sonatella (
love
the diminutive!) by Antonio Bertali
for two recorders and continuo.
The performances are terrific, and
the forward recording never neglects
the vital importance of afull-bodied
continuo, its rich sonority (including
a marvellously incisive dulcian tone)
underpinning the joyous cavorting of
the melody instruments. Musics
Antigua Köln really excel as they
mark a quarter-century of existence
and two decades of recording for
Archiv. Icannot envisage a more
appropriate celebratory album.
Robert Dearling
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BBC Legends

the first release
ONLY A DAY AFTER the launch
of BBC Legends, concert recordings
hitherto locked in the BBC's
archives, the series was under fire in
The Guardian and Director John
Willan was being questioned on
Radio 4's Today programme. Why
was the BBC getting into bed with
IMG Artists, and how could such a
commercial enterprise be tenable?
But you only have to dip into this
first batch (some 65-70 CD releases
are envisaged altogether) for the
answer: live performances such as
these — some legendary and already
pirated in inferior transfers — really
should be accessible to music-lovers,
not just fondly remembered by those
present at the event.
Nothing makes the case more
strongly than the first London
performance of Shostakovich's
Eighth Symphony. It took 17 years
for this work to be heard here
(contrast the rivalry between
Toscanini and Stokowski to
premiere the inferior Seventh during
the war), and although we are today
sated with recordings and concert
performances, Mravinsky and his
great Leningrad Orchestra must
have astonished that audience —
although, alas, the battery of
coughing was inexcusable. (It also
permeates the Mozart symphony on
the 'bonus disc', conducted in a
unique style with wide and sudden
dynamic extremes; the string playing
is extraordinary, and there's no lack
of warmth.) Perhaps the players
were unsettled by this, for the
ruminative Largo isn't as raptly
ethereal as in their 1947 version on
BMG/Melodiya (four minutes
shorter for the complete work),
whereas the manner is more
conciliatory in Mravinsky's 1982
account on Russian Disc, by which
time the style of the orchestra had
changed too. The finale here is
shattering in its scale: as there were
no recordings available*, Iwonder
what impression that wonderful coda
made on those present. (With the
hindsight of the 15th, etc, one can
sense the ticking of unheard clocks
here too!) B:1*
Who would have guessed that
Horenstein's famous Mahler 8with
the LSO came about because the
BBC Music department had
underspent for 1958? Bernard
Keeffe relates — there are several
insightful booklet essays, David
Lloyd Jones's recollections of
Mravinsky are especially touching —
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BERLIOZ
The Damnation of Faust

TurplRouxICrespinIShirley-QuirkILSO &
ChlMontewc

811CL 4006-7

(
2CDs, 117m I9s) rec.I962 mono

!MAIMS:
Symphony 4/SCHUBERT: Symphony 3

BBC SOIKempe
BIEL 4003-2

(70m 04s) rec.1976/74

BRAHMS:
Piano Quintet/SCHUBERT: 'Trout' Quintet'
Clifford Curzon (pno)IAmadeus Qt
B8CL 4009-2

(
with ' bonus disc, 81m 18s)
rec.1974/'1971

BRITTEN:
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra/
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7/FALLA: El amor
brujo'

Gloria Lane (mez -sop)IBBC SO/Stokowski
B8CL 4005-2

(
75m ¡Si) rec.I963/'1964

MAHLER:
Symphony 3 J interview
Kerstin Meyer (con)IHallé Orch & Ch,
et al/Barbirolli
B8CL 4004-7

(2CDs, 123m 05s) rec.I969

MAHLER:
Symphony 8J interview
soloists/LSO & ChslHorenstein
SUI. 4001-7

(
2CDs, 100m 53s) rec.1959

RESPIGHI:
The Pines of Rome/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Manfred Symphony
Bournemouth SO/Silvestri
BIEL 4007-2

(
76m 50s) rec.I967/63

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonatas — in B, D575 J in f, D625
J in A, D664 J Moment Musical D780:1
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)
Ina 4010.2
(
78m 025) rec.1979
SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 8/MOZART:

Symphony 33'

Leningrad SO/Mravinsky
BBCL 4002-2
(
with '
bonus disc, 82m 29s) rec.1960

how Horenstein was engaged and
how no full rehearsal was possible at
the Albert Hall before the concert.
(This set comes with an interview
formerly on Unicorn, where the
conductor talked about his career,
and confesses that, short of pocketmoney when his family came to
Vienna, he opted for Nikisch and
Weingartner concerts thereby
missing the VPO/Walter world
premiere of Mahler 9!) In
rudimentary if palpably atmospheric
stereo, Part 1 [8 tracks] is, in my
view, shambolic yet somehow
magnificent, with some sublime and
some disastrous solo singing. The
Mahler idiom, as Sir Neville
Marriner said at the launch (he was
then aviolinist in the LSO), was as
unfamiliar as Horenstein's beat was
vague. However, Part 2 is agreat
deal more settled musically and
better engineered: the scale of the

work comes into focus and the
61/2m final track [of 13] is indeed
awe-inspiring. C-D: 1-3(H)
There's an engaging half-hour
conversation with Sir John
Barbirolli with the other Mahler
symphony here, the Third [ 15 tracks
allocated], where in the finale
Barbirolli finds exactly that
expressive flow Iso missed in
Rattle's new EMI version. He really
did understand the ' Mahler sound'
— the snag is that he himself made
so much noise. Partway through the
Nietzsche setting, Kirsten Meyer
seems to falter, and from then on
one is very conscious of effortful
growls from the podium. The Hallé
is on far finer form than on the
Carlton ' Radio Classics' discs
(Bruckner, Sibelius and Nielsen).
B:2
The press pack for the launch
included some review reprints: the
slow movt from Schubert 5, The
Guardian critic suggested, was where
orchestral players and audiences fall
asleep, whilst Joan Chissell [
Times]
thought Kempe's andante was so
searching that Schubert sounded
'more German than Viennese'...
With all those singing rests? Today,
surely most listeners would find this
Prom performance no less delightful
than Beecham's; the coupling is an
in-places fiery but always warmly
flexible Brahms Fourth, made three
months before Kempe's sad death,
which deserves precedence over his
EMI recordings with the BPO and
RPO. B:1-1*
Constantin Silvestri was an
unpredictable recording conductor,
and Iwasn't prepared for the
surging excitement at the start of his
Respighi Pines from the Colston Hall
Bristol: acolourful and fmely
prepared concert performance. Very
good sound too. Silvestri's
interpretations of Tchaikovsky's
Symphonies 4-6 brought controversy
(Testament should reissue that
Philharmonia trilogy) but this live,
admirable Manfred is straightforward
enough. If he drives his
Bournemouth wind players to their
limits in (ii), any orchestral
inadequacies are outweighed by
sensitivity to the expressive range of
the symphony as awhole. A:111
Sir Clifford Curzon was wary
over his releases for Decca, so one
might guardedly welcome the
Brahms Piano Quintet with the
Amadeus Qt, where there's no
studio alternative; but it is seriously
marred by poor sound. Curzon's
Vienna recording of the Schubert
'Trout' is agramophone ' classic'
and it's difficult to find comparable
appeal in this 1971 'bonus' version,
the culmination of an Amadeus
Schubert cycle at the South Bank.
'A little too fairy-like' in places,
thought Joan Chissell. The springlike clarity of Curzon's fingerwork
contrasts with some desperately
messy string playing and cloying

*A Mravinsky
conceal

performance of
Shostakovich
ateared on a
2LP MK/
Transatlantic set
in Doc '65; this
was rumoured to
have been
broadcast from
Lindon, but is not
the one here.
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phrasing. The Amadeus are more
accurate in their Brahms. C- D:2-4
Sviatoslav Richter's recitals often
made demands on his listeners'
concentration. Neither of the
Schubert sonatas in the first half of
this 1979 Festival Hall programme
is well-known, and the concluding
A-major ran to 25m 40s, with all
repeats and unusually slow, yet
utterly compelling, tempi for (i) and
(ii). On CD, of course, we can
concentrate on one work at atime.
An endlessly fascinating supplement
to Richter's huge ` live' catalogue.
B: 1
The notes for the Stokowski
compilation from two BBC SO
Prom concerts give an insight into
the negotiations with William Glock
over programme details; perhaps
surprisingly, the maestro rejected
two proposals for Schoenberg pieces.
The Beethoven Seventh is (as with
the 1976 ' Phase 4' NPO recording)
cut in the scherzo to A-B-A/coda
form, but to be taken seriously
nonetheless; it has something of
Klemperer's weightiness, although
(iv) is fast. Outer-movt repeats are
omitted. The Falla is even more
vivid: it was a Stokowski favourite.
The Britten, though, seems to me
repellently portentous and overextended — for fans only, and
worlds away from the composer's or
Sargent's readings. The Vaughan
Williams Eighth referred to in
Edward Johnson's notes can be
found on a ' BBC Radio Classics'
disc [ 15656 9131-2]. C:4/1/1
The Monteux Damnation (
unlike
his Berlioz Romeo & Juliet with the
LSO, recorded at Walthamstow
three months later for Westminster/
«ma%) was not taped in stereo, yet
no matter: the sound is always clean
and well-balanced. No texts are
given but tracking is generous, so
with a libretto from another set,
sections can quickly be found.
Contemporary reviews found
Monteux 'hero of the evening' even
if wanting in setting slow enough
speeds or commanding soft enough
playing: acomment hard to square
with ' Dance of the Sylphs' or later,
in accompanying Crespin's 'The
burning flame of love'. Listen to the
cor anglais player's artistry there —
Roger Winfield, was it? This set
boasts amost compelling
Méphistophélès, and the choral work
is consistently alert (the ' Soldiers'
Chorus at the end of part 2 is
especially invigorating). ShirleyQuirk [Brander] acquits himself well
in this French cast. An addition to
the LSO/Monteux legacy to be
celebrated. B-C:1-1 •
(HFN/RR '
CD Service' prices are:
CD or CD + bonus £ 11.99; 2CD
£16.95.)
Christopher Breunig
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STRAVINSKY

COMPLETE BALLET

THE FIREBIRD

STRAVINSKY:
The Firebird
LSOIDorati
Mercury SR90226

'LP) ® 1q60

No finer recording was engineered
by Mercury than this Watford Town
Hall production of the complete
Firebird. In this country, the first
stereo pressings were manufactured
by EMI [AMS 16038]; it finished
up as a Philips bargain reissue [ SGL
5827] still sounding superb, but
minus its Chagall curtain-design
sleeve: replicated again here, of
course. It remains a benchmark
performance, full of dramatic
tension — Dorati's RPO remake was
asad disappointment all round —
and the Wilma Cozan supervised
CD transfer, with its valuable fillers
[432 012-2], won it renewed
audiophile acclaim.
The recut here is by Bernie
Grundman for Classic Records. I
would say the transfer level was very
slightly lower, and exploits the
quieter vinyl character. A criticism
of the original is that the sound
moves forward with dynamic
increases; but at low levels you really
can ' listen in' to the hall. My Philips
copy is hardly less enthralling, but
one must concede that in, say the
pandemonium just before the
`Lullaby' [side 2, 5cm in], the new
cut is more refined and musical, as
is the whole section leading up to
the ' Infernal Dance', with its wide
dynamics, percussive wallops,
xylophone etc. In short: an absolute
must!
Christopher Breunig

A*41:1 • 0

ALRENIZ:
Iberia torch. Arbos and Surinachl/
RAVEL: Rapsodie Espagnole
Paris Conservatoire OrchlMorel
RCA 'Living Stereo' 6094

(
2LP) ®1962

Not long ago, specialist London
record dealer Harold Moores had an
original British RCA copy of this
double-album in his window, priced
at avery reasonable £250. To
enhance the pleasure, below the
price tag was the word ' Sold'. So,
even if Ihad won the Lottery that
week, Icouldn't have bought it
anyway — though quite why
someone buys an album for £250,

then it remains in the shop window
for several weeks is difficult to
explain. Anyway, from all this, you'll
gather that Morel's 1961 RCA
recording of Albeniz's Iberia is pretty
rare. Classic Records have now
come up with this superbly cut
replica reissue on 180g vinyl.
Idon't have a ' Living Stereo'
original, but Ido have a copy of the
mono (worth very little, alas!) and
extrapolating from that I'd say the
new edition sounds every bit as,good
as the original: perhaps even better.
The sound is crisp and detailed,
with some impressive stereo. It's
very rare for anyone to record Iberia
complete, and Morel was the only
one to do it on LP — the only
alternative is Jesus Lopez Cobos's
stunningly recorded 2CD set on
Telarc. Morel is less disciplined than
Cobos, but his performances exude
an authentic Spanish flavour and
sound very idiomatic. Cutting levels
are high and the pressing quality is
excellent. So, if the music appeals,
don't hesitate — unless you'd prefer
to hang on until HM gets another
secondhand copy...
James M Hughes

A:1 0

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 4 ' Romantic'
Philharmonialiaemperer
Testament SAX 2569

(
LP) ®1964

Recorded in London's Kingsway
Hall during November and
December 1963, Klemperer's
Bruckner 4 has always ranked
among this great conductor's finest
performances. At around 61m, it's
pretty fast too (though not as speedy
as his Vox account recorded in the
early 1950s). This is an
interpretation of magnificent weight
and achitectural span, backed by
superb orchestral playing. Brass and
winds are balanced forwardly (horns,
especially, sound glorious), yet
clarity is good and the dynamic
contrasts are vivid and exciting. In
the first ten bars of the trio of the
scherzo Klemperer famously replaces
flute with oboe, creating apleasingly
different tonal quality. William
Mann's sleeve note is of the period
too, dating as it does from atime
when it was still necessary to plead
Bruckner's cause. Nevertheless, his
observations are always interesting
and often illuminating. This new
180g pressing sounds full, rich, and
warm, and the surfaces are really
quiet. Idon't have a stereo copy of
the Columbia original, but the new
disc compares favourably with alate
copy of EMI's ' Concert Classics'
reissue. The latter sounds sharper,
as though the treble were slightly
boosted, missing the warmth of
Testament's LP. Technically, one of
the best EMI/Columbia recordings
of the period, and avintage
Klemperer performance — you can't
go wrong!
James M Hughes
FEBRUARY 1999
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REISSUES
sound: inclined to occasional
shrillness here. Side 2 is noticeably
more open with impressive depth,
and the pinpoint instrument
positioning, clear pitching of tubular
bells and excellent fadeout of
womens' voices are pleasurable.
'Mars' is less good, and there's a
tendency for the sound to lock to
the surface area of the speakers.
Zarathustra (1969) had the sound
more evenly weighted across the
soundstage.
Mehta's is atechnically well
conducted but not very involving
account [' amite commonplace... the
deeper soundings occasionally
missed' - Burnett James, Nov ' 71];
the general effect is warm and
massive, and this is consistent with
his other recordings. ' Mars' is
surprisingly bland, the two Adagio
movts, 'Venus' and ' Saturn' too
drawn out (with some flatulent
lower brass). How much more
involving the Karajan/VPO Decca
would have been!

DVORAK:
Scherzo capriccioso _IOvertures In Nature's realm J Carnival _I
Othello
LSOIKertesz
Decca SXI.6348

(LP) 01968

The Scherzo capriccioso dates right
back to 1963: it was coupled with
the Eighth Symphony. The three
concert overtures were fillers to 4, 6
and 9 ( 1967) in Decca's Kingsway
Hall cycle with Kertesz — principal
conductor of the LSO at the time.
Dvorak intended them as atriptych,
provisionally entitled `Nature, Life
and Love' and musically linked by a
common theme announced by the
clarinets (in all three pieces). The
neglected Nature's Realm is a lovely
piece, its opening section rather
Mahlerian — Mahler was working
on his symphonies 2 and 3 at the
time. Ancerl's Supraphon version
with the Czech PO is worth seeking
out, too.
Istarted by listening to my old
Decca copy: Carnival sounded
screamy, over-reverberant and
congested; the earlier Scherzo
capriccioso offered a more natural
quality — neither were promising,
although the pressing did suffer from
'New Malden' roar and from storage
over 30 years. It was not much
played. This unpromising start
hardly prepared me for the vivid
presence of this 180gm recut: the
sound is superb, and the earlier
recording nearer in character to the
three overtures. Night and day!
Stereo separation was now greater in
the Scherzo, and the Kingsway
'bloom' very evident. Kertesz
relishes the undulating rhythms —
almost overdoes these — but all the
performances are fresh and buoyant.
These scores, together with three
symphonic poems, three further
overtures and the Symphonic
Variations, were recently repackaged
by Decca as 452 946-2, 2CDs. So is
this abargain? Alas, no. The digital
transfers ill-serve the masters, and
the Scherzo is too poor for real
enjoyment.

Christopher Breunig

A(B):3

lstvan Kertesz,
Herbert von
Karajan; Martha
Argerich

Decca 's2CD set
452 910-2,
reviewed by jMH
last August, •
couples The
Planets with
Also sprach
Zarathustra,
adding film music
by john Williams

HOLST:
The Planets
LAPO & Master ChoralelMehta

100 YEARS OF DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON
R STRAUSS:
Ein Heldenleben
BP() Kaiaian
MARTHA ARGERICH
BRAHMS: Rhapsodies Op.79/
CHOPIN: Scherzo in c- sharp J
Barcarolle/LISZT: Hungarian
Rhapsody 6/PROKOFIEV: Toccata/
RAVEL: Jeux d'eau
Martha Argerich (pno)
IIIMETMOVEN:
Symphony 5
VPOIKleiber

Dacca

(
LP) 01971

The Colour Of Classics (
3LP) 81959/69/75

Although Zubin Mehta's first LP as
music director of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic was on RCA ( 1966),
Decca soon established a
considerable catalogue of recordings
with this hitherto under-represented
American orchestra, preferring
Royce Hall UCLA to its New Music
Centre Pavilion. Several of these
were technically outstanding, eg,
Varèse orchestral works; RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade; Strauss's
Alpine Symphony; Mahler 3 and 5.
These later productions show greater
refinement in the upper strings'

Speakers Corner re-transfers of three
notable analogue ` firsts': Karajan's
return to DG in March 1959 for a
Heldenleben not to be surpassed in
either of his later Berlin versions
(and with the great leader Michel
Schwalbé in the violin solos); the
debut of the tigerish Martha
Argerich; and Carlos Kleiber
matching his father Erich's
gramophone classic for Decca —
Beethoven's Fifth. (If only he could
have been persuaded to record more
than just 5 and 7, Brahms's Fourth
and two Schubert symphonies!)

Christopher Breunig

snes29
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Review copies
of these LPs
were supplied
by Vivante,
tel 0181 977
6600

Each LP comes in its original sleeve
— silver/black for Kleiber — and is
accommodated in astout slipcase
with DG's centenary booklet 'The
Colour of Classics'. Isay ` original',
but the first UK cover for the
Strauss had Karajan superimposed
over a plush red backcloth.
(Incidentally, the strobe pattern
edging the two earlier labels works
for 78rpm, not 33 1
/ !)
2
EM Helenleben was last in pure
analogue form in a 5LP set with
relatively thin pressings; the rather
swimmy acoustic (Jesus-ChristusKirche) Isuppose makes this almost
a 'historic' recording. If it is possible
to call to mind something first
experienced almost 40 years ago, I
would say this carefully recut version
was more truthful to the early DG
stereo sound: an old canvas restored
to its former glory. With what
imperiousness Karajan sweeps
through the section leading from
'Battlefield' to 'Works of Peace'!
Argerich's first DG recital,
recorded at Hannover when she was
19, ' landed in
the musical
world like a
bomb going off'
[DG]. Even if
Brahms emerges
severely bruised
— nor do Ireally
like her Chopin
Scherzo — the
playing is
phenomenal,
especially in the
Ravel and
Prokofiev (an
extraordinary
singing line
dances over the
mechanics of the Toccata), two
composers she was later to seem
most at home with. But it's not the
explosive bravura so much as the
musical self-assurance that tells here
— as the cliché goes, had she done
nothing else, etc, etc. Heinz
Wildhagen's powerful recording,
with its close balances and wide
dynamics, complements the
character of the performances (even
if it's a slightly strange piano sound).
There was, Iremember, disquiet
over the disparity between UK and
German copies of the Beethoven
Fifth. My German version sounds
perfectly acceptable, yet the increase
in presence and weight is quite
startling here, and this
Musikvereinsaal production could
almost be classed ` audiophile'. The
reading is electrifying.
It's only fair to remind readers
that the corresponding midpriced
'Originals' CDs include the Siegfried
Idyll (
Karajan), Liszt's Sonata
(Argerich) and Beethoven 7
(Kleiber). But what this box offers,
really (and uniquely), is abit of
time-travel, a little nostalgia.
Christopher Breunig
11—C:1* A—B:1 113
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EUGENE CHADBOURNE
THE HELLINGTUNES
INTAKT CD052

Reviews by Ben Watson

HOT LIPS PAGE
AFTER HOURS IN HARLEM
HIGH NOTE HO 7031

(
54m 12s)

In the early 1940s, NYC jazz
enthusiast Jerry Newman acquired a
portable disc-recorder and began
documenting his heroes. There's a
mountain of myth about jam
sessions, but once you're listening to
this and reading Dan Morgenstern's
hip liner-notes, you're abeliever.
The bebop revolution was just swing
off the leash, and here's the proof:
dazzling, raunchy, fun-filled jams on
'I Got Rhythm' and 'Tea For Two'
that burst with joyful complexitude.
Page's trumpet dazzles. Thelonious
Monk (piano) and Tiny Grimes
(guitar) are the name accompanists,
but ' unknown tenor, piano, bass and
drums' are in fine fettle too. Page's
vocal scat on ` Old Yazoo' proves
that the chasm between Wynton
Marsalis and Beanie Man is a ' 90s
curse. One hellzapoppin' firecracker!
H:1*

'There's a
mountain of
myth about
jam sessions,
but once
you're

FREDDY COLE
LOVE MAKES THE CHANGES

this and

FANTASY FCD 9681

Dan Mc rgenstern's >tip
liner notes,
you're a
believer'

ANTHONY BRAXTON/
STEWART GILLMOR DUO
14 COMPOSI - IONS
(TRADITIONAL) 1996
LEO CUR 259

(
65m 16s)

Having recorded the most mindbendingly futuristic solos of the
1970s, and pioneered a new method
for quartet interaction in the ' 80s,
multireedist Anthony Braxton has
surely lost the plot. His last Leo
release, Composition 192 — ascored
duet for himself and singer Lauren
Newton — was so devoid of musical
ideas, this reviewer could not bring
himself to write about it. Here
Braxton interprets a 'traditional'
repertoire (tunes popularised by
Louis Armstrong, Glenn Miller and
Clarence Williams) on sax and
clarinet. Stewart Gillmor

For listeners appalled by Eugene
Chadbourne's lofi ideology, his
Intakt releases are the ideal way in,
being clean recordings, mostly
studio. His scores — witty cut-ups
of Ellington — bring out the agile
musicianship of his players: Alex
Ward (clarinet), Pat Thomas
(keyboards), Leslie Ross (bassoon),
Carrie Shull (oboe) and the everdapper Paul Lovens (drums).
Chadboume's compositional concept
has been unjustly overshadowed by
his colleague John Zorn (and his
own bravura song-writing and
guitar-playing). Cool jazz lives!
A:1

listening to
reading

(
73m 58s)

(
55m 39s)

From the first bars, you know
Freddy Cole will sing great, just
because the pacing of his
accompanists is so relaxed and right,
so comfortable with the idiom.
There's no straining to be either
classic or avant. It's Ben Riley or
Kenny Washington on drums and
George Mraz or David Williams on
bass: laidback-jazz heaven. Pianist
Cedar Walton is famous for his
ability to comp. Freddy Cole's
intonations pack aveteran's
knowingness and charm. You may
miss the satin sheen of brother Nat,
but that's more than compensated
for by small-group spontaneity and
the wit with which ballads like 'The
Right To Love' and ' Do You Know
Why?' are interpreted.

with the
Mohavishnu

Grover Washington contributes
honeyed sax; tenorist Eric Alexander
is the real deal too. ' Brother, Where
Are You?' strikes anote of soul-jazz
militancy. As Will Friedwald notes,
anyone who can make Billy Joel's
'Just The Way You Are' listenable
has to be touched by genius. (Cole
syncopates the irritating hook out of
recognition, an achievement to be
set in the gallery of aesthetic coups
next to Ray Charles's restructuring
of ' Rudolf The Red-Nosed
Reindeer'.) Sublime stuff, warmly
recorded by Troy Halderson in just
two sessions. A:1
DEREK & THE RUINS
TOHJINBO
PARATACTILE PLE 1101

(60m 13s)

It was John Zorn that had the idea
of teaming guitarist Derek Bailey
with traditional bass-and-drum
rhythm-sections, providing the
inscrutable avantgardist with his
most commercial and accessible
releases to date (
Saisoro, Arcana and
Guitar, Drums 'n' Bass). Saisoro's
encounter with Tokyo's Ruins
spawned astring of live dates, and
now a second release.
The billing ' Derek & The Ruins'
invites rock comparisons: placed
next to Derek & The Dominoes
(and newer guitar gods Van Halen,
Satriani and Cuccurullo), Bailey —
despite being senior to the lot —
comes across as the ultimate punk.
His jagged, modernist licks are
deliriously exciting. Sakaki Hisashi
(bass) and Yoshida Tasuya (drums
and samurai war-cries) play it
headlong their turbo-charged
technique 'ripping commercial
calculation to shreds. Yet this is the
one to sell in bucketloads to readers
of Heavy Metal magazine.
Connoisseurs of Saisoro, on the
other hand, should be warned that
Bailey's rough'n'ready mix delivers
uglier sonorities than Bob Musso's
sleek production. A-B:1* 0
THE MAHAVISHNU
ORCHESTRA FEATURING
JOHN McLAUGHLIN
THE INNER MOUNTING FLAME
COLIMA/LEGACY CK 65523

(
46m 35s)

accompanies him on piano, trumpet
and French horn. At first, wobbly
timing and suspect intonation signal
`avantgarde', but the real description
of the performance of Fats Waller's

Pomp rockers are notorious for the
tuttis that close their overblown
epics; Mahavishnu Orchestra go one
better, and start with a series of
powerchords. However, the studio
was not wired for anything so passé
as allowing the group to hear the
total sound. Having asserted their
right to noise, they're off, zipping up
and down their fretboards in fusion's
usual simulacrum of intense
musicianship. The speed recalls folk
reels, where digital reflex replaces
thought about harmony or metre.
Twiddly baroque — squeaky clean,
academic and barren — alternates
with pretentious ' sacred' patches.
Occasionally there's some okay
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Orchestra see also
Atlantic
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'Blue, Turning Grey Over You' is
dreadful: flute and French horn are
hesitant and out of tune. Braxton
can be the most scarily intelligent
improviser on the planet, but he
needs direction, purpose, genuine
encounters with his peers. Never has
the creative continuum sounded so
threadbare and thrustless. A:2 0

1970s guitar from McLaughlin, but
it's asideshow as finicky
arrangements are bludgeoned into
rockist blurs. New Age sewage is
anticipated in the song titles CA
Lotus On Irish Streams'). As if the
pretense is all too much, the
Orchestra finally collapse into 12-bar
rock'n'roll. Bob Belden's sleevenote
reports gigantic ' crossover' sales:
greed for the lucrative spotlight
vacated by Hendrix is evidenced in
every note. The booklet reprints
Guru Sri Chinmoy's poem
'Aspiration'. It's crap. Seldom has
commercialism sounded so shrill and
unpleasant. A:2 D

T

o celebrate its 50th anniversary,
Atlantic have released fifty
albums in digipaks. Stickers
proclaim ' original sound, cover and
liner notes'. However, these are not
miniaturizations: notes and tracklists
(formerly easy-to-reference, on the
back of the record sleeve) are now
spread over booklets in an ugly grid
of white, red and beige panels. A
`tribute' by Claude Nobs —
comparing Atlantic releases to 'great
Bordeaux wines' — appears on each,
sullying with hard-sell the very
aesthetic he's boosting.
The music is adifferent matter.
Three of these should never have
gone out of print: Charlie Mingus's
Tonight At Noon [
Atlantic 756780793, 38m 10s], suites from 1957
and 1961 with Mingus playing
terrific piano as Doug Watkins plays
bass and Roland Kirk blows various
reeds A:1 0; Ray Charles At
Newport [
7567-80765, 40m 30s], a
punchy set recorded live on 5July
1958, with Marjorie Hendricks and
the Raylettes in fine voice A:1;
and Omette Coleman's This Is Our
Music [
7567-80767, 38m 51s], the
sensitive, inventive masterpiece cut
in 1960. Omette Coleman's alto
draws connections between his
player's sounds as delicately as an
Asgar Jorn dripping paint between
quotations culled by Guy Debord;
Ornette's own liner notes are a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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intelligent enough to keep airiness at
bay. On ' Running Into The Truth',
his alto darts about like alizard on a
EREMITE MIE 011
(
60m 37s) emerged
wall, finding cavities that glisten
on the West
with gems, new harmonic zones to
John Voight (bass) and Laurence
Coast playing bask in. Voight and Cook find a
Cook (drums) are familiar from the
universe in Mateen's merge of
Jemeel Moondoc Trio. Saxophonist
with Horace
harmonic exploration and melodic
Sabir Mateen emerged on the West
Tapscott, and
delight. A:1* 0
Coast playing with eminence grise
his grasp of
Horace Tapscott, and his grasp of
SEXM 0 IS
the tradition has asimilar depth and the tradition
disregard for fashion. He has found
has a similar DIN OF INEQUITY
SABIR MATZEN
DIVINE MAD LOVE

'Sabir

Mateen

his own voice, skippy and playful
depth and
like Omette, but also vocalised and
disregard
ecstatic like the free players
encouraged by Coltrane. His clarinet for fashion'
is fluid and soulful; his flute

model of honesty and precision.
A:1*
Rahsaan Roland Kirk's Here
Comes The Whistleman [
7567-80785,
35m 25s] is disappointing. His solos
on the Mingus album are
bloodcurdlingly original, but he
evidently needed adecisive leader to
bring out his best. Major Holley
(bass) and Charles Crosby (drums)
provide lacklustre rhythm, and
despite some cunning piano from
Jaki Byard, the result is diffuse blues
bluster. A:2
In total contrast, Sergio Mendes's
Favorite Things [
7567-80792, 28m
47s] from 1967 is corny schmaltz
with bossa rhythms and string
arrangements by Dave Grusin.
Considered by some akitsch classic,
this is show music begging for
vocals; during the latinrock intros,
you expect Jim Morrison to pipe up.
This is acase where parody
improves upon the original; there's
more happening in the Easy
Listening of modem-day surrealists
like Mike Flowers or Billy Jenkins.
A:2
Contrasting fusions from 1975:
drummer Billy Cobham's A Funky
Thide Of Sings [
7567-80766, 44m
43s] and ' electric saxist' Eddie
Harris's INeed Some Money [
756780781, 45m 02s]. Cobham uses
guitarist John Scofield, keyboardist
Milcho Leviev, bassist Alex Blake
and the horns of the Brecker
Brothers. The 'funk' is schematic
and clinical, the solos perfunctory: a
soundtrack for cop-car chases. A:2
Eddie Harris's crew, though, play it
streetlevel and phat, his archetypal
title-track huffing and puffing about
inflation and the price of meat. The
musicianship is hardly that of
virtuosi, but Durf (congas), Rufus
Reid (six-string bass) and Calvin
Barns (drums) at least know when a
funk 'on-the-one' should hit, and
Harris's avant multiphonics on
'Carnival' are hauntingly timed.
Harris sings through his sax on ' I
Don't Want Nobody', aweirdly
affecting gimmick, while his organ
swellings remind us that without a
touch of gospel, all aspirations to
funk are hopeless. A:1

COLUMBIA/KNITTING FACTORY CK 69432
(54m 32s)
Given all the excellent music that's
gone down at New York's esteemed
Knitting Factory, it's apity the
material they lease to Sony is so
poor. This is wouldbe punkjazz, a
pale echo of glorious acts like
Henry Threadgill's Air, Xero
Slingsby's Works, Universal
Congress Of and The Shuffle
Demons. Sexmob cover Ellington,
Prince, Leadbelly and McCartney's
'You Only Live Twice', playing
funk nuis on double bass and Art
Ensemble licks on trumpet and sax.
Organist John Medeski guests.
Playing at rather than really playing,
Sexmob are soulless crowd-pleasers:
the Blues Brothers of punkjazz.
A:2 0
CHARLES WHARF/SIMON
H FELL
FRANKENSTEIN
BRUCE'S FINGERS BF25

cn
a)
cn
0

(
51m 18s)

This is afootnote to Simon Fell's
monumental Compilation III
[HFNIRR January]. The composerbassist duets with his favourite
multi-reedist, forcing their playing
through amind-boggling system of
samples, electronic retrogrades,
time-lapse playbacks and ambient
miseenscène. It lacks the
pervertamento-jazz fragrance of the
duo's 1991 tape-only release MM:
the music's been scorched by the
players' involvement with the
amplified excess of Descension
(whose support slot for Sonic Youth
at The Forum in 1996 provoked an
audience riot). Reworkings of
Grachan Moncur III's
'Frankenstein' and Fell's own
'Crammed With Distressing Brain'
render sonorities and transitions
that surprise on each listen.
The hovering, speculative
intelligence of the pacing recalls
1950s Darmstadt, but it's done with
skronk guitar and improv screeches.
Frankenstein attains the extremes
post-rock craves but rarely has the
note palette to deliver. Relief
patches of straight bass-clarinet and
double-bass draw blood from the
fold-in mania. Gleefully improvising
with the output of their hardware,
Wharf and Fell make aliving,
lurching monster out of
technologies designed to pin sound
to the table. Electrify your brain
pan! A:1 0
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Album
focus
ALANIS MORISSETTE
SUPPOSED FORMER INFATUATION JUNKIE
Maverick 9362-47094-2

This is an important album. At feast. that's what it's
attempting to tell you. It's ar album that virtually takes fe
listener by the scruff cf the neck and imparts the uriÇ,o that
Alanis's last release, Jagged Little Fe sold 28mcacias. All
part of the effort to impress Thing is, most people.don't like
being manhandled by o mere CD, while others wil abed to
Morissette's repetitive outpourings, her yellec regreti, inast of
which come in the kind of grunge wrapping 'hat ncybe
Wagner might have smilec upon on i good day. Everything
about this album is important If only it had been enijoyable.
oci De/lar

A-3:3 •

why this woman dlicits so much botred among the
I've never fully understood She's neither Celline Dials RIM Tori
Amos, so what gives? Her 'difficult second album is mare
adventurous, varied and matufe than ( but unlikely to match
the 28 million global sales of) her debut. Listenable in he
manner of an early Kate Bush set, it is largely
incomprehensible to those who don't suffer MI, but then so
was her first. But Morissette must have felt undue pressure From the record company? Her management? - to surpass
Jagged Little Pill, so Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie
sounds as forced as its title. Still, it ain't bad at all.

Just

B:1

rhere's a

RARENAKED LADIES
STUNT
Reprise 9-46963-2

dark side
(51m 19s..

Amidst the unfathomably-successfulover-there-but-virtually-unknownover-here acts are Canada's
Barenaked Ladies, whose following
is large enough to ensure that even
their EPs have been reissued. Stunt,
which Ithink is the band's fifth, is
further affirmation that Hootie, et al,
are not indicative of US audiences'
levels of intelligence. But there's a
dark side to all of this poppy, wry,
Transatlantic Squeeze-ism:
Barenaked Ladies' success will
always be limited on this side of the
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to all

of this

poppy, wry ,
Transotlantiz
Squeeze ism...

The charge that I'm unlit to review an Abois Morrissette
album on the grounds that Ireckon she's as talented as ajar
of pickled eggs and marginally less interesting, is one that I
will deny with every fbre of my being until right about now.
There. I've come deal. Robin Bresnark of Melody Maker
agrees with me, awarding adismal one-and- a- half stars and
declaring ' It's Natalie Imbruglia without the Natalie
Imbroglio'. The Sunday Times wasn't too taken with the
'dumb rhythms and lumbering powerchords that accompany
her ridiculously self-absorbed lyrics'. The Daily Mail's Adrian
Thrills, however, manages to hear lots of ' superb songs' from
'a confident woman in complete control of her artistic
destiny.' Finally, Glyn Brown of Mojo complains, ' Boy, some
of this is work'. Only some of it, Glyn?
Johnny Black

A:2

Pond by their geekish looks. Think
Weezer, the Feches, et al — the very
sharpness which makes Stunt so
repeatedly enjoyable is probably a
result of these guys having their
asses kicked every day at school
when they were kids.
Ken Kessler

A:1 / 1* •

MARTIN CARTNY
SIGNS OF LIFE
Barenoked

Ladies: hoping
to make an
impact over
here

Topic TSCR503

(51m 78s)

ROGER ENO
FLATLANDS
All Saints ASCD36

(47m 27s)

In a year when ambient music
seemed to have disappeared up the
suction tube of its own vacuum,
this is manna from heaven. There's
a sustained tranquil beauty to
these tracks that even Roger, long
a master of the art, has never quite
achieved before.
Although his admiration for Eric

You want unplugged? Here's the
total distillation of British folk,
down to voice, guitar and occasional
harp. Although there's enough
material to remind you that Carthy
is one of folk music's grand old'
men, having played with Steeleye
Span, the Albion Band, ad infinitum,
he can look beyond the genre's
confines. Hence we have renditions
of ' Heartbreak Hotel' (even mare
sparse than Elvis's classic take), the
Bee Gees' New York Mine
Disaster, 1941' — Carthy even
works his acoustic magic on Heagy
Carmichael's ' Hong Kong Blues'. A
perfect tonic if you need abreak
from studio interference, this could
become an audiophile fave.

Satie shows through as ever, with
these 18 mini-tone-poems, he has

Ken Kessler

Johnny Black

A-A:1 •

used chamber music
instrumentation to explore new
levels of self-expression, still
largely echoing and reflecting his
love of English sea and landscapes.
And, like all the finest ambient
works, this one adapts itself
chameleon-like to the
circumstances in which it is
played.
Try it in front of a roaring fire on
a bitter night, and it's soothing; on
a bright windy afternoon it's
warming; and first thing in the
morning it feels like a sunrise.
Excuse me, I'm just off to try it in
the bedroom.
A:1* •
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FRIEND ' N FELLOW
PURPLE ROSE
Ruf RUF1029

It's no

Brian Setzer:

accident that

nice car,

(
46m I8s) this duo

It's no accident that this duo turned
up at The HiFi Show on TAG
McLaren Audio's stand: TMA
sponsored this release, the follow-up
to what was from the outset an
'audiophile'-type of release.
Nearly unplugged and showcasing adistinctive voice, the
set is one of those efforts
which tests both your system
and your taste. `Tasteful',
y'see, is the operative adjective,
and you'd be surprised what
can be done when turning
Steve Miller's ` Fly Like An
Eagle' or Dylan's ' Forever
Young' into utterly sparse
sonic exercises. Move over,
Amanda.

the trousers

at the
Hi Fi Show...

BRIAN SETZER
THE DIRTY BOOGIE
Interscope IND 90183

Ken Kessler
A-A*:2 •
JONI MITCHELL
TAMING THE TIGER
Reprise 9362-46451-2
(44m 17s)
Only afool would
expect real surprises
from Mitchell at this stage in
her career. Her albums now
are like apublic Guy Fawkes
Night display. You know exactly
what to expect: sparks flying, flames
leaping and multi-coloured
explosions in the sky; but even
though you know it's all under
control, and as safe as safe sex, you
still can't help being delighted.
Mitchell still writes eloquent lyrics
set to complex cart-wheeling

shame about

turned up

Friend ' n
Fellow:
'Tasteful'

(
49m 43s)

No, the Stateside ' swing' revival
isn't media-fed hype, but achartinvading movement with its own
stars. But familiar acts have
benefited, too, one career revival
being that of ex-Stray Cat
Brian Selzer. The Dirty
Boogie's track listing
— ' Sleepwalk', 'This
Old House', ahit
version of Louis
Prima's 'Jump, Jive &
Wail', etc — or alisten
to any of his earlier solos begs the
question: so what's new? Simple: a
young, hip audience for the same
stuff his old fans have enjoyed for
nearly 20 years. The only
modification needed was a 16-piece
band in place of atwo-piece rhythm
section.
Ken Kessler
A:1-2 •

led by singer-songwriter Denise Bon
Giovanni, embodies exactly the
sound and spirit that made the early
Cowboy Junkies material so
compelling. Bon Giovanni is asinger
with afragile, intimate voice, always
suggesting hidden emotional depths,
who writes anguished songs about
bruised and battered relationships,
set to acoustic guitar strums,
embellished with little more than a
hint of organ, atouch of controlled
feedback or the evocative wail of a
musical saw. Utterly addictive. (If
you love this kind of thing, check
out Happenstance magazine, available
from 1Martinsell Green, Pewsey,
Wilts, SN9 5AT, £ 1per issue,
cheques payable to Henderson.)
Johnny Black

A:1 •

BOB SINCLAR
PARADISE
East-West 398424686-2 (60m 13s)

Joni Mitchell: complex cariwheel i
og melodies
melodies, but the joy lies in the
detail of how each song comes alive,
either through perfectly turned
instrumental embellishments — an
ECM Records jazzy-ambient feel
here, aslithery snaky Wayne Shorter
sax solo there — or through its
subject matter, or just through
Mitchell's supremely confident vocal
delivery. Another Grammy for the
mantelshelf methinks.
Johnny Black
90

A*:1• •

There is no Bob Sinclar. Just a
creator of house music known as
Chris LeFriant, would-be friend of
the stars and man-about-Paris. Nat
that LeFriant-Sinclar has made it
big with Jane Fonda. Seems that she
wasn't entirely chuffed to find that
the Frenchman had sampled one of
her aerobics tapes for Gym Tonic,
the final track on the album. Still,
he's to be forgiven, if only for
creating his personalised version of
1970s disco, leaning heavily on the
sounds of Chic and suchlike. It's no
big deal, highly repetitive and strictly
all about the rhythm. But great for
feet that like to keep moving.
Fred DeIlar
A:1 •
THE SUNSHINE CLUB
VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET
Ghtterhouse GRCD 438

(
advance tape)

Interesting to receive this in the
same month as anew Cowboy
Junkies album, which isn't reviewed
here because it's nothing special.
Happily, this San Franciscan trio,

The Sunshine Club's Denise Bon
Giovanni: a fragile, intimate voice
DON WILLIAMS
ITURN THE PAGE
Giant 74321 60217-2

(
42m 39s)

It's been awhile since Williams was
considered hip and Eric Clapton was
prone to drop in and jam with him.
Since then, awhole rangefol of
stetson-topped noddles have taken
over the Nashville scene, handsome
and then some. In the interim,
Don's become agrey-beard and no
contender for whatever is country
music's version of Smash Hits.
However, the talent remains, the
voice remains intact and even amite
enhanced by the wear and tear of
time. Thé mix is fine, Elise nudges
into Cajun, Take It Easy On
Yourself waltzes through the cantina,
aballad, Harry and Joe, reiterates
the slo-mo lives of grumpy old men,
and Pancho moves in asimilar area,
documenting aconversation between
FEBRUARY 111
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ageing friends. Yes it's sentimental,
yet reasonably sugarfree. Eric can
safely return.
A:1 •
Fred Deliar

LIVE STUFF
It's not just the BBC archives

ROBBIE WILLIAMS
I'VE BEEN EXPECTING YOU

providing a wealth of live sessions

Chrysalis 497 837 2

(
76m 03s)

An average vocalist, the Take That
member voted least likely to succeed
has become Britain's biggest pop
star by reason of his extrovert
personality and showmanship, plus
his ability to piece records together
that stand out from the crowd. That
trait is most surely in evidence with
this, his second album, each diverse
track shaping up as apotential
single. What has been ignored until
now is Robbie's ability as a
songwriter, one who, if accounts are
to be believed, can slot together
something more than acceptable in
ten minutes. Certainly there's no
problem with his originals here,
everything on board, with the
exception of Karl Wallinger's ' She's
The One', being aWilliams-Guy
Chambers composition.
'Millennium', bless its nicked John
Barry intro, has already proved a
chart-topper, 'No Regrets', featuring
back-ups by the two Neils, Hannon
and Tennant, will probably have
been ahit by the time you read this,
while other cuts, such as the hippyhappy 'Jesus In A Camper Van' and
the Norwegian Wood-like 'These
Dreams' illustrate that Williams is
not confined to one specific area.
Fred Dear
A:1 •

Atlantic, celebra -ing 50 years has
reissued Ray Charles A- Newport
[7567-80765-2 4>] the RS,13 deity
heard at the famous jazzfest n
1958. The same city's, folk fests
from 1963, ' 64 and ' 66 were the
venues for Phil 0.-.1-s Eye At
Newport [
VangL•crc VCD 77C17 5],
a rare case of folk ;rilL sic »via- bite.
The magnificent Live On The King
Biscuit Flower Hour series continues
with a lovely se. by Jol-n Sebastia -i
from 1979 [
KBR-CDC16 ilk], while
there's Humble Die from 1'1973 [ KBFHCD017], Bochman-Turner Overdrive in 1974
[KBFHCD013] and the nasty swamp rock of Black Oak Arkansas at the

eading

Festival in 197E ( KBFHCCO22] for headbangers. But the Beeb remains c prime
source, this month addressing folkies. Lndisfarne's ( below) City Songs [
New
Millennium PILOT34 51
_d'e.livers sessions From Bob Harris's and John Peel's shows,
and a gig at the Royal Festival Hall,
1971-2 (with three takes of, yup, ' Lady
Ele-z_nor'). Partnering it is the late Alan
Hes When The War Is Over [
New
MiIlennium PILOT37 *], a 2CD set
comraining material from Peel and
Harris sessions, the second disc a
4 complete In Concert session From 1975.
Ken Kessler

BOX SETS
Box sets aren't getting any

your slop, most notable being an 'economy' version of

cheaper, but they do benefit

Smon & Garfunkel's. remastered 3- CD Old Friends

from the concept of ' quantity

[Legacy 489447 2 1,]. Shifting it from library case to

discounts'. In addition to

dbuble jewel box means a nice downward price spiral.

selling for less than the five

Grab t: it's a definiq•ve study of this most rnportant link

CDs it contains, the Black

in the folk-rock/singer-songwriter DNA chair.

Crowes' ( right) totally rocking

Tie other, for me, is the best of the month because it

A:1 /1*

Sho' Miff [
American C5K

means no more praying for

65741 •] is bonus- laden to

luck in collectors' shops: the

attract the fans who already

lavish The Kinks EP Collection

own this modernist boogie

[Essential ESF-CD 667 •].

outfit's first four albums. Each

This cloth- covered set contains

has been enhanced with CD-

six British and four European

ROM visuals and bonus tracks, while the fifth disc is a

Kinks EPs - among the rarest

mini- album of five live tracks.

7-inchers of all time - in

A- B: 1 - 1

Four CDs, too, make up The Transatlantic Story [
Essentkil

miniature card sleeves, à la

ESF-CD 654 •], an 86- track study of a label which

Beatles' EP box. Rarity value

became a haven for UK folkies. Artists represented imc ude

is ensured because it's a

the Pentangle, Bert Jansch, a young Billy Connolly one

numbered series of 15,000.

Ralph McTell. A fine 48- page booklet completes the

The music? Britpop as it was

package.

written. A/B/C:l•

A- B:1-2

Two exceptional money- savers join the box set section of
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Ken Kessler
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GENE CLARK
FLYING HIGH

THE KINKS
MUSWELL HILLBILLIES

UM 540 725-2
(2CDs, 145m 49s)

Velvet 63467-79719-2

last for one
who many fans consider
to have been the most
talented Byrd. Coal
Porter Sid Griffin has
overseen and annotated
this marvellous 41track,
2CD affair, starting with 'You Showed Me': a massive hit
for both the Turtles and Lightning Seeds. This man was one
of the key players in the birth of country rock, a
magnificent songwriter, aterrific vocalist, but alas, almost
as self-destructive as fellow- spirit Gram Parsons. Rich with
great material, this ideal companion for Echoes features
enough rarities have been included to satisfy even those
completists who own the Dutch pressings. A-B:1-1* 0
Justice at

JOAN BAEZ
BAEZ SINGS DYLAN
Vanguard VCD 79512-2

(73m 10s)

Twenty-bit remastered from
the analogue master tapes, 20
tracks from 1963-8 by one
who certainly has the right to
issue an album of Dylan
covers. JB always worked
under the Zim's auspices, so
the interpretations must have
tacit approval. A:1
THE BAND
THE VERY BEST OF
Capitol 495 0512

(75m 38s)

Pure gems from still more
Dylan protégés, the cream for
those not interested in
acquiring their whole
catalogue. Peerless Canadian
Americana: 'The Weight',
'Tears of Rage' and 16 other
evocative, proto-roots-revival
faves. A:1* •

(
76m Sh)

A fresh 'best of, 28 tracks
leaving out no obvious hits, to
counter the collectors-only
nature of the recent rarities
set. Simply some the finest
rock music ever, with
harmonies rarely equalled:
'Good Vibrations', ' Surfer
Girl' and more. A- A*: 1 • •
GARY US BONDS
QUARTER TO THREE/TWIST UP
CALYPSO
Ace CDCHD 692

(
60m 32s)

Bonds' first two US LPs on
one CD. The title track of tilt:
first established the crazed
10-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

instant party sound which
would be emulated decades
later by Gary Glitter, Adam
Ant and others trying to
squeeze arampant bacchanal
onto a 7in platter. Manic stuff.
C:1-2 •

(
51m 45s)

DEAN MARTIN
THE VERY BEST OF

Velvel 63467-79720-2

EMI 496 7212

(
74m 31s)

PRESERVATION ACT 1
Velvel 63467-79721-2

(
47m 07s)

PRESERVATION ACT 2
Velvel 63467-79722-2

(
77m 06s)

An ideal sequel to the Pye
albums recently reissued and
expanded by Castle, the first
four from the Kinks' RCA
years. Each was, in the
manner following Arthur, et al,
a ' concept album', arguably
the finest examples of Ray
Davies' writing skills, despite
delivering few hits. Each set
adds two extra tracks, has
superb booklets and Ray's
involvement. A-B:1-1*
A:1* A:1
A:1-2 II
GENE PITNEY
JUST FOR YOU/WORLD-WIDE
WINNERS
Sequel NEMCD 889

See For Miles SEECD 490

GOLDEN GREATS/THIS IS
GENE PITNEY

(
48m 45s)

All-but-forgotten psychedelic
popsters who feature in Family
Trees because of Robert
Palmer and Jess Roden. A
well-annotated set containing
the whole of their debut LP,
circa 1967-8, and two bonus
tracks, it oozes the naiveté of
the Swinging London-preAltamont hippie experience.
Obscure but worthy. A:1-2 •
MARVIN GAYS
MK- NIGHT LOVE
Columbia CD 85977
113m 56s)

For the man's devotees, ()ne
CD containing a remastered
version of his final album and
one with 14 unreleased studio
out-takes and alternate
versions from 1982's Sexual
Healing. After the recent
archive dredging of the
Beatles' Antholoo and the
Beach Boys' Endless Harmony,
a treat of asimilar calibre for a
soul genius. A- B:1-1* •
HONEY CONE
CONE TO THE BONE
Sequel NEMCD 968

(
69m 15s)

This 20-track hits collection's
high point is — clearly — the
smash hit, 'Want Ads', but the
girls did abetterthanaverage
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previously unissued material
including rehearsals and other
curios. Given the collector's
nature of the fan base, these
should have been issued as a
lone 3CD package. A:1 •
A:1-2 •

EVERYBODY'S IN SHOWBIZ

THE ALAN BOWN
OUTWARD BOWN... PLUS

,
2CDs,

BEACH BOYS
GREATEST HITS
Capitol 495 6962

job of waving the H-D-H flag
in the 1970s. Topgrade, predisco era black pop music.
B- C: 1 - 2 II

Sequel NEMCD 897

(
63m 02s)

(
69m 33s)

TEN YEARS LATER/NEW
SOUNDS OF...
Sequel NEMCD 898

(
75m 06s)

Three more two-onones
continuing the restoration of
Pitney's catalogue to inprint
status. Amidst the six titles
here, which span 1963-72, are
76 tracks (including some
bonus material) and hits like
'Mecca' and 'Town Without
Pity'. But the real proof of
GP's talent are the covers,
some of which you'd never
expect. Classy pop, ripe to
benefit from the boost in
Bacharachian sympathies.
A*: 1 A:1 A:1-2 MI
ELVIS PRESLEY
TIGER MAN
RCA/BMG 07863 67611 2 (
50m //s)
MEMORIES
RCA/BMG 07863 67612-2
(2CDs, 120m 44s)
Two remastered, 30th
anniversary specials dealing
with the legendary 1968
'comeback' shows. Tiger Man
is the entire, unedited ` sitting
down' set, with seven
unreleased tracks, while
Memories is a double of

(
56m 03s)

In time for the forthcoming
'Rat Pack' and Dino biopics
and an alternative to Bear
Family's overwhelming box
sets, 21 tracks both his Capitol
and Reprise periods. Too
many classics are missing,
suggesting a 2CD set would
have been more thorough;
even so, this is beyond
question, the coolest,
mellowest crooning of all time.
Sorry Bing; sorry Frank.
A-A•:1 5 •
SCAFFOLD
AT ABBEY ROAD 1966-1971
EMI 7243-496435 2

(
77m 02s)

Not the first act we expected
to see so treated, but this offbeat trio of Liverpudlian poets
did score big with ` Lily The
Pink', 'Thank U Very Much'
etc. This guestladen archive
set contains hits, LP tracks
and eight unreleased
recordings, making it a must
for Beatles fans because of a
certain relationship.
A-B: 1-2 Ill
NINA SIMONE
SUGAR IN MY BOWL
RCA 07863 67635 2
(2CDs, 150m 54s)
Worthy 2CD set from the
jazz/R&B legend, 40 tracks
from 1967-72, with five
previously unreleased. An
intriguing mixing of Simone
compositions and unlikely pop
and folk covers, but you need
to look elsewhere for ' My
Baby Just Cares For Me'.
A: 1 I
THE TORNADOS
TELSTAR - THE COMPLETE
TORNADOS
Repertoire REP4708-WR
(2CDs, 135m 24s)
In the classic German fashion,
2CDs containing everything
recorded by Joe Meek's top
instrumental act from 1962-6:
every A- and B- side, EP
tracks, Decca and Columbia
material. Remastered,
thorough and almost entirely
in mono, and a great argument
for those who loathe the
Shads. A-C: 1-3 •
Ken Kessler
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HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

SUPER SPUR COMPONENTS
FOR BUILDERS OF BEN DUNCAN'S

Super Spur mains system, this list
represents asmall sample of the extensive
range of spur installation components
which can now be supplied by the HFN/RR
Accessories Club; all are selected for
quality and audio performance.
Full details of the complete range of Super
Spur products and materials are available
from the Accessories Club on request.
DISTRIBUTION BOX
Memera 2000 Distribution Box. Two to sixway steel enclosure complete with 100A
D/P Isolator. 45A Main Input Fuse. 25A
Line Fuse x2.
Modified to allow inclusion of Lightning
Protection unit and one or more Pure Power
units, and connection of cables to SUPER
SPUR specification. De-Oxit treated
throughout. £204.00

LIGHTING PROTECTOR BOX
High capacity VDR Lightning protector.
£99.00
CONDUCTORS ( inlet end area)
Single core 'Meter tail' conductors
Available by the metre in cut lengths, RED
and BLACK
25mm ( 8.9mm o/d) £7.34 per metre
50mm ( 12.0mm o/d)£13.32 per metre
CABLE ( Permanent wiring)
Single phase 2-core armoured cable.
Available by the metre in cut lengths.
6mm ( 16.5mm o/d) £5.20 per metre

WARNING: safe and legal installation
of Super Spur parts is the
responsibility of the purchaser. Read
the previously published Super Spur
articles (including safety advice) before
starting any work. All mains wiring
should be installed by, or the
installation approved before use by, a
competent and properly qualified
electrician, to ensure that the
installation meets the relevant wiring
regulations. Failure to comply fully with
these regulations may invalidate house
and contents insurance. (Outside the
UK, the approval of the electricity
supplier may be required for new
wiring before connection.) Neither the
magazine, the publishers nor the HiFi
News Accessories Club can accept any
liability for any consequences arising
from the use of any items supplied. As
made clear in past articles, many
factors affect sonic performance, and
therefore neither the author, the
magazine or its publishers, nor the
Accessories Club, can accept responsibility for the success or otherwise of
any particular configuration.
CABLE ( Flexible, equipment wiring)
Kimber Mains Cable, available in two
grades. Supplied fitted 13A plug - IEC
line socket.
4TMC Standard PowerKord
36in
£65.00
8TMC High Current PowerKord
36in
£89.00

EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£23.00
HFN/RR 004 Blackhead: moving- coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 !
HFN/RR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber I] /steel I
Imounting
£10.50 '
HFN/RR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00
CD Unit ( 40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 .
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 ,
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00
HFN/RR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00
HFN/RR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFN/RR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00
HFN/RR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 L
HFN/RR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00
per 100 £19.00 " per 500 £ 0.00
HFN/RR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£ 3.00
HFN/RR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 j Ready built £ 70.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' £47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00
per 100 £38.00
per 500 £ 80.00 '
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00
per 100 £. 00 .
per 500 £
40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon- fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£ 9.00 I
The Lifter: end- of- side tonearm lift
(black) £4'7.001
(
chrome) £ 5.001
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£ 5.00 I'
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi- input phono pre- amp kit £299.00 '
Musical Fidelity X- LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 30.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre- amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00
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CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 "I' Sin, clear

Cable ( Flexible permanent CPC)
Super Radex is used as CPC throughout the
system. £6.50 per metre IL
CABLE ENTRY GLANDS
Armoured Cable entry Glands.
Type 2: Suitable for 6mm ( 16.5mm o/d)
and lOmm ( 30.4mm o/d) armoured cable
£5.60 each '.11
Nylon cable entry glands. General
purpose.
7.5mm-lOmm o/d cable. 20.5 mm fix
£2.10 each 1
1
13mm-18mm o/d cable 25.5mm fix
£3.20 each
MK SWITCHES AND SOCKETS.
Deoxit treated throughout.
MK Metalflush matt chrome flush fitting
13A unswitched 2gang £34.65
MK Metaclad Plus matt chrome surface
fitting
13A unswitched 2gang
£26.50 El
IMPORTANT: the assistance of an experienced

electrician, able to interpret the requirements of
the Super Spur principles in terms of your local
wiring code, is strongly recommended. A
specialised, nationwide installation service
(using qualified installers) has been established
for customers of the HFN/RR Accessories Club
who do not feel qualified to undertake this work
themselves. Please contact the Accessories Club
office at Bedford for further details: PO Box
200, Bedford MK41 1YH. Tel: 01234
741152/Fax: 01234 742028.

protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 El
RATA ` Reveel': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £ 10.00 C
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit
£15.00 C
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 E
Chesky Ultimate Demonstration CD:
subjective test CD
£13.00 E
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.001J
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 I
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 H
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter
£129.00 H
X-DAC DAC with HDCD
£ 00.00
X- CAN valve stage
headphone amplifier
£ 30.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00
EL34WXT £. 00 E
5881 KT66 £ 7.00 L 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 [3 EL84 £. 50
EL84M £7.00
EF86 £3.00 Li
GZ34 ( China) £12.50 jI PCC88 £6.0011
EL509/519 £18.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 E
pre- amp tubes £6.00 E
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!
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READER SERVICES

Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set LI each £ 17.00 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 CI
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.0011
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 D
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00111
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
DOM
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 D
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.000
(h-bk) £ 0.00 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 11
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.013
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) DOM
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 9.00 E
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £ 0.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £. 00 L
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £ 5.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 D
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk) £7.00 Ll
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£ 0.00 11
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £.00 0

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones
small (three)
£7.00 C
large(three) £ 10.0011
Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £ 5.00 O
Iso-Bearings 3.3 (
larger version), set of
three £ 15.00
Insert Audio 4trun plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4nun plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (finun dia) pair £ 12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £ 9.00 CI
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 80.00
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£ 14.0011
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 4.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit
£72.5011
Ready built unit
£ 5.00 0
BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £ 40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £ 40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £ 0.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 LI
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.0011
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.0011
(h-bk), signed £45.00 E
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk) £ 8.00 0

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue III Book, technical CD and
software catalogue El Audiophile LP and
CD collection 0

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of
the review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format
and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and
packing, up to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more
discs. Unless listed here at aspecial price, sets are priced
at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles where this
format is available. Telephone +44 ( 0)1234 741152 for
details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE:
(See below for this month's listings)

Lower
prices for
1999!

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - Mussorgsky ' Boris'
£35.95
Classical vinyl - DG 311 set
£59.95; Albeniz 211 £31.95;
Stravinsky £21.95; Bruckner,
Dvorak, Hoist £ 19.95
Jazz - Eugene Chadbourne £ 12.75;
Anthony Braxton £9.99; Atlantic reissues £9.99
Rock/pop - Alanis Morissette, Robbie Williams
£12.75; Bob Sinclair £9.99
Box sets - Black Crowes £31.25;
Transatlantic Story, Kinks EP Collection £28.45;
Simon & Garfunkel £ 16.75
Live Sluff - Ray Charles, KBFHCD prefixes £9.99;
When The War Is Over £ 13.75
Rock reissues - Gene Clark, Marvin Gaye,
Elvis Presley, The Tornados £ 15.00;
The Band, Beach Boys, Dean Martin £ 12.75

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

COService

Catalogue number & title

CD LP MC

Cpuce

Tel

El Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number *
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax +44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Golden Dragon High Quality Pre- amp ¡ fier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £ 6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £ 6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £ 6.95
GOLDEN DRAGON
12BH7A
£ 9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £ 60.00 £ 120.00
£11.50 £ 25.00 £ 50.00
£36.50 £ 75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £ 75.00 £ 150.00

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Singles

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Matched
Quad
£ 50.00
£ 50.00
£ 25.00
£ 150.00
£ 50.00
£ 52.00
£ 130.00
£ 116.00
£ 136.00
£ 130.00
£ 150.00
£ 60.00
£ 40.00
£ 86.00
£ 130.00
£ 170.00
£50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£ 50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£ 272.00
£ 260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£ 80.00
£ 172.00
£ 260.00
£ 340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/57.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £ 2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD.,

Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Sales Desk 01474 560521

Fax 01474 333762
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Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations from

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rega R8300

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
Pererf. Conzeau
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.

qt
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CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNR8
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-1005
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor

Reconnemil
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dave liemma,

Pe'rer J. GUM:al(

Alartin C011Onis

Ken Kessh,

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA 505
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Ore/le CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Ore/le CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT- I
LE/DAC-1
OVER £2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity AI,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Nairn Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES!!, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS !ûi,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Nairn SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand S1AMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Orelle DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity El°,
£350-£500 Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait Ill
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Nairn NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 151
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-1:350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion AI, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLSIlz
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD-S505
Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES

£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-1:350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-1:500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 80005, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC 7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
ABI subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM XI
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
£500-£1000 Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian,
Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter)

£1000-£2000
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CDI7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va (D/A
converter), Theta DaViD (transport)
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Ratel RA 960
£350-£500 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini (pre- amp)
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (power
amp), Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland
CTA40I, GRAAF Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF
GM200/W813.5, Krell KAV300i

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-1:350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers 1.533
£350-1:500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Ratel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK6I0, Ratel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

Pictured: KEF Coda 7speakers, Marantz CD63 Mk11
KI Signature (below left) and Aram Alpha 7Amplifier
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The Kraken:
Bigger than Godzilla

01491-834700
III t. NEW A11:1IF.
AIIST KRAKEN M .O.:GRATH): Ttu.: sAmE. BuT MUCH MORE
nisTiuBuTED IN THE UK BY IIENI

ALCHEMIST

InSIC;NS

component and
speaker interfaces

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilising patented
terminator networks

For full details please
contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel:

01 494

441736

Fax:

01494

440360

P.O. Box

383, Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4GB.

Tel: 01277

227355

Fax: 01277 224103

e-mall:infoevértualr.demon.co.uk

rh.

AE
Atacama
Audiolab
88.W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
• Widest choice in the area
Harman-Kardon
•Independent advice
J8L
•Qualified staff
KEF
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kenwood
Superb showrooms
Krell
•Main road location
Marantz
Major car parks nearby
Martin- Logan
•Insurance estimates
Meridian
A4ichefl
•Over 30yrs experience.
Mission
•Service Dept
Monitor Audio
•Delivery & installation
Musical- Fidelity
•Part Exchange
Pickenng
•Open 1030-5:30 6days
Pink mangle
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spender
deposit only 20% of
Tannoy
£500. for 12 months
TCL
£1503. for 24 months
Thorens
£3000. for 36 months
subect to st•tuli
Yamaha
& lots more
PS Syou're making aspecial trip.
rt sbest to book. weekdays

x 11

eat pl ceiron..

Was

Now

£995
£2090
£580

£745
£1400

£470
£2300
£900
£1800
£400
£1999

£395
£1725

8000CDM+DAC
8000DAC
8000MX pair
B&W CDM2 r/wood

Audiolab

IMF
The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

X Dem. Sale...
Acoustic Energy AEI II r/w
AE2 II r/wood inc stands
Audiolab 8000C
8000LX

MartinLogan

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel,. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Copland CDA288
£598
Cyrus 11li
£100
Commander remote
£328
PSX-R
£498
Power
£398
SL integrated amp
£1250
JBL Aquarius S119 LSs
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £1800
£5195
Krell 250 Pre+power
£3550
KAV300 cd
£800
Marantz CD17 bk
£900
PM17 gold
£875
Meridian A500 r/wood
£2500
M60 r/wood
566.20
£ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC £2420
Michell Argo pre.+Hcra £885

£475
£50
£275

£600
£700
£300

77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

FOR MARCH we'll be featuring one of the most exciting new
loudspeakers to emerge in along time — with its glorious lacquer
finish and inimitable Italian design, the Sonus Faber Amati
Homage is aspeaker to conjure with. Actually, we'll also be
covering some more affordable loudspeakers including the latest
from Liin and other leading brands. Digital audio coverage
leads with Martin Colloms's review of the Advanced Audio Disc
player systems from Muse Electronics and Resolution Audio —
bui we'll also be testing some of the season's most interesting
new CD players including the latest from Musical Fidelity and
Sony. For analogue enthusiasts we'll be covering the Ortofon
MC Jubilee moving- coil cartridge. Features include Barry Fox's
look back at the history of Linn Products. We'll be expanding
the music section to give better-than- ever coverage of classical
CDs, plus rock and jazz. Last but not least, we'll be offering yet
another great hi-fi prize in aspecial FREE-entry competition.
So don't miss the Mar:h issue, on sale Friday, 5February.

monoblox ( were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
HK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the ver) first models,
in walnut cases £300
ICEF 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz CD63 II KI-S £275

£625
£895
£4650

2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big. twin bass £ 325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600

£3195
£650

ES1_57 pair bk latest spec. £750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din)
£ 185
405 power amp £ 200
FM4 tuner ( din) £ 150

£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595

£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300

77 Power amp
77 Pre-Amp
77 Remote

AEI r/w £495

CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 ban pre amp &

Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CD £2099
Tarantella+RB+XLZ £ 1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad

Acoustic Energy

Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000

£395
£325

£320
£750
£1125

twes
F
v7
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£650
£1495
£320
£1599

ISO phono stage £420
Mission
753f oak
£898
754f oak
£ 1498
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£475

Classic second-hand...

£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Revox G36 1/2 track £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs. op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012
£ 175
3009 told original box £75
Tandberg 11320A
1/4 track 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tannov Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics , walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thorens
I mk2 +3012 £ 150
TD I25 mk2 +3009 £200
TD150+3012 inSMEplinth £300
Vortexion

Series 4 recorder £ 100

Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934
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and choose between 14 issues
for the price of 12. That's a
saving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT.
That's asaving of over £8.00
on the UK subscription rate
Credit Card Hotline:
01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080
E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com
HiFi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION APPUCATION FORM
Iwant to discover what sounds and looks great
with HiFi News
Record Review...

FIFFI

NEWS
iiiimaàaem

would like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate
I:III would like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my
credit/debit card details/cheque

Your choice of payment: O Direct Debit A Cheque or
Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay Direct Debits

Credit/Debit Card
DIRECT
11)Deb it

Please fin in the whole form and serd it to
Link House Magazines Ltd. Subscriptions,
Bradley Pavilions. Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 OBQ
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specialist guide
CHESHIRE

GREATER LONDON

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
27 BOND STREET, EAUNG W5
o 0181-567 8703

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON ICARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TRAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.

Warrington, WA! 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Closed Wednesday.

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

studio

Arcane
'
ge
d
G&W

'

.....élkodéol
Pr CMSSW
selpiellan

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Class e

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAN AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
Sonius FABER YAMAI IA

Kelp
1.4.trantz

30

years

Epos

of Excellence

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

Sony

BADA BONDED DEALER

Haim
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 8855

FAX, (117) 624 5315

GREATER MANCHESTER

ORPHEVS AVD10

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •

total
Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy

• Audio Analogue
•Audiomeco • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•(abusos • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • DPA • [A .R. • Electrocompaniet • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Merocus • Musical Fidelity • OW • Oracle
• (Irene • Ortolan • Popworth • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • OED • Sequence • Slav • Tea • Triangle • Trichord Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamomuro Churchill. YBA and others

f. J
,f4
mum

lo

your

ears

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
I 14 Stockport Road,
OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

delte,,i °walla, um •rellIdtihangulnethlu,

Call for list of part exchange bargains
Dunmore» br mongered riSiredi 15 feu
127rdivM6lcr eAstanForesilkelobtver
5mins From 127 of dse M6

01257 473175 _}

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursdays)

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

think audio think...

ni
te
.e

LONDON
INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

del O'Brien Hi-Fidie

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Ink

Chantry Audio
ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO
RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER •
CABLETALK • CHORD • CREEK • DENON •
DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL •
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • MAIM • OPERA
• PRECIOUS METALS • QED • REGA •
ROGERS • ROYO • SENNHEISER • SILTECH
CABLES • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS
FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT
CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALIÇ CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fifth flamboyant year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
104

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

KRELL

D

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"
A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist HiFi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
lhelo, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research, Meridian, Audion, Hi O,
CR Developments, Wilson Audio, Marlin Logan, Sonus Faber, lorno, Epos, Roark, d.p.a,
Myryod, Akhemist, Grab, Michell, SWE, 01 Products, N.VA, tEL Ralel, Denon,
Celeslion, Rose, Micromega, Oriolon omuch more.
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Research DI 30 pwr Arnp. Solid state
130watts/Ch
Audio Research 1.59 Pre Amp. Inc Remote

E. Derni £ 1,890....£1,500

sohd

E.

Seale

Dem)

R1,949.

Combination price fer bah le obese ewes perdened or see tires

Al 010 ANALlXillE
elefflIffl1111.111.

i
alteMes,à1

Audio Research 152 Ml<2 pre Me, Vol,.
IS/H)
Roland Model 1peen Amp Solid Slate
15/H)
(eleshon 62 Spits lit cherry
Micromego Tempo 2Mt Amp

.£1,559

£3,000

£2,297..£1,500
£3,00D . fl ,500
.£895
.
C599

(
Ex Dam) £300.
(
Ex Dom) £82.5.
lEx Dern)
C69.5

0% Instant Finance Available

DPA Little 8it 3DAC
DPA Enlightenment DAC
Meridian 501 pre Amp
Alchemist Maxim in, Amp
OIN 122 spks lit cherry vinyl

lEa Dom)

£270. ..£ 199

( Es Den)

£ 1,050 £899

New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards

Al Ex Deno item are as new, unmarked, and boxed and iodide the full manufaclures
pettrannel Offering •minima
2years and apeos years, depending upse
prude&

MAR ft‘ IMA..

OP1 AND

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

Vs'istren details on rositio,1

Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities
5mino wak Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo
5mino horn A3 ( flaynes Park B282exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10

60 Durham Rd. West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Est.

Tel.(0181)946-1528

1988
Fax ( 0181)946-0331

.C199
.£599

E.499

lEs Darn) £349. .£275

Pink Triongle Numeral CD
Roark Tallisman II Spkrs

6.

,I.*********...

Mail Order Avaiksble ************

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 017771 870437
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DEVON & CORNWALL

NORTH LONDON

studio

eDounds
Perfection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam.Arcaudis, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W, Castle,
Denon. Dynaudio, Heybrook, Kef, Marantz,
Mission. Musical Fidelity, Naim, Pink Triangle,

82

HARPENDIS LTD

NORTHERN IRELAND

HI-FI & TV

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BAO, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
OED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY. TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TOL, TOSHIBA.

f

AnalOg Audio

N

(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan, Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES • Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Nott Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman (arduo, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan. Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman (arduo, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW.
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire (Bob Carver), JR. Triangle, Ruark. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver s,.
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington, Base, Understands,
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE.
DUNGANNON BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http:/hvww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

KENT

ROTEL, lAMAHA AND MARANTZ
SILKlusl ol lull range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone /or chlailf,

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Pioneer. Proac, Rel, Rotel, Ruark. John Sheame,
Sias, Teac, Yamaha

UNILET
Sound & Vision

Flee neaallaiitin; Credit facilities: ServiceDepf

SURREY

\Igin- Sat 9.30 — 5.30
Road. II lelii••1•111 , i •

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • SAISI AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAH Cs IiN • fEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

MIDDLESEX

Avi.410\/*/wie

gestooke AFleio Vistml C-or‘stet.e.ms

Once is not enough
at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer.So whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi-end Audio, Visual please call.
We

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000

n idelit Y

mobile 0973 471 426

NORFOLK

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

indecently good hi-fi

SOUTH COAST

48\

UNILET

Choose from the
finest eil
o
D
Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8 O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

Near Norwich, Norfolk

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604

SOUTH EAST LONDON

CLOSED MONDAYS

SUFFOLK

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

FEBRUARY 1999

Wjgte.m?fmun

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

rho ..., 11.1.••1•81

efries

then contact:
School Road, Bracon Ash

13..n•I)1\

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

Front End Problems?

The Old School

Fax: 01622 676723

erZW
AtIK
:(
1170-1:473
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
email ; audiovenue@vobbriet.co.uk
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hi-fi for grown-ups
tel / fax

ipswich

mobile

01473 622866

0 8 0 2

1 7 6 3
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specialist guide
SCOTLAND

Have you heard the latest?
No? Well here's your chance at listening to some of the coolest
and most serious hi-fi equipment available on planet Earth including:
Nairn Audio / Pro AC / Absolute Sounds / Marantz / DNM / AVI
Alchemist / TEAC / Roksan / Rotel.
72 Newhaven Road

Music Mill
Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

Edinburgh EH6 5QG • 0131-555 3963

Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

YORKSHIRE

(à4

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON
THE EAST COAST'

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company. Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Hatieth, Myryad, D.RA.,
°retie. Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC &many Others.

4ett4
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REAI

Hl

F I

SYSTEM'

For inendl% ad % ice or to arrance % our demonstration ni' some of
the %dd's. finest audio equipMeitt contact JOHN BLEAKI.EY
on I,EEDS (01131 252 88,50 ( evening calls welcome). Generous
Ado mehange allowance always a% ailahle. Agencies include ATC
•AV! • Ruston. • Castle • Chord • Harheth • HNE • Kimher
Kahle • Nlarantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo • Tear
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and man) more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

eb
111,1,1•11

e

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

•A..3-101K14*)

•COUSTICOOG.E.5

i‘
ir

Weia

WEST SUSSEX

Gek

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 252885(1 O

i

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

epoolefideaft;

Audiolab, Electrocompaniet. Pro-Ac. Ruant. Castle. TEAC. Unison Research. W. Impulse
Horns. Monitor Audio. Harbeth, Alchemist. Michell Turntables. Nottingham Analogue
Studios. Blueprint. Audio Analogue , Exposure. Living Voice. Densen. Celestion (Asehes
only I. Opera. EtaIon. Audio Physic. Tnchord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro- Logic demonstrations. Nordost. Stands Unique. Stax Electrostatics, Ortoton, Ringmat
Developments. Audio Technica, GoIdring. Listening room. Demonstrations. Home Thal,
Free delivery and Installation 2 Years Guarantee AccessNisa

W

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER DN58SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

45.

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

411/4
Ould you

like to hear more')

0•91.4.-cceo
PROJ ECTS

Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote!, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.
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Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

66 Upper North Street,

41C1,011.01....V

0 1 1 3

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus. Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Raga,

5

WEST MIDLANDS
Naim...Merictian...Arcarn...Tag Madmen...
152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall

Teae...Mission...titands Unique..
and mu

much more.

01922 493499

Till Oit

—

QUALITY

0121 321 2445

Hi-fi

for

the midlands
3Hl -Fi Shxlios Home

Home Cinema Theatre

In House Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit avoilabl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

(On Selected heo,s. suteed to 20°, deposit. Wrrnen devils on newest)

MI la SI
H

1-F1

MI AT T E. Ft S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS F*-

/-

1

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INILREST FREE CREDII ON SI LECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

106

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 81

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

FERRUARU 1999

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Audio Innovation 1000 MKIII 50 watts, class A
monoblocks, fitted with (world class valves)
"Groovetubes" £ 599; Audio Synthesis Passion
preamp (the ultimate ' remote' preamp, maintains
perfect signal integrity) tel: Robert, 01604 415412
(Northampton)
(H1745)
Audio Research D240MKII immaculate £ 1,100
(£3,400); 9Xmetres Audio Research Litzlink MIGI
interconnect £400 (£ 1,200); 1Xmetre Audionote
ANVZ interconnect £ 500 £ 1,250) 1Xmetre
ANVX/ANSP £ 300 (£700); Audionote KO-ON
passive pre-amplifier £300 (£ 1,500) must sell, offers
considered, tel: 01604 720122 (H1641)
Audio Synthesis Dax Decade, remote control
volume, no need for preamp £ 1,700 (£2,800); Audio
Meca Mephisto transport AT&T bargain £995
(£2,300) both mint and boxed, loads of cables tel:
07970 854683
(H1704)
Audiolab 8000C preamp £233 8000P 100w amps
each £ 383 pair £749 Mission 753 speakers £290
Cyrus PSX12 supplies each £ 167 pair £ 319
Discmaster £429 Dacmaster offers boxed tel: 01242
269257
(H1577)
Beam Echo DL7-35 monoblocks new £3,500
(£1,950); Trichord Genesis CD player, mint £395;
ART Audio Quintet monoblocks chrome/gold mint
£1,900 (£2,700); Nottingham Analgoue Hyperspace
turntable mentor arm, Tracer4 mint 31,800 tel: 0976
402779
(H1690)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers pair, new KT88 valve's, internally upgraded and
serviced by Bill Beard, absolutely magnificent,
£1,750ovno; Audio Synthesis Passion, 8 inputs,
homemade, plain looking but stunning sound hence
£375 tel: 0181 578 7714
(H1336)
Cello Etude preamp passive four inputs, boxed,
superb condition, simply the best £400 tel: 01509
215230 (Leicestershire) (H1740)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 6 " covetable" (KK)
nuvistor gain stage for use with low-output MC
cartridges, dynamic, natural but surplus, so offers
around £395 sought, will demonstrate, tel: 01264
790675 eves/wkrids (H1719)
DNM Series 3 preamp with 'six' power supply pack
£650; ART Audio Tempo Class A Triode
monoblocks, chrome finish £ 1,100; tel: 01444
417911 eves/weekends (Sussex) (H1698)
Transparent Reference Digital Cable, 1 metre,
Phone to BNC, £500 ono (New £800). Transparent
Reference interconnect, 15 feet, £ 1,250 ono. (New
£2,280) tel: 0181 291 1744
(HI715)
Exposure 13 moving magnet phono stage, 12
months old, excellent sound, mint condition and
boxed cost £799 sell for £485 genuine sale reason,
tel: 01689 822931
(H1634)
Gamma System, complete; Era and Space
Reference pre and power, Epoch Reference speakers,
Wow interconnect and speaker cables, gorgeous,
visceral, hair-erecting system - really works, forced
sale for £9,500 or offers Copland CDA288 also
offered tel: 0181 861 0841
(H1712)
Go On, Treat Yourself this Winter, Acoustic Energy
AEI and dedicated AE Stands, black, mint condition,
fantastic detailing and imagery, excellent dynamics,
all for only £495ono tel: 01302 786006 (H1736)
Granitan Rock Turntable FR64FX Tonearm £399;
Two haler XL600 500w amps, bridgeable £549;
Each Pioneer DO7 high speed Dat Recorder £649;
LP Collection £2.75 each plus P&P SAE List tel:
01983 854302
(H1652)
Interconnects: DIN/DIM Chord Company solid 8m
£75; Pricious metals silver signal 521M £40;
Phono/nono: 1XOS 1002 lm £20; Digital Audioquest
vieo Z lm £30; Trichord Mains conditioner £70 tel:
0181 449 8639 (Barnet)
(H1741)
Krell MD ITrans and SBP64X Dac £4,500ono;
Theta Data II LD and Porgen III DAC £4,000ono
may split; Audio Research LS Sil pre £2,500; all
mint and boxed, Siltech and Cardas cables tel: 0181
882 4287
(H1633)
Linn Klout amp £ 1,150; Linn Kaim pre-amp £990,
boxed, ex. cond. current spec; PASS Aleph 3 amp
£1,400, boxed, mint, Klipsch Heresy speakers £350
tel: 0171 892 4905 (London) (H1682)
Makintosh MC60 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, rare
collectable, offers; Quad 34 pre amplifier £ 155ono;
Quad 306 power amp £ 155; Croft Valve pre-amp
£170; JBL Century L100 speakers £345ono tel:
0976 201801
(H1657)
Mark Levinson no. 36 DAC £2,100; Audi Research
LS7 £850; Chord 1000B, Proac Response 1SC and
Target RI stands £850; all perfect condition, need
cash, tel: 0151 526 5344 or 0370 826980(H1686)
bil-F1 NEWS I. RECORD REVIEW
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Martin Logan Aerius light oak, mint, 30 months
old, £ 1,250;Yamaha DSP E580 surround processor
amp £275; Celestion surrounds £50; Blue Angel
interconnect £40; Flatline twin 2m £35 tel: 0121
628 9247
(H1600)
Meridian 200 Transport, 203 DAC, mint condition
£550; Naim 32.5 preamp £250 tel: 01527 878755
(Worcs)
(H1743)
Meridian 207 CD-preamp M/C input and 209 remote
£545; Denon POA-6600 power amps, £495 pair KEF
104/2 speakers £395 pair the lot £ 1,250 tel: Forrester,
01752 206666 days, 01752 769109 eves (H1730)
Meridian 557 power amp, mint, boxed, manuals,
£995; Proac Response 1 ' 5', vgc, boxed, manuals,
£650; Audio Alchemy DLC (v. rare) mint and PS3,
boxed, manuals £325 tel: 0181 697 8518 (H1681)
Meridian 565 prologic processor/preamp with Dolby
Dig. AC3 upgrade should cost £2,000 selling for £900;
Meridian M100 Active loudspeakers £ 350 worth
double, tel: Jeff for information and demonstration,
01302 781387 or 01302 540045 (H1572)
Meridian DSP6000 fully active loudspeakers with
on board Dacs as new condition, cost new £9,000
great half price buy at £4,500 tel: Jeff for information
and demonstration, 01302 781387 or 01302 540045
(H1573)
Meridian M1 Active loudspeakers (no power amp
needed) originally £2,600 (recent £ 500 upgrade)
superb sound, immaculate condition £ 1,175
(including LFD interconnects); Soundstyle hi-fi table
£85; Target turntable wall-bracket £35 tel: 0171 722
3748 (Hampstead)
(H1602)
Michi & Sugden Hi-End, Michi Active pre-amp
RNA 10 with remote, abssoutely stunning (boxed/
manuals) £750 (matching RHBIO 200W power amp
possibly available) Sugden AU51 Reference DAC,
as new, superb (silver wired/crown DAC's) £695ono
tel: 01492 580201 eves (North Wales) (H1692)
Monitor Audio Studio 50 speakers, 300 watt,
rsoewood piano lacquer finish, "once in a lifetime
buy" What HiFi, new £ 5,000 - sale price £2,650
includes 4 years guarantee tel: 01983 752065
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista Limited Edition remote
control Class A tube preamplifier, no. 268, bought
in error, only used for 3 hours, as new £999
(£1,200) no offers; Yamamura Milemeum 5000
interconnect two 1 metre pairs £ 150 (£750) tel:
01923 462309 (Watford) (H1732)
Nain CDI two years, mint £850; Puccini SE, black,
as new £400; LS3/5a, bi-wire, walnut, vgc, £250;
Sony Dat-Walkman TCD-D8, microphone, tapes,
as new unused, offers tel: 01424 715390 (St
Leonards)
(H1569)
Nakamichi CASE pre-amp £200; NAD 902 power
amp £ 150; Thorens 125/SME3009 £ 150; Luxman
T-12 tuner £ 250; Stax Lambda £ 150; Philips
CD100 £50; Maranta CD54 champagne £50; NAD
3020 £50 tel: 01494 721274 (Bucks) (H1656)
NBS Cables: serious hi-end for sale by serious
discerning owner from new, must sell hence
staggering quarter of original rrp, absolute mint
condition, including statement 11/2 metre Digital
link £950; Professional 4 foot interconnects (two
pairs) £750 per pair, plus two Shaktistones available
free with purchase of cables, tel: 01256 765848 or
fax: 01256 763089
(H1717)
Papworth M100 valve monoblocs, Kimber power
supply upgrade, fast, clean, natural sound, new
condition, come and listen, must make way for
M200's, asking £ 1,975 (£3,600) tel: 01264 790675
for details eves/wknds (H1720)
Pink Triangle Capo DAC with 1307 filter adn DC
battery power supply, cost £ 3,000 new, sell
£1,150ovno; Audiophile Award 'the stuff dreams are
made of' tel: 01896 823459 after 7pm (H1733)
Pioneer 735 Series preamp, power amp 120 watt, 25
watt Class A M/M M/C piano black vgc, cost £ 1,300
asking £400 the pair, free Meridian 104 FM Tuner
with above tel: 01705 649460 (Portsmouth) (H1742)
Prose Response Three Signatures, unique - only
pair ever made in Yew real wood veneer finish, mint
condition £ 1,950ovno; Tel: 01460 55970 office hours
or 01460 57071 eves/weekends (H1721)
Proac Super Tower MKII speakers, black ash in
original packaging, immaculate, very little use, 7
years old, cost £ 1,200, sell for £495 tel: 01727
766601 (St Albans)
(H1660)
Proceed Pre, (Mark Levinson), fully balanced preamp with learning remote, 18 months old, £ 1,190
(£2,000); Proceed AMP2, 150W dual mono power
amp, £ 1,150 (£2,000) tel: 01284 769985 (H1737)
Quad 34 405/1 much loved for 14 years, perfect,
located and demonstrated in Derby, offers in writing
to: Box No. 0797, Hi-Fi News Classifieds, Link
House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA
(H1739)

Quad ESL63 speakers in brown with Quad Roped
stands in very good condition, can demonstrate £800
tel: 01623 652576 (Mansfield) (H1576)
Quad 11/22 valve system - preamp and FM tuner
(both in original boxes) and two power amplifiers,
all excellent condition, £450 tel: 01273 559032
(Brighton)
(H1747)
Revox B77 MK2, r/controll, perspex spool cover,
NAB Adaptors, Revox tilt stand, 10 Maxell tapes
£1,300; Linn LP12, Aide', K9, Audiotech wallshelf
£450; All virtually unused, 301, SME, Plinth £200
tel: 01895 237562
(H1744)
Rogers LS3/5A, ABI, 6 months old, five year
guarantee, Kessler favourite (£ 1,250) £700; Orelle
CD1OT, DA180 MK2, silver interconnect, Colloms
favourite (£ 1,475) £ 600; Audionote ANVX lm
(£575) £250 tel: Roy, 01902 892613 (H1738)
Soundlab A3 full range electrostatic American
loudspeakers, in medium oak finish with white grille
cloth, Fitted with " ultimate" power supplies,
immaculate condition, cost new £ 13,500, offers
around £6,000 considered; Transparent Reference
15 feet interconnect £ 1,250ono tel: 0181 291 1744
(H1714)
Soundstyle Compact Disc storage system, holds
250 CD's, colour classic black, excellent condition,
boxed and ready to courier foc £95 tel: 0131 336
2956
(H1604)
Technics SLP-1200B CD player, pro version,
battleship build, balanced outputs, including phono,
pitch control, search control, fader start £550 tel:
0121 777 7029
(
141592)
Technics SP10, TRIO, STD, Thoren 160, Audionote
Transformer, Goodman 80, Audionote M2 per amp,
Creek 4240, Quad Pre 405, Roger, Vortexion,
Harmon Kardon, Verdik, Pilot, Meridian M/Block,
TRIO K917, Troughline, TIM DP Decoder, Teac,
Quad, FM3 Roger, Heathkit, ONXIS, Pioneer,
Yamaha, Sony, T/amp, Tascam 34B, Teac, Studer
B62, Tanberg, Manua; Nagra, JR SP, Tammy Golds,
Sony KEF, EPOS, Radian 12, lots more tel: 0181
443 0557 01992 620905
(H1687)
Thiel CS5i loudspeakers, fantastic, voted Class A
equipment in Stereophile ( i.e. world's best!) 18
months old, retail £ 12,000, bargain £7,000, must
sett due to lack of listening area, will include £ 1,000
cables, Krell KAV300i amp £ 1,800 tel: 0171 624
5266
(H1596)
Townsend Rock reference turntable plus Excalisbur
tonearm, Orotfon MC25FL cartridge £ 1,000;
Avondale 6 pack, moving coil preamp £200; Tresham
DR3 moving coil preamp £75; Epos speaker stand
£40 tel: 01457 83 4465 (Manchester) (H1618)
Transparent Balanced Music Link Super
Interconnect 1.5m pair £475 (£830) two pairs
available, tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex)
(H1697)
Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Daca: DAX,
blaanced output, six input, Coax, Toslink, AT&T
£1,199; DSM £479; Teac X100OR Auto Reverse
RIR Tapedeck DBX £ 649; SME 3012 Tonearm
£199 tel: 01983 854302
(
H1651)
Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks (2,250)
four months use, mint, boxed (was £ 3,450)
unbeatable combination with Quad Electrostatics
(you can part exchange with your Michell/Linn
turntable) Quad ESL57 (£ 325) good condition,
smooth and transparent tel: 0958 305191
(Edinburgh)
(H1703)
£1,290(ono) buys one pair Quad ELS63 (brown)
in sealed boxes following full Quad service and
upgrade, tel: 01205 724305 after 6pm ( South
Lincolnshire)
(H1578)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Ex-Demonstration High end audio, Audio Note
Kegon next model up from Ongaku, cello system,
Mark Levinson, fully guaranteed, we may part
exchange for similar equipment tel/fax: Silvernote
Audio, 01992 620905
(H1688)
Vinyl Lovers: for collectable jazz, blues, pop and
classical records, send for catalogue, to Carl
Raghunath, 4637 Charing Cross Road, Sarasota,
Florida, 34241, USA tel/fax: 941 378 3712
(H1581)

WANTED
Quad CD67 please call 00 32 59 51 51 51
(H1639)
Radford ZD200, ZD100 or TT100 amplifieres, Also
required Radford 150360 or 360 loud speakers,
private enthusiast, best prices paid, buyer will collect
tel: 0191 478 3840 or fax: 0191 478 3841 email:
Pparkin352@aol.com (H1632)
107
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Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

1
THE FNEST SE EcTioe
HI14 IN THE 01111116

TURNTABLES / PHONO
AR Legend No arm
£ 148
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990 £4998
Fidelity Research FR-64S arm
£268
Garrard 401 Chassis only
£ 150
Goldmund Studio / AirTangent £6500 £3998
Linn LPI2 + Ittok LV II+ AT-FC OCC
£850
Linn LPI2 + Grace + AT ( MM)
£425
Linn LPI2 + Akito + Circus
£748
Linn LPI2 ( B11 )Ittok LVII with
Lyra Lydia / Prefix / Armageddon
Hi-Cap - absolutely breathtaking
64000
£1858
Luxman PD555 Vacuum platter
Belt drive - 2arms - 33/45/78 £ 1498
Lyra Parnasus
£P0A
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80 £58
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Mentor arm
£2300 £ 1498
Oracle Delphi/Dynavector DVXX I /Koetsu£1248
Oracle Delphi Il/Linn Ittok LVII
£1395
Oracle Delphi III/SME V/Cartridge £4000
£1895
Oracle Alexandra MK II1 (Cut for SME)
£748
Ortoton T-300 Transformer £900
£495
Project 6 + Project arm + Sumiko Blue Point £365
Pink Triangle Export ( Ex/dem) £900 £597
Revolver / Helios Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes Piano black with
Anemia & Garrott P77
£2000 £995
Technics SL 1600 Auto/Direct Drive £ 135
Thorens TD I
25
£ 195
Thorens TDI50 + SME 3009 Series 11
£ 125
Van den Hul The Frog Cartridge
NEW - Unused / boxed . £ 1500 £ 1198
AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE ffl
£250 £ 185
Arcam Alpha 7
£999 £597
Arcam Zeta I(
Ex-dem)
£400 £295
Arcam Alpha 9Power
£700 £295
Arcam Delta 110 Pre
£250
Arcam Delta 120
Audiolab 8000A
£500 £365
£470 £378
Audiolab 8000LX
£470 £397
Audiolab 8000LX ( Ex-dem)
£700 £495
Audiolab 8000S
£1800 £ 1100
Audiolab 8000M ( Mono's)
£1249 £897
Audiolab 8000Q ( Ex-dem)
£900 £595
Audiolab 800OPPA
£3248 £ 1997
Audio Research D200
£799 £498
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£1000 £495
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£2785 £ 1997
Chord SPM1000B ( Exdemi
Classe 30 Pre-amp
£695 £450
Balanced/Remote
£1495 £675
Counterpoint Solid IPwr
£150
Cyrus One
£185
Cyrus Two
£499 £397
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem)
£595
£447
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem)
£328
Dynaco STI20 (Classic circa ' 76)
£195
Exposure X ( Int)
£999 £625
Exposure RC ( Pre)
£1245 £ 1245
Exposure XXI/XVIII ( Pre/Power)
£6000 £2000
Gryphon The Pre- Amp
£2000 £495
Harmon Kardon AVP I
aProcessor
£250 £ 165
Harmon Kardon HK620 Remote

Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
John Shearne Pre/Pwr
Krell KAV300i ( Intgrtd) Mint
Krell KSA200B
Krell Ref KRSBP
(6 comp balanced pre)
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
Lecson AC I/AP I ( Fabulous)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr)
LFD LS2/PA I ( Pre/Pwr)
Linn Kairn Pre
Linn Kairn + Brilliant
Linn LKI Pre
Linn LK1 + LK280
Linn Direktor ( Ex-dem)
Linn LKI00 ( Ex-dem)
Maranta PM66SE (Current)
Meridian 101/103 Pre/Pwr
Meridian 201 Pre
Meridian 501 Pre ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 502 Pre
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC
Meridian 562V Pre+MM
Meridian 562 Pre ( Ex-dem)

£1425
£2300
£2550
£5500

£600
£1295
£1998
£2758

£3250

£2995
£75
£95
£275
£1498
£1198
£750
£1095
£250
£648
£594
£444
£288
£238
£395
£597
£895
£794
£678
£797

£3800
£2600
£1095
£1850

£795
£650
£400
£760
£740
£1395
£1750
£1095
£995

NVA
EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
TDS Definitive State Mono
Power amps
Each
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr
TSS Second State Pre-amp
TIS Integrated State Int-amp
TTS Trans State CD
TES Emotive State CD

£6400
£3700
£1000
£1500
£3700
£2120

£3200
£1800
£500
£80,
£1800
£1100

For several years, many knowing' enthusiasts have
chosen NVA over more heavily promoted products.
Now, as the result of the Far East recession, we can offer
these World Class items at genuinely unreaptable prices.
STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.
Michell Argo + Hera
Musical Fidelity Al ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity A100 ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 ( Int)
Musical Fidelity P270/1 Power
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
Musical Fidelity FI6 ( Exdemi
Musical Fidelity FI9 ( Exdemi
Musical Fidelity F25 ( Exdemi
Myryad MI/20 ( Ex-dem)
Naim NAC12
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC12S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Naim NAPI35 ( 2xmonos) Ex-dem
Naim NAPI40 ( Old Style)
Naim Hi-Cap (Old Style)
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
Nakamichi IA-3 ( Intl
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
NVA P50 (
Passive pre)
NVA Phono 2 + PSU
NVA A80 ( Pwr Mono's + Cables)

£900
£359
£399
£750
£1395
£379
£299
£2500
£4000
£1500
£599

£3410
£750
£720
£80

£650
£250
£550
£1600

£595
£225
£225
£475
£648
£248
£178
£1747
£2797
£1197
£494
£165
£195
£95
£145
£195
£2980
£450
£378
£58
£150
£290
£395
£158
£248
£978

£400 £ 165
Pioneer A400
£225
QED A270 Integrated
£1897
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
£P0A
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
£195
Quad 405 Power-amp
£65
Quad 33 Pre
£765
Quad 77 Pre + 77 Power (Carbon)
£275
Rappaport Pre 1 ( Pre)
£550
Rappaport Amp 1 ( Pwr)
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£1100 £758
£159 £99
Rotel RB970 BX Mk II ( pwr)
£159 £99
Rotel RC970 BX ( pre)
£1250 £450
Sonographe SC IPre
£750 £450
Sugden AU5I ( Pre)
£770 £448
Sugden Optima 140 ( 2X7Ow Intgd)
£499 £397
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre (Ex Dem)
£599
£497
Thorens TfA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
£995
Threshold S300 ( Nelson Pass) £ 1500
BAPre-amp
£ 1700 878
£
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000 £878
Audio Innovations 500 (
25w In° £ 1100 £495
Audio Innovations 200 ( I3w Pwr)
£295
Audio Innovations P2 ( Phono)
£495
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
£ 1298
Audio Note orro
I
350
£795
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr ( Ex Dem) £888
£587
Audio Research V70 Pwr (
Ex Dem) £4480 £2487
Audio Research VT-60
£2000 £ 1295
Audio Research LS7 Pre
£ 1550 £ 1098
Audio Research SPI4 Pre (
silver) £3300
£1295
Audio Research D250 Power
£2498
Audio Valve Baldur 200+ (
200 watt mono- blocks)
UNWANTED PRIZE!! £ 10,000
£5298
Audion Sterling Integrated £595 £398
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
£ 188
Balanced Audio Technology Pre-VK-3i
Mint / Current model / Balanced £2195
£1558
Cary SLA-70 Mk11 (
Pwr)
£998
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
£495
Croft Absolute Pre-amp
£2400
£1395
Copland CTA501 Power amp £ 1800 £998
EAR 859
£ 1995
Gordon Welford ( Pre) Hand made, hard wired £448
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem) £2150 £ 1657
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem) £ 1195 £897
Grant G100 Pre / Pwr
£650
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated) £698
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers) £4400
£2898
Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks £3600 £2600
Papworth Audio M200 monoblocks £5200 £3998
PM Components MPL IPre plus
2xMp2I IPower amps ( Ex Dem) £5000 £ 1997
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800 £2898
CD PLAYERS / DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
£5995
£3998
Arcam Alpha 1CD
£300 £ 185
Arcam Alpha 8CD
£450 £350
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
£ 148
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
£248
Audiolab 8000CD
£ 1000 £635
Audiolab 8000CD ( Ex-dem) £ 1000 £749
Audiolab 8000CDM Trans £ 1400 £985
Audiolab 8000DAC
£ 1000 £550
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The- Box
£249 £ 175
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
£498
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149 £ 117
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
£177
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
£ 168

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!

BUY BACK
PROMISE

Next Day Delivery for all

FULL
WARRANTY
On All Used HiFi
Equipment

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

Credit Card Purchases

OF PREY OUSLY
THAT'S IMAN
Audio Research DAC 1 ( 20 bit.
Plus ATNT
£3800
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 Piano Blk £2200
AVI 2000MC Reference CD
£ 1300
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
Linn Karik (CD)
£ 1850
Linn Numerik ( DAC)
Maranta CDI5
Maranta CD17

£ 1500
£3200
£800

£1745
£1495
£898
£118
£148
£195
£1798
£1100
£795
£1500
£538

Avantic BM6 11 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Carver TX- 116

£148
£395

Cyrus Tuner (
Original)

£188

Harmon Kardon TL-950
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
Leak Trough Line 3

£158
£135

Magnum Dynalab FT II
£550
Maranta SD55 3hd / 2mtr
£400
Maranta ST385L Tuner
Myryad T/40 ( Ex-dean)
Nakamichi 481Z

£399

Nakamichi 630 Tun-/Pre-amp

£500

£98
£328
£195
£95
£294
£298

Maranta CD I
7 (TriconD £ 1130
Maranta CD80
Meridian 200
£818

£425

Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206

£560
£995

£195
£495

Revox All 1/2 track

£P0A

Revox B77 Mk's 1 & 2(
Call for details)

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£395

£P0A
£P0A

Meridian 563 DAC

£865

£468
£597
£747

Revox B710 (Cassette)
Sony TCK 61IS

MicroMega Stage 5 ( Ex-dem) £750
MicroMega Stage 6 ( Ex-dem) £950
Monarch DIP liner Buster £245

£678
£230

£188

Monarch DIP liner Buster ( Ex dem) £245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC

£197
£140

Musical Fidelity A2 CD ( Ex-dem) £499
Musical Fidelity E6I CD ( Ex-dem) £299
Myryad T-I0CD ( Ex-dem) £399

£397
£247

Myryad T-20CD ( Ex-dem) £599
Naim CDS System ( Ex-dem) £3940
Naim CDI
£2000
Naim CD2 CD Player £2000
Ocelle CD 1
OT (Trans)
£800
Ocelle DA I
80 Mk11 ( DAC)
£600
PS Audio REF Link Digital Processor£5500

£294
£494
£2995
£1178
£1378
£548
£378
£2248

QED Digit Reference
Rega Brio ( Ex-dem)

£450
£229

£284
£174

Rega EXS ( Ex-dem)

£599

£444

£2300

£598
£575

Roban DPI Trans
Roksan Attessa (Trans)
Sugden SDA-I
Teac VRDS 0CD Player

£800
£770

Technics SL-P1200
Theta TLC

£1100
£230
Theta TLC huer Buster ( Ex-dem) £229
Theta Croma HDCD DAC
£950
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC) ( Ex-dem) £ 1195
TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
Arcam Alpha 7Tuner

£528
£538
£498
£178
£177
£797
£658
£75

£75
£230 £ 168
£230 £ 165

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am

Pioneer RTU 11 114 &
Quad FM3

92track

10" R to R
Choice from

£330

Sony 730ES
£300
Sony TC399 3spe.xl 14 track 7" R to R
Theta Lynx Tuner
Yamaha CT800

£500

LOUDSPEAKERS

£295
£598
£95

£218
£198
£220
£324
£95

Alon 5Mk2
£5000
Apogee Diva GrigioPerla (Completee18,000
Apogee Centaur Minor
£ 1345
ATC SCM20 Black 1Mint) £ 1599
Midi° Note ANJ/SPX ( Efficient)
B&W THX System ( Ex Dem) £4975
B&W 2000IFS Ceutre
£220
B&W Silver Signatures ( Including

£2598
£4298
£847
£848

X/overs and cables) Fabulous! £6000
Castle Avon ( Ex-dem/Yew) £849
Castle Chester ( Yew)
£995
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew) £995
Castle Howard ( Ex-dem/Walnut) £ 1199
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem) £ 1200
Crlestion SL6 + stands
Diesis Solitaire
Gale 301 ( Black)
£250
Epos ES 12 Walnut stands
£500
Epos ES 14 Ex-dent
£675
Epos ES30 Rose Ex-dem
£2550
Harheth + Stands
£1000
Harbeth HL5 Teak
£1300
Heybrook Sextets ( Black)
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze
£3500

£2498
£647
£545
£879
£847
£947

KEF 104/2 (Teak)
KEF Model 100 (
Ex-dem)
KEF Coda 9 ( Exdom)
Kelly KT2 ( Ex-dem)

£359
£299
£699

£1098
£2977
£108

£198
£150
£159
£375
£474
£1997
£398
£798
£848
£1600
£795
£254£224
£597

,30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS A

Kelly KT3 ( Ex-dem)
£ 1199
Leak Sandwich (Classics in good cond)
Leak 2060
Linaeum LFX
£649
Linn Isobarik
Linn Kan ( Black & Teak)
M&K VX7 Mk11 Sub ( Ex-dem) £450
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown)
Meridian DSP5000 Blk (
Ex-dem) £3495
Meridian M2500 Sub ( Ex-dem) £ 1695
Mission 727 (Teak)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Monitor Audio Studio 60SENew/B1k£5000
Musical Fidelity MC2
Naim Intro ( Ex-dem)
£680
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest) £2030
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem) £2450
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem) £896
Polk LS/FX
£450
ProAc Response 1 (Cherry) £ 1395
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem) £4250
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry) £4250
Quad ESL57
From...
Quad E5163
£3449
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem) £3449
Rega XEL ( Rosewood) £ 1040
Rogers LS3/5a + AB ISub (Teak) £ 1299
Royd Minstrel (Walnut/Black) £240
Ruark Equinox Light Oak ( Up-dated)
Scott 166 Mini- Monitors £25n
Shahinian Obelisk
£3000
Snell J.III with stands
£770
Snell K Il
Spendor BCI
Spendor SP7J3
£ 1195
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood) £200
Tangent 607 Mk11
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
Thiel 23
£3500
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units £3400
Wilson Witt Mk1 ( Ex dem)
£8888

£897
£135
£125
£445
£750
£295
£344
£450
£450
£2797
£1297
£158
£248
£2995
£150
£574
£1378
£1497
£1297
£597
£298
£998
£2997
£2800
£395
£1898
£1997
£655
£998
£168
£P0A
£138
£1898
£478
£288
£238
£775
£225
£140
£185
£195
£1995
£2398
£6497

MISCELLANEOUS
Harmonix TU812 LP Record Clamp £220
Siltech 560 Balanced cables Imtr pr £ 1600

£170
£600

Target RI Stands

£228

£340

X1.0 Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
4m pair
05m pair

£675
£48.5

£448
£398

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

et 2

ESTABLISHED 1974

Note: All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list prices when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today s val

•

UK's leading supplier of
Audiophile Vinyl and CD,
related equipment
and accessories
PREMIUM DISCS

AND

ACCESSORIES

VINYL & CD BONANZA
RCA LIVING STEREO PREMIUM QUALITY HEAVY VINYL

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS CLASSICAL CDS

EXTRA SPECIAL SAVINGS

PRESSINGS OF SOME OF THE FINEST

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF CLASSICAL / JAZZ .4 BLUES

ANALOGUE

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS EVER PRODUCED

AUDIOPHILE MASTERED 20 BIT/ 24 CARAT GOLD PLATED

ALTO &

STRAUSS - ALSO SPACH ZARATHUSTRA REINER & CSO
OFFENBACH - GAITE PARISENNE FIELDER & BPO

SONNY ROWNS - WAY OUT WEST / THE BRIDGE
OUR MAN IN JAZZ / NOWS THE TIME

BERLIOZ SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE MUNCH & BSO
BARTOK - CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA REINER& CSO

BEN WEBSTER - AT THE RENAISSANCE / NEW NUSIC CONSORT PLUSE
THE GUITAR ARTISTRY OF CHARLIE BUD / CHICO FREEMAN SPIRIT SENSITIVE

WITCHES BREW - ALEXANDER GIBSON & THE ROYAL
OPERA HOUSE COVENT GARDEN

COUNT BASIE BIG BAND - FARMERS BARBECUE MARKET

DEBUSSY

IBERIA REINER & CSO

CLASSICAL , JAZZ & BLUES NORMAL PRICE £20

COUNT BASIE BASIE JAM
BILL EVANS TRIO - WALTZ FOR DERBY

SAINT SAENS - PIONO CONCERTO RUBENSTEIN

CHARLIE MINGUS - TIJUANA MOODS

WALTON

PRODUCTIONS - DECCA

DCC VARIOUS TITLES OF

SPECIAL PRICE OF fi5
ARMAD JAMAUS

ALHAMBRA

KENNY DORHAM - QUIET KENNY
Du KAS - LA PERI ANSERMET
ROSSINI - OVERTURES
GAMBA & LSO

ART PEPPER • ELEVEN

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE - PLUS A WIDE

BORODIN 2ND SYMPHONY MARTINON & LSO
SHOSTAKOVICH - 1ST SYMPHONY

RALPH surrcm PARTNERS IN CRIME
DIZZY GILLESPIES - BIG 4

SELECTION OF OTHER LABELS.

KABALEVSKY

JOHNNY HODGES

FACADE

THE COMEDIANS KONDRASHIN & RCAVO

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR FULL LISTS

BLUES APLENTY

SONNY ROLLINS AND COLEMAN HAWKINS - SONNY MEETS HAWK
MENDLESSOHN - MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM

MILES DAVIS - KIND OF BLUE

SHU MANN / MEYER BEER LISZT / ENESCO

MENDLESSHON

COLLECTORS ADDITION GOLD CD

RHAPSODIES STOKOWSKI & RCAVO

PETER MAAG AND LSO

MUSS - WALTZES REINER & CSO
PROKOYIEY - CINDERELLA RIGNOLD & ROHO

DEBUSSY - IMAGES POUR ORCHESTRE
ARGENTA 8 SUISSE ROMANDA

ELGAR

GRIEG

BALLET FROM THE OPERA - FISTOULARI & PCO
FESTIVAL

REINER 8 CSO

ENIGMA VARIATIONS MONTEUX & LSO

DVORAK

SLAVONIC DANCES MARTINON & LSO

SCOTCH SYNPHONY

NOW DELETED - VERY LIMITED QUANTIES

PEER GYNT / OIVEN FJELSTAD 8 LSO

SHOSTAKOVICH - SYMPHONY NO 1
JEAN MARTIN 8 LSO

OUR NORMAL PRICE f22
NOW ONLY L-15 PER ALBUM

BUY ANY 5FOR Eso

£12

DEBUSSEY

LA BOITTE AJOUJOUX

ANSERMET 8 ROMANDE
RAVEL MOTHER GOOSE
DEBUSSY NOCTURNES

01579 363603
01579 363604

TEL

OUR NORMAL PRICE £ 22

FAX

NOW ONLY Elf PER ALBUM

ANSMERMET 8 SUISSE ROMAND
BOB & RAY STEREO SPECTACULAR

BUY ANY 5FOR £150
PO BOX

21

LISKARD PL 14 5YP

SELECT AUDIO
******************
ACCUPHASE

( I-OnDOn)

******************

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

KEF REFERENCE
Probably

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for vISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

Design Services to help with your own ideas:

ReicLaran

audio

* Crossover Design -Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Cabinet Design -Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters -Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/Im, Phase, Impedance
* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703 -703221 / Fax Line: 01703 -778221
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton, Hampshire S015 5SZ

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT £4995
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
.£5795
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
.£1995
MILLER & KREISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON £795
MERIDIAN 230 Dac
£195
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT _13495
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers wills stands £250
MICHELL GyrodeciSME Varm ................................................£995
NAKAMICHI CR? Cassette Deck
.£1200
NAD 402 Stereo Tuner.
£85
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut) £350
AUDION Silver Night Monoblocks EX CON/BOXED...............£1100
ORELLE CD1OT Transport ADA188 Dec EX CON/BOKED........£395
ACCUPHASE 80/801 Cd player
.12995
AUDIO RESEARCH 5Mtr Lit line speaker cable EX DEM;£945)..£650
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge & Peu ............£2750
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO Pre-amp ...£1395
AUDIONOTE AIE/S-E Uspeakers ( Rosewood) Evened ......£3995
MIT MS 2MTR interconnect . £200
MARTIN IDGMI CLS Ill BOXED/MANUALS..£2895
KINERGETIC Subwoofers with Xover BOXED/MANUALS......12195
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
.12495
NU VISTA Pre-amp NEW/BOXED.£1295
ARAGON Aunum Pie-snip BOXED/MANUALS ........................£095
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS
(£3000 new)
.£1895
RON II Loudspeakers.
1995
AVALON Ascent Speakers (light wood)
MINT CRATED (£16000(
.£7000
AUDIONOTE Nero amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400)
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
.134995
ALTIS CDT III Cri Transport EX OEM (CM new) ...
SOLSTICE MD Speakers with stands. £495
KEF 104 Loudspeakers £450
BURMESTER 916 CD player ..£1995
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp....£1995
JADIS JPL Pre-amp
.£1995
JADIS Dual mono JA80 Monoblocks ..£3995
MOM 405-2 Power amp
£275
QUAD 77 Integrated amp MINT/BOXED £395
QUAD Fin 4Tuner
...£275
ORAD 34 Pre-amp

AUOIONOTE AN-S2 Step Up Transformer
£250
AUOIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT
• £3395
AUDIONOTF P2SE Power amp MINT
f895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated amplifier
£550
ARUM Delta Mack box II dac
.. £175
VPI19 MK3 (dark oak)/Air Tangent/Koetsu Black ..........
11800
ROYO Titable/SKIE V & Clearaudio Delta Carl.
.. £2495
110110Standard turntable MINT..
11495
HOED Tdable (upgraded pou Amtr) Helios Oriel
11495
KRELL OSA505 Power amp
..
£2295
KRELL CD-DSP MIQ Cd Player. £2000
KRELL (
OC Pre-amp APeu
£2000
KRELL ShEto Dac
12000
NAXAMICIR RX505 Cassette Deck
£495
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 Monoblocks £5995
ROARK Talisman II Speakers (Mahogany) 4yrs old..
1395
REVOX 871 Tape recorder EX CON
.£595
REVOX PR99 MK3 Tape deck
£1995
REVOX 6215S Cassette deck
.£995
Nac 325 pre/Nap 140 pwr E. Snaps pou .....................£695
DENON POA 4400A Monoblocks EX CON
£895
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo power amp
£ 1295
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner
£450
LUXMAII M2000 Power amp MINT
£495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
FORSELL Cartndge MINT
£795
JVC 7050 Power amp
£695
ORACLE Premier MK III Citable with pou
£1495

WE NOW OFFER 0°. FINANCE ' TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
' (Subject to status)

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD

MAIN DEALERS FOR:
THIEL SPEAKERS, MARK LEVINSON.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
dMUCH MORE.

CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
htlp://www.hili-stereo.com

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME

VISA

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON

WE TAKE PART EXCHANCiE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234
e-matIlleatherdaleghili-stereacom

FAX: 0181 655 3922
Email: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

*
The new Mark Levinson amplifiers and digital
processors should be in stock as you read this ad but
the No 39 CD Processor will remain the definitive
benchmark in the forseeable future. New products
from Pass Labs will create a lot of excitement but the
Aleph 3at £ 2,250 will remain the popular passport to
musical pleasure. In our showroom an international
concert pianist declared this amplifier to be the most
musically involving hi-fi he had heard ( using two of his
own CDs) at any price.
Audio Note: we acclaim the award-winning CD
players from £599 to £ 1,599 and the series two M1
and M2 pre- amps (from £599 to £ 1,699) so who says
this brand is unattainable? As the flag-ship dealer, we
can despatch a demonstrator within 24- hours against
your cheque or credit card, and it should take less
than 24 hours to impress that CD can really be this
good with our acclaimed techniques and silver
components.

From Audio Note to Zingali Loudspeakers - we have in
stock loudspeakers Ichoose to call the Holy Grail. Why?
Maybe it is because they combine the best attributes of
horns, electrostatics and dynamic speakers. And with
high WAF and Bank Manager appeal! Zingali are
individually hand- built, hand carved in Italy using a
patent technique stemming from the horn designs and
compression mid- range drivers developed in the 1930s
for theatres, but using latest materials for low colouration
(absolutely no horn nasality)! For the price of massproduction speakers, you can invest in something
timeless and unique. An audition is highly
recommended, and we are proud to be the first in Britain
to import these very distinguished and award-winning
designs. Unbelievably, the compatibility of Mr Zingali's
designs seems almost universal - from 12 watt triodes
to 200 watt solid state; even very poor amplifiers. How
can this be so? Because, like Audio Note, power
transfer design utilises all voltage and current beyond
mere overall efficiency rating (specification).

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

Amplifiers

Unbeatable customer care: we try harder.

Audiolab C + PPre- and Power amps
Audio Innovations Series 1000-Silver Monoblocks, 50 wpc

* New! Lower prices

(cancelled order, as new, with full set of GroovTubes)

£1,750

* New! One month's home trial. Mail order with no risk: if not
delighted with the product and the system match, we will work

Mark Levinson 10A Pre-amp with MM/MC input, priced
to sell
Gryphon LE Pre-amp ( No.75)

£1,399
£2,995

with you, not against you. With 18 years industry experience and

Gryphon Elektra/Orestes (was £8,965)

£4,995

inside connections we can find the best buy at your price point.

Gryphon Antileon amp (was £ 10,600)
£5,995
LFD PA2 power amp 80 wpc, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)
£950
LFD LS2 line level pre-amp, ex-dem (was £ 1,650)
£950
Audio Note Meishu 300B integrated, phone (was £3,250) £PHONE

* New! Loyally Discount: 5% on next purchase, rising to 71/2%
on third purchase. A free CD with your first purchase of new and
used equipment; free Petros Blue interconnect worth £48 with all
first purchases over £500 until 31.01.99.
* All items carry full 2-year warranty including carriage both
directions ( used equipment guarantee is for 6months, with parts
and labour at dealer cost for 2-years).
* All items in stock dispatched same-day by City Link ( UK) Next
Day, and DHL ( 2-3 days) overseas for the best standard of care.
All items insured at our expense.
* Most brands of Hi Fi furniture available nation-wide. We stock
and recommend Stands Unique, especially the RMS Reference
range. It really works, and remember you can claim your free CD

Pass Labs X-2 line pre-amp (was £2,550)

£650

£PHONE

Digital/CD Players
Audio Note CD- 2

£750

Monarchy Audio 33B DAC
Monarchy Audio DIP

£500
£100

Analogue/Turntables
Michell ISO HR Phono Stage (6months old)

£500

Loudspeakers
Audio Note AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem, mint, was £2,250 £1,299

We represent (main agencies): Audio Note, Bow Technologies,

psb Stratus Mini ex-dem, unmarked Piano Lacquer, was £ 1,199,
award-winning design, amazing dynamics from this Canadian
Sonus-Faber look-alike
£699

Mark Levinson, MIT, Living Voice, Pass Laboratories,

Wilson Audio Watt 5/ Puppy 5.1 less than 1year old,

Pink Triangle, ProAc, psb, Zingali Loudspeakers.

stunning condition and performance

and interconnect and loyally bonus!

All products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card soles welcome.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, Scotland
IEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX.

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£9,500
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"Oozes
Quality"

Panton Road
Hoole
Chester
CH2 3HX

AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIO PHYSIC
AVI
CRIMSON
DNM
HEYBROOK
JAMO
LFD
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NEAT
OPERA
ORIGIN LIVE
ORTOFON
PINK TRIANGLE
PROJECT
ROKSAN
SONNETEER
TARGET
TEAC
TRICHORD
TRILOGY

o

When What Hi FI(
Oct'98) proclaims our stunning new
'Reference Cables' ".... the CS2.2 certainly oozes
quality..." " A great value cable from anew name in cables"
-well, its just their opmion, right?

Current ex dem and second hand items include
LFD Mistral CD player

£649

LFD Mistral integrated amp

£399

Nairn NAC92/HiCap/NAP 180 amplifiers

£1250

Pink Triangle Numeral CD player

£879

However when Leo Lam confirms that Reference Cables are
"superbly constructed," "... the technology is quite stunning" and ".... with Reference you can forget about A.Q."
-well it's probably acoincidence.

TEL/FAX 01244 401290

But, when Peter J. Comeau in Hi Fi News and Record Review

EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com

(Sept'98) states "... an outstanding one ( performance)

WEB SITE http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/replay

from the Monocrystal TM typi, especially the purity
and clarity available with the solid core"
-you just have to take notice!!!

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

SILMICO ( Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)
The SILMIC are Elna's to
grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low (third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

For reviews and more information on Reference Cable's complete range of superior HI- Fl and AiV Analogue, Digital 5.1
Ready, composite S-VHS, and Scart ( Composite and
components RGB) Interconnects with RCA/XLR terminations - including the breathtaking Monocrystal TM pure grain
free copper and silver technically and sonically unsurpassed
speaker cables (
from £ 550 per meter - terminated using
Ecosse's uniquely designed state-of-the-art, all copper spades and
banana plugs to £ 2.50) - which we fi-mly believe out-performs
our rivals costing 5 and 10 times more, please clip or copy
the coupon below and send to:
Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd,
48 Bridgehouse Hill Road, Kilmarnock, KA I4QD
Telephone and Fax: + 44(0) 1563 524320
e-mail: design@d-a-c.co.uk
Web:http://dialspace.dial.pipex.comilentz/refcableirefcable.html
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine ,LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCap film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCapTM, 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver •wire,
Vampire' OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBAR8 OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors Caddock high power resistors

Please send me acopy of your complete range of
Reference Cables and your FREE BROCHURE:
"The Definitive Guide to Cable Theory":
Name:
Address:

For further details on the SILNK series, and information on the many other audio
components we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogue ( Overseas f3.501
AudioCom ( UK), units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01824 842804 E-mail audiocom@connec-scotnet.co.uk

MasterCard

VISA

e-mail:

I

STOP PRESS.... this just in from Roy Gregory:
Ecosse Maf. Co's ability to balance the price and quality, to suit
your system and budget, without compromising musical integrity, should suffice as an objective lesson to other manufacturers!
'Nuff said'.

for sale trade
PICTURE THE SOUND

Lintone Audio

proudly announces the opening of its Showcase facility:

174 Central Road, Worcester Park, Surrey
Tel: 07000 hifico (443426)
All our products on demonstration NOW including the
world famous

Sonic Frontiers Transport a
_as seen on TV

ALR/Jordan Anthem AuclioCarpet
Neolith Precious Metals Sonic Frontiers
New, ex dem and pre-owned equipment bought and sold

011>H<V5 AVI>10
/14.1.1C0«

teat'

eictee

VPI TNT JUNIOR WITH PAW MEMORIAL TONE ARM ( 12')
TECHNICS SI1200 LTD
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUV1STA ( PRE-AMP)
E.A.R. 834 DELUXE ( PRE-AMP)
LAI. 861 POWER AMP
MAGNUM CLASS ASE ( INTEGRATED)
REVOX 877 MKII REEL TO REEL
WWII

List (£)
4100
1000
1200
795
3600
795
1800

Now (El
3400
650
1100
395
1800
600
900

SELECTED USED EOUIPAIENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arose Delia 170 Black Box .
imedi .£ 300110
Annam Delta 110 Pre-Amplifier.Mew) .£299.95
An:am % eta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp.
..tex deal .£699110
Amain Alpha 6Amplifier
fused) .£ 195111
Arcam Alpha 8CD Player .
( used) £340110
Arcam Alpha 9Amplifier
—hied) £395110
Audio Alchemy DDE.VI DAC
len deal £26995
Audio Akhemy DTI V/2 PS .4 DAC.
Len dem).......£399.95
Audiolati entire range on special offer
Ring for plices
Audiostalic DCI Loudspeakers ... lesdem) ..£ 17oran
Su ra Evolution Amplifier
Aused) £ 111000
knon P0A2400 Power Amplifier
—Mud) £ 29516)
'ninny Moduli. Speakers/Stands 1white).
( used) ...£450.00
aino Concert Cenan Speaker ..... ( anal £29995
KEE Model 70S Rear Speakers....
Tined) £ 111000
inn Kahan Loudspeakers
( used) £850110
Ann Sara Loudspeakers/Stands
lined) £ 350183
Ann Helix Speakers/Stands ......lused) £ 160.00
.inn ' nick Amplifier
.
.
( need) £2200)
Ann LP12/Ittok Turntable
( used) .mmeo
Linn Lingo Power Supply
( used). £ 300.00
Lumley PP70 Pamive Pre Amplifier
Ten deal £1101110
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
Ten demi
£3991111
Meridian 563 DAC Convenor
ImmeedI £ 150111
Meridian 541 Pro Logic Pre- Amplifier
lined). £595.00
Meridian 565 AC3 Processor.
Mown, DAD 5/DAC5 CD Player

Absolute Tune-ups
,ound.
sill) no%)

mudtt‘

or re- align any high- end equipment

wpm,

6\ e

under td ke
uith selected alldloplule
components and can also offer iyak,.

grdde

matching st,rvic.... E‘pect only the heNt

-( ined) .......£ 29000

Mission PCM2 CD Player
Mission 754 leudspeakem .
Micromega Stage ICD Player

lined). £ 15000
limed) £51016)
Ten deal £2110161

Mus Fid Typhoon Pre- Power Amplifiers.ImmeedI
£350101
Mus Fid 3A Pre- Amplifier
( vend) £ 199161
Mud Fis E100 Eleclara Amplifier
.
.( used). £400.00
Nad 304 Amplifier
.
-- Tused).......£14000
Naim BAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
Nema BAC 6- Pre - Amplifier
Nam BAC 92 P,, Amplifier
Nairn NAP 180 Power Amplifier

— Lined) £300.00

Nairn NAT112 Tuner
Toed) .. £700.00
Nakamichi 13)(300E Cansen, Deck ...
lined> .. £300.00
Nakamichi Dragon Canana Deck ..... ....( med) £ 1200.0)
Nalamick ('R7E Cassette Deck
...
.1need) £900.011
Prow: 25 Loudspeakers

Absolute
Tel: 0101-971
Sounds
3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

old " flU under immult, • on mml «indliom

Sony MDS1A-3ES Mini Disc Recorder
.0ised) £ 35000
Tnchord Pulsar One DAC Convenor
( ex deal £69905>

01257 473175

Wadin - DAC Connaisse....
.
Yamaha DSP.A2070 Dolby Amplifier

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

Tined) .. £800.00
Tined> .......£450110

STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, AU D101. AB, CYRUS, KREI.I.,
RUARK, OPERA, RUARK, MARANTZ, SIII:HELLE, ('ASTIL,
TEAC, KEF ETC, ETC.

YOUR
CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

Visit our web site at http://w wss Jintoneso.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audioe virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead. Tyne & Dear NES 3.155.

piro bleue

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY -TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS. DAT, MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES 8,

COULD BE YOUR

DISCS, TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with lull U.K guarantees.
No ex-dem or en-display equipment.

NOgrey

importS. Delivery is free.

Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or write for specific delails

problem'?

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL. REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

Reiss

•Service 8( Repairs
•Valve 8« transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921
• Valves tested

atv

Andeews

MADISOUND

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

Call now for'The Power & The Glory'

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

the essential guide to upgrading your mains
FREE

14,1-0,-.1•ARLA

111-111AY

0800 373467

Seas

S Solen Inductors

ECLIRSE

tom rintxpoly

k
e*tSkaaning
r
ze, Loudspeakers

M.A.F. AUDIO

ACOUSTIC PANELS

The Finest Sound In Home Theatre
Classe Cap 100 integrated amplifier R/C Balanced/SE

£1995-£1450

Audio Synthesis Dax 2 HDCD Balanced out, mint condition

£2400-£1400

Sugden Dac AU51 mint condition, superb sound
Primare A20 Amplifier 60 wpc, new still boxed
Primare D20 CD Player, new still boxed
Mirage Mi Bipolar Speakers, S/Hand

£1300-£750
£600-£550

RXQ

[M'
morer

LERF!
fflaaEc

eteless

£6000-£1500
£250
£475-£250

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

Phone: Burton- on-Trent Staffordshire
01283 538882

SLEDGEHAMMER

•

£800-550

Mirage MBS Bipolar Satellites with stands, S/Hand to clear
Myryad ma 120 Power amp 60 wpc, new unused

DYNAUDIO'

IMFLIEM

Ibb„
r•wer

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 6084314433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: rnadisoundeibe.com
Web Page: http:/wwwitis.eomimadieound
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Howard Dawson Audio

Iland-Creed Linuispeaker Units for Music Livers
IAA your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end
HERE!

I

Design-in the HRL-1 audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit back for a lifetime of listening pleasure.
The HRL-I is a 'traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcornax 111 cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and presœnce.
Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containmg sieficant energy above
I
OkHz. These are mainly voices and '
acoustic' instrumerus.
Metallic
percussion,
for
example,
is
reproduced
with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or ' listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (tnchiding crossover section design) and are intended to
fast a lifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL-1 Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter ....... £ 00.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRL-1
£ 10.00 each
Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units — £ 16.00 each
U.K. p&p iribbon inserts free. IIRL-I pair - E10.80
Overseas iribbon inserts .. LKOO (any oak HRL-II pair Meat %kg parcel)
16 Copemun Rood. Aylsham. Norwich NR11 &IL.
Tel (01263) 734361
WWW:: htip://www.argonneo.uldbusinesg/hsdaseson
email::

hd-audioleargoneLcchuk

Lockwood Auto
THE

A UDIO M ATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
USI
5,91.E
Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
£2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 . £2495.
Anthem CD 1player (5star What HIFi) . £1595 ... PO.A.
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/d) . £999 ... £699
Audiolab 8000 CDM + 8000 DAC
£2300 . £1299
Audio Physics Advanti
£7200 £3995
Audio Research D115 (Mk II)
£950
Audion Blackshadows 845 valve (ex/d) . £4000 ... PO.A.
Audion Silvernight 3008 monoblocks ... £2250 . . PO.A.
Chario Academy 3J (ex/d) floe
standing, solid walnut spks
£5999 .52699
Copeland CSA 303 pre amp
£2998 £1799
Copeland CTA 505 valve pwr amp }
EAR. 509 (Mk II) valve monoblocks
£3000 .. £14013
Jadis JA30's monoblocks KT88 £5980 £2750
J.8.1:s L90
£1503 ... .5750
Krell Kay 303 int. amp
£2500 . .PO.A.
Linn lsobariks spa & stands
£550
Lumley M100's Valve monoblocks
£950
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d, r/c)
PO A
Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/d)
PO A
Mephisto CD Transpoft
£24130 ..£1250
Meridian 555 pwr + 501 pre
£903
Rogers Studio 5's (rosewood)
£.800 . .1450
WA200 INTEGRATED AMP FROM BOW TECHNOLOGIES
NOW ON DEM. ALSO MANY OTHER RANGES AVAILABLE

AUTHORISED TAMMY SPECIALIST

FOR DEM
—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 1WE
pm Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

GT AUDIO
THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL
VALVE AND TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE
RESTORATION AND VALVE TUNER ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY
Our agenrie. include. Audio \ nalogue. A•nnIgarde Aroudir. Croft. Ilinpnson. G IV.
%F. I Troughlint I
tine, I /rIoddm. % erdn, Turntable.. SAIF fRI .
LAll Oprra. Inix», Rt,earch and 1anumura Chun+ ill.
Tel/fax: i+441 01895 833099
e-mail gLaudio@lesco.net
hitp://www.gtaudiocom

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMTNISPEAKER FOAM RO

OK ING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
I ACCESSORIES
IPPTUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

Illre company
THE

CAME

P0 Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

HI- Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

FEBRUARY 1999

REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ££ WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CAI I.

NEWFOAM

3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifiONEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626

rnarrucl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Forsell air reference CD Transport L. DAC
1week old, probably the best in Me world
Avalon Accent II Speakers Light Oak, stunning
Octave Research ORI Class APower Amp.

JJST

f8995 E/D £ 15.995
f6995 SM £ 17,000
£1295 £3950

DYNAMICS NEW YEAR REDUCTIONS
Goernund Stole Turntable T3F Arm last versen
f3995 SM £ 10.603
Rowland Model 2Power Amp. latest model
£2500 SM
f5000
Wadia 16 CD Royer digital vol. excellent
£3600 SM £7395
Nakameh Dragon Cassette Deck, last chance
£ 1350 SM £2350
Nakamehi 700 20E Cassette Deck. classic £695 SM £ 1600
Ste Quern° II CD Player. excellent
£1095 SM £3000
Sonos Faber Guanniar Speakers, Ltd Edition
£4200 SM £6200
Gryphon Ltd Edger Pre Amp
£2995 SM £8000
Tear PI DI CD Transport oDAC
£ 1795 SM £4800
Cadence ES Electrostate Hybnd. stunning £ 1495 SM £4500
Krell KPS 301 CD Player. 3months old
£2795 SM £5490
Aude Physics Vigo Speakers, Chem/wood
MOO SM £3800
Airtangenl fully automate Linear Tracking arm
£ 1895 SM £4000.
Krell Stole 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
£ 1295 SM £3198
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset. black
£895 el £ 1600
Audio Research SPIS Revisen APre Amp. black.... Latest £2295 SM £6608
Mark Lewnson ML 68 Pre Amp. top ol original Levinson
Range. Mono Chasse design. MC and Line
Superb £2995 SM £ 10.000
Cary 300SE Trade 30013 Integrated Valve Arne
£ 1995 SM £6000
Krell KSA80B Power Amp. Balanced
£ 1695 Sill £3897
Mark Levinson No333 Stereo Power Amp. 1week old.
only used Ice Hi Fi Show so lull 5year warranty and there es
2available 'Mono Bridge. be quick
£5600 EX, £8495
Sonus Faber Electas 8Stands. Walnut
£995 SM £2065
Osad ESL 63 Electrostate Speakers, brown
£ 1695 SM £3200
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb. £3995 E/D £4995
Appogee 1.4mi Grands all seeing and dancing with
subwoolers and DAS crossover. black Piare
£2995 SM £8595
Marantz CD Unified Edition Bal
Superb £ 1495 SM £3000
Breuer 8Arm Rociong Horse S-T
Rare £ 1500 SM £2700
Jacks JA80 Mk2 Valve Mono Amps
£3995 SM £g580
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995 RID £2225
Cadence Arca Speakers Lt Oak Latest Electrostatic
£3.500 SM £9700
Aedo Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 15.995 SM £ 57.000
Wadia 2000 Mk2 transport oDAC.
Stunning £3995 SM £ 13.300
Krell KBLJKPE Line Pre Amp oPhono Stage
£ 1995 SM £ 5326
NAKAMICHI 7:XL 1000 GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 SM £20990
Jadis Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 SM £4790
Jadis JP80 Mk2 Valve Pre Amp. latest 9months old
£5995 SOH £ 10166
Lewnson 26L Pre Amp fully balanced
£2500 SM £5100
Lamson ML) Power Amp
£2996 SM £8250
Lewnson I2A Power Ampo P/Supply MWMC
£995 SM £2400
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795 SM £ 1795
Krell (SA 250 Power Amp
£2995 SM £6600
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 S/FI £2298
Revok HI Casselle Deck
f695 SM £ 1150
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers. &here Piano Black £ 1995 SM £ 5000
Mirage MI Speakers MIL2 Piano Black
£2500 SM £5000
Mondan 200/203 Trans/DAC Tncord.
Reduced . £695 SM £ 1660
Mondan 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Rentote Reduced . £695 SM £ 1665
Cary CAD 805 Mono 211 Valve Power Arre
Reduced. £4500 SM £8000
Cary 263 Power Amp Tnode
Reduced . £795 SM £ 1495
Cary CAD 550, CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 SM £ 1200
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Le
Reduced. £ 1995 SM £ 5500
Audio Research 070 Power Amp ......
Reduced £ 1795 SM £4400
Audio Research LS3B Pre Amp Black. Remote
Reduced. £ 1495 SM £3025
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp. Latest .
Reduced. £ 1095 SM £ 1698
Apogee Stage Speakers uStands ..
Reduced . £995 SM £3450
A{on 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced. £ 1295 S/11 £3850
Bunnester 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced. £ 1795 SM £5350
Burmester 8380846 PhonorLine Pre Amp Gold Reduced. £ 1295 SM £3500
Burmeister 838/846 PhonooLine Pre Amp Chrome . Reduced . £995 SM £3250
Goemund Minimis 3Power Amp
Stunning. £ 1995 SM £5150
Silvered° Speakers • Stands Reno (Waft Beater)
£ 1395 SM £2350
Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers (Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
SME345 Tonearrn Black/Gold Rare
£595 SM £ 1060+
Giessen, Model 1Tweet", Spare Wand
£995 SM £2900
Micro Salk, Air Bearing Vacuum Platter Heavy Turntable
Runs 4Tonearms, weighs about 70Ibs
Stunning. £2995 SM £7000.
Revox 9261 Tuner
£750 SM £ 1145
Revox 46 RDS Tuner
£550 SM £ 1000
Threshold Fet 10E Pre Amp Phono/Line
Reduced. £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Pot 10 Pre Amp Phonoiline
ESupplies
Reduced. £ 1295 SM £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 SM £2150
Equation 2Speakers Black 90013
Exce(lent. £ 1295 SM £3500
Oracle Alexandria Turntable Prelude Ann
£495 SM £ 1390
Aude Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303EX AToT iwth
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit
£
995 SM
f2515
Trio LOIT Tuner ( Classel ( Sequerra Better) ,
£895 SM
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495 SM £995
Beard 138100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£695 SM £ 1495
Mcromega 21 CD Transpon ( Excellent)
Reduced. £ 1295 SM £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp • Supply
£450 S/FI £885
Cabosse 135 Speakers VDM wired • Active Equaliser
£ 1795 S41 £4600
Michel 150 Phono Stage
£250 SM £412
Theta DS Pro Base 2DAC
£995 SM £2299
Spectral DMCIO Pre Amp
Excellent . £995 SM £3490
Spendor SP2.2 Speakers oStands
£295 SM £850
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vacuum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SM £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395 SM £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000 SM £3900
Arcam Della 120 Power Amp
£200 SM £520
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre ArnpIDAC Bark Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SM £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 SM £600
Sumo Ana Panel Speakers. Stunning sound
£450 SM £2220
Acoustat II Electrostakc Panel Speakers. Black
£350 SM £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS

1111V is a l• rec. call lo 111c

Fax + 890 2329 -3626
Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT bogare - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a
precision square wave clock signal.

Professional modifications

using leading edge components.

Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
types of audio equipment.

•CD Players/Transports & D-A convertors
Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

Greatly improved resolution and detail.
Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels
Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

•Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers, signal de-coupling, volume control

exclusively from AudioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom (UK). Akit is also available with instrucThe SUPERCLOCK is available

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request acopy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)
Tel: 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail audiocom@scotnet

VISA
1"1

tions for the technically competent
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REFERENCE CABLE

CINEMA
28 OUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587
•
E-MAIL: hi-ft@payntar.damon.co.uk, WEB SITE.:iwaxcpaynter.damtin.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
BASIS/AIR TANGENT
ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
TARGET • SENNHEISER
PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
WAD 77 INTEGRATED • 9/0)6491 no
£649

QUAD 77 CID BUS16991XD
f499
4VOX 477 TAPE RECKER 84
£ 250
.
,
EVEIX 536 TAPE RECCFICER SR
£250
,
fp,,BRCOK HEYLETTE SPEAKERS 2701 AD
£ 150
•
,
F.:YBROCK HEYLO LOUDSPEAKERS ( 4391 XD
£295
*EX VMS 7CO PLAYER 1650) XD
£449
:400 SYNTEESIS WA DAC ( 120131 SH
f595
.
AC 80/80 VALVE PO1NER AMP [
279o: XD £ 1495
...AC 35/35 VALSE POWER AMP ( 29501 XD
£ 1495
'Rex DAC ( CRYSTAL D/S) ism 90
E250
,
rELGAR DAC 1E15031 X0
£ 5995
ma) 44 PIS AMP 14C01 SH
C200

For further details contact John S Carrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W • HEYBOOK
MICHELL • TEAC
UNISON RESEARCH
OPERA SPEAKERS
VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
NAGRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
SONY. RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS
OUAD 306 POWER AMP 1350199
f203
JPW. SUBWOOFER ( 1501 AD
£ 75
SONY VPL-W403 OM LOD PROJECTOR 155031 AD £3995
SONY 1/PL-9503 SVGA PROJECTOR ( 55001 XD £3995
%LEM 500 HT CRT PROJECTOR 162W) AD
f5995 •
BKS 107 HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS117501 x0 £ 1295
Be 128 HYBRID RIBBON SPENCERS (25491 XD £ 1995
Bes 2003 TURNTABLE/R8300 ARM ( 1995) RD £ 1495
PEVOX 478 INTEGRATED AMP Sri
£ 100
QUAD 303 POWER AMP SH
£ 100
QUAD E5257 SPEAKERS/MAP STAR(a) SH
£495
NAKAMICH amBE m PLAYER SH
£ 125
1004153 AC300 AP PROCESSCP AD
£ 195

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR AND PROCEED AMPS ON DEMONSTRATION WITH REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS AND
SELECO AND SONY PROJECTORS. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT, OPEN MONSAT 10AM-7PM.

Calling all Vinyl
eneral Knowledge Quiz:
•.

res?
Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, (single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality
oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.

O .. •

What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?

A . . .

A lot less than you might think with ...

The Q.T. !!

In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many other's. Upgrades from £ 115.00. External turntable power supplies fully
built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!
16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:Audio

Synergy

Limited

Tel: 01924 406016

"No ordinary
Hi -Fi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

Phone Today! 01777-870372 Fax 01777-870437

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 0181 686 2599
EXT 318

a fresh
musical perspective

MMIMP 1.111111t
111111111,11W
KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSIC

AUDION
ELECTROCOMPANIET

CADENC
TOTEM

ELEMENTAL AUDIO

BORDER PATROL

BASI

GVOI

FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA
TARA LAB

SUGD

JAI LAB

TELEPHONE
01563 574185

ORACLE
SIRIUS

sj

Demonstration By Appointment

HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality
We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.
We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.
All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.
This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?
You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ÁNSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

Trade enquiries welcome.
50 Main Street

Broughton Astley

Leicester LE9 6121)
Tel: +44 01455 286603
Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslovi.audioediaLpipex.com

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lanes.
Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio

r\

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Choice
Price

Audio Research D240 mk II
£ 1395.00
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W) £ 395.00
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp £ 595.00
Exposure VActive xover
£ 295.00
£ 895.00
EAD 7000 Transport
Roksan ROK-DAC 1
£ 195.00
AVI 2000 pre/ remote
£ 395.00
Tesserac Tala pre amp
£ 695.00
£ 895.00
Magnum P200
ATC SCM 10 Black
£ 595.00
Alon IV mk II
£ 1500.00
Royd Priors
£ 395.00
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp
£ 1250.00
Kenwood 9010
£ 195.00
Alon Adriana
£ 3500.00
Alon PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
£ 295.00
£ 250.00
Musical Fidelity Electra Tuner
£ 250.00
Gale 401
Linn Kan
£ 250.00

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Micromega amp
Audio Research CASO Integrated
Audio Research VT50
AVI 2000 Monoblocks
Copland 505
Micromega Tempo P
Audiolab 8000A
Air Tight AT 1

£ 750.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2095.00
£ 695.00
£ 1295.00
£ 750.00
£ 250.00
£ 2600.00

Original
Retail Price

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

3500.00
1200.00
1400.00
995.00
2495.00
495.00
900.00
1495.00
1895.00
1150.00
3500.00
950.00

£ 3200.00
£ 500.00
£ 10000.00
£ 750.00
£ 395.00
£
£ 500.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1295.00
3400.00
2895.00
1400.00
1899.00
1250.00
600.00
4200.00

£ 2400.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
£ 650.00

£ 3200.00
£ 1249.00
£ 1195.00
£ 950.00

£ 2200.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1795.00
£ 395.00
£ 1195.00

£
£
£
£
£

SPEAKERS
Kef Reference 4
Acoustic Energy AEI Sig & Stands
Quad ESL 63
Proac Tablette 50 (Rosewood)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Rosewood

3600.00
2200.00
3500.00
800.00
2350.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Transparent Musiclink Reference
(RCA- RCA)
Transparent Musicwave Ultra
BiWire 3.6mtr
Lyra Parnasus (VdH tip)

£ 1000.00 £ 2200.00
£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00
£ 950.00 £ 1895.00

Amplifiers
Exposure XV
Jadis JAW)
Boulder 102 AE
Pioneer A400
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Krell KSA 200 B
Audio Research VT150 SE
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson No. 331
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
VTL Monoblocks
Mark Levinson 332
Michell Alecto

£ 450.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 175.00
£ 1695.00
£ 4995.00
£ 3795.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1250.00
£ 3250.00
£ 2495.00
£11995.00
£ 595.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 2995.00
£ 8500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 5500.00
£ 895.00

795 00
£21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 300.00
£ 2990.00
£ 10000.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1998.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4790.00
£ 5550.00
£ 17000.00
£ 900.00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 5000.00
£ 14500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 6500.00
£ 130000

re
ArnplifiE.rS

Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk II

£ 1995.00
£ 350.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2695.00

£ 2590.00
£ 595.00
£ 1900.00
£ 5700.00

£ 695.00
£ 895.00
£ 450.00
£ 39&00
£ 1495.00
£ 1800.00
£ 1095.00
£ 395.00
£ 395.00
£ Offers
£ 550.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1095.00
125000
650.00
900.00
2798.00
3495. 00
1620.00
550.00
600.00
1200.00
900.00

Rity
,Spea.kers
Acoustic Energy AEI
Ensemble PA1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 ( Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Wilson 5.1 ( Piaro White)
Thiel CS1.5
KEF Reference Model 101/2 (Walnut)
Mini Grand
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 1/ Stands
Martin Logan SL3
Tannoy D700
B & W 801 Series 2(
Black Ash)
Thiel CS2.3
Apogee Stage
Totem Staff (Cherry)
Audionote AN-e/B
Totem Mite (Cherry)
Totem Rokk (Mahogany)
Linn Kabers (Walnut, Passive)
Sonus Faber Electa Amator
O

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS15
Copland 301 (Phono mm)
Electrocompaniet EC4.5
Audio Note M2

P

Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Conrad Johnson PV10 (mm/mc)
Naim Nac 72
Burmiester 785
Audio Research LS2
Angstrom 200 (Home cinema controller)
Audio Research LS7
Rotel RC995 (Balanced out)
Audio Synthesis Passion
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista (422 sealed)
Michell Argo/Hera

rr
)C131

£ 550.00
£ 995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 5995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4250.00
£11500.00
£ 1595.00
£ 350.00
£ 2995.00
£ 295.00
£ 2795.00
£ 1750.00
£ 2200.00
£ 2600.00
£ 995.00
£ 750.00
£ 795.00
£ 395.00
£ 495.00
£ 1150.00
£ 1495.00

£ 795.00
£ 2000.00
£ 5000.00
£ 15000.00
£
£ 7000.00
£ 19000.00
£ 2700.00
£ 795.00
£ 7600.00
£ 590.00
£ 3499.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4000.03
£ 3600.00
£ 3000.00
£ 1150.00
£ 1520.00
£ 549.00
£ 650.00
£ 2200.00
£ 2992.00

DACS
£ 695.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 2995.00
£ 450.00
£ 9950.00

£ 1495.00
£ 300.00
£ 2390.00
£ 6000.00
£ 995.00
£ 20000.00

£ 8995.00
£11500.00
£ 1750.00
£ 895.00
£ 995.30
£ 295.00
£ 550.00
£ 495.00
£ 595.00
£ 450.00
£ 3995.00
£ 800.00
£ 2495.00
£ 895.00
£ 1295.00
£ 395.00
£ 4250.00
£ 3500.00
£ 3500.00
£ 895.03

£ 13800.00
£ 24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 151313.03
£ 500.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1300.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£ 8060.00
£ 1500.00
£ 3500.00
£ 2000.00
£ 3198.00
£ 525.00
£ 4995.00
£ 8000.00
£ 8500.00
£ 2000.00

Turn-at abIes

Linn LP12/ Avondale/ Akito
Piers Lurne J1/SL5
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Systemdek II XE 900/ RB 250
Quad FM3 Tuner
SME IV
Clear Audio Sigma
Linn Klyde
Ortofon MC 7500
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Stan Lambda Nova Signature/ SRM-TIS
Goldring Eroica
Audio Technica AT-0C9
Rega Planar 3/ RB 300/ Elys
Townsend Rock/ Excalibur
Clear Audio Reference turntable
&TC11 Arm

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

STOCKIST 0F
Acoustic Energy,

SME,

Alon,

Soundstyle,

ATC,

Straight Wire,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Btyston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP!,

Helios,

XL0,

Lavardin,

1Pilatarers

EAD DSP 1000
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD
MC Cormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II and
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
Micromega CD3 Transport
Micromega BS DAC
DPA ROM 1mk Ill
Meridian 200/ 203
Marantz CD94/94A
Meridian 563 18 bit
Sony CDP/DAS RI
Roksan Attessa CO Player
Audio Research CD 2
Micromega Duo CD 2
Krell Studio 2DAC
Teac Ti Transport (Black)
Mark Levinson No. 39
Mark Levinson No. 35 Dac
Mark Levinson No. 31 Transport
Micromega Duo CD2 Transport

owe

Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Rockport,

and many more.

Musical Fidelity,

le In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
ID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

e Generous part exchange
lip Show room/dem room
Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
IDAll credit cards inc. Amex
-1E) Mail order
-op Export service
10

Finance arranged subject to status

ID Widest range available
AD Unbiased advice

£ 595.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1800.00
£11995.00
£ 195.00
£ 350.00
£ 195.00
£ 750.00
£ 450.00
£ 450.00
£ 1250.00

£ 2000.00
£ 4500.00
£ 4500.00
£25000.00
£ 395.00
£ 650.00
£
£ 980.00
£ 600.00
£ 600.00
£ 2500.00

950.00
995.00
75.00
250.00
250.00
650.00

£
£ 1195.00
£ 100.00
£ 400.00
£ 450.00
£ 2000.00

4500.00 £ 6500.00

Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled Knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

h

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Iden Dragon
KT66 R

----

G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB I, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage

6.3V

Heater current

1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)
450V
Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES
•A true reference for other active crossovers.
•Individually calibrated in our workshop for your loudspeaker.

the Virtuosos

Analogue phase linear.

•Square wave output unmatched by any other available
crossover.

•User adjustment ofphase and frequency response, time lag,
equalisation, driver sensitivity. - Instructions supplied.

•More accurate than the best loudspeaker computer software.
•Built using audiophile components.

acclaimed
high-end loudspeakers
with outstanding ability
to breathe real life into
cherished recordings

•Fully alterable for future loudspeakers.
•Available for 2way, 3way, satellite and subwoofer systems.
•Specifications: < 0.0002% Distortion.
>110dB SIN Ratio.
<0.5uS Rise Time.
0Hz to 450kHz Bandwidth.

AUDIO <- )
LINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire DN16 1EL
TEL/FAX (+44) 01724 - 870432

"AUDIO CONSULTANTS

WINTER SALE
Ex- demonstration equipment
conrad-johnson CAV-5o integrated

£ 2121

Golden Tube SI so integrated amplifier

£ 825

Golden Tube 8E4o power amplifier

£ 825

Unison- Research Simply 845 integrated

£ 2300

Unison Research Feather One pre- amplifier

£ 595

Unison Research Mystery One pre- amplifier

£ 1300

Unison Research Smart 845 mono amps

£ 2590

Marantz CD- 17 KI Signature

£95 0

Opera Platea loudspeakers — walnut

£ 625

Opera Prima loudspeakers — mahogany

£375
£15oo

Meridian 508.24 CD player
DPA Enlightenment DAC

£700

Audio Analogue Bellini/Donizetti pre- power

£79 0

Second hand equipment
Audio Innovations zoo pre- amplifier with phono stage
Audio Innovations 800 Mk Il power amplifier
SJS Arcadia ipre- amplifier
Wadia CD16 CD player

£325
£ 550
£625

£ 4695

Linn Klout power amplifier

£ 1200

Audio Note AN-Jlevel 3rosewood

£ 1350

Art Audio Concerto Mki power amplifier

£ 85o

Martin Logan Aerius loudspeakers

£ 1295

Gamma Rythmn integrated amplifier

£950

telephone 0171 380 0866

fax 0171 383 5028

"...breathtaking speed and transparency
...superb sense of timing ... delightful agility."
[Hi Fi Choice]
"Piano could sound very good indeed, tactile and
convincing, and vocals could be just exquisite."
[Hi Fi News]
"The lasting overall impression remained that of great
naturalness, lightning-fast transients and beautiful
cohesion." [ Hi Fi World]
these are the finest speakers available for lovers
of live music and single ended triode connoisseurs.
Just ask your ears. From £ 2995

...a bravura performance from
Beauhorn
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, East Sussex, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1424 813888 Fax: +44 (0)1424 812755
website: http://members.aol.com/ThomTrans/
eMail: ThomTrans@aol.com
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Listen to a £ 1543 interconnect working
in your system for 10 days and keep
it for only £48.
Jack Lawson, who founded The Music Room and The Audio Note Salon has
offered unrivalled skill in system matching since 1979. By mail order, you can
optimise your system. Avoid confusion and costly mistakes ... For aphone call
you benefit from up to 66% discount on some of the best cables money can
buy. Nationwide. In fact almost 10% of our calls come from overseas.
Is 66% not an exaageration? We all know that alot of cables are overpriced,
but if you spend less than say 10% of your system on cables then you're not
hearing your equipment. Normally you pay another third of the cable's
manufactured cost for marketing (attractive packaging, advertising, PR, reps'
commission, and promotion) and the same again for dealer mark-up. But
Petros Blue is sold direct and on approval for ten days (except for custommade configurations).
The sonic quality exceeds its peers and aspires to the ultimate cables we still
use as our benchmarks (Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake/WBT and
Gryphon Guideline). We use acopper wire designed for high-end audio by
Shark and their solid machined RCA phono plugs (
folded metal destroys the
crystal structure). XLR, Camac and other plugs available. Except for the entry
level, we use semi-balanced earthing to drain interference and noise in the
outer braid to the source and the signal is transmitted in abalanced inner pair
of conductors, Don't worry, it looks like aconventional lead, you just have to
get the arrows pointing to the target and let it burn- in for afew days.
1/2 metre
1metre
Petros Blue
£42
£48
Petros Blue Plus
£52
£58
P.B. Plus Silver
£58
£65
(PB interconnects feature solid RCA phonos, or Neutrik XLR's

add metre
£ 16
£22
£22
no extra costs.

Audio Note AN-S
£90
£ 139 £99
Audio Note AN-V
£ 129
£219
£ 179
(AN interconnects are 15-strand silver litz with AN-GP phono plugs.)

Except basic PB, all are semi-balanced, ie. earth drained at source. We do not
believe in silver-plated cables as plating dismantles the crystal structure. The AN
silver is Italian 16-year annealed treasury ingots, as used in exotic stringed
instruments.
Over 3years we've developed the Petros cables performance from the best
cable, plugs and solder by extensive listening. We find that timing and
temperature of solder are critical. (Top level "Petros Blue Plus Silver" uses silver
solder, but it is the same OF. copper wire). Excessive timing or temperature
found in some of our rivals burns the interface: otherwise after dry join is
mechanical join, but not aperfect electrical join. I
cannot make the product any better without custom
wire and even extrusion, so beyond Petros
interconnects trecommend the wires developed by
Mr Kondo of Audio Note and the speaker cables
from MIT. These are less expensive than you may
imagine, and you can negotiate within limits!
For example, apair of 4metre Audio Note AN- D
speaker cables, factory-terminated in spades or
bananas costs only £90 (including our £2charge
for post and packing) or £ 162 for bi-wiring. Apair
of MITerrninator-2 (8-foot lengths) costs £239.95
but ahigh-end system would justify aset of the biwire MH-750 costing £P0A. Warning: to try is to buy).
The bargain of the century is KONTAK contact
cleaner and preservative (£ 14.95, post-free with
any cable order). You will be amazed how much
diode (non-linear!) dirt is removed, how
transparent is the sound, and unlike other
cleaners including sandpaper, it lasts for several
months! All our cables are treated with KONTAK.
Give yourself atreat! It's legal.

Phone Jack Lawson or Elvie Contemplo for further details on 0141-357 5700
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It's part of
my job to
keep the
tradition
alive' says
Taj Mahal.
His Influence
today is
doing
just that

Taj Mahal is
amazing,' says
Jackson Browne, 'his
voice comes from the
rich cenrre of
American traditional
music, where it joins
with the universal
sound of human
experience'
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ar and away the most
adventurous and under-rated
bluesman of the 1960s and
'70s, Taj Mahal has also turned out
to be the driving force behind the
most unexpected development in
blues during the '90s.
When
acclaimed
young
innovators like Eric Bibb, Keb' Mo',
Kelly Joe Phelps, Ben Harper, Alvin
Youngblood Hart and Corey Harris
are asked about their inspirations, it
is Taj Mahal, rather than Jimi
Hendrix or Eric Clapton, whose
name crops up again and again.
The thing that ties all these young
fin-de-siècle guitarists together is a
love of countrified folksy blues,
usually
played
on
acoustic
instruments. They love and respect
the past, but they look constantly to
the future, always pushing at the
limits of possibility.
And that attitude can be traced
directly to Taj Mahal. Although his
first recorded work (with Ry Cooder
in The Rising Sons and on his
eponymous 1968 solo debut album)
was in the then-burgeoning electric
blues bag, Mahal made a u-turn at
the end of the 1960s. While every
other bluesman on the planet was
buying abigger amp and looking to
Chicago's
urban
scene
for
inspiration, Taj Mahal decided he
needed a bigger canvas and set
about exploring black roots music.
Each disc of his 1969 doublealbum, Giant Steps/De Ole Folks At
Home, featured adifferent style. The

Giant Steps disc was vibrant electric
blues, but De Ole Folks featured
everything from unaccompanied
rustic vocalisations to fingerpicking
guitar and banjo instrumentals,
traditional songs to brand new ones,
folksy raps to cajun tunes played on
harmonica.
It was nothing short of an
astonishing kaleidoscope of styles
that the average pop fan knew
nothing about, but with the benefit
of hindsight, maybe it's obvious why
Taj took those giant steps. Born
Henry Fredericks in Springfield,
Massachussetts, he grew up in a
household where mum knew Dizzy
Gillespie and dad was Henry S
Fredericks, a jazz arranger known
to Ella Fitzgerald as ` the genius'. If
music wasn't being played live in the
Fredericks kitchen, then it was
blasting out of the record player, or
drifting over the fence from the
gospel choir in the church next
door.
Taj can name an endless stream
of musicians who passed through his
house. ' Folks like Sleepy John Estes,
Yank Rachel, Mance Lipscomb and
the Bahamian guitarist Joseph
Spence. Igot to meet Tampa Red,
Speckled Red...' The list goes on.
In 1997, Taj finally picked up a
long- overdue Grammy, for his
album Señor Blues, but the definitive
statement, so far, of his eclectic path
through American roots music has
just been issued on the 3CD set Taj
Mahal — In Progress And In Motion
1965-1998 [
Columbia Legacy —
C3K 64919].
It's abeautifully packaged, loving
54- song chronicle enhanced by
Mahal's own explanatory notes.
Along the route to track 54 you'll
find yourself in New Orleans,
Hawaii, Texas, Chicago, the West
Indies, the Brill Building, Taj's back
porch, and anywhere else that great
music has been born. You'll find
your spirit raised by vibrant
performances and alove of life that
shines through everything this 6ft
4in giant of aman touches.
Thrilling as it is to hear a
performer so at ease with guitar,
banjo, piano and harmonica, the
nub of Taj Mahal remains the direct
heart
and
soul
hotline
communication of his grizzled,
rough-hewn vocal sound.
It's a voice that also frequently
betrays the element that purists all
too often find hard to take in the
blues: humour. The obvious fun the
man's having in songs like ' Built For
Comfort' or ' Fishin' Blues' or
'Curry' somehow seems to rankle
with the chartered accountants and
lawyers who know that real
bluesmen wear Armani suits, live on
country estates, drink champagne

and have mastered the art of
suffering endlessly on MTV.
And they're not alone. Keith
Richards of the Rolling Stones has
accused Taj of having a white
approach to the blues. Iguess he's
qualified to know. All Iknow is that
Ihaven't wanted to dance or sing
along to any Rolling Stones record
made after Brian Jones died, but
every Taj Mahal album has
something on it that satisfies and
tickles my white soul.
Taj Mahal's position has always
been clear. He sees himself as part
of a living, evolving tradition which
is neither old or new. It's eternal. ' I
don't want nostalgia,' he has said. ' I
want right now.'
Forty albums into his career,
although he's acknowledged as a
fine songwriter in his own right, Taj
points out that: ' It's my duty to
revisit the classics once in a while.
It's part of my job to keep the
tradition alive, both for people of my
generation who lived through it and,
of course, for the kids who really can
learn from it'.
On the new 3CD set, when he
tackles a song like Stephen Foster's
chestnut ' Oh Susanna', Mahal
radically
revises
it
without
descending into rock cliché,
demonstrating his gifts as an
arranger as well as an interpreter.
When he launches into a live,
previously unreleased rendition of
'Freight Train', he takes time to rap
to the audience about Elisabeth
Cotton who wrote the song,
bringing her name to a new
generation. Something like aquarter
of the tracks here are previously
unreleased, so as well as an
exhilarating trawl through the backcatalogue there's plenty of new
material to savour.
Not
on
the
new
set,
unfortunately, is one of the great
moments in live recording history.
This happened on 6 October 1993
in Bremen, when Taj stopped
during the intro to Walter Jacobs's
'Blues With A Feeling' to lecture the
audience about handclapping on the
wrong beat. ` No, no, no,' he told
them, ' Everybody's like on one and
three. That's classical music —
Mozart,
Chopin,
Vladimir
Horowitz, yeah? But this is
schwarzermusik — two and four.
OK?' Eventually, they get it, and
they love him for it. You can find
that on An Evening Of Acoustic
Music [
Radio Bremen, T & M 004].
If the blues hopes to gain new
listeners as it sails on into the next
millennium, it needs a spirit as
strong, as flexible and as sincere as
Taj
Mahal's
at
the
helm.
Fortunately, it already has.
Johnny Black
FEBRUARY 1999
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The Revel GEM Loud.,, dtter
So good we put it on apedestai
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contour Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premieri
epoth i
co.uk

PATH

The Monitor Audio - PMC Series

d"

703 Cherry

"All that glitters is gol
Adapted from ist testament

Monitor Audio's remarkable 'profiled metal cone' technology utilises
agold ceramic coated Aluminium/Magnesium alloy. The resulting
increase in stiffness means greater sonic accuracy.
Designers and manufacturers of high quality loudspeakers in our own
factories in Cambridge England, Monitor Audio is totally
committed to your listening pleasure.

MONITOR AUDIO

44- c4oe
MONITOR AUDIO LTD 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CI31 4ZN England UK.
Tel: +44 (01223 246344 Fax: +44 (0)1223 214532 http://www.monitoraudio.com
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